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INTRODUCTION 

The formation of the <;ouncll of Scientific and Industrial Research in 
1942 was the natural outcome of events preceding and consequent upon the 
declaration of World_ War II. 

Prior to World War I (1914-18) and even several years thereafter, 
industrial research in India had not attracted the attention it deserved. The 
Imperial Council of Agricultural Research, and the Indian Research Fund 
Association were functioning to foster the gro.wth of knQ_wledge regarding 
agricultural and medical problems. The Indian· Industrial Commission 
had in 1919 suggested the establishment of a Chemical Services Committee 
which had in its turn proposed the creation ofan All-India Chemical Service 
to whom were to be assigned the duties of assisting in the co-ordination of 
industrial work in progress in the provinces. The formation of an All-India · 
Chemical Service was, however, abandoned due to several causes but the 
need for co~ordination of industrial research in India was not lost sight of. 
On several occasions the question was brought up for discussion and in 
1928, the provincial governments were asked to give, their views regarding 
the establishment of central agencies and institutions for industriaf research. 
There was general agreement amongst the local governments about the 
desirability of co-ordinating industrial research in India and one of them , 
suggested the formation of an-Imperial Council of Industrial Research on 
the lines of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research. At this stage 
financial stringency stepped in and the subject of co-ordination of industrial 
research was not pursued till July 1933 when the Fifth Industries Con
ference met~ As a result of the discussion at the fifth and the sixth In• 
dustries conference it was qecided to bring into being the Ce_ntral Industrial 
Intelligence and Research Bureau to act as a central clearing bouse of in
dustrial intelligence, to keep abreast of industrial developments both in 
India and other cou_ntries and to be in a position to give information and -
advice to industrialists and persons seeking industrial openings. The In
dustrial Research Bureau, as it was subsequently named, was thus_ establi
shed in 1934 and the Governmen~ of India also recognised the necessity of 
giving ad hoc grants to scientific institutions .as occasio~ demanded and the 



need for establishment, witl:f goVCf!nment support, of a central industrial 
·research institute. 

The need for a I strong and well staffed central industrial research 
institute was· brought to the forefront by the outbreak of the World War II 
in September 1939· Many sources of supply of finished products were. 
zither entirely stopped or much curtailed and it was soon realised that if 
India was to be industrially self sufficient and an effective source; of war 

· supplies, the establishment of a Ceotral.Research Organisation was esst>ntial. 
lt was therefore decided to keep in abeyance the Industrial Research Bure~u 

· and to create the Board of Scientific and Industrial Research which came 
into existence in I940· 

· In the words of the resolution creating the Board, its functions were 
to-be "to advise the government as to the lines on which such research 
should be conducted and the channels into which it should be guided in 
order-best to serve the· object of ensuring the co-ordinated development of 
Indian industries, particularly of those the importance and possibilities of 
which have been prominently brought into the forefront as a result of the 
conditions created by the war". The resolution directed that "the Board will 
'utilise and. co-ordinate the workofthe existing organizations already employ
e'd in this field. It will· survey the work that is being done by them, invite 
proposals from all sources,Jn.itiate discussion and make recommendations to 
the Government of India, who will prescribe from time to time the general 
lines on which .industrial research should be undertaken and pursued. The 
Board will also report to the Government of India what specific problems 
should in its _opinion be assigned for investigation to the staff directly under 
the Board on the one band and to the various scientific and research institu
tions in the country inclu~ing University laboratories on the other. 

The activities of the Board of Scientific and Industrial Research were 
supplemented by another body known as the Industrial Research Utilisation 
Com~ittee set up by Government in 1941 to advise on ways and means for 
the commercial development of the processes evo~ved under the auspices of 
the Board. 

. 
On the 14th November 1941, th: Hon'blc Dewan Bahadur Sir 

A. Ramaswamy Mudaliar moved ·the following resolution in the Legislative 
Assembly:-

"Tbis Assembly recommends to the Governor-General in Council 
that a fund called the Industrial Research Fund be constituted 
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for the purposes of fostering Industrial Developmen.: n this 
country and that provision be made in the Budget for /an 
annual grant of Rs. Io lakhs. to the Fund for a· ·period of five 
years." 

This tes~lution was passed by the Legislative Assembly and accepted 
by the Government of India arid it was decided to .set up a Council of 
Scientific and Industrial Research as an autonomous body registered under 

·the Registration of Societies Act (Act XXI of I86o) whose functions· would 
be:-

(a) To implement and give effect to _the resolution c:eating ·the 
Industrial Research Fund mentioned above. 

(b)· The promotion, guidance and co-ordination of Scientific and 
Industrial Research in India including the _institution and t~e .. 
financing of specific researche~.: · · 

(c) The establishment or development and ·assisti1nce · to· speciai 
institutions or departments of existing institutions for.· 
scientific studies of problems affecting particular industries 
and trades. 

(d) The establishment and ~ward of research studentships a~d 
fellowships. 

(e) The utilisation of the r~s.ult of the researches· conducted 
under the auspices of the Council towards the development 
of industries in the country and .the· payment of. a share /of 

. royafties arising out of th_e . devel~pment of the results of~ 
researches to those who are considered as having contributed 
towards the pursui~g of such fCsearches. . . • · 

(/) The establishment, maintenance and management of'labora
tories, workshops, institutes and orga~isations to further 
scientific and industrial research and to utilise ~nd exploit . 
for purposes of experiment any discovery or invention likely 
to be of use to Indian industries. 

(g) The collecti~n and dissemination. of information ·io regard 
not only to research b~t to industlial ma~ters generally. 

(h) Publication of scientific papers and a journal of industri&l 
. research and development; and . 

(i) Any other activities to promote generally the objects of the 
resolution. 
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. The functions of the Board o,f Scientific and Industrial Research and 
the Industrial Research Utilisation Committee remained practically un4 

atfec;ted, the only difference being that instead of the government, these 
bodies were now to ,tender their advice to the Governing Body of the 
Council. · 

The advent of the National Government in India in August 1946 bas 
resulted in the elicitation of a greater interest in the working of the Council 
of Scientific and Industrial Research, following as it did the realisation o( 

the oeed.for stepping up of scientific and industrial research to promote 
the welfare of the people of the country •. 

The Union of India was inaugurated on the 1Sth August 1947 and 
although the Cabinet bas been fully occupied in considering othe~ problems 
of national importance, the activities of the Council have not been forgot .. 
ten· or relegated to the background. The need for bettering the fate of the 
common man by promoting industry and of helping industry to solve its 
problems .through the stimulus of scientific research has been keenly 
appreciated. The importance attached to these activities is manifest from 
the fact that 'Scientific Research' forms one of the ponfolios assigned to the 
Prime Minister, The Hon'ble Pandit Jawahar Lal N:ehru, who is now the 
President of the Council with the Hon'ble Dr. Sbyama Prashad Mukherjee 
the Minister for lndustry ana Supply as the Vice•President. ·For 
adrilinistrative purposes the Council still remains atlached to the Miniatry 
of Industry and Supply. . · 



' 
PRFSENT ORGANISATION 

The Council of Scientific and Industrial Research is a registere4 body 
Incorporated under the RegistratiOn of Societies Act of I86o (Act XXI). Its 
resources are mainly derived from government grants but are occasionally 
augmented by private benefactions for general or specific purposes. Fo~ 
administrative purposes the Council is at present attached to the Ministry of 
Industry and Supply. The aims and objects of the Council arc to further 
the purposes described in the government resolution sanctioning its crea.; 
r.ion and have been fully described in the introduction.· 

Advisory Bodies 

The acti\'ides of the Cou.ncil are guided by the two standing advisory 
bodies viz. the Board of ~cientific and Industrial Research· and the 
Industrial Liaisop Committee (replacing the. Industrial Research Utilisa· 
tion Committee) of which the former, primarily concerned with research, 
occupies arr important position in the Council's organisa_tion. 

Board of Stientibc and Industrial Research 

'the delibrations of the Board of Scientific and Industrial Res~arch 
\1/hich consists of 2j members (Appendix l) are presided over . by the 
lion'ble Prime Minister in his capacity as President of the Council 
of Scientific and tndustrial Research. The Hon'ble Minister for 
lndustty and Supply is the-- ex-officio Vice-President. Of these mem
bers 9 are scientists, mostly non-officials \\'ho hold esteemed positions in 
their respective spheres and are connected with different Indian research 
institutions, Six represent important go1ernment departments interested 
in industrial research including the Ministry of Defence and Ministry of 
Industry and Supply. The remaining silt are leading industrialists. 

' . 

The Board functions as an Advisory Body to the Council on (1) pro• · 
posals for instituting specific researches (1) proposals for scientific institu
tions including universities and other dep~rtments of such institutions in -
the scientific study of problems affecting particular. trades and industries, 
(3) proposals for the establishment of research institutes, studentships, 
scholarships and (4) proposals for specific studies and surveys of indigenous 
resources as an essential preliminary to systematic investisations io parti· 
cularly important fiel~s of research. 
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-Board of Research in Atomic Energ1 
. \ 

A committee for research in atomic energy was appointed in January 
1946 but in view of the important and vast field covered by atomic energy 
research, it was feJt that the problems connected wit!l this intricate subject 
should not b'e handled by a small_ committee of the Beard of Scientific 
and Industrial Research .. The Governm~nt of India and the Council of 
Scientific and Industrial Research decided in. June 1947 to set up a Board of 
Research in Atomic Energy_ to work directly under it. At the same time a 
Joint Committee witn the .representatives of the Travancore Darbar for 

. research and 'development of atomic energy from Travancore minerals was 
also set up. 

· Industrial Liaison Committee 

. The . Industrial Research Utilisation Committee was composed of 
16 members, mostly industrialists and .was presided over by the Hon'ble 
Minister for Industry and Supply. It function.ed as an advisory body to 
the Council to advise on (1) the selection of the particular concern or 
concerns to which the results of x:esearch scb:::m::s should be made available 
for utilisation, (2) the terms and conditions including the question of pay
ment of royalties etc. (3) the question of the division· of the royalties on 
l'atent rights, which will vest in the Central Government as between the 
Central Government on one hand and on the other hand, provincial Govern- . 

·meats, instituti01is and scientists responsible for the research and as 
amongst scientists themselves; .and (4) generally the b:st method whereby 

·the industrial development of the research can be undertaken and an equi
.table arrangement made for secudng that the services of the scientists con
cerned are adequately rewarded.- The Cen.tral Government will be the 
final authority to decide how the results placed before the Committee will 
be utilised and by whom and on all other. matters on which the advice of 
the Committee is sought. 

The Industrial Research Utilisation Committee continued to function 
. as such tjll J943 when it was found that it was growing more and more 
clifficult for the Committee, which bad a fairly large personnel, representa• 
tive of different parts of India and could therefore meet only at long 
intervals, to cope with desirable espedition with the completed processes, 
the number of which had been steadily increasing. The Council, therefore, 
aet up at this stage a small Standing Committee of the Industrial Research 
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Utilisation Committee including two non-official members for dealing with 
industrial utilisation of the processes. ·evolved. under the auspices of the 
Council. 

With a view to ensure early utilisation action on completed researches, 
it has quite recently been decided to replace the. Industrial Research Utilisa~ 
tion Committee by a more compact body which has been styled the Indus
trial Liaison Committee. This Committee is presided over by the Hon'ble 
Minister for Industry and Supply as ex-officio Vict:-Preside~t of. the Council 
of Scien1ific and Industrial Research and includes amongst its members .the 
Director, Scientific -aod Industrial Research, the Director~ General, Industry 
and Supply, the Financial Advisor to the Council of Scientifi.c and Industrial· 
Research and two Indusrialists Sir Shri Ram and Mr. Satya Narain Sinha. .... . . 

Research Committees 
. . . 

In discharging its functions the ·Board of· Scientific . and Indus.trial 
Research is assisted by a number of Resea~ch Committees · of experts, 
through whom indeed, along with the Director or Scie~tific and Industrial 
Research, who is the Technical Advisor and Principal Administrative Officer 
ofth~ Council the technical work of the Council is largely. carried out. ·As a 
rule, all important research schemes submitted to the Council for sanction 
of grants are referred to_ the· Research Committees, ·according to their 
rtspective scope, . for a detailed examination and .for making recom• 
mendations thereon. Each Research Committee as a whale watches the-. .. . . 
progress of schemes falling within its . scope and formulates co-ordinated 
proposals for further schemes in their respective subject.· The Research 
COmmittees are also entrusted with the task o.f formulating· programmes of 
research. of a long range character in their particular lines.: In the past, 
however, the pre-occupations of the Council were connected mainly ~ith 
urgent research problems for meeting war-time needs, and only recently 
the Research Committees hav~ had the opportunity of ~aking·ihis planning· 
work with necessary care and earnestness. 

There are now 24 Research Committees of the COuncil as follows :

I. Glass and Refractories Coniinittee. 

:z. Electro-Chemicaf Industries Commi.ttee (amalgamating the .. 
Graphite and Carbon Electrode Committee). 

3· Industriai Fermentation & ·Biological Products Committee. 

4- Dye-stuffs Committee. 

S· Fuel Research Committee. 
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• 6. Vegetable Oils Committee. 

7· Cellulose Research Committee. · 

8. Heavy-Chemicals and Chemical Industries Committee (in
cluding Fertilisers, Naturally Occurring Salts and Sulphur 
Committees). 

· 9· Pharmaceuticals and Drugs Committee. 

Io .. Plastics Committee. 

u. Atmospheric Resel!rch Committee. 

12. Essential Oils Committee. 
13. Metals Committee. 

I4· Internal Combustion Engines Research Committee. 

IS· Distillation and other Chemical Plants Committee~ 

I6. Applied Physics Committee, (including the Scientific Instru-
ments Committe~)· 

I 7· : Radio Research Committee. 
IS .. Statistics, Standards and Quality Control Committee. 

19 .. Leather Research Committee. 

20. Building Research Committee. 

2I. Fuel Research Commi\tee. 

22. Committee on the Measurement of Geological Time. 

23. Beryllium Research Committee. 

24. Vanaspati Research Advisory Committee. 

Each of these research committees has been constituted on the principle 
of securing the co-operation of prominent scientists in the country, whether 
serving in government depanments or universities and research institutes 
or p~ivate industry and also of industrialists capable of helping such com
mittees in their work. 

Laboratories of the Council 

The organisation of the Council comprises some laboratories of its own 
which have been handed down to it and are now financed from the annual 
grants to the Council. Shortly before the inauguration of the Council in 
April 1942, the laboratories set up at the Research Branch of the Govern
ment Test House, at Calcutta for the Industrial Research Bureau and 

·later placed under the control of the Director of the Scientific and Jn-
dustrial Research who has built _them up in their present form were 
transferred to Delhi (as Calcutta was then exposed to the danger of air raids) 
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and temporarily accommodated in the premises of the Delhi University 
by special arrangement. When the Council was brought into existence as a 
corporate body, these laboratories were passed on to it. 

These laboratories are divided into two sections-Physical and Chemi
cal-each placed under an Acting Director by-a recent decision of the Couacil 
for the purpose of giving necessary relief to Director, Scientific and In
dustrial Research who has some supervising control. The initial equip
ment of these laboratories, originally planned for the Industrial· Research 
Bureau as an experimental measure ·was bound to be very limited~ and no 
substantial expansion thereof could be effected during ·the war years, parti
cularly since the Council took them over. Despite this serious handicap, 
these laboratories, as will appear from the details set forth in the section re
lating to the activities of the Council, have rendered a fairly good account 
of themselves, panicularly in view of the strain imposed on them for hand
ling numerous problems of war importance during the last few years. . 

Journal of Scientific and Industrial Research and Dictionary of 
Economic: Products and lnduetrial Resource~ ~f India. 

Comprised in the organisation of the Ceuncil are two self..cont~ined 
units,-one relating to the publication of a monthly journal under the n·ame 
"Journal of Scientific and Industrial Research," and the other relating to the 
compilation of a '•Dictionary of Economic Products ·and Industrial Rc
sour~es of India." The latter work has been' undertaken with a view to bring
ing the infor~ation contained in the famous ·"Dic~ionary of Economicf.Pro
ducts" (1907-1908) by Sir George Watt up to date and also to supplement the 
same with information about semi-processed materials. The publication of 
such a dictionary is considered essential as . much for guiding research in 
fruitful channels as for rendering an info!mation service in universal demand, 
since considerable str.ides have been m~de in the industrial development of 
the country and also in the exploration of its resources since Watt's 
pioneer work in the line. The Council has set up two Advisory Boards for · 
.the Journal_ and the Dictionary respectively and Editorial Committee for the 
latter to supervise the coompilation work (vide appendix). 
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ADMINISTRATION 

The administration of the Council is vested in a Governing Body of 
which, as already stated the Hon'ble Prime Minister, as Minister incharge 
of Scientific Research is_tbe President and the Hon'ble Minister for Indus

. try and Supply, to which ministry the C'luncil is attached for administrative 

. purposes~ is the 'vice~ President. The Governing Body takes decisions on 
matters of policy, passes the budget of the Council, sanctions grants for 

_ variom1 research schemes (with or . without modifications) on the 
recommendation of the Board of Scientific and Industrial Research and also. 
other activities falling within the scope of the activities of the Council. 
According to its constitution, the budget _of the Council is subject to 
sanction by the Government of the Indian Union. 

The Governing Body is composed of 22. members including the Chair
man: The President is vested with wide powers in matters of finance 
within sanctioned budget allotments either by the constitution of the Coun• 
cil or by delegation by the Governi~g Body which includes members from 
distant parts of India and cannot meet more than three times in .a year. 
Like the- Board of Scientific: and Industrial Research, the Governing Body 
is also composed of eminent scientists, inJustrialists and representatives of 
some ministries of the Government of the Indian Union. The fact that 

·some scientist and industrialist members of the Governing Body are also 
members of the Board, has been particularly _helpful in facilitating considera
tion of technical matters by the Governing Body in their proper perspec- · 
tive. _ Special mention may be made of the inclusion in the Governing Body 
of a re_presentative of the Ministry of Finance who advises the Council on 
financial matters. 

The principal administrative officer of_ the Council is the Director, 
Scientific and Industrial Research, who is responsible for the adminis
tration of the affairs of the Council and exercises aupervisory control over 
its technical and research activities which include not only the Council's 
laboratories at Delhi but also the various research schemes supported 
largely by the system of grants-in-aid to universities and research institutes. 
As Technical Adviser of the Council,_ be is a member of the Governing 
Body and also of the two important advisory bodies of the Council, viz. 
the Board of Scientific: and Industrial Research and the Industrial Liaison 
Committee. He is also the Chairman of some of the Research Committees 
and is an ex-officio member of the rest of them. 

On the side of administration the Director is assisted by the Council 
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secretariat which consists of the Secretary, Joint . Secretary, Deputy Secre
tary, and four Assistant Secretaries with the office staff. _ The secretariat .is 
mainly concerned with matters relating to finance and budget, establishment, 
and matters relating to the activities of the Board _and the Research 
Committees, the leasing out o( processes evolv_ed under the auspices of the 
Council in respect of which the patent rights ve~t in the Government of 
India on behalf of the _-Council. The Council secretariat ha·s accordingly 
organised a patent section of its own which_ is placed in charge· of a quali
fied expert who assists the scientists in drawing up specifications in the 
proper manner for obtaining- patents_ in and outside India. · The finan
cilll duties involve bot only the preparation of the budget of the Council 
and disbursements on establishment but als-o a lot of accounts work, as under 
the grants-in-aid system detailed accounts have to be maintained of expendi
ture on assisted researches in the various universities and research institutes 
under specific headings like equipment, staff and contingencies. Considerable 
work i• also involved in the utilisation branch of the Council sec:retariat on 
account of the proce~ural formal ties to be observed for leasing out processes, 
in respect of which some important. details are · furn'ished under _~he 
relevant section hereafter. . . -

On the technical side, the Director's duties and responsibilities relate -
to the general supervision of work at the Council's laboratories at Delhi i:he 

- . . ' 
co-ordination :of the work of Research Committees, the co~piiation of 
the Dictionary of Economic Products and Industrial ResourceS-of India (for 
which a separate office has been started within easy· reach of the Library of 
the Imperial Agricultural Research Institute), Industrial- and Technical 
Intelligence, the publication of !be Journal of tbe Council ~nd the planning 
of new laboratories, of which the last is the most important at the present 
stage on account of some major schemes awaiting implementation by the 
Council in the course of the next few years. -

The present laboratories of the Council in Delhi are as already stated, 
divided into two sections, Physical and Chemical. . The Physical section is · 
incharge of Sir K. S. Krishnan, F.R.S. who has been appointed Director 
of the National Physical Laboratory, Delhi. Dr. S. Siddiqui, acting Direc
tor, who bas been selected as Director pf the National Chemical Laboratory, 
Poona, is in charge of the chemical section. They are assisted by necessary 
staff of Assistant Directors, Research Officers and Research Assistants. 

The Dictionary office is in charge of the Editor-in-Chief who is as
sisted in his wor~ by some As_sistant. Editors for such subjects as Botany, 
Physics, Zoo~ogy etc. and a number of technic~} assista~ts. 



111 regard t" ilttelligence the Director. is assisted by the AssisbuiC 
Secretary, (Tech.) of the Council and two technical assistant;, 

The Jo~rnal Section of the Council is in~;harge of the: Editor W'h<J 
functions as ex-offido Secretary of the :Editorial Board, of which the! 
Director is the Chairman.· The :Editor is assisted by an Assistant Editor, 
and a small office staff. 

Schemes for the planning o( the following Nati<'nal Laboratories have~ 
been san,tioned by the Government of the Indian Union:~ 

1. National Chemical Laboratories, Poona. . 
1. National Physi~:al Laboratories, Delhi, 
~- National Metallurgical Lab<Jratories, Jamsbedput. 
... National Fuel Research Institute, Dhanbad. 
j. Central Glass and Ceramic9lnstitute, Calcutta, 
6. Road Research Institute. Delhi. 

Of these t~e first five arc in the: proces9 of erection and for the con .. 
struction stage a nucleus staff has been provided for each one of them 
under an Assistant Directot (Planning) who acts . as the Secretary to the 
Committee and assists it in drawing up the plans. 

The nudeus of Building Research Station ha9 been started under the 
auspices and with the ~;o-operation of the Thomason Engineering College, 
Roorkec. An Assistant Director (Planning) for the· Road Research Institute 
has been appointed and the Government has been approached for a site 
on the Mattra Road, Delhi. 

There has also bee~ appoint~d a Local Advisory Committe~ lot eacb 
laboratory wbo scrutinises tbe detailed estimates, drawings etc. before 
tenders for the construction of the buildings are called for. The Local 
Committee also examines and makes its recommendations on th• tenders 
after these have been sc:rutinised by the architects. 

The planning section ba9 b«en provided with a Drawings Officer and 
a imall office staff. Professional advice for preparation of building plans 
and designs is obtained on payment or fees froid approved firms of 
architects. The Director czercises general supetvisian ovet tbe activities 
of the Assistant Directors for Planning, both as the administtatiV'e bead of 
the Council and as an tx .. officio membet of the various laboratory com• 
rnittees. The present administrative and research staff of the Council is 
shown in «ppeodix and a schematic representation of the organisatiota 

et the Council ia tht dia~ram. 
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Director for the National Physical Laboratories· has been appoin• 
ted and is at present incharge of the Physics section of the Council's. 
Laboratories in Delhi. The Acting Direcror of the Chemical section bas 
been selected a~ Director of the National Chemical Laboratories. Director, 
National Fuel Research Inst~i:ute is in charge of the construction and there

.search work being ca.rried on by the nucleus staff at Dhanbad. Director for 
the National Metallurgical Laboratories bas been selected but bas not yet 
joined his duties. A Director for the Central Glass and Ceramics Institute 
~ill be selected shortly, appli,ations for the post having already l>een invited • 

. In. ·addition to the national laboratories enumerated · above, plans 
for establishment of a number of other national research institutes are in 

. -
band.· These include (I) Central ·Drug. Research Laboratories, (2.) Food 
T~chnoiogy Research Laboratories, (3) Electro~Chemical Industries Research 
Laboratories· and (4) Leather Research Institute. Preliminary spade work 
with regar4 to the planning of these laboratories is in progress and Assistant 
Directors {Planning) for the Central Drug Research Laboratories and the 
Food Technolog_y Re-search Laboratories are expected to be' appointed in 
the 11ear future. 
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ACTIVITIES 

The present acuvmes of the Council embrace a wide field and 
generally include (i) Scientific a11d Industrial Research, (ii) Utilisation and 
Development of Research, (iii) Survey, (iv) Intelligence and (v) _organisation, 
Planning and Setting Up of. National Laboratories in different branches of 
Scientific and Industrial Research. 

-
In addition. to these Director, Scientific and Industrial Research is the 

Scientific Adviser to the Government of India_and his advice on important _ 
scientific matters is sought for by the various ministeries. This part of the 

. duties of the Director, Scientific and Industrial Research constitutes an 
imoortant and ever increasing part of his activities, which incidently also 
adds to the importance and stature of the Council. Dire_ctor, Scientific and 
Industrial Research is himself a member of many important committees and 

is represented on others by the officers of t~e _Council.· 

The nature. and extent ·of the activities of the Council as well as 
those of the Director, Scientific and Industrial Research are briefly · 
described hereunder : 

Researc~ Activities · 

The main object -for which the Board of Scientific and Industrial 
Research was created and which occupies a prominent place in the aims and 
objects of the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research. is "the promo~ 
tion, guidance and coordination or scientific and industrial research in 
India. including institutio~ and the.financing of-specific researches''; This 
objec~ bas 'been and is being fulfilled by the investigations· conducted in the 
laboratories of the Council'at the Delhi University and by the research 
schemes· sanctioned by the various Research Committees at the different 
research institutions throughout the country under the grants-in-aid 
system~ 

Council's Laboratories, Delhi University· 

Directly after the creation of the Board of Scientific and Industri~l . 
Research, the laboratories. and· the staff of the Industrial Research Bureau-
at the Government Test Ho11se, Alipore, Calcutta, were placed under the 
direct charge of 'the Director, Scientific an~. Industrial Resea~ch. · Early 
in 1942 with the entry of Japan into the war and the imminent danger to 
the city of Calcutta from aerial· bombardment, the laboratories 'of the 
Director, Scientific and Industrial Research ~ere transferred to Deihl and 
housed in the buildings of the Delhi_ University _where they still continue 
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·to function. The laboratories as well as the personnel were transferred to 
t~e Council of Sc,ientific arid Industrial Research when this body was created 
in March 1942; with the Director, Scientific a~d Industrial Research as 
t~e Director in addition to his other duties. The direct control of the 
Director, Scientific and Industrial Research continued till recently. 

Early in 1944 with a view to relieve the Director, .Scientific and 
Industrial Research for the important task of planning the development of 
the Council's organisation, the laboratories were: divided into two sections-

. Physical and Chemical · and were placed under the charge of two Acting 
Directors. The. laboratories have been a live centre of research. Besides 
a planned programme of research, both fundamental ~nd applied, under the 
auspices of the Council, numerous problems concerning the requirements of 
war were investigated in these laboratories in collaboration with the Depart:_ 
ment of Supply, the Royal Air Force, the U.S.A. Forces, the War 
Department and other Defence Organisations of the Government. The 
several problems successfully worked out largely reinforced the war efforts 
of the country on the scientific side. 

Of the other research problems investigated· in these laboratories, 
many have been leased out to various industrial firms in the country for 
commercial exploitation and the remaining are awaiting utilisation. 

Several important process, viz., purification of Baluchistan Sulphur, 
Antigas Ooth manufacture, Vegetable Oil blends as lubricants, Pyrethrum 
Antimalarials. etc., which were considered to be of direct help for the • 
prosecution of the war were made available free tC} Government Departments 
and other interested parties. 

The investigations at the Council's laboratories have proved . to be of 
reat significance in revealing the industrial potential of the country and 

utilisation of her resources in some fruitful and enduring lines. A detailed 
account of these researches is given in the paragraphs that follow. 

Physics Section 
· 1. PRoDUCER GAS TEsT PLANTs AND THE SEARCH FOR ALTERNATIVE Funs 

(L. C. Yerman, K. A. Nair, Das Gupta and M. L. Khanna.) 

The -acute shortage of petrol during the war for civilian consumption 
necessitated the running of motor transport on producer gas. To develop 
producer gas plants, a Master Testing Station was installed at the Council's 
Physical Laboratories at the Delhi University to guide and advise the 
routine testin: of producer gas plants, which had been undertaken in 
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different testing stations in the country. . In addition routine testing of 
more than one hundred plants manufactured in the Punjab, U.P., Bihar 
and Rajputana was· also carried out. , In collaboration with the War 
Transport Department, Government of India, a number of road tests were 
also carried out. 

(a) Standardisation of Filter Papers for Gas Purity Tests. With a view 
to ensure the uniformity of results of bench tests at different testing stations 
in India, methods of standardisation of filter papers used for gas purity 
tests at various test stations were investigated and a standard. filter paper 
was evolved which bas now been adopted at all the testing stations in India. 

. . 
Extensive tests on the flow of gases through filter papers were carried 

out with a view to correlating the physical characteristics of the filter paper 
with the flow of gases through it. A formula expressing these relations has 
also been developed. 

(b) Cleaning of Producer Gas. Investigations on · the suitability of 
fabric: materials and felts for use in the final filters of producer gas plants 
have been completed, as a result of which certain varieties of drill and 
satin drill cloth have been recommended for use. 

' . 

As regards the coarse filter media, experiments. with various intensities 
of packing for cotton waste, ~oir, jute and other fibrous material are in 
progress to find out the best filtration medium ;md optimum packing . 
conditions. · · 

Operational difficulties and inconveniences. encountered with different 
types of filtering material were studied. With a view to· circumvent them 
and also to provide for wet scrubbing, which helps to eliminate oorrosive 
impurities such as ammonia and sulphur dioxide, an improvised type of 
wet cyclone filter bas been dey~loped and patented. Dry cyclone filters 
have also been experimented upon. 

(c) Gas Purity and P()'U)er T1sts. As a result of gas purity tests on. 
different makes· of producer gas plants manufactured in different parts of · 
the country, suggestions for improvements were given to the manufacturen, 
which enabled six different makes to bring up their plants to the standard-. 
prescribed for gas purity tests, · 

A dynamometer for carrying out the power tests has been constructed 
in the laboratory workshop and put in operation. Routine power output 
tests have been included in the regular schedule of tests required to be 
passed by all gas plants submitted for approval. 
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(d) Experimtnls on Gas Plants. A producer gas plant of the British . 
' Emergency type received from the Government Central Workshops, 

Kanpur, was tested with various filtering material with and without wetting 
agents on the original and_ modified filters. A detailed report on this subject 
was submitted. - _ 

_ (e) Produetr ·Gas Fuels. For investigations on different varieties of 
Indian charcoal in relation_ to engine operation, laboratory bench tests were 
earried out. 

_ Operation of vehicles on rectified ·spirit of 96% alcohol strength by 
volume and also on mixtures of producer gas and rectified spirit were 

· studied under bench and road conditions. Successful methods for their 
use bave been developed without ~ucb alterations in _the petrol operated 
vehicle engine. 

Experiments on the use of rice husk as a producer gas fuel have not 
·yielded cncourging results. 

· (/) Fuel Economy in Portable Producer Gas Plants. · Various methods 
for improving the fuel economy of portable producer gas plants such as_gas
air-heat exchanger, exhaust gas injection, steam injection, were tried on the 

·, experime~tal ~ruck. or these gas air-heat excha~ger was found to be very 
effective and was therefore recommended for general usc.· 

Certain tests on proprietary brands of petrol savers were carried out 
at the instance of the War Transpo-rt Department with no useful results. 

(g) Clin~er Formation in Gas Plants. A peculiar type of trouble civing 
-white clinker fGrmation ·reported generally as taking place in various types 
of portable producer gas plants all over India was investigated and traced 
to the presence of barks in the wood used for the preparation of charcoal. 

(h) Errgi~e Lubrication .and Corrosion. Corrosion by water-in-oil 
emulsions formed by the presence of_ moinure in. producer gas and its 
mixture with lubricating oil bas been studie.i. These emulsions lead to 

excessive corrosion and rusting of metal parts. Experiments to explain 
this behaviour have indicated that oil films arc not impervious to the 
molecular diffusion of water. Work on the measurement of diffusion of 
water through oil films of various J;hicknesses is in progress. It baa been 
found that the addition of extremely small amounts of certain rrotective 
agents to oil prevents the corrosive action o~ water, which may get emulsi

fied with oil. 
Demonstration trials with Nigo's oil cleaner have shown that used 

lubricating oils can be readily reconditioned. 
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(a) Air Cleaner and Ventilation in Engines. An improved type of engine 
air· cleaning and crznk-case ventilation system has been developed and 
patented. 

JI, VEGETABLE OILS .U FUELS AND LUBRICANTS •. (J. S. Aggarwal, S. s: 
Bhatnagar, and L C. V~rman.) 

(a) Indian vegt-table oils were studied under prolonged runs as 
· Diesel engine fuels. The results indicate that most of _them _such as 

groundnut oil, cotton seed oil may be successfully employed for this 
purpose, some without modifications in the engine except minor adjust
ments. Others, such as polong oil, may requ:re CC'ruin engine parts' to. be 
built of corrosion resistant alloys; As compued with mineral Diesel oils, 
yegetable oils gave, in general, approximately the . same power output, a 
slightly higher fuel consumption, better . brake thermal efficiency and. 
slightly more but not excessive deposits. The results are embodied in a 
bulletin (I. R. B. No. 19) and have been published for general use by all 
interested parries. 

Extensive wo.rk was carried out on vegetable oils as lubricants. A 
series of Air Ministry . Oxidation tests were undertaken on various. oils; 
castor, groundnut, cotton seed and rapeseed, . \\lith and without stabiiisers: 
A number of effective stabilisers were discovered 'for various oils and a few 
blend& pf different oils were developed and tested as lubricants. for inter~al 
combustion engines. The results haye shown that satisfactory vegetable· 
oil blends could be prepared which would_ com pine favourably with mineral 
oil lubricants in almost all respects. ·The resuhs of_ ibis investigation' were 
published in the form of a bulletin ll· R. B. No. 18 and 20) and are known 
to have been Utilised by the oil companiC's. - . 

(b). Colloidal Fuel. Preliminary experiments usi~g vegetable olls with 
35% charcoal have been successful. but it would b~ necessary to devel~p 
production of very fine grade charcoal to reduce wear of the engine. 

III. IGNITION LAG Of VEGETABLE Ou.s AS DIESEL ENGINE FUELS. (L. C. 
Verman and A. S. Bhatnagar.) · · 

The work on the utilisation of Indian vegetable oils as fuels for· 
Diesel engines "indicated that certain vegetable oils gave a better thrrmal 
efficiency than mineral Diesel oil and ahnost all vegetable oils gave thermal 
'efficiencies higher than might be predicated from a koo·Nledge of their 
calorific values. A detailed study of the combustion mechanislll: of vegeta
ble oils in general and a determiriation of their ignition lags m pankular 
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was undertaken. Ia the absence of a standard 'ipdicatiog equipment, 
ignition-lag of fuels in Diesel engines was measured by recording the time 
between injection and ignition. The latter was measured as follows : 
The ionised vapours undergoing combustion showed maximum electrical· 

. conductivity in the spark gap which was made a part of an electric: circuit. 
To ob~erve this a pre-amplifier was constructed and used with the oscillo
graph. A t:ecord of the ignition time as well as the injection time was 
obtained on a time base synchronised to the speed of the engine. A camera 
was used to obtain a permanent record. 

. 1!1 the .course of the work on the ignition lag of oils in the Diesel 
engines it was observed that the electrical conductivity of the film of soot 
formed on the plug inserted in the combustion chamber, showed pressure 
sensitivity. This phenomenon was investigated and the results have been 
pub1ished. 

IV. VEGETABLE OILS AS ILLUMINANTS. ( J. S. Aggarwal, S. S. Bhatnagar 

and L. C. Verman.) 

Suitable blends of vegetable oils with fusel oil have been evolved as 
substitute illuminants for kerosene which was in short supply during the 
war.· The rc'aults have been published for general information. 

V, STORAGE BATTERIES. 

Comparative performance and life tests were carried out on. foreign 
and Indian batteries. The findings were . communicated to the various 
firms. During the war period certain amount of work was done an aero

, plane batteries for the R. A. F. 

VI. Day CELL MANUFACTIJU. (K. Subba Ramiah and L. C. Verman.) 

A systematic: study of the indigenous manganese ores and technique 
of manufacture was undertaken. Ores useful for use in dry cells were 
indicated to the manufacturers. The results have been published in the 
form of a bulletin. 

In order to increase the output of cells, manganese ores in dry cell 
manufacture are generally admixed to an extent of about to% with artificia,l 
manganese dioxide. This material under wartime conditions, was not 
available in India-. A procesa which activates the natural ore to give out· 
puts comparable with that obtained by the addition method and which is 
incidentally cheaper was developed and patented after semi-commercial 
scale trials •. The process is leased for exploitation to Messrs. Estrella 
Batteries Ltd., Bombay. 
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VII. CARBON PRODUCT MANUFACTURE. ( G. D. Joglekar, D. Sen anq 
· L. C. Verman.) 

(a) Electrodes for Dry Cells. Considerable work on .the production of 
carbon electrodes for dry cells was carried .out and experiments to determine 
the extrusion characteristics usi~g varying extrusion pressures and tempera
tures, different proportions of the body and binding materials and different 
shapes of extruding nozzles were conducted. The conditions for the 
bak.ing of rods were studied and suitable furnaces for the same designed 
and constructed. A cyclone separator to control the particle size distribu
tion ~f the body material was fabricated and suitable· hydraulic presses 
manufactured. The completed process was revealed to Messrs. Estrella 
Batteries Ltd., Bombay fol" commercial development. The cyclone 
separator and magnetic separator deve~oped have been patented. 

(b) Arc Carbons. For manufacture of carbon arc rods, machine for 
filling up the cores of the cored rods with chemicals to give light of the desir
ed characteristic was designed and fabricated. Conditions governing the 
copper plating of the carbon rods have been studied and suitabl~ composi
tion ofthe electrolytic bath bas been evolved. Successful improved methods 
for calcining of petroleum coke, which has definite influence. on the quality 
of the finished product have been studied.· Work on other characteristics 
that effect the finished rods is still in progress. For the testing of arc carbons· 
a projector has been fitted up. Measurement of brightness, crater temperature . 
and speed of _burning are generally catrieq out . . . 

(c) Carbon Brushes. Suitable compositions for the manufacture of 
carbon' brushes from coke, graphite and copper powder, and their 
admixtures giving suitable hardness, current carrying capacity and other 
requisite properties are being evolved. Apparatus for determining electrical 
resistance and scleroscopic hardness of brushes has been designed and 
assembled. Methods for connecting copper leads to brushes have been 
studied and the filling compounds analysed. Tests on motor generators · 
with laboratory made carbon brushes arc in progress. A testing laboratory 
machine has been fitted to test the voltage drop, wear and friction of the-. 
brushes under controlled conditions. 

(d) Carbon Microphone Granules (L. C. Verman, G. D. Joglekar. 
and A. S. Bbatnagar.) A few Indian coals were tried for making granules, 
many of which were found to possess the requisite qualities in 
varying degrees but none of them gave satisfactory performance in the 
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microphone.· So far, the Jangli Gali coal received from Jammu State bat 
-given the best performance. Fun her investigations are contemplated. 

- (e) Microphone Diaphragms (S. Banerji and L. C. Verman.) As an 
allied produ~t to the carbon granules, carbon discs for use as dia· 
pbragms in carbon micro~hones have also_been prepared and experimental 
microphones using these diaphragms were made in the laboratory workshop. 

(f) Welding Rods. . (L. · C. Verman, · G. D. Joglekar _and 
D. Sen.) Welding rods prepared from· petroleum coke were tried in 
the · automatic welding machine and have - shown very nearly the 
same speed of welding when using joo amperes current as the com
mercial rods on the market. · 

VIII. 'FuEL' Pll'MP DIAPHRAGMs. (S.M. Karim, K. K. Sarin and L. C. 
Verman.) 

Fuel pump diaphragms used in motor cars were in short supply 
during the war, as they, were imported~ A substitute .superior to the foreign 
imported v:ariety was developed so that it could be equally useful for 
petrol as well as for aJcohol petrol mixtures and was used in large numbers 
in the Far East theatre of war. The la~ge scale production of these for 
civil and .defence service requirements has been entrusted to Messrs. -
United Trading Co., Delhi. · 

IX. PETROL PROOF RVBBERLESS HosE PIPES AND TUBEs. (S. S. Bbatnagar, 
S. M. Karim and L. C. Verman.) 

Owing to the non-availability of the u~ual rubber petrol pipe, rubber• 
less. products having flexibility and other characteristics necessary for such 
~rticles were developed and a successful composition for the same arrived 
at. Samples made in the laboratory were tested by the Burmah Shell Oil 
Company and the R. A. F. ,who submitted very satisfactory reports. In one 
reported instance, over so,ooo gallons of high octane-petrol were passed 
through these pipes over a period of 7 weeks without any signs 
of leakage or deterioriuion of the pipe whatsoever. Specifications 

_for the pipe were drawn up by the O!dnance Laboratories, Kanpur and 
full details of the composition of the pipe have been released to the R. A. F. 

· The question of releasing the process for the civilian requirements is being 

examined. 

)C.. PET!tOL, WATER AND OIL Paoop CoATINGS (S. S. Bhatnagar, P. Prakash 

and ,P. N. Sikka.) 
Different petrol-proof, water-proof and oil-proof coatings for card· 

board containers for varnishes, paints, boot poli_shes etc. have been developed· 
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by processing shellac. The production was found useful and supplied in 
quantity to the American Air Force. The composition was used to give an· 
intemal protective coating to synthetic rubber lining inside the aircraft 
petrol tanks. This enabled the use of Indian petrols which have a high 
content of aromatics. This composition: was also applied to plywood 
containers to render them petrol proof. 

XI LAMINATED CoNTAINERS. (S. S. Bhatnagar, P. Prakash and B. N. 
Sikka.) 

Laminated contain~rs from various types of material including 
fabrics, paper, jute, hessian etc. and resins of various description were made. 
In this cla~s may be mentioned 2. gallon petrol containers and 75. gallon 

. capacity jettison tanks for carrying petrol in aircraft •. -To make the process 
useful for manufacture on a cottage industry scale, the use of costly ·equip-· 
meets was avoided • 

. XII. DROPPABLE CANVAS PLASTIC PETROL TANKS· (S. S. Bhatnagar; S.M. 
Karim, K. K. Sarin and L. _C Verman.) 

-
At the instance of the U. S A. Air Force· authorities water _soluble 

plastic powder composition from indigenous raw materials was developed 
for use under field conditions in impregnating, stiffening and petrol proofing 
droppable canvas tanks ·employed for the purpose of extending the flying 
range of air craft. The composition developed satisfied the s_peciflcations. 
The process of preparation and application was revealed to the U. S. A. 
Air Force. 

XIII. UTILISATION OP WooD W~TE. (S.M. Karim_ and K. K. Sarin.) 

Saw dust, wood shavings and other similar wood waste products have 
been treated chemically, mixed with indigenous resins and plasticisen and 
pressed into sheet boards -of the masonite type. The process is awaiting 
development on commercial scale. ~ 

XIV •. IMPREGNATED WOOD PRODUCTS. 

(a) Jut• Mill Bobbins. (S. S. J:Jhatnagar, . G. D. Joglekar, S. M. 
Karim and L. C. Verman.) Untreated jute mill bobbins break easily under 
service conditions and treatment to jmprove their resistance to breakage 
was considered desirable. After trial of several likely compositioas, a· 
suitable composition was developed and tested in a number of jute mills 
under actual service conditions. 



The composition developed was found to be satisfactory. The process 
has been made available to all firms interested and representatives of some 
o~ the -~easees were trained in the laboratories in the technique of the 
impregnating process. 

\ 

Similar treatment _of cotton mill bobbins is also under investigation. 

(b) Bamboo Strips for Weaving Combs. (S. M. Karim, K. K. Sarin 
and L. C. Verman.) The object of the investigation was to reduce 
the flexibility of the bamboo strips . by suitable treatment as the 

. weaving combs prepared from the strips do not yield a uniform finish 
to the cloth produced due to their flexibility and thinness. Bamboo strips 
as' well as finished combs were treated and on trial at the Government 
Textile Institute, Madras, were reported as follo~s: 

"Treated bamboo reeds have been in use for sometime and are 
appreciated by the weav~rs." 

The process has been released to the Principal, Government Textile 
Institute, Madras, free of charge for utilisation in the handloom industry. 
He would also arrange demonstration of the pro.cess to weavers in various 
centres. 

(c:) Bamboo Gramophon1 Needles. (S.M. Karim and K. K. Sarin.) 
· Gramophone needles made out of bamboo, to replace the steel ones were 
hardened by impregnation treatment. Treated· needles gave very satis
factory results regarding tone. A needle could play 3 sides of a to• record. 
It could be re-used again by sharpening the point with a special cutter. 

XV. LAMINATED BOARDS. 

Laminated products have been in use for many years past but with 
the growth of plastics industry, the importance of laminated material has 
considerably increased. Laminated products now find use in a large and 
varied field and involve the production of numerous types each suited to the 
particular application. All types must, however, possess certain properties in 
common such as a fair amount of mechanical strength, fair degree of resis
tance to wear and tear and to effects of weather, capacity for being machined 
or. worked etc., apart from special requirements imposed in specific fields of 
application. 

The supply of laminated products and particularly laminated boards 
was scarce during war time and this led to the present investigation, where 
attention bas been confined to such materials as can be produced from raw 
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material of indigenous origin. A variety of products were developed by the 
use. of these materials which showed remarkable resistance to hea nd 
water. Patents were taken out to'cover 'improvements in the process of 
manufacture of laminated boards and for the manufacture of corrugated 

· laminated board. and assigned to various firms for exploitation; · 

In order to check the comparative quality of jute laminates, physic~ 
chemical tests to determine tensile strength, shear strength, transverse beam 
. strength, absorption tests on immersion in water, petrol, fatty oils, 'ghee, 
lubricating oil etc.; and the changes produced in the physico-chemical pro.;. 
perties by the above liquids as a result of the. immersion of laminated 
products therein were conducted. 

Special p~oducts were developed for_ certain. specific fields of 
application. 

XVI. DRAWN LAMINATED MouLDINGS. (B. N. Sikka, G. Si~gh and L. C. 
yerman.) 

It is well known that plastic articles made from moulding powders do 
not have the necessary strength." Laminated sheets and boards, bow
ever, possess extraordinary toughness due to coordinated reinforcement of 
the fabrics. This idea was· further ext~nded to mould various types of 
articles from resin impregnated laminates. After considerable amount of 
experimental work it bas been possible to mould various articles such as 
ash tray~, cigarette cases and containers of different shapes .and electrical 
accessories like ceiling roses, switches etc. Patents have been taken on this 
subject in India, U. K. and U. S. A. 

XVII. · HORN WASTE PLAS~ICS: (S. S. Bhatnagar, A. Jogarao and L. C. 
Verman.) 

· The object of this investigation was to find alternative uses for horn 
wastes which are· plentifully available in the co';lntry; A ·composition using 
only i~digenous and easily procurable ingredients which gave a practical and 
satisfactory moulding powder was developed. The moulding powder can 
be manufactured by dry mixing of the ingredients on hot rolls or by wet -. 
mixing in an aqueous medium and the mouldings have a variety of uses. 

By degradation of the proteinous and resinous constituents of born 
waste and chemical· treatment of the resulting mass, it was possible to 
prepare a moulding composition similar to casein plastics. The results .of. 
the investigation were patented and have been leased out to a Coimbatore 
firm for exploitation. 
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XVIII. CoFFEE BEAN PLASTICS. IS. S, Bhatnagar and B. N. Sikka.) 

To find a useful outlet for surplus coffee beans, the investigation into 
the possibilities of utilising raw coffee for the prep-aration of moulding 
powders was undertaken and a moulding powder su·ccessfully developed. 

·Alternative compositions eliminating the use of chemicals in short supply 
were later formulated and the mouldings so prepared possessed good water 
resistant and mechanical strength qualities. 

· The. utility of cber_ry coffee husk, a waste from coffee beans, for 
treatment to yield plastic moulding compositions wu also investigated and 
after a series of experiments a moulding powJer was successfully developed 
from this material. This powder moulds into fiat sheets and simple 
shallow design!. The moulded articles are tough, strong, resistant to water 

. and can be polished and machined. 

These investigations were conducted at the instance of the Coffee 
Planters Association of India. The industrial development connected with 
these are held up for the time being owing to the increased price of coffee 
having te!Dporarily rendered the process uneconomical. 

XIX. ARTIFICIAL WooL FROM GRoUNDNUT CAKE. (S. S .. Bhatnagar and 
S. L. Kapoor.) 

A systematic investigation on the separation of protienous matter from 
ground nut cake was made and the conditions of separation standardised. The 

.spinning solutions were made up to a certain constant composition. Frotll 
these the fibres were spun and after the usual hardening treatment their 
tensil~ strength was determined. Apparatus for tensile strength determination 
was designed and ~uilt. _A pilot plant trial of the process is being conducted. 

XX. ANTIGAS FABRICS. (S. S. Bbatnagar and Prem ?rakash.) 

For meeting the urgent demand of antigas cloth a formula for an 
antigas varnish using indigenous materials was developed and pilot plant 
experiments for· large scale production of the same v:ere perfected. The 
stringent requirements of the specifications demanded that besides being 
impervious to toxic gases, the antigas fabrics should also be waterproof to 
the extent that it should stand boiling water without any deterioration io 
any of its properties. It should, in addition, be highly flexible and soft to 
touch and yet sufficiently bard for the impregnating material not to be 

· scratched away mechanically. Specifications regarding tensile strength and 
tackiness were also prescribed. All these demands were successfully met 
by tb~ formula developed. This formula was made available to a large 
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number or firms to enable them to meet the huge requirements of the 
defence deparrment. Technical help and assistance in ensuring large scale 
production was also given and it is estimated that more than one crore 
rupees worth of antigas cloth was produced during the \var period. 

To cover up the sewing machine boles, a special seaming varnish was 
developed and thousands of gallons of this varnish were used_ in the 
factories for the manufacture of antigas garments of diff<!rent kinds .. The 
use of this varnish ensured that nD- gas would leak through the sewing 
mac~ine holes and injure the skin of the wearer. 

XXI. CROWN CORK CEMENl'.· 

. A suitable adhesive for cementing cork sheet pieces to metal crown 
caps which are made of black lacquered iron W3S developed and released as 
technical advice to a Oelhi firm; -

. . 

XXII. CASEIN GLUES. . . 
Investigations on the preparation ofcasein glues. were carried out at 

the instance of the Indian . casein producing interests to enable them to 
utilise the casein available with them. It was found that most of the 
formulations available in the literature do not yield really water proof joints 
demanded by the standard specificati~ns. A com_posirion, all the ingredients . 

,of which are indigenous, was evolved and. was found to give the-best 
results. Plywood boards made . from this glue by .the hot and- cold 
pressing processes were both found to possess excellent water resistant 
qualities. The questioll of patenting the composition and utilising it on a 
commercial s~ale is under consideration. 

XXIII. CAPPiNG CEMENT. (S.M. Karim and L. C. Yerman.) 

Capping cement for electric bulbs was developed from indigenous raw· 
materials and the technical details were released free to· the Indian lamp-
manufacturers. · 

XXIV. ULTRASONICS. (S. S. Bhatnagar, S. Parthasarathy and others.) 

The work done on Ultrasonics covers a number of problems of pure 
and applied nature. 

(a) The investigations relating to the modes of oscUlation of quartz 
were directed to the dete.rmination of (i) the various frequencies at which 



I quart% plate can oscillate, (ii) the oscillations along the difl'eret1t ues1 

(iii) the eff~ct of damping due to the presence of superincumbent liquid 
column (w) simultaneous oscillatiofJs at more than one frequeo~y and . 
(o) .the oscillations·produced by exciting the quartz by a ~arrier wave of 
comPlex wave form. 

· (i) It is known_ that a piezo-electric quartz plate can oscillate at its 
· . fundamental resonant frequency as determined by its thi~kness as also at a 

number of its odd multiple. As suggested earlier it was found that a 
quartz plate can oscillate not only as its odd harmonics but also ac 
halfs of odd, such as 3/2, s 12, 7 2 and even multiples of its fundamental 
frequency. . These obscivatiom were subsequently confirmed entirly by 
Chinese workers, Tsien and Chu, working independently in the National 

. Academy of Peiping {vi~e Nature October 6, 1945). 

(ii) Study of oscillations along the different a:les of a quartz plate was 
carried out. When an X-cut crystal having its fac:ets electro plated with 
silver an~ copper was excited ·into thickness wise vibrations at its fund a .. 
mental frequency, it was observed that feeble oscillations are also presenc 
alon, the y and z axes. - . 

(iii) It bas been established that a piezo electric quartz plate can be 
made to oscillate simultaneously at more than one frequency. lt bas been 
also estjblished that the complex diffraction pattern obtained in such a case is 
analogous to. the case of two or more superimposed transmission gratings 
in optics. Another case or simultaneous oscillations was observed to occur 
in the case of zeichen or pulling up of the vibration frequencies of the 
crystal. In this case the diffraction spectra or the two frequencies are 
present independently. Recently this effect has been produced by exciting 
the quartz by two alternately pulsating carrier frequencies. 

Diffraction produced by ultrasonic: waves generated by a quartz plate 
fed with an amplitude modulated carrier bas also been obtained. It i!t 
obsened that in this cue tbe high frequency lines are bracketed by 
secondary low frequency lines as ia the case of super-position of two 
gratings but unlike the latter1 the zero order line does not show any low 

frequency lines cndosing it. 

The phenomenon of simaitaneoas csscillatioa of quartz at several 
frequencies has been utilised for developing a new method for the study 
llf dispersion of seund vt>locity in liquids. This method which bas beoa 



evolved and used for the first time in these laboratories eliminates most .of 
the error accompanying other methods. Investigation on certain liquids 
d_id not show any dispersion. Further work is in progress. 

(b) Velocity and adiabatic compressibility ha\·e also been determined 
in a ·number of liquids with a view to finding out the possibility of a 
correlation between sound velocity and chemical constitution. The liquids 
studied include some vegetable,- essential and mineral oils. This method 
bas beeo investigated for determination of mineral oil coote'nt in paraffin 
wax-oil mixtures containing· small percentages of oil. 

(c) Similar to the meth~d evolved for the study of dispersion a new 
method has been devised for' the study of absorption ·or ultrasonic waves in 
liquids and its variation with temperature. and frequency. Further work 
on ~tudy of liquids asd solids and technical applications of ~ltrasonics is in 
progress. 

:XXV,· MICA. 

India is one of the largest prc:>ducers oi good q~ality inica in the world. 
The dielectric constant and power factor of representative samples from 
various parts of the country have been determined. 

'XXVI. Bll'lLDlNG MAtliRIAU. (L. C. Verman and M. R. Verma.) 
' 

Samples of sandstone received from the Central P. W. D. were 
uamined to determine the causes of the severe weathering in certain cases. 
The fault was due to an e:tce~s of lime in the stones and suggested ·a 
faulty association of material and transfer.' of lime from some lime-rich 
'Source ·to the sandstone by percolation etc. 

Studies on burnt clay or surkhi as pozzolana and cement surkhi. 
blortars and substitute for Leighton Bazzard standard sand were also 
conducted. 

:XXVII. PAatrcu Sils Stunt~;:·~ 

In many industries. particle size studies of the . raw material are 
important. A detailed study of these problems bas been undertaken 'with 
particular reference to particle size distribution (i) in red lead pigments for 
paints and (ii) in clays for pencil manufacture and rubber article manu
racture. Some theoretical work on the effect of container walls on packing 
density of particles was also carried out. · 
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XXVIII. (•l METALLIC VACUUM CONTAINERS. (S. S. Bhataagar and M. It 
Verma.) 

This problem was . taken uo at the instance ot' the Supoly Develop· 
ment Committee and referred to the development of double walled metallic 
vacuum containers similar to the thermos ftasks which are usualy made 
of glass. Several technical problems such a·s the question of excessive beat 
conduction through the lid of the container, the technique of sealing off, 
degassing of the metaf sheet, adequate 11rrength of the walls, maintenance 
of ·vacuum over long periods of time, choice of the type of construction, 
whether deep drawn or all welded construction, the necessity of getten 
etc~, had to be. investigated for the development of these metallic containers. 
Thick coatings of silver have been found suitable. A copper to pyrex glass 
seal was prepared and the copper tube brazed with the outlet steel tube so 
that the sealing off migbt.be at the glass and arrangements for an ultimate 
vacuum of 10-s m.m •. of mercury were completed. The most favourable 
temperature and th~ duration of degassing and the hydrogen treatmenl of 
the vacuum container and its better treatment are under investigation. 

(ii) HoT FooD CoNTAINERS. (S. S. Bhatnagar and M. R. Verma.) 
Im~rovements in ·the hot food container, as usually found in the 

market have been indicated. The complicated top lid was replaced by a 
plywood lid coated with bhilawan enamel. Cutting down of the ring! was 
found to give· appreciably better results. Introduction of a .double -
chamber, the outer chamber bieng filled with hot water, also increased the 
utility Qf the vessel. The results were placed at the disposal of the Supply 

·Development Committee: 

XXIX. STERILIZING FILTER PADS. (N. K. Basu, C. A. R. Khan, K. Subba· 
ramiah and L. C. Verman.) 

To meet the urgent demand for filter pads intended to get bacteria 
free filtrates in b!lcteriological as well as pharmaceutical preparations, it was 
necessary to prepare similar pads entirely from material available in India. 
These pads were tested in different laboratories and gave very satisfactory 
results. 

XXX..· SOLID METAL PoLisH. {S. S. Bhatnagar, S.M. Karim and A. N. 
Nayar.) 

A composition was worked out incorporating certain chemicals and 
binding agents with a suitable white earth as filler. A solid metal polish for 
buff work was thus obtained. This gave satbfactory and comparable results, 
wbicb have been leased out for commercial exploitadon. 



Chemical Section•· 

I. PLANT ALKALOIDS. -

(i) Kurchi Alkaloids: (S. Siddiqui, S. K. Vasisht, V. N. Sharma, V: N. 
Puri and. M. H. Khalid). K~rchi bark is a highly valued drug in the 
indigenous system of medicine in the treatment of dysentry and tuber
culosis. Seven new alkaloids from the bark and seeds of the plant have 
been isolated and their relationship with . the main alkaloid ~·Conessine" 
established. A number of derivatives of these alkaloids have been prepared 
and the therapeutic action of some of th~se investigated. - The investigation 
is in progress. 

(ii) Cassia Alkaloids. ( S. Siddiqui, V. N. Puri, V. N. Sharma.) This . ~ . . -
drug commonly known as Chaksu finds an. extensi_ve use in indigenous 
medicine for different ailm~nts. -The constitution of the active bases of tile 
seeds and n~ethods for the large scale prbduction of the bas.es were studied 
and a ':"umber of dt>rivatives have been prepar_ed. 

(iii) Alkaloids of Stephania Glahra. (S. Siddiqui "and· G. R._ Chau• 
dbari.) In yiew of the reputation of some of the . Stephania drugs in the 
treatment of tuberculosis and asthma, an investigation into the constituents 
of Stephania G!obra (Gindaru) was . undertaken ; three alkaloi~s ·have been 
separated and a number_ of derivatives prepared. . Preliminary experiments 
by Mrs. Osbon• at the Sir William School of Pathology, Oxford show that 
one of the . derivatives (Gindarinine-nitrine) possesses definite antibiotic 
action against Staphylococcus. . . , 

(iv) Alkaloids of Raurvolft~-Serpmtina. (S. Siddiqui and R.H •. Siddiqui.) 
The isolation offive_physiologically active bases has been reported and it , 
has been shown.thanhe alkaloids from the drug collected in the Dun vallc;y 
are allied to but not identical with those obtained from Bihar. ·The Ajma
line series of alkaloids has been reported by Chopra and collaborators and 
by Raymond-Hamet at the Paris Pharmacological Institute to be depres- ~

sants of the nervous system and stimulants of ~he straight muscles of the 
inte~tines. The drug has been recommended for inclusion in the Indian 
Pharmacopoei~t and studies in the chemical constitution of its various 

. alkaloids is in progress. 

(v) Holarrhena Febrifuga Baset. (S. Siddiqui, S. C. Misra and V. N. 
Sharma.) This African drug has a reputation as a febrifuge and it is used 
as a substitute for quinine, besides having other medicinal properties. 



Samples from different parts of Africa were obtained and active bases 
from these a_re being sep~rated for a study of their physiological properties. 

I I. EssENTIAL OILS. 

(i) Chemical Investigations on Kakra Singhi. (Karimullah, .V. Subba 
Rao and Uma Shankar.)· The constituents of this drug, valued for treatment 
of cough, asthma, etc. have been separated into two crystalline compounds 
and an essential oil whose composition has been determined. Steps to have 
the therapeutic value of the oil assessed are being undertaken. 

I 

(ii) Allium Sativum. (S. Siddiqui, N.L. Datta and A. Krishnamurthi) 
As .a part of a general scheme of investigations ~irected towards studies in 
the sulphur containing antibiotic principles of plant oricin, a systematic 
reinvestigation of garlic was undertaken and the active principles have been 
separa~ed by fractionation and partitioning. Two distinct active substances, 
one equally active against Staphylococcus and B. Coli and the other more 
active against Staphylococcus have been isolated. Further investigations 
are in progress.-

(iii)· Nim Seeds, Blossoms, Root, Bark and Let~"Des. (S. Siddiqui, c. R. 
Mitra, P. N Rao and S. Bhattacharya.) The conflicting character of the 
earlier investigations on the active constituents of nim suggested a re
examination of the same. A series of bitter constituents have been isolated 
from the oil and a process for the large scale production of Nimbidio, 
Nimbio (crystalline), Nimbidol has been evolved and a number of 
pharmaceutical preparations of Nimbidin standardised. Pharmacological · 
tests and -clinical trials with some of the derivatives by the King George 
Medical College and Hospital, Lucknow, have shown that these compounds 
are practically non-toxic and uterine contractive stimulants, others have been 
reported as being efficacious for skin diseases and others nill. have been 
found to provide a useful throat gargle as confirmed by the R. A. F. The 
industrial utilisation of the bitter ~onstituents of nim oil is projected and 
_apart from useful pharmaceutical products, the bye-products can be used in 
making soap, disinfectants, denaturants etc: This work bas been reviewed 
favourably in the Chemical Trade Journal and Chemical Engineer, Great 

Britain. 

In contrast with the derivatives obtained from the oil no bitter 
principles could be isolated from the nim blossoms while Nimbin was found 
to occur as such in the root biuk of the nim plant along with Nimbidin 
and some other water soluble bitter constituents which are being investi
gated. A number of new substances have, however, been isolated from tlie 



blossoms and form the subject -of'detailed study. It bas also been proved 
that the absence of Nimbin in certain ~ollections of seeds can be ascribea 
to variations in the state of maturiry of seeds at the time of their collection. 
Two acidic bitter constituents (one oftbem water soluble) have been isolated 
from the leaves. 

The chemical examination of the· trunk bark ·and evaluation of the 
plant is in progress. 

(iv) Bakayan, "(Amir Chand, C.R. Mitra and S. Siddiqui). An inves
tigation into the active chemical constituents of this plant which belongs to 
the same botanical order as nim has revealed that in contrast to the nim 

4 .. • ) • 

fruit, bilter constituents of b~kayan are entirety absent ~n the kernel and 
occur exclusively in the· pericarp which, in case of nim,. is entirely f[e~ 
from the bitter· principle_s. 

III. PLANT COLOURING MATTERS. 

(i) Chemical Examination of Archu (G.R. Chau4hry and S. Siddiqui). 
_Two crystalline colouring .matters have been isolated and shown to be _resis,
tant to alkalies. The possibility of their utilisation for colouring vegetable 
ghee is being investigated. 

(ii) Didymocarpu1 Pedicellata. (R. C. Saloofa~. V. N. Sharma and _ 
S. Siddiqui). Studies in pedicinin, one of the colouring matters derive'd 
from this plant, have shown that it is ·capable of existing in two- physically 
different modifications. 

(iii) Chemical Examination of Vitex, Pedunculari1. (S.C. Misra, V. N. 
Sharma and S. Siddiqui). Investigations on the chemical constituents of the 
various pans of this drug, reputed for treatment of black water fever, have . 
resulted in isolation of vitexin and a crystalline neutral fraction whose 
constitution is being studied. Chemical examination of the leaves is also -
in progress. 

IV. INSECTICIDES, PYRETHRUM CONSTITOINTS AND PREPARATIONS. 

(i) Concentrated E:dract1 _of Pyrethrum. ( S. Siddiqui and A. v. 
Subbaratnam). A suitable process for the manufacture of biologic.aily 
stable higher concentrates of pyrethrum with the help of solvents available 
in ludia bas been evolved as a result of invesJigations in these laboratories. 
The chemical estimations of pyretlirina in these concentrates was 
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· subsequently corroborated by biological assay carried out at the Malaria 
Institute, India and the Biochemical Standardisation Laboratories, Calcutta. 

- :The process which has been patented is available for commercial 
exploitation and a non.;tecbnical note has been published in the Journal or 
Scientific: and Industrial Research. 

(ii) -Anti-ozidant1 ior the Stabilisation of Ppdnrin~. · (S. Siddiqui, 
A. V. Subbaratnam and V.N. Sharma). Pyrethrum extracts generally dete
riorate on storage, panicularly when they ~re of high concentrations and · 

- various antioxidants are used to stabilise them. It bas been established 
1hat derivatjves of bbilawanol can be employed to stabilise concentrated 
pyrethrum extracts and tbe use of these products for the stabilisation of 
pyrethrins bas also been covered by a patent. 

(iii) Pyrethrin · Stabilising Emulsifier for Pyrethrum Extract1. (V.N, 
Sharma and S. Siddiqui) •. As a tesult of extended investigations conducted 
for the preparation o(biologically stable sprays, an emulsifying composition 
bas been evolved which is .miscible in all proportions with pyrethrum 
extract and serves t~ a!=tivate and stabilise the pyrethrins in the emulsion• 
aprays prepared from it. The formula, which is covered by a patent, 
was revealed to the- D.G., I.M.S. to meet urgent defence requirements and 
manufacture was initiated at the Medical Store Depot, Madras. The 
figures ·of the first years production indicate a saving of a few million 
rupees to\\ards the cost of kerosene and pyrethrum ext_racts. 

(iv) Pyrethrum Creams. (S. Siddiqui, C.R. Mitra and A.V. Subbarat-
. · nam). A semi-vanishing, mosquito-repellant cream containing, kerosene 

ntract of pyrethrum was evolved at the instance of the Malaria Institute of 
India, and manufactured by the D.G.I.M.s;, during war for army use. Some 
of the creams which had broken due to shocks in transport during the bot 
season were successfully reclaimed and suitable modifications for ensuring 
arability of the cream under accelerated conditions of shock and heat have 

· ·aince been made. The process bas been patented and a non-te~hnical note 
published for commercial exploitation. 

(v) Subsidiary C0n1tituent1 of Pyretllrum Flowm. (A. V. Subbaratnam, 
P P. Pillay and S. Siddiqui). 

(a) Caroteooid pigments have been isolated from pyrethrum Bowen 
and the concentration of IJ-carotenc noted in the Journal of Scientific and 
Industrial Research. · 
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·{b) Studies in the subsidiary constituents of' pyrethrum Bowers, direc· · 
ted towards the isolation of the irritant principle have ~ resulted in the 
aeparation of certain wattr in~oluble phenoli~ fractions, which have not so 
far found any reference in the extensive pyrethrum literature. Investi
cations are in progress on the characterisation of these phenols •. 

(c) Some bitter constituents have been isolated from a_queous-
alcoholic extracts of pyrethrum. • · 

(vi) EmulsilieTs for the Preparation of D. D. T. Emulsion Sprays. (S. Siddi· 
• qui and K.K. Chakravarti). A number of suitable emulsifying compositions · 
were evolved with the help of Indian turpentine as one of the solvents and 
easily available emuisifying agents which give 25-30%_st9ck solution of 
D.D.T. Information regarding- the investigation was passed on. to the 
Malaria Institute of India who are conducting extensive field experiments. 

{vii) Utilisatitm of il~a'Oy Coal Tar Bam. (N. Ghatak and S.P. Mitra)~ 
A number of samples of "cattle dip~,. have been prep~red using different 
derivatives of the higher bases and tested against the common Indian. ctick' 
at the Imperial Veterinary Research Institute, Izzatnagar. The encouraging 
results obtained are being further investigated. 

V. OTHER PLANT PRODUCTS. 

(i) Herpestis Monniera, ~rah,;,i). (S. Dutta and Karimuliah). In view 
of the importance of the drug in the indigenous system of medicine, an 
authenticated sample of leaves and stems was examined and gave mannitol 
and a imall amount of sapo~in ; the elucidation of constitution is still in 
band. · 

(ii) Chem;cal Examination of Mango BIOSSGtn$. a. i. Bose and s. 
Siddiqui). With a view to study the feasibility of industrial utilisation of 
mango blossoms, a chemical examination of these has been undertaken and 
bas revealed the presence of IS% tannin ; 8.9% gallic acid bas also ·been 
teparated as a result of the action of mould, Aspergillus Niger on aqueous ~~ 
extracts. 

(iii) Studies;,. the C.t»~stitaents of Chana •nd Other Indian Pulses. (S. 
Siddiqui, J. L. Bose and P. R. Bhandari). A study of the chemical consti
cuents of _aprouted chana (Bengal gram) was undertaken- and three new 
crystalline products were separated from the ·sprouts. Identical products 
ip a yield of about five times of that obtained from S:ngal gram1 were 
Jq>aratcd from the Kabli chana. Biocbanio A was assigned the constj. 



tUt~Oll of 5,7 dihydrolty-4' methoxy isoflavone which has been confirmed by 
synthesis. Biochanin C has been established as a growth promoting sub
stance. WQrk on the' elucidation of the constitution of Biochanin B and d 
is in progr~ss. Investiga~l.ons on the germs of mung, urd,. pea and soya .. 
be~ns have also been carried out and small quantities of crystalline products 
have been isolated from them. Further work on the germs of other· 
~ommon Indian pulses is in pro~ress. · · 

(iv) Chemic:Jl lmJestigations of Euphorbia tirucalli (l<.arimullah and R· 
Gopalachari). This ·plant yields a large amount of milky juice which on 
£oagulation solidifies to a wa:lli like mass. On analysis this was found to 
£ontain 52% resins, 24% of a crystalline compound and the rest a rubber

like substance,. proteinous matter etc. Work on elucidating the nature of 
these compounds is being co_ntinued. 

(v) Chemical Examination of E:~phorbia Antiquorum. (Karimullah and 

(Late) R. K. Pillay). The coagulated lates from this plant· was found to· 
consist mostly of a resin and a crystalline ester. Work on abe elucidation 
of the nature of tbe&e compounds and the possible utilisation of the resin i& 
in_ progress. 

(vi) Utilisati(f7J of Latir:es Obtained from EupJtotbiaceat. (l<:arimullah. 
R.G. Khalsa and Parkash Narain). The resins obtained from the latices o( 

these plants h.ave been treated wi!b sulphur~ formaldehyde, phthali~ 
anhydride aod· other similar subst.an;;es and some of the modified products
o-btained have 'been proved as- satisfactory for moulding articles,. laminatej 

material, varnishes and as plastidsers. On chlorination a product whicb · 
makes textile material fire and water repeUant was obtained, The result& . 

b~ve.been protecte~ by patents. 

' (vii) .Chemicallnvestigati(f7J ·of Gum EuJ1horbiunt.- ( I<arimUilah and · 

Parkash Narain). When cromltogrJ?!led through a column of fullers' earth,.. 
the neutral portion from gunt er4J1horbiu>n yielded twO' cry~talline sub
stances. which have been faun.d to qe diff.:rent from the compounds isolated , 

from other varieties of EuphorUa by Newbold anJ Spring.-

(viii) Rubber from Crypto~tegia Grandij{ora (S'. S Bbatnagar, Kari.J. 

mullah and Uma Shanker). Investigations were undertaken at the instance 
of the Supply Dep~rtment to thd an easy1 workatrle m'ethod to extract, 
rub her fr'.'m thh plam which' ha~ assumed more than wartim:! ·importance , 
i'n Us •. \. and other countries a'l a secondary source of rubber. Modified 
rapping. and plug. collection- method~ having been found cumbersome and 



uneconomical, new avenues were explored and two separate pro_cesses have 
been worked out for the extraction of rubber from twigs and leaves, 90-99% 
of the actual rubber content being recovered. The processes have been 

patented. 

(ixf tanninst Natutal. (~. Shankatamurthy and S.S. Bhatnagar). Kino 
Df Pterocarpus and Kino of Myria Naji, 'galls of. faHnarix gallica, the pods 
of Wogatea spectata have.been foun{to be all good tans comparable with 
imported wattle bark for use in the leather industry. 

(x) Pecti~ Co~tent of PlaNt Ma'terials. (t. J. Babbar and pashir 
Ahmad). Pectin content of 30 plants from Delhi have been studied ·and 
pure pectin prepared from thes~, 

- (1u) Chemical Examination of Babchi {K:. K. Chakravarti) A. K. Bose 
and s. Siddiqui). A new crystalline lactone has been isolated from th~ 
pericarp of the babcbi seeds and. its constitutioa is· under 1nve~tigation, 

'vi. VE<;ETi.nu mu. 
(i) F;tty Oils /rQ,;., Mimosa Pudica ani1 Sisymbtzam IritJ (J. S. 

Aggarwal and Rarimullab). 1'he characteristics of the fatty oils from these 
two_ seeds have been h1vestigated and · their uasaponifiable fractions 
uamined. _Further work is in progress oli the tw~ sterols separated. 

- ' 

(ii) Fatty Oils fr_qm Mallotus Phiiipptnensis -Mttell. (J. S. ,Aggarwal 
iand Kari~ullah). The drying oil from this seed ·was extracted by solvent 
extract.ioo and ~xamined. 'the separation of the 'total fatty a.cids by the 
usual process w11s not possible,: as the acids have a great tendency to poly
merise. A prel~minary in.vestigatiGn 'oa the film from the oil has beea made
and further ·work is in progress . 

• 
, (iii) Effect of Storage -in Imlian ~egel1ble Oils . . tJ; S. Aggarwal).' 

thanges in variotts refined vegetable oils· aad fats brought about as a · 
result of storage in glass, tinned steel and plain steel containers have beea 
'Studied. Oil9 i~ plain steel containers are more easily discoloared a~d oxi-
dised than in tinned steel containers, glass is the best container. Surfact: 
'Of the·oil exposed to ait has a muk,ed inflQence on oil deterioratiea. 

VII .. RE~!NS .AND WAXES. ' 

(i) Chemistry and Applicaric'ns of fnJ;<Jn- 'Oteo-l'esins. •( A. K Bose) 
K. K. Chakravarti and S. Siddiqui). Attempts have been made to work out 
'1l sim,ple «nd ecoaomic method for the .pre.pa-rat~on of L-abietic aciJ frat~ 



rosin under· the mildest possible conditions and it bas been possible to 
arrive at a method for the transformation of the primary ro'lio acids. 
without any application of beat and thereby ruling out the possible forma
tion of pyrciabietic acid. Further evidence has been brought forward 

· against the theory of the occurrence of primary rosin acids as anhydrides. 
·Further· work is in progress •. 

~· (ii) Abietic Acid from Indian Rosin. (N. Ghatak and S. P. Mitra). 
By progre!lsive steam distillation of rosin at a temperature above 20o° C 
·practically pure abietic acid distilled over. The process awaits large scale 
development. 

(iiij Bilaman Shdl Liquid. (S. Siddiqui). A number of processes have 
been worked out for convertin~ bbilawan shell liquid into non-vesicating 
semi-solid·· io solid products which can be utilised in the manufacture of 
lacquers, ·varnishes~ enamels, insulating material and_ moulding plastics. 
The s_bell liquid · has· also been employed for the regeneration of rub bet 
waste for the production of bard (ebonite substitute), semi-hard and soft 
rubber goods. <;:racking of the shell liquid and subsequent fractionation 
of the cracked product has led to the isolation of catechol, a series of 

· unsaturated hydrocarbons and lower phenols. The phenolic constituents 
can be employed for the manufacture of syotans which serve as valuable 
adjuncts to vegetable tannage. 

· A• bhilawan shell liquid was· not a commercial commodity, a special 
plant was designed and constructed for its large scale production. An im
proved process for the npulsion of the shell liquid by exposing the nuts to 
superheated steam has resulted in the production of a shell liquid compar• 
able to the solvent extracted material. 

Bhilawan stoving enamel bas been under commercial production 
since 1942. .The enamel can be sprayed or applied with a brush by 
dipping to give exceptionally glossy; bard, elastic and tenacious films without 
me addition of any pigment or admixture with drying oil or resin on 
atoving for z to 3 hours. The enamal film is resistant to weather conditions 
and is unaffected by boiling water, organic solvents and strong acids. In 
addit~on, a whole range of other staving enamels has been obtained by 
modifying the bhilawan resin with certain vegetable oils, bitumen; asphalt 
and pitch. These enamels arc comparable to other enamels and have a 

_ low c:ost of production. 
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Air drying varnishes in various shades and c~lours have been pro
duced from resins obtained from co-polymerisation of bhilawan -shell liquid 
with easily available indigeneous raw material. One ·of the compositions 
bu been found suitable as an above~ground anti-termite varnish. 

Variou, compounds have been evolved for moulding- powders with 
resins produced- from bbilawan shell liquid as binders. The moulded 
articles ate comparable to bakelite in respect of beat and electrical insula
tion, warer absorption and machinability. The commercial exploitation of 
these moulding powders is under consideration. 

An ebonite substitute bas been developed by regenerating bard rubber 
from whole tyre waste with . bhilawan shell liquid and has been found 
aatisfactory for commercial production. 

(iv) CashefD-nut Shell Liquid. (S. Siddiqui). Cashew-nut shell liquid 
which could not find adequate use in India was being exported to America 
where it bad been established as a starting material of exceptional value for 
the plastic industry. Recently -a process for the expulsion of cashew-nul 
abdl liquid from the shells and nuts bas_ been_ patented wherein a yield of 
95% is obtained. To utilise tbe cashew:nut shell liquid a process for its 
conversion, in combination wirh varying proportions of bbilawan sbellliquid 
into semi-solid to solid resins bas been worked out_ and patented. The 
resins obtained through this process have been utilised for tJle production 
of enamels, nrnishes, water- proofing· compositions; moulding pllwders etc. 

· (v) Thermal Dtgradation • ProduetJ of Nu turally Occurring. &sinol1. 
(R. P., Rastogi, v~ N. Sharma and S. Siddiqui). Investiginions of the 
neutral fraction obtained through the tbermar degradation of bhilawanol has 
revealed that the fraction consists of a mixture of C10Hgo, CuH!B, CnHsN, 
CaH!M and C14Hsa hydrocarbons on oxidation yield ac~tic, caprylic, capric, 
lauric, oxalic and succinic acids. 

(vi) ChemDtheraptutic Studia in Bhilaroan. (A. Kamal, V. N. Sharma 
and S. Siddiqui). A number of new derivatives of bhilawanoJ, in::luding . 
sulphonate, arsenic compound. sulphonamide derivatives etc. have been 
prepared and found to be free from vesicating action with the exception of 
arsenic derivatives. - Preliminary investigations on B. Coli, · B. Pyogene1, 

Staphylococeu~, Slreptococcu• and PheumococCUJ indicate that germicidal 
effect of some of the derivatives is much more marked than that of bhUa
wanol. The arsenic derivative has a strong ve~icating action on tbe human 
akin but the product itself is ineffective in preventing the grow1h of 



hacteria, The proce•s for sulph•marion of bhilaw>Jnol and other similar 
- material has been responsible for thrir use as syntans. 

(vii) Tanning Material from Bhilauan an@ Cashew nut Shell Liq1tids. 
lM A. Ghani, N. B. Desai and .S. Siddiqui). The ~ulpbonated product~ 

. from these liquids_ on condensation with formaldehyde were employed alone 
as well as in conjuction with vegetable tanning materials for the tanning 
of bides .. The resuhs show that suitable products from the shell liquids 
are obtained only when the sulphOnlltion. and condensation is carried out 
with incorporation of their thermal 'degradation products or of lower 
phenols like cresylic acid in certain proportions but the thermal degradation 
products of the shell liquid can be utilised as such. Cashew-nut syntans 
appear to give a harsht:r leather than that obtained with the corresponding 
bhilawan product. 

(viii) Chlorinatio" of R~bber. (Karimullah and Uma Shanker). A 
method for the production of chlorinated rubber from_ partially cyclised 
rubber by chlorinating a 20% solution of it has been developed and 
patented. Transparent sheet laminated products, waterproof cloth etc. 
b~ve been prepared from this product. 

(ix) Cycli,ation of Rubber. IKarimullah and Uma Shanker). Investi
gations on new cyciisation processes and new cyclising agents have shown 
sodium thiosulphate to.be a good mild cycliser while partial cyclisation bas 
been carried out with phenol and sulphuric acid in much smaller amountl 
than usua_l. The process bas been patented. 

- · (x)· Castor Oil, SebaCic Acid and flylon Type of Resim. (Karimullah, 
Ranveer Singh and J.P. Varma). Castor oil is. degraded into sebacic acid 
and condensed with glycerol to obtain various types of resinous products, 
their ~ature and use depending upon the stage of polymerisation. OctJl 
alcohol, another bye-product of castor oil degradation was used in the 
preparation of cetyl tebacate, a plasticiser. With phenol, octyl-pbenol 
which is considered to be a very desirable ingredient for certain thermo
setting resins was prepared. 

(xi) Bagasse. . (S. S. Bbatnagar, Parkash Narain and G. B. Tewari). 
A resinous mass is obtained by digestion of bagasse with water in acidic or 
alkaline media under pressure, straining the liquid and refluxing with spirit. 
The resin has good binding and water proofing properties and can be used 

·in the manufacture of laminated articles, spirit varnishes, water proof 
fabrics, enamels etc. The method bas been patentea. 
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(xii) CIJTorinated Waxe.r from Naphthalene; (S.- S. Bhatnagar, N. 
Ghatak and Karimullah). In view of the availability of raw material and the 
wide range of industrial applications .of chlorinated naphthalene, the condi- . 
tions for their manufacture were investigated. It was found that there is mor~ 
absorption of chlorine in a discontinuous cycle than in a con~inuous cycle 
and anhydrous ferric chloride is the best catalyst. Naphthalene in the fused 
state should be used in "preference to solution. The black .chlorinated 
products yield light yellow solid waxes -when distilled in vacuum. 

VIII. BIOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATIONS. 

(i) NutritifJe Requirement.r of Yeost and tire Production of Nutritionally 
Potent Strain1. (P. N. Vohra, K. L. Dhami and Bashir Ahmad). Two types 
of Seccharomyces Cerevisa~ and two _of Torula Utilis have been intensively 
atudied with respect to their nutritive requirements for carbon, nitrogen 
minerals and vitamins: Ali optimal concentration for each of the vitamins 
i.e., thiamin, nicotinic acid and riboflavine, after which there was~ marked 
inhibition, was located at which growth to the e~tent of Io times the 
control was noticed. 

Based on this work, a simple method for the estimation of thiamin 
bas been worked out using an adapted strain of Torula Uti/is, 

Some work on the manufacture of food yeast and the various 
problems involved bas been undertaken and a pilot plant for the manu• 
facture ofyeast ~as been erected. 

From feeiiing experiments, some evidence to show that children 
receiving suppiements of yeast were excreting more uric acid than the 
controls has been obtained. 

(ii) Studie1 on Ascorbic Add. (Bashir Ahmad, A. A. Qureshi, M. R. 
Toosy and I. J. Babbar). The state of ascorbic acid as it exists in various 
plant tissues, and the amounts of free, dehydro and combined ascorbic acid 
as assessed by different methods have been determined in a . large number 
of plants. The metabolic studies · have inCluded an investigation of·_ the 
excretion- of ascorbic acid in 140 persons of different ages and in_ different 
conditions of health and disease. The effect of a number of factors in
volved in the biosynthesis of ascorbic acid in germinating seedlings has also · 

been investigated •. 



(iii) Studicl on A.rcorbic Acid. (1. J. Babbar and Bashir Ahmad) 

(o) Experiments on extraction of ascorbic acid from plants have 
been carried out and oxalic ac:id as extractant is recommended. The 

_ results are being . published in the Annals Biochemistty and Experimental 
medicins. 

(b) Synthe~is of ascorbic-acid by germination of cereals and the effect 
of sunlighf and manganese on the process bas been investigated. The 

results have been published in the· Journal of Scientific and Industrial 
Research. 

(iv) Growth Promoting Factor in Bengal .Gram. (S. Siddiqui, J. L. 
Bose, -Krishna Murti and K. Bhagvat). lnvesriguions on albino rats 
receiving a basal diet containing all the know!l nutritional factors to which 
were added supplements of various fractions of germinating Bengal gram 
were initiated. In the preliminary experiments' the germ, alcoholic extract 
of the germ and Bioc~anin C have-given positive results iadicating that a 
new growth • promoting factor is present in the germ. The effect of 
Biochanin C on the growth of simple plant b;>dies like yeast (Sacch:uomycu 

-cerevicie and Torula ultis) and Penrcillium notatum (Fleming) -has also 
been studied and a Ioo% increase in the growth of yeast was recorded • 

. In the case of P.micillium notatum the increase is 30% but the amount of 

penicillin P!Oduced was not affected. 

(v) Carotenoid Pigments and Vitamin A PJitncy of Plants. (Basbir 

Abm_ad and J. C. Sardana). A series of investigations on the carotenoid 
pigments of common edible plant tissues, involving the method of chro
matographic separation, colorimetrk estimation and identification by their ' 
absorption -spectra and other physical properties bas been initiated. The 
quantities and · cbaracteds-tic · of these pigments present variation from 

species to species and the vitamin A potency also varies. Investigations on 
the m~tabolism of carotenoids in developing plant tissues, the phenomenon 
of isomerisatioo, occurrence and formation of the more important pig

ments are being continued. 

IX. · ORGANIC CHEMICALS. 

(i) Citra"c Acid from Cilrul Fruits. (N. Ghatak and Karimullab). 

Citric acid was obtained from Assam and Bengal lemons but on account of 
the higher cosr, the possibility of a commercial manufacture was precluded 

e~cept in lemons from Bihar. 
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- (ii) Agar-Agar. a. L. Bose, Karimull.ah and S. Siddiqui). It has 
been shown that Gro~cilaria lichinoides obtained from Travancore is 

. &ufficiendy rich in agar-agar to form ·an· economical raw material for its 
large scdle production in India. A new and inexpensive merhod has been 
worked out for the jmrification · of Gracih1ri·' l1chinoid's from Travancore 
and to obtain bactro-agar of a quaiity which fully complies with B.'P. and 
U. S. P. specificauons. ·· 

(iii) Furfural.. (Karimullab and R. G. Khalsa) •. Furfural has been 
obtained from rice bran, maize brim, rice husk, bagasse, . padtly straw and 
corn-cob"s •. The economics of the proce~s are being worked. 

(iv) Phth2lic Anhydride •. · ·(S. S .. Bhatnagar, N. Ghatak, Karil;nullah 
and S. P. Mitra). A pilot plant has been developed and is working in - . 
Shalimar Tar Products (India) Ltd. The· anhydride: is produced by 
controlled oxidation of naphthalene and tlie optium condit~ons for its 
working have been determined. 

(v) Vapour Pha$e oxidation of Indian Turpentine (Karimullah and 
R. G. Khalsa). A suitable apparatus. and technique fo~ .carrying out the 
catalytic vapour phase. oxidation of Indian mrpentine and· its various 
fractions bas been developed. Work to increase !he yield_ and to_ determine 
the nature of the oxidation product is in progress ... 

X. INORGANIC CHEMiCALS. .. 
~ 

- (i) Manufacture of Soluble Barium Salts from baryt~s. (S. S. Bbatnagar, 
S. Parthasarathy and A. L. Sundara Rao). The preparation of barium 
chloride has been effected commercially by evolution of a new method .which 
bas been put on a large scale by Mettur Chemical and Industrial Corpo
ration, Mettur (S. India): Parium chlo-ride of 99:94% purity is ·obtained 
and 190 lbs. of sulphur per ton of barium chloride is produced as a bye
product. 

(ii) RecofJery of Titat~ium Dioxide from Bauxite Sludge. (S.S. Bhatnagar~ 
S. Parthasarathy, G. C. Singh and A. L. Sundara Rao.) The general 
principles underlying the manufacture of titanium dioxide have been 
reinvestigated to determine the optium concentrations and a pilot plant with 
a production capacity of lO lbs. of titanium dioxide per day has been 
designed, constructed and tried. Titanium oxide of very high purity 
(99·56%) and fairly good pigmentation properties bas been recovered. 
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(iii) Ammonium Nitrate, (S. S. Bhatnagu and Prakash Narain). 
At the instance of the Master General of Ordnance, the manufacture of 
ammonium. nitrate bas been investigated. It was found that reaction 
doe~ not proceed strictly in accordance with the simple chemical 
equation governing the reaction between ammonium sulphate and 
potassium nitrate and fractional crystallisation ss such could not effect 

- complete separation of the two salts. Better yields could be obtained by 
increasing the concentration of ammonium ion in the reacting solution. 
This was also found economically suited for large scale production •. 

. . 
(iv) Zinc Sulphate and Zinc Oxide. (L. s. Chandrakantj. Zinc slime, 

a waste bye-product in brass foundries,· was converted into the sulphate 
by tre~tment with sulphuric acid. Iron was removed by hydrolytic 
precipitation at a favourable pH and copper by electrolytic precipitation 
by another metal higher in the electrochemical series. The zinc sulphate 
thus obtained. was chemically pure. Zinc oxide was prepared from this by 
first precipitation as zinc carbonate and then decomposing the carbonate 
into zinc oxide. -

(v) Vanadium Compounds. (Karimullab, R. Gopalachary and Paua
biraman.) The vanadium ore is. finely powdered, mixed with sodium 
chloride in excess and roasted at controlled temperatures for a specified 
time. The roasted material is extracted with water and the crude 
ammonium vanadate. is recovered by saturating the lixiviated liquor with 
ammoni'llm chloride. If the roasting is carried out under slightly oxi•lising 
condit~ons by using a small amount of potassium nitrate, a great improve· 
~ent in the yield of vanadium salts can be obtained. 

·(vi) Utilization of Sodium Sulphat• Bye-product of Dichromat1 
Industry. (A. L. Sundara Rao and o. S. Tandon). To sell this by-products 
to textile and paper mills it should be rendered free from chromium. A 
successful method for purifying the sodium sulphate obtained as a bye-pro• 

·duct in the manufacture of dichromate bas been developed and is awaiting 
utilization, 

(vii) Purijitation of Bora:e. (A. L. S. Rao and D. S. 'fandon). 
Methods have been evolved for purifying borax from Jagadhri (Punjab). 

(viii) Ultra-marint Blut. CA. L. S. Rao and D. S. Tandon). Experi
. ments are in progress regarding use of indigenously occurrin: bentonite,. 
kaolin and other eanhs for the manufacture of ultra-marino bluo. 



II. MISCI!LLA~ROUS INVESTIGATIONS : 

(i) Air Foam Solutions. (Atma Ram, S. S. Bhatnagar, -A. Jogarao, 
Karimullah and L. C. Verman). Supplies of air foam solution which were 
imported into India from abroad were cut off during war ti-me and investi
gations were undertaken to provide thi~ store which in cases of emergency 
is indispensable -for protecting oil installations and Pl:'tting . off fire. 
Degradation products of proteinous matter were found- by far to give the 
maximum amount of foam. The degr~dation is carried . out _ unde~ . 
controlled conditions, the resulting hydrolysed solution concentrated and 
sterilised. The process was pateJ!ted.anJ leased.out for commercial exploita
tion besides free permission being ~ac.corded to several oil companies to 
manufacture the foam for use at their own installations. _More th~n a lakh 
gallons of the material are known to have been manufactured to meel 
defence requirements: 

(ii) Tin Lining CompoundS. (S. S. Bhatnagar, Karimullah, G. s. 
Tewari and Uma Shanker). Investigations have led to the formulation of 
• compounded latex containing 25-30% fillers which gives a tough elastic 
film inert to vegetable ghee and meeting the othe~ requirements of tin . 
lining compounds, The formula has been released for large sca!e produc
tion to a Deihi firm. 

(iii) Anti-scatt~r Twttment for Glass. · (N. Ghatak ·and· Karimullah). 
lnvestigations were undertaken with the object of giving anti-scatter treat
ment to glass to prevent the falling. or flying off hroken glass fragments 
due to blast created by the explosion of high explosive bombs. Adhesives -
prepared from gum arabic and glycerol preserved with commercial phenol 
or cresol have given good results for pasting paper while a composition 
prepared from chlorinated rubber has given .satifactory results for pasting 
textiles. 

(iv) Modified CoaZ Tar Pitch. (N. Ghatak and S. P. Mitra.) Due 
to tbe shortage of bitumen, attempts were made -to modify the properties __ 
of coal tar pitch suitably so as to replace bitumen specially in the manu- · 
facture of roofing felt and roofing pitch and plastics. Medium hard coal 
tar pitch was blown with air at elevated temperatures in the presence of 
t:atalysts and plasticisers and compounded with fillers. Satil;factory out:. 
door expos11re test results were obtained with samples of roofing pitch. 
Pitches were also prepared for m1nufacture Of which roofing paper, roofing 
felt etc. 



_ (v) Examination and Utilization of Wood Tar. (S. Siddiqui and 
I. K. Kackar.) - Wood tar obtained from the Fertilizer and Chemicals Ltd., 
Travancore during aia'nufacmre of pr9ducer gas by distillation of wood bas 
been examined. This tar pn distillation yields 44% of an oily liquid leaving 
38% pitch. Research on the utilization of this oily distillate in preparation 
of varnishes is in progress. 

(vi) lls4 of indigenou~ Micaceous Iron Ore as ·P~gment. (N. Ghatak), 
A D}ethod to purify the ore and mak;: it suitable for use in paints was 
developed and paints formulated with the indigenous micaceous iron ores, 
panels_ prepared from them being subjected to nat~ral and ac:elerated 
artifi~;ial weather tests. 

(vii) Aeroplane· Dopes. (N. Gh::ttak and R. Bhattacharya). Nitro 
cellulose lacquers, which are used as aeroplane dopes, were prepared from 
waste film dissolved in power alcohol containing a plasticiser anJ a synthe-

. tic,. resh.t. . Tests at. the Ordnance Laboratories, Kanpur and the Go~t. 
Test ;.House, Calcutta proved satisfactory and the dope gave sati:>fection 
cy~9 ·,~ft~.r 15~ 1lyi1ig hours test. The pracess bas been released for 
cowffi~r5i~~ _exploitation. · · 

(viii) Ground Nut Products. (D. C. Dhar, W. V. Kotasthane and S. 
Siddiqui). Sulphonared products from ground nut oil castor oil mixtures 
with or without ~he addition of cashew-nut and bhilawan shell liquids, have 
been. noted to have an important application in the vat liquoring of leather 
and can be used directly with the afvantage that the tr.:ateJ leather has a 
higher. tensile strength and finer feel. Groundnut oil has been co-polyme
rised with bhilawan shell liquid and turpentine resulting in t_he production 
of a valuable resin. A modified resin has also been prepared by the 
incorporation of another, resin in the process of co-polymerisation. 
These co-po!ymers form a soft semi-solid to solid mass soluble 
in benzene, turpentine and white spirit and yield a varnish. The resin is 
also useful for water proofing textile fabrics such ·as poplin, long cloth, jute, 

. canvas etc. The varnish has also been found to be of use for imparting 3 

leather fioish or wrinkle to textiles. 

When mixed with nitro cellulose in suitable solvents, groundnut 
bhilawaa varnish, yields a lacquer, which bas good adhesion, gloss, scratch 
hardness and a liUp.pl: feel when coated on leather. 

' 
tix) Sa!ad Oil. A process has been developed for treating grouod· 

nut oil with high temperature steam, under certain experimental condition~t 
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to give a nearly neutral clarified oil free from the characteristic ground
nut oil odour. 

(x) Lignite Coal. (Mahendra Swarup and S. S. Bhatnagar). A resin 
has been obtained by solvent extraction of lignite from Bikaner State and 
utilised for production of plastlcs and varnishes. A moulding powder with 
gooJ surface finish, tensile str:ogth and fbw WJS formulated by employ
ing the extracted resin in c:>:nbination with d:pOllymerise.ilac a~d jute and · 
other a"ricultural wastes u fillers. In combination· with drying oUs, tbe -

0 . . 

lignite resin WdS used for the preparation of water and gas proof varnish. · 
A dope was also prepared irom the resin which renders the cbth used for 
baloons -hydrogen proof.· The reports of tests carried· out at the · Am!rican 
Air Headquarters, Agra at whose instmce the investigation ·was carried out, 
were very favourable. The d:waxed and deresinified lignite with :S% pitcb 
or bitumen as binder yields. briquettes, .· · 

. ' . . 
(xi) Fluxes for Welding Aluminium. (S.S. Bhatnagar and A.L. Sunda~a 

Rao) •. 7 In view of the general scarCity. of cryolite and other fluorides, 
investigations ~ere undertaken with. a view to ·develop a flux composition_ 
froi}l entirely indigenous raw materials and· )laving comparable welding 
characteristics. Samples from the new flux: de·1eloped have shown on 
tensile strength tests on the 'world that the new flux is in no way inferior to 
imported fluxes The process bas been patented. 

- - . 
(xii) Signal Smokes and Flares, · (S. S. Bhatnagar, L. S., Chandraka11.t 

·and A. L. Sundara Rao.) At the instance of the M. G. 0. and Civil 
Defence Departments, successful formulae have been evolved for yellow, 
red an!f. biue smokes posses_sing nontoxicity, high density~ to~ rate of 
burning and pronoun~ed colour and stability. A workabl~ formula has also 
bern evolved for red flare;. The formulae were revealed-to a contractor , 
for supply tci meet government requirements. 

(xiii) Tra1upartnt Papers. (N. Ghatak and S.P. Mitra). Investigations 
on the manufacture of continuous films of cellulose were undertaken at the 
-instance of the R A.F. who required transparent tapes 3" wide and 300 feet 
in length from salvaged wind screens of aeroplanes, pilot plant to produce -
films of different thickness required was constr\lcted. This _pilot plant is 
capable of producing cinematograph films and cellophone papers fiom 
various resin solutions. 

(xiv) Cork Substitutes. (S. S. Bhatnagar and Ali Anmad). The waste . 
.from rejected bamboo strainers after a preliminary treatment when mixed 
~ith ~uitable binders like blown linseed oil or castor oil and fillers gives 



products which could be easily bored and are tough without loosing their 
flexibility and are weather resistant, the characteristics required for cork 
aubstitutes. The process bas been covered by a patent. · 

(xv) Shock Resistant Packing Material. (S.S. Bbatnagar, A. Ahmed, and 
V. S. Bhatia). The experience acquired in the developement of corks ub
ltitutes was utilised _in making sponge-like products and flexible sheets of 
varying porosity.· Stiffer varieties are used as packing material while 
another variety evolved using animal hair with rubber binders bas proved 
. to be of use where resistance to shock is required, is light, flexibie and 
springy. The animal hair could be substituted by_ coir fibres without 
impairing the qualities of the produ~t. The process has been patented. 

(xvi) Sintered Glass. (Bb. V. Jankirama Rao). In view of the ever 
widening appli,ation of sintered glass both in the laboratory and industry 
experiments were undertaken in these laboratories to manufacture them 
from some type of resistance glass manufactured in India. Articles 
of any shape, flat, concave, convex, thimbles, crucibles, pots etc. of different 
porositi~s can be made by this process which has been covered by a patent. 

(xvii) Water and Grease Proof Paper. (Karimullah and G. S. Tewari). 
Samples of butter and wrapping paper for general use were made and tested 
.r the ~ntral Food Laboratories, Kasauli and found satisfactory. The 
process has been patented, 

(xviii) Wa~er and Fire Proof Cloth. (Atma Ram, S. S. Bhatnagar, 
Karimullah and C.A.R. Khan). After extensive investigation a composition 
based on the use of chlorinated product!. from indigenous resins has been 
developed and patented. The composition wh:::o applied to cloth makes it 
non-inflammable and water resistant, 

(xix) Hydraulic Fluith. (J. S. Aggarwal, S. S. Bhatnagar and L. C. 
Verman). Fluids for use in hydraulic mechanisms have been developed 
from refined castor oil with the addition of small amounts of stabilizers 
and other ingredients. The patented process bas been leased out to the 
Indo-Burma Petroleum Co. 

(u) Thickened Fuel for Flame. ThrOfDm. This investigation was initi
ated with the object of replacing aluminium stearate which is used to 
thicken the fuel in incendiary bombs. Suitable substitute soaps were prepar
ed and the condition& for their large scale production &tandardised. Substi-
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totes for the phenolic bodies which are other main constituents of these 
bombs were also developed from bhilawan shell liquid and cashew-nut 
sbellliquid. The results of the investigations wese made available to 
the Supply Develop~ent Committee. 

(xx) Water Detecting Composition. A suitable material was produced 
for the detection of water in petrol containers and was found to be much 
superior to the imported product. It caQ be employed for detecting the 
depth of water below petrol, vegetable'oils, heavy machinery ot lubricating 
oils, hydrocarbons etc. A patent embodying the results of 'the investi
gation bas been taken out and the_ developement of the process was 
entrusted to the Supply Development Committee. Specifications have 
been drawn up by the Chief In~pector of Stores and Clothing, Kanpur. 

At Universities and Research Institutes 

In additi~n to investigations undertaken in the laboratories of the' 
Council itself, a large number of research schemes from various investiga• 
ton have been worked out at the different centres of scientific research 
at the instance of the Council and financed by it... These cover a . variety 
of problems having important bearings o~ increasing the country's indus
trial potential. . . 

The paragraphs below contain a brief account of the work being 
done at the more important centres. 

Besides industrial utility, many of these sche~es have yielded results 
. of interest to the scientific world which form the basis of many important 
contributions to technical journals. A list of these is included in 
Appendix IV. Incidently some of the investigations have/enabled the inyes
tigators to improve their educational qualifications by including the results 
of the investigations, with the permission of the CoJJncil, in their M.Sc. 
and Ph.D. thesis. 

THB INDIAN INSTI'IVTB OF SCIENCE~ BANGALORB. 

The largest number of research schemes financed by the Council of 
Scientific and Industrial Research in any single institute are in operation ac 
this institute. The total number of schemes placed at the institute ii 43 

· out of which ·rs bave been successfully completed. Investigations on Council 
of Scientific and Industrial Research schemes are being carried out in all 
the major departments of the Institute, viz., General Chemistry, Biochcmis
t!Y and Fermentation Tcchonology. 
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lndustria1 processes for the manufacture of phosphatic fertilisers and · 
phosphorus from phosphatic nodules, the production of carbon-disulphide," 
rubb~r lined equipment for chemical industries, graphite lubricants from 
.Indian graphite,, potassium chlorate, hydrogen peroxide, etc., have been 
worked in the Institute up to the semi-commerci1l scale and are ripe for 
commercial exploitation. Organo-arsenical compounds, synthetic adrena
line, novocaine, aromatic chemicals, phenol, and sulphur compounds from 
coal; have been prepared o~ a .laboratory. scale and nitrobenzene, aniline, 
dimethyl aniline on a larger scale, in the: department of Organic Chemistry" 
Large seal.: production of vegetable milks, disinfectants fiOm inJigenous 
essential oils, industrial enzymes like dia~tase, have been studied in the 
departments ofBiochemistry and Fermentation Technology. 

. . .. 
The enquiry. on vegetable milks is deserving of special attention, 

embracing as it does a study of the biological value of the soya bean 
protein. the vitamin_ B complex, calcium fortification, availability of carotene 
and ascorbic acid and other important factors involved. Tho various steps 
involved in the processing to improve digestibility and the biological value 
of soya_ bean for production of . milk have been ·standardised and a final 
process which yields a milk possessing about 90% of the overall food 
supplementary value of diary cow's milk has been evolved. p lakh pounds 
of the milk and curd have been produced and utilised in nutrition experi
ments on animals and children of different ages ~nd vocations. 

A great deal of attention has also been paid to the possibility of _pro
ducing nutritively balanced milk from other vegetable products such as 
groundnut, cocoanut, cashewnut ·and cotton seed. or these cashewnut 
yields a farily well balanced milk possessing about So% the nutrition value 
of cow's milk. The cost of this is, however, high as also is the cost of the 
milk from cocoanut. Work on the possibility of combining soya bean with 
groundnut and suitably balancing the resulting milk is in progress. This 
will enable utilisation of large supplies of indigenous groundnuts, without 
being dependent on soya bean which is in short supply, n:clusively. 

By digesting, under favourable conditions, groundnut cake, which is 
naturally rich in B vitamins, and concentrating the liquid obtained, a pro
duct rich io vitamin B can be obtained. Other seed cakes also yield similar 
products. The stability and preservation of their nutritive values is under 
investigation. The need for supplementing these preparations by addition 
of calcium and certain essential amino acids has been demonstrated by 
animal nutrition experiments. 
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. Pilot plant experiments, which will have far reaching applications 
when completed, arc in band for Jreatin~ food grains_ so as to kill the 
infesting insects and their eggs. The treatment is heating the food grain to 
approx. uo°C for a very short interval. A continuous treatment plant bas 
been devised and the condition$ of working are being standardised. 

Successful efforts have been made in increasing the ·con~entration of 
alcohol in distillery washes from the previous average of 7% to I6 JO I8%. 
Cytogentics of y~asts and fungi have been studied with a vie~ to produce 
more potent strains of these cultures •. A national collection of type cultures, 
which supplies the cultures for fermentations to all bonafide worker_s, is · 
being maintained ·at the Institute since 1940. 

During recent years vanaspati bas attained a sp~cial importance in 
Indian dietaries, due to the shortage of pure butter fat. Work is being done 
at the institute to find ~ut the effect. of feediug. vanaspati to liu~an . beings 
and animals kept mostly on cereal diet without adequate supplement of 
proteins, vitamins and minerals. These il:m:stigations are likely to bring 
out very interesting results. ·· 

In the field of medical practice antibiotic drugs of peniciilin and 
streptomycin type are finding an incre.asing use in the treatments of varied 
types of ailments._ Pilot plant studies .on tlie production of penicillin 'were 
carried out in the department of Biochemistry sometime ago. "Experiments 
have a_lso been carried out to produce streptomycin from indigenous sources. 
Further work on .both these products is still in progress. at the Institute. 

Among other schemes being wor_!ted in the Institute are (i) on 'the 
utilisation of industrial wastes as supplementafsources Qf nitrogen for the 
production of enzymes and vitamins, and (ii) on 'the treatment or" industrial 
wastes with particular reference to textile trade wastes.-. 

The subject of disposal and utilisation of industrial wastes is one which 
has not received the important attention that it deserves. · The investigation 
on the treatment ofindustrial waste water in' the ~extile ·industry is one of 
the few pioneer investigations in the_ field and important results have been 
obtained from field experiments at Ahmedabad after the initial laboratory 
tests at Bangalore. By running the waste water from the textile mills over 
1 bed of gypsum alone, it i& possible to mix the effiuent with do~estic 
sewage. The resulting mixture has been successfully ~utilised for growing 
crops on the Municipal Sewage Farm. .In addition to bumper _crops of 



fodder very "striking results have been obtained with sugar cane, a yield of 
85 tons per acre bei~g possible in some ofthe experimental areas. 

, l]NIVERSITY Or CALCUTTA 

Following Bangalore an important centre where Council of Scientific 
and Industrial Research schemes are ·being worked is the University of 
Calcutta. Here 28 schemes,_ of which 13 have been completed have been 
undertaken. The departments of Applied Physics, and Applied Chemistry 
of the University College of Science have been the chief recipients of these 

. . 
grants . 

. Work has been done at this university on the production of plastics 
from vegetable oils, high pressure splitting of oils, extraction of ionone from 
lemon grass, utilisation of commercial :xylene for Dettol type of disinfectants, 
production of atropine, emetine, enterovioform, mono- and dialkyl 
anilines, alpha-naphthalene, extraction of potash salts from molasses etc. 
Work is at present in hand on the industrial production of butyl alcohol, 
acetone and organic acids generally from molasses by fermentation and on 
the low temperature carbonisation of lnd1an coals. 

The radium content of Indian minerals and mineral springs has been 
determined, and methods for the testing of optical glass developed. Investi
gations pertaining to the fiel~. of radio research carried out at this university 
include the design and construction of loud speakers and carbon-micro
phones (both of which are ready for being passed on to industry), studies of 
the ionosphere (which is undertaken as part of an international programme), 
a rudy ~f properties· of insulating material of indigenous manufacture at high 
frequencies and the design and construction of radio valves. The scheme 
on the measurement of geological time io India bad to be discontinued for 

. want of a mass spectrometer, otherwise a large number of problems could 
have. been investigated, Amoag the schemes of industrial importance at 
present being worked are the manufacture of vacumn pumps and air
conditioning machinery, the development of air-driven contrifuges and 
moving iron ammeter and voltmeters. Fundamental investigations are 
being c~~ied out on Cosmic Rays, Raman Spectra and Luminescene spectra 
of organi\..compC?unds· at low temperature~ miero waves emmitted from 
extra-terrestrial sources, study ofthe upper atmosphere, nucleur physics and 
biophysica. 

Monazite sands of Travancore are a valuable source of atomic 
minerals in the country. In keeping with the advance of atomic research 
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-in the world, work is being carried out in the University on the extraction 
of rare atomic minerals (rare earths) from these sands. A systematic 

· st~dy of the chemical composition of the Tipper's collection of rare-earth 

minerals of India is also being' carried out. 

Besides the University of. Calcut~a some other research laboratories 
in Calcuua are also working on research schemes financed by the Council. 

(a) Bot~ Research lnstitute. At this Institute work hall been done on 
the cutting and testing of quarcz crystals. The three schemes at present 
being worked are on the setting up _of a powerful ultra-sonic generator~ 
setting up of a medium voltage. positive ray -discharge tube for the investi
gation of nucleur disintegration and on trans-uranic elements. 

(b) Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science. Under 'tho 
auspices of the Council; work is being done o.O: three schemes .on the X-ray 
studies of coal, metals and alloys, and ·on the formation of vortices both 
t~eoietical and exp~rimental, under conditions obtaining in the solar atmos
ph~re. On the last two schemes, work h:Js only recently been started. 

(c) Biochemieal Standardisation Laboratory. ·This · laboratory is 
compiling a brochure oa- " Indigenous Drugs of India." When 
ready this would be a very useful treatise for workers in medical research. 
Another scheme being worked is .on the pharmacological testing of. 
·optically active and racemic forms of compounds .. 

(d) Presidency' College. . The Physics department of this college is 
undertaking two research schemes of the Council on the study of polar 
crystals dissolved in glass 'systems and on the productio-n of mesons with 
the help of the Wilson .Cloud Chamber. 

(e) Indian Museum and Botanical Gardens. The Indian Museum 
of Calcutta has also two research schemes on Jasmines of India and pro
duction of crude resin from pinus excelsa, under a grant from the Council, 
A scheme on rose cultivation is being investigated at the Botanical Gardens, -
Calcutta. 

(/) Other Institutes. The Council has financed a scheme on the 
production of 8- amino-qainolines as a possible antimalarial at the Bengal 
Immunity Research Laboratories, another on the manufacture of graphite 
crucibles at ' Salkia • Howrah, and two schemes on the manufacture of 
X-ray traosformers and on the manufacture of permanent magnets for 
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tlectrical iastruments under Mr. B.B. Bhowmik, 'Radon House' Calcutta. 
A -~cbeme on leather research. is being worked in the Bengal Tanning 
Institute. 

P'NIVERSITY OP BOMBAY 

The Uni~ersity of Bombay have developed a school of dye-stuff 
chemistry. The Council of Scientific and Industrial Research bas had a 
good hand in the development ofthis school, by helping with a recurring 
grant for the creation of a Readership of Oye-stuff Chemistry in the 
~epartinent of Chemical Technology and instituting some research schemes 
~n manufacture of various types of dyes. The schemes being worked in this 
de(lartment relate to the production of vegetable dyes, vat dyes, commercial 
dyes, ar.d synthetic dyes and the analysis of coal tar products. 

At the Royal Institute of Science, the Council has financed schemes 
on the manufacture of photographic plates, high purity salt and gelatin, 

- and on the spectrosc~py of fuels and their combustion. The first of these 
schemes i.e. on the manufacture cf photographic material bas been 
successfully completed and die results are being studiedJor commercial use. 
The scheme on the . manufacture of high purity salt is of panicular interest 
as the salt so produced is intended to be utilised in the alkali industry. 
The authors have been able to produce salt of 99·3% purity and the econo- · 
mics of the process are being examined. · 

UNIVERSITY OP MADRAS 

Investigations were carried out on lhe production· of dyes and dye 
intermediates, photographic developers, drugs and D.D.T. etc. Some of 
processes have been worked on a semi-commercial scale. 

It was found that electrolytic reduction of nitro compounds in certain 
solvents was inadvisable on a commercial scale. Reduction of nitrobenzene 
•n alkaline emulsion was, however, successful and very good yields of benzi
dine and . hydrazobenzene were obtained. This is awaiting large scale 
production having passed the pilot plantscale. Other electrolytic processes 
producing dianisidine, dichloro dianisidine, ortho dichloro benzidine, 2, 2', 

s. s' tetrachloro-benzidine and the photographic developer 2, 4 diamino
pbenol have been successfully worked. The production of tolidine and 
nitration of phenol have been investigated. The result was not as satisfac
tory as with benzidine. The methyl group retards the formation of hydra
zotoluene, leading to the simultaneous formation of toluidine. Antkatalysts 
are being studied with a view to improve the yield. 
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. Methyl sulphate was made economically on semi-commercial scale in 

the laboratories and used in methylation ·in place of methyl chloride for 
· producing ortho-nitroanisole. The preparation of ortho-nitroanisole by 

an 11lternative method by chlorin~ting benzene etc., was developed to semi· 
commercial scale. Para-amino phenol bas been prepared more economically 
than hitherto reported. Nltro-chloro-benzene was converted into nitro
anisoles and nitro-phenetoles and lead peroxide and cuprous oxide were 
used for the first time as catalysts. 

Large scale production of D.D.T. was studied. Cheaper method for the 
drug phenacetin was worked out on ·semi-commercial scale. Preparation of 
ekinogen and p:~ra-hydroxy phenyl _glycine was undertaken. Some of the 
chemicals like p·nitro cbloro benzene, ·p-amino phenol and benzidine were 
prepared and supplied to various laboratories when there was a dearth of· 
these chemicals. 

Desiccated thyroid siccum was prepared from thyroids of Indian 
animals aod found richer in iodine con~ent than imported stuff. Para thyro· 
1:ine was produced and its preservation, isol~ti~n and ~ssay were studied. 
The method for isolation of andrenalin~ under Indian conditions was 
standardised. Using methods for the_ chemical preservation of adrenal, 
thyroid and· pituitary glands discovered in the laboratories, the: pituitary 
:lands of c~ttle slaughtered in Ban galore were taken to Madras and process
ed for posterior pituitary powder. It was found that 'steaming of extract 
ampoules for I4S minutes was better than autoclaving at II5°C as recom
"mended in British .Pharmacoprea. Pituiuin was made economically and 
about 6o,ooo ampoules of it were supplied to the Government of India.· 

Research Committee• _ 

The researches· at the laboratories of the Council are initiated with 
· tbe approval of the Director, Scientific and Industrial Res~arch, to ·whom 

proposals may come either from Assistant Directors or from other govern
ment departments including the defence organisations that played an im·' 
portant part in this respect during recent years and frequently referred 
certain specific problems for solution. Within specified limits, the expen
diture for such research can be sanctioned by the Director, Scientific_ and 
Industrial Research, in exercise of powers delegated to him. All major· 
schemts, however, exceeding these limits, are placed before th~ _ Board o( 
Scientific and Industrial Research after a reference to relevant Research 
Committees, and the recommendations of the Board are sent to the Govern-



ing Body of the Councii for necessary sanction. In urgent cases the sanction 
is· given by the President on the recommendation of the Director~ Scientific: 
and Industrial Research and subsequently ratified by the Governing Body. 

The investigations at different research institutes and universities~ at 
the instance of the Council and financed by the latter cover an impressive 
variety of problems that have an important bearing on the industrial deve• 
lopments in the country. The proposals for these investigations emanate 
from members of the scientific staff of universities and research instilutes 
and are referred in the first instance, along with important schemes submit• 
ted by the Directors and Assistant Directors of the Council's laboratories 
at Delhi to the Research Committees concerned. The Research Committees 
scrutinise them in the light of the capability of the investigator and facilities 
available at the place where the research scheme bas to be worked. In 
doing so the proposals are considered as integral parts of a general plan 
for progressive development having due regard to considerations of prio
rity and importance in the context of the prevailing conditions and 
problems of the country. Guided by such considerations the Research 
Committees sometimes give directions for conducting the investigations on 
suitably modified lines and on identical grounds they recommend total 
rejection of some of the schemes also. The decisions of the Research 
Committees go to the Board of Scientific and Industrial Research which 
frames specific recommendations thereon for consideration of and sanction 
by the Governing Body. The perspective of the various Research Commit• 
tees that have led them to initiate specific investigations of importance in 
their r~spective scope and the results so far achieved are indicated in the 
following pages which also furnish the details of the constitution and per• 
soonel of such committees. 

The grants sanctioned by the Council for these investigations cover, 
as a rule, the expenditure on equipment, staff and contingencies. Till 
•heir completion the investigators have to submit half yearly progress 
reports to the Director, Scientific and Industrial Research. 

It is important to note in this connection that the research activities 
of the Council pertain not only to initiating and sanctioning the expenditure 
involved in specific investigations but also to assisting in the strengthening 
and development of particular universities and institutes with a view to 
provide the necessary organisation for specialised research and allied 
uaining in certain fields of admitted importance and potentiality~ With 
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this object in view, the Council bas been making a s~bstantial grant' to 
the -Bombay University towards the maixitenance ·of its. newly organised 
dep~rtment of Dye-Stuft Technology. Other recipients· of similar grants· 
are the Indian __ Statistical Institute; Calcutta for a scheme of training 
statisticians (co\'ering both capital ·and re~urring expendit~re)-this is to give 
an impetus to the introduction of statistical methods in industrial produc
tion and scientific research; and the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, 
for the 'creation of a chair of Applied Mechanics for studying the problemi 
relating to the manufacture of internal combustion engines.· Recently the -
Council bas sanctioned a capital grant-of Rs. 75,ooo to the Tata Institute 
of Fundamental Research for cosmic ray. research and also a substantial 
amount for the development of building ·research _at the Thomason 
Engineering College, Roork~~ An annual _contribution. of Rs·. 6o,ooo 
towards the maintenance of the Institute of Leather Technology organised. 
by the Madras University has also becm approv~d. . 

Vegetable ()ils_ Committee · 

Date of constitution : 

Per ronnel : . 
Mr. P. A. NarieJwala - · 
Prof .. V. Subrahmanyan 
Dr. S.A. Saletore 
Dr. M. Qureshi 
Dr; M.N. Goswami 
Mr. Rajbans Bahadur . 
Sir-J. c. Ghosh 
Dr. S. Krishna 
Dr. Karimullah 
Dr. D.Y. Athawale 

August · r940 

Chairma,n . 
. Member 

" •• ,, 
,, 

-,, 
, 
"· Director, Scientific and Industrial Research Ex-officz'o 

PROBLEMS BEFORE THE COMMITTEE: 

J, Extraction ani Utilisation of Milk from Vegetable Oil_Seeds -
(V. Subrahmanyan, Bangalorej · 

2. Preparation. of Pre-digested and Concentrated Food Prod~cts 
from Edible Seed Cakes: (V. Subrahmanyan, Bangalore) 

PROBLEMS COMPLE!ED A_ND THEIR UTILISATION:-

J,- Antiga1 Varnish and Antiga1 Cloth.~ (S. s. Bhatnagar and 
others. Calcutta). 
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The urgent need for perfecting a formula for the manufacture of 
a~tigas varnish from indigenous material was realised at a very early 

• stage of the war and a special inter-departmental committee headed by Sir 
S.S. Bhatnagar· as Chairman and Dr. J. S. Anderson, Messrs. E. 0. Tatter
sall, E.J. Millar, S. S. Done and Lt. S. Hopwood with Mr. R. Stansout as 
Secretary was formed to supervise the_ progress of investigations. Huge 
quantities of antigas va~;nisb were prepared from the formula evolved from 
Indian oils and other indigenous raw materials and millions of yards of 
antigas cloth were produced under the auspices of the Supply Department 
to meet urgent war time demands. The great importance attached to this 
work will be appreciated when it will be known that more than S·z million 
yards or over 73·8 million square feet of antigas fabrics were produced from 
the Council's formula upto December 1944, to supply the defence require
ments of India and other Empire countries • 

. 2. Use of Vegetable Oils as Lubricants (S. S. Bhatnagar and 
others, Lahore, Calcutta and Delhi) 

. A syste.matic study of various vegetable oils in_ order to use them · 
as lubiicants and improve their properties, was conducted by . Sir S. S. 
Bbatnagar at .Lahore before be joined the Government of India as Director, 
Scientific and Industrial Research. This investigati:>o was continued at 
D.S.I.R.'s laboratories at Calcutta and Delhi in collaboration with the 

·Railway Board and the oil companies. · A special study of blown rapeseed 
oil and its mixtures with axle oils for use as axle lubricants in Indian rail
ways was made · and the compound oils discovered have been adopted by 
several railways. Huge quantities of these blended oils, valued at several 
crores. of rupees, .were manufactured using the formulae evolved under the 
joint auspices of the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research ond the 
oil companies. · 

· 3· Special Oil for Copper-Bronze Axle Bearings. (S.S. Bhatnagar 
· and others, Lahore and Calcutta). 

As a result of this investigation a special oil was prepared from 
rapeseed oil, sulphur and axle oil and was adopted by the North 
Western Railway. 

4· Dehydration of Castor Oil. (S. S. Bhatnagar and others, 
Delhi) 

Conditions for large scale manufacture of dehydrated castor oil to 
ensure its efficiently replacing tung oil (china wood oil) in acute short 
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supply during the war, were studied and production of this oil bas now 
been established as a regular industry in the country. 

S· Splitting of Oils by Sulpho~ic Acid Catalysts and also by· 
Enzymes (M~ ~· Goswami and others, Benaras). 

Aa a result of this work,· processes for the manufacture of· stearic 
and' oleic acids have been d~veloped and are u~der utilisation by . the 
Calcutta Chemical Co Ltd., Calcutta·. 

. ·'. 
6: Sulphonation of Indian Vegetable Oils. ( ~· G', Naik· and 

· otbe~s, Baroda}. ; · 

Various sulphonated products which are ·us'eful as wetting agents in 
dyeing, scouring, and finishing of textile material, ·have been · evolved 
by Dr. Naik. These products have been found to be superior·to many 
wetting agents imported from abroad. Castor oil,· cocoanut .oil,_ rapeseed 
oil, pine oil, mu">tard oil, sesame oil are some o( the Indian vegetable oils 
which have been investigated from the , standpoint of the suitability of 
the sulphonation products obtained from them. T~e qucstio~ of,utilising 
these results is under examination. _ 

-; ~ 

1· Denaturants from Neem Oil . Cake. (Godbole, -Benaras.) 

The denaturant devel-oped by Prof, Godbole has· been '_found sans:. 
. factory both as regards its . effectiveness. and ·. toxicity and is a good 
substitute for pyridine and caoutchoucine (the den~t~rants _ usuaily used) 
which were in shon supply during the~ war. It is now' intende~. to 
examine' other nonedible seed cakes for a similar ,purpose. 

8. ·Splitting and Polymerisation of Vegeta~le Oils -and Particularly 
Castor Oil. (Qureshi and ·others, Hyderabad-Deccan), .. _ 

This investigation has · yieldc;d · interesting results and a number of 
products useful for the manufacture of drying oils, :plastics, Insecticides etc:, 
have been prepared by splitting castor oil, at bigh. temperatures. Tbc 
laboratory . investigations· have been completed. and· the devrlopment of 
results is being considered. . . . c. ·- • ·-

SURVE){ FOR FUTURE PROBLEMS AND OTHER ACTIVITIES: . 

1. Solvnrt Extraction of Oils:· Dr. A thaw ale has been requested to 
prepare a pamphlet on continuous solvent extraction process for the 
informal ion of the public. The pampblet will be published by the Council. 
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2. - Isomerisation and Dimerisation of l F_atty · Acids, Manufacture of 
PJasticissrs, Higher Fatty Aldehydes and Alcohols. Dr. J. S. Aggarwal 
has prepared a reYiew of the literature and has submitted detailed 
proposals on the -lines on which researcll work should be carried out in 

· India. The matter is under consideration by the Committee. 

_ 3· Studies in Glycerides. Drs.- Subrahmanyan, Atbawale,-
Karimullah ind Puntambekar were requested to jointly prepare a 
programme bearing 'on the chemical and biological ~spects of various 
glycerides, i~cludini forest oil seeds, i~ consultation with experts of various 
institutions where research work is proposed to be conducted. 

- -

4. Rancidity. Dr. Athawale and Bannerji have been requested to -
prepare a note on the information already available on the subject and the 

· scope for further rc~earch. 

· s.· -Stability of Fats in Baked Products. Dr. Siddiqui has been 
requestd to prepare detailed programme_ of research on the stability of fats 
in baked p~oducts like biscuits, cakes, sweetmeats etc. The investigation 
will be conducted in the Council's laboratories. 

6. Wetting Agents. Sir S. S. B~atnagar has been requeste-d to 
prepare a note in consultation with Dr. K. Venkataraman on the scope for 
research work on this important subject in- India. 

7; ·Proteins, Adhesives, FibreJ etc. Sir S.- s. Bbatnagar has pre
pared a note .on the su~ject indicating the programme of work and inuitu
tioni where it is to be carried out. A scheme of work is to be placed before 
the Board at its next meeting. 

8. Stearic Acid. Drs. Karimullah and Athawale have been 
requested to prepare a note on the scope -of research on the hydrogenation 
of non-edible vegetable oils and -animal and other fats with a view to 
rendering them suitable for stearic acid manufacture. 

9· ConJtituta'on of Indian Vegetable Oils. Mr. P. Ramaswami 
Iycr of Bangalore has been requested to prepare a note on fundamental 

problema bearing on the constitution, properties etc. of Indian vegetable 
oils. 

10. Substitutes· for Oil in Soap Industry. In view of the acute 
shortage of cocoanut oil, the use of non-edible and other oils as 
subltitutes for cocoanut oil is recommended to be invcs~isated. 
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11. · Activated Carbons. Dr.- Athawale has been requested . to 
· prepare a pamphlet on the manufacture of activated carbons for publica

tion by the Council. 

OTHER MAHERS:-

On an important poinr, regarding a line of demarcation betweell the 
activities of the Vegetable Oil Committee and the Indian Oil Seeds Cess 
Committee, the Committee came to the following considered deCision on 
the 17th June 1947.- . 

''The Oilseeds Cess Committee should confine its activities. to 
agricultural and botanical aspects' of oiiseeds -upto- the storage stage, 

· while the scientific and technological research including utilisation and 
processing in ~e .field of oilseeds, oil apd·relatedproducts.should be 
carried out by the Vegetable 'Oils Research Committee, However, in 
borderline subjects,. such as preservation of oils~e~s, ~tc. in which 
scientific research is indicated, there should be close collaborative work 
by the two organizations: In order to define clearly the scope of work 
of the two_ organisations and also. to draw -up a common . programme 
~f research, the Committee decided to hold joint meetings ...vith the Cess 
Committee as soon· as possible". 

There can be no hesitation in stating· that the Vegetable Oils 
Research Committee is one of the most successful of the Rese~rch Commit
tees of the .Board of Scientific· and. Industrial Research, both from the 
point of view of the success of its research schemes · and its achievements. 
The value of the benefits. which have ·.accrued to the n·ation froin. th~ 
activities· of ~his committee have run into crores ·of: rupees 'worth of 
material. 

Dyestuffs Committee. 

Date of Constitution : 

Personnel: 

Sir J. C. Ghosh 
Dr. K. Venkataraman 
Dr. B. B. Dey. 
Dr. Bashir Ahmad 

July 1940. 

Director, Scientific and Industrial Research. 

Chairman 
Member 

" 
Secretary 
Ex-officio · 



The Committee came into existence on the· amalgamation of the 
Vegetable Dyes Committee and the Synthetic Dyestuffs Committee 

SCHEMES UNDER INVESTIGATION: 

J. Manufacture o( Synthetic Dyes from Catechin, (K. Venkataraman, 
Bombay.) · 

2. Determination. of the Constitution of Some Commercial Dyes 
( K. Venkataraman, Bombay.) 

3· Preparation of Vat Dyes lK •. Venkataraman, Bombay.) 

~ 4· Manufacture of Direct Cotton Colours (B. B Dey, Madras.} 

S· Manufacture of Sulphur. Black from Benzene and Naphthalene 
(R. D. Desai and others, Bombay.) 

SCHEMES COMPLETED: 

J. Electrolytic Preparation ofBenzidin~ (B. B. Dey and S.C. Rajago-. 
palan, Madras.) 

2. Electrolytic . Preparation. of p.amino Phenol (B.B. Dey and S. C. 
Rajagopalan, Madras.) 

Using the coal tar primaries as the raw material and the electrolytic 
method..Joll' reduction a satisfactory method has been evolved for the pro
duction 1\nd purification of hydrazo benzene and p-amino phenol. Con
sistently reproducible- results were obtained in respect of yield and current 
density. The processes have been patente~l.-

3· Nitration of Phenol-(B.B. Dey and others, Madras). 

The optimum temperature conditions for securing the best . yields of 
the ortho and para nitro phenols were found to be slightly different when 
potassium nitrate was used for nitration. In the presence of lead and lead
salts, the ratio of para to ortho-nitrophenol increaseS considerably when the 
nitration is carried out at a temperature a little below 20°C. The results 
have been published in the Journal of Scientific and Industrial Research. 

4· Preparation of 0-Nitro Anisole (B. B. Dey and others, Madras). 

In the methy ldtion of ortho nitro phenol, the yields are influenced. by 
a number of factors, specially the fineness and the molar ratio of NagCo31 

dimethyl sulphate and temperature. 



S· Nitration of Naphthalene (B. B. Dey a~d ·others, Madras). · 

Experiments on the nitration of Naphthalene were conducted to · 
aecertain the optimum conditions for obtaining the maximum·· yield and 
purity of nitro naphthalene. 

6. Reduction of Nilro Naphthalene (B.B; Dey and others, Madras). 

A standard procedure for the electrolytic reduction of nitro-naphtha
lene in acid solution at a suitable cathode without the resultant product 
being conraminatc;d by naphthols has ·been .worked. The reduction of 
O·nitro-toluene to hydroazoroluene has also been studied. A number 
of improvements have _been p~tented; 

7. Large Scale Preparation of Nitro Benzene; An~ine a~d Dimethyl 
Aniline (P.C.Guha and others, Bangalore) .. 

Pilot plant experiments for the large ·scale preparation of these 
intermediates have been completed and yields of 95% and over have . 
been obtained. 

,8. Preparation of Vat Dyes (K. Vankataraman and .·collaborators, 
Bombay). 

9· Preparation of Anthraquinone Vat Colours (K. Venkataraman 
and collabor~tors, Bombay). 

1o. Preparation of Sulphur Vat Colours, (K. Venkataraman and 
collaborators, Bombay). 

n. Preparation of Anthraquinine Vat- Colours . (K. Venkataraman 
and collaborators, Bombay). 

The purity of the commercial vat dyes has been determined and 
processes for their manufacture have been developed. 

Modifications in the method of preparing benzanthrone have 
been. effected to make the process more economical with a view to 
carry out the reaction ·in a cast iron vessel. A number of patents 

· have been taken out as a result of these investigations and they ·.are 
awaiting exploitation. 

12. Dye Extracts and Dye Shades ·on Wool ard Cotton from the 
Bark of Terminalia Arjuna and Butea Frondosa (K. Venkataraman 
and others, Bombay). 



Different shades of dyes hne been obtained with different fixing 
agents. Direct boiling in non-metallic vessels was better than boiling 
with steam or in vacuum. Fresh bark ·yields better and more dye 
than old and dried bark. The proce!S has been patented and leased to 
Howrah Trading Co., Ltd., Calcutta. 

13. Dye ~xtracts and Dye Shades on Wool from Tamarind Seed Teata 
(K. Venkataraman and others, Bombay). 

A dye extract from tamarind seed for wool dyeing was prepared by 
an improve~ extracti"on method. The process has been patented and leased 
to Howrah Trading Co.,.Ltd.; Calcutta for exploitation. 

14. Annato_Dye :Extracts (K. Venkataraman and others, Bombay). 

A vegetable colouring matter for colouring vegetable gbee, milk, ice 
cream,. aerated waters, and other food products has been developed and 
patented. The process has been leased out to Dairy Products and Manu• 
facturing Co. Ltd., Amritsar for e:~ploitation. 

OTHER_ ACTIVITIES : 

India has been dependent on forign countries for dyestuffs ever since 
synthetic dyes came to hold their own and the use of the vegetable dyes, 
e:~cepting a very few, was discontinued. The adnntages of using synthetic 
dyes are many but during war time when these dyes were scarce and there 
was no synthetic dye industry in the country, one had to look to the vege• 
table dyes. The vegetable dyes committee set up by the Board of Scientific 
and Industrial Research submitted a compreh~sive report and its main 
recommendations can be summarised in these words .. 

Instead of trying to substitute vegetabl~ dyes for synthetic dyestuffs 
it would be more beneficial if the use of the former can be found in places 
where the latter cannot effectively compete, in which case even after the 

. war, the veaetable dyes can hold their own. Such fields of use are, for 
examples the colouring of cheese, confectionary, hair oils, face powden, 
foods, drinks and cosmetics. "The vegetable dyes committee attempted to 
discover suitable and rich sources and to work out methods of extraction in 
standardised form. 

The dyestuffs committee considered all the ir~formation gathered on 
the consumption of various kinds of dyes in India, the raw material and. 
other chemicals available in .the country and other aspecta of dyettutf 



industry. The committee came to the conclusion· that the case for the 
establishment of a dyestuff industry" must be accep_ted in view o~ ics relation 
to the premier textile. industry and other 'branches of. chemical industry; 
the establishment of a dyestuff industry is a vital factor in national security 
and self sufficiency and therefore steps ~ust be taken as early as possible_to 
examine plant requirements and import possibilities; that a technical 
chemist with an adequate knowledge of dyes be· deputed to U.S.A., to ~ake 
detailed enquiries and submit a report. · 

· The Dyestuffs Expioratory · Cooimittee submitt~d. a comprehensive 
reporr dealingwich the follo~ing aspects:-:- - · . 

A.· History of the dyestuffs industry. 

B. Value and importance· of the dyestuffs industry in the economy o( 

a country. 

C. Survey of the consumption of dyes in India. 

D. A plan for the Indian dyestuffs industry. 

B. Raw material for the manufacture of dyestuffs in India. 

F. Plallt and equipment for the dyestuffs industry. 

G. Location ofthe_dyestuffs industry. 

H. Organisation of the dyestuffs indus_try. 
I. Organisation of the feeder industries. 

1. Internal organisation of the dyestuffs in~ustry. 
K. Recommendations. 

The .important recommendations are summarized below:-:--
. ' 

(i) In vie_w of its importa~~e in national ~cimomy a dyestuff ind~stry 
should be established in India as early as possible •.. 

(ii) The plan for an Indian dyestuffs industry should comprise. 

(4) manufacture of an extensive list of .SI dyes.- within a period of 
· s years after a brief period of preparation of incubation. 

. . . 

(b) manufacture of some of the intermediates during this incubation ' .· 
period of S years. ·· 

(e) production of all intermediates required for the 51 dyestuffs 
within Io years. 

(4) production of all the dyes in substantial demand including the 
necessary intermediates witbin 15-20 years. 
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(Iii) To ensure adequate and cheap supply of sulphuric- acid, one: 
of ~be five important heavy chemicals needed in the industry, production of 
the acid from gypsum· should be ensured. 

(iv) Arrangements ·for the_ manufacture of other heavy chemicals at· 
a r~asonable-price i~ sufficient quantity should be made. --

(v) 'To· mee-t the --demand for the supply of nitrogen fertilisers,· 
aynthetic ammonia, nitric acid and- other similar -articles, a nitrogen' 
fixatioq industry ;~hould_ be established as a _national enterprise. _ - - . 

' . (vi) Production of s.yntheti~ methanoi and its conversion to ·formal
dehyde should be established in_ view of its importance to chemical indus
tries in general and the plastic industry in particular. 

; . l . . . . . . 

·. (vii) Manufacture of. SY.n~betic _acids a~d their derivatives should be 
undertaken on a large scale. -

• •· • r 

(viii). Arrangements .to fabricate or procure the equipment needed for 
the dyestuffs'iridustr:y should be ensured. 

. - . 
(ix) An expert comm_ittee should decide_ on the location o( the. dye• 

atuffs industry after survey 'of,tbe sites. 

(J:) Cooperation for ~ technical assistance and expert advice with 
foreign firms should be arranged. 

(~i) The :ma~ufactu~e- of intermedlat~s -and dyestuff$ should' be 
carried out in one central factory which should undertake to produce ~1 the 
1tages of dyestuff manufacture from ·coal rar raw material. · --

Cxii) , Grants for training- of' tech~ologists and research- in interme· 
diatcs and dyestuffs should. .be made to the National Chemical Laboratory . ' - . - . . - - . ) 

and the ~ational Physica~ Labo~atory. . . _ _ . . , 

. ,.,-:- (siii)' A survey of inorganic chemicals, coal tar distillation: products 
·and aliphatic chemicals to explore their consumption and production should 
be undertaken. · .-

Steps to implement these recommendations are being taken. Endea• 
vours to obtain the services of German specialists and technicians are beinJ 
made. 
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D~t~ :or Constitution : 

. Personnel: 

Dr. M. Damodaran 

Dr. B. C. Guha 

Dr. Bashi1. Ahmad 

Dr. K. N. pabl· 

Dr. H. D. Sen : 

. Dr. Habib Hassan 

·Mr. M. Sreeniva~ayya 

July 1940.• 

Director, Scientific an·d Industrial Res~rcb 

··.: 

Chairman. . ' 

Member 

,, 

,, 

· Ex-officio · 

The Committee. was origfnally co~stituted under the. name "Molasses 
Committee" with the express directive to find ways.and means of ·utilising 
aorplus molasses from the sugar industry.· The field under the ~oD).mittee 

_was later widened to'cover all indastriid fermentations and related biologi
:cal products and its name changed. to the_ I.F. & B.P.C. 

PROBLEMS BEFORE THE COMMITTEE : 
t ,, 

The following schemes are at present being worked under .the auspi
. c:es of the Committee :~ 

1. Fermentative Production of Acetone, Butanol, Solvents Generally, · 
and Acids from Molasses (B. C. Guha a_!!d B. N. Ghosh, 
Calcutta). . . 

2. National Collection of Type Cultures_ (M. · Sreenivasaya, 
Ban galore). 

3· Production of lndus~rialJ:!ozymes (M. Sreeoivasaya, Bangalore)_:::- . 
(in abeyance). 

4· Increasing Alcohol Concentrarlo11 of Fermented Distillary Washes . .:_ 
(M. Sreenivasaya, Bangalore):· 

5· Cytogenetics of Yeasts and Fungi (M. Sreenivasaya; Bangalore). 

6. Production ofPotent Straina of Yeast (Bashir Ahmad), . 

7• Proteins and Proteases with Special Reference to. Industrial 
Application• (M. Damodaran, Madras). 
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8. Carbohydrate Metabolism of Fungi with' Particular Reference to 
Citric and · Oxalic Acid Fermentations (M. Damodaran, 
Madras). · 

\ 

9· Manufacture of Sorbose from Sorbitol (M. Damodaran, Madras~. 
. ' 

10. Production of Glucose from Cheap Starchy Tubers (M.O. Farooq 
and M. A. Aziz). 

Of particular interest to industrial fermentation industries and re
search in India is the National Collection of Type Cultures, at present bein& • 
maintained by the Council at the Indian Institut: of Science, Bangalore. 

- In this collection over soo pure type cultures of fermentative micro-organisa
tions are being maintained, properly classified and scientifically cared for. A 
lyoph_ilization unit is being added to the equipment of this collection. This 
will obviate the need for constant renewal of the type cultures. Since its 
inception supplies of type cultures have been made to various research 
laboratorie-s all over India and also to a number of industrial concerns. 

In the scheme for the production of potent strains ~f yeast. (No. 6 
ab.ove), a pilot plant has been fabricated for the manufacture of good yeast 
from molasses. This pilot plant has not been worked so far, on account of 
the lack. of space in the Delhi laboratories of the Council of Scientific and 
Industrial Research. Negotiations· were made to lease out this plant to 
Messrs. Am~irsar Distilleries . but due to the turbulent conditions in the 
Punjab these. could not be finalised. The Board of Scientific and Industria) 
Research have approved postponeillent of· the work'ing of the plant till the 
iaboratories shift to Poona in the National Chemical Laboratory buildings. 

Using a specially treated strain of a culture of yeast (Sa,haromy''' 
Cere'Oisa,), which is acclimatized to function in high concentrations of both 
molasses and alcohol, it has been found possible to increase the concen
tration of alcohol in the fermented distillary washes from an average of 
1% by volume to. 16% by volume. This increase has been confirmed by 
actual large scale experiments. 

SCHEMES COMPLETE!> AND THEIR UTILISATION. 

The following schemes worked under the auspices of th!s committee 
have been successfully completed and their details have been passed on to 
industry for uploitation of the results :-

1. Recovering Potassium Salts from Molassea-(P. Ray and 
B. K. Mukerji, Calcutta), 
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Under this scheme a' method. for. recovering the val~able poJassium 
ults. such as potassium carbonate, potassium sulphate, and p.ot~ssiu~ 
chloride from bu~nt molasses has been , work~d out. This process hu · 
been leased out to Messrs. Khaitan '& Sons, Calcutta,. and Messrs . Ganesh 
Sugar Mills Ltd., Anandnagar for commercial exploitation. · 

z. Production of Glucon·ic Acid from Mola;ses. (J. N. Ray, Laboic 
and B. C. Guha, Calcutta.) - .. 

' -. 

A method for the manufacture· o£ calcium gluconate has bee~ 

auccessfu!Iy developed. It bas been entrus.ted to Messr_s. Gluconate Ltd.,
Calcut~a for industrial production. 

SCHEMES SANCTIONED BUT NOT WORKED. 

The following schemes of research were sanctioned ;by the Board of 
Scieinific and Industrial Research on the recommendations of tho Commit
tee, but they have not been worked so far, for 'reasons given ag~inst each. 

1. Large Scaie Production of Baker's Yeast. (The Punjab Agric\ll· 
ture Col.lege, Lyallpur). 

This scheme was sanctione!l in. 1945-46 but has not been worked. 
since the -investigators lost interest in the working of the s~heme: · ' ' 

2. Utilisation of Industiial Wastes as- a Supplemental Source of . 
Nitrogell and Vitamins. for -.Industrial Fermentations. (M, 

- Sreenivasaya, Bangalore). ' .. · · 

.. The scheme is_ being held in abeyance ·at the request o£ Mr. Sree!liva• 
· aaya, who has gone out of ·the countr)' during this 'year. It is likely to 
be taken up next year. 

3· Production of Pure Amino Acids by Fermentation (Mansa Ram, 
Pelhi University). _ 

Mr. Mansa Ram w.1s unable to undertake the .scheme since be had 
severed his connections: with the Delhi University. 

OTHER .t.CTIVJTIES OF THE COMMITTEE. 

I· 'Suroey'. Under the auspices of the Committee a preliminary 
countrywide survey of fermentation· industries, their raw material and 
possibilities of expansion is being carried out. When the report of thia. 
survey bas been considered by the Committee, recommendations will be 



made to the Government for the development of tht industry on sci~ntific: 

and economic lines. 

2. "List of '{ype Cultur~s''. A consolidated list of the various 
type cultures of scientific, medical and industria~ importance is being pre
pared by the Committee, · This will be a very useful guide to workers on 

! any type of fermentation in India. · · · · 

3· Plan of Research in Fermentation. ·The Committee have, after 
~C:areful thought; indicated a plan of research in the field of fermentation to 

. meet the needs of the country. · · · • 
' . 

4· Institute of Fermentation Technology. The Committee recom-
mended to the Board of Scientific and Industrial Research that a Central 
Institute of Fermentation Technology, be established in India at an early 

. date pending which a section of fermentation technology may be started in 
.the National Chemicai Laboratory, Poona. This recommendation was 
ac~epted ·.and ·such a section is being provided for in the plans of the 
:National· Chemical'l.aboratory. · 

Drug~ & Pharmaceuticals Committee. 

Date of ~nstitution : 
· Personnel : ' . 

Dr. Jivraj N. Mehta 
Sir ·~:N• Chopra 
Dr •. J. N. Ray 
_l~r~·. J!. C. Guha 

; ; I;>r... B. Mukerji 
Dr, S. Sen .. 

Dr. H.Ghosh 
Dr. B. B. Dikshit 
Dr. S. Siddiqui 
Dr.. K. A. Hamied 
Col. s: S. Bhatnagar 

July . j940. 

Director, Scientific and lndustrial Research.· 

PROBLEMS BEFORE THE COMMITTf:E, · 

·Chairman. 
Member 

... 
• 

•· 
». 

E~-offiiio. 

1. Production of Penicillin and Other Antibiotics (V. Subrahmanyam, 
. Ban galore.) 

. 2 •. Preparation of Glandular Products and Commercial Utilisation of 
Shark Wastes. (B. B.Dey, Madras) .. 
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3· Chemical and Pharmacological Effects of Optically Active Subs-
tances and their Racemic Forms. (B. K. Singh and B. Mukerji). ' 

4· Study of Active Principles of Saba Farsee (M.O. Farooq, Aligarh): .. 
S· Study of Active Principles of Bemisal Bel (M. A. Aziz, Aligarh). 
6. St~dy of th~ Active Principles of Kakra Singhi, Brahmi and 

Brahmi Manduki. (K:arimullab, Delhi). - · 

7· Production of Pyrethrum and Pyrethrum Substitutes (S. Siddiq~i,' 
Delhi. 

8. Production ofPolvhydrlc Alcohols froni Sugars (Karimullab, DeihL-. .· ' ' . -

9. Drugs (S. Siddiqui, Delhi). 
ao •. Investigations on Neem (S; Siddiqui, Delhi). . -. 
u. Antimalarials . and ~ntidysentrics· from Indigenous Sources· 

( S. Siddiqui, Delhi). 1 

.u .. Compilation of Book on indigenous Drugs of India. (S. Siddiqui, 
_ . Delhi and B. Mukerji,_ Calc~ta). 

13· Studies o~ the Cnemisti:y of Penicillin (V. Subrahmanyam) •... 
• • - -- ." ·-· • ·-- l_l:' 

14· Active Principles of Karaff Seeds (M,O. Farooq and Kiamud Din). 
' - • - l '- -· - •. 

IS·. Preparati~n of Synthetic Adrenaline (P.- C.· ~uha). 

The following schemes have recently been .recommended for sanction:-
~ - _- - ~:. '·· ... ;~~- "/ ;· :_ .--~- ... :: ~~ 

1. · Study of 8-aminoquinoline Derivatives as~ possibl~ · Ao~inal~ria~s, 
.. (U; P. Basu, Calcutta). ·1- ·: · · -

2. New Antimalarials (P~ C: Guha, Bangalore). 

3· Survey, .Cultivation .and .Impro\'emen~ .. of .,Medicinal ,?lants 
· (R.' N. Chopra: Srinagar): ' - · . ' . . ' ''· 

4· Establishme~t of an '~Antibiotic · Rese~rcb" Ce~tre,,.: (Col. S. S. 
Bh~tni'ga~, Bombay)_. · . :. · 

-· • ' • '· •· 0 . ! • ~ 

The Committee has con~em,ed ~tsel£ ~lely ,wi~b ,n;searcb, i':,l the li~d ol 
new and potent drugs or for finding substitutes for drugs normally in short 
supply •. Amongst the impo~tant ··researclie~ now: being ·u'odertak:en is the 
one OD penicillin and other antibiotics. Experiments ar~ being')conducted 
to make tl:ie uses and clinical !lPPlica~ions of penicillin_ . .inpre yer~~~qCi and 
efficient. 'rhe:chemistry o.£ penic;illin ·iS ,also· bei~g. studie4: -, .Ampn'~ tb,e,, 
glandular_ p~oducts being. stu4ied ·a~e. the harmones Jrom~. th,e, ('OS_~~ri91:, 
pituitary extract, cort~cal. extract and_ insulin. , Work is also in progreu" oii' 
the products from anterior pituita~y. :. Adrenaline, ·pit~itrin, thyroxine ·~~-~: 

. ·. , I. . . , • ·. r. ···:u 

tbyroidbavc been prepared on a, semi .. commercial . scale and . the. pr~~$a, 



of their manufacture has been fully worked out. Actual production hat 
been undertaken in the laboratories of the Presidency College, Madras. 
to me~t ~he urgent war-time requirements of government _medical depart• 

'ments. 

Compilation of a comprehensive brochure on drugs indigenous to 
India and giving their medicinal action etc. covering the W<~rk done in 
this field (Juring the last 25 years, bas been entrusted by the committee 
to Dr. S. Siddiqui and Dr.- B. Mukerji. . It is expected that this brochure 
will be ready shortly and when published, will form a bandy and useful 

. guide to the medic:al and pharmaceutical professions. 

SCHfMfS COMPLETED AND THEIR UTILISATION. 

1. Preparation of Enterovioform (P. C. Mitter, Calcutta). 

Under this scheme an improved method for the preparation of 
Bnterovioform bas been worked out. The p~oc~ss has been released to 

, all interested parties as technical advice free of charge. 

2. Man~facture of ,-Organo-Arsenical ·Compounds (P. C. Guha, 
- Bangalo_re). 

A process bas been evolved for the preparation of several organo-arseni· 
cal compounds such as sulpb-arsenamide, neo-arsphenamide, stovarsol, 
iuos:yl and carbarsone. The last two -of these have been passed on . to 
Messrs Zandu Pharmaceutical Works Ltd., Bombay. 

3. Examination of the Active Principles of the Chandni Roots (R. 
H. Siddiqui, Aligarb). 

The total bases of chandni roots have been isolated. Of these one 
particular· base has been isolated in a pure form and its pharmacological 
action on the pupil of the eye bas been studied. 

4· Preparation of Dettol Type_ of Disinfectants. (P. C. Mittel 
Calcutta.) 

P .. chloro-m-xylenol has been found to be the active constituent of 
"Dettol" type of disinfectants. This chloro-he:xanol has been prepared 
from coal tar acids produced in India. The whole-process of preparing 
tbe disinfectant using cbtoro:xytenol, soap, essential oils and alcohol ha~ 
been worked out. This process has been leased out to Messrs. The BengaJ 
Cbemical and Phirmaceutical Works Ltd., Calcutta for development. · 
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S· Production of Atropine, Emetine, and Apomorphine (P.C. Mitter, 

Calcutta). 

Following the standard methods and using fusel oil and petroleum 
ether in place of costly and often unobtainable solvents,. atropine bas been 
prepared from belladona, emetine from ipecacuanha and apomorphine 
from morphine. 

6. Production of Marmite and Beemax-Jike Products (B. Ahmad, 
Lahore). 

- -
Processes for the manufacture of yeast co~centrates and of products like 

Marmite and Beemax, ~hich are rich in vitamin B, have been developed. 
A pilot plant for -the production of about 2. lbs. of yeast a day has been 
act up. Utilisation of the process i~ in hand. o 

7·. Investigations on Steroids. (M. C. Nath, . Nagpur). 
. ' . 

Investigations have heen conducted on the preparation and biochemi· 
- cal examinatioa of the sex-hormone artosterone from the milky latex of the 

Indian jack fruit Atrocarpus Integrifolia.· The vitamin D activity of "new 
·steroids obtained from cholestrol has also been investigated, 

8. Other Schemes Completed. 

Processes have .been . wprked out for the synthesis of yatren and . 
phenacetin from phenol. Novocaine has ·been synthesised from easily 
available raw materials. 

OTHER ACTIVITIES OF THE COMMITTEE. 

1. Programme of Drug Research. The Committee have drawn up a 
programme for planned research in the field of drugs and pharmaceuticals. 
Besides the active principles of ergot, it c\lvers work on indigenous drugs, 
syntheses of vitamins, hor.mones, and hormone like products,' antimalarials . 
of the type of atel>rin, . plasmoquin, . · cardiazol, coramioe, euphyline, 
penicillin, etc. etc. 

2. Central Drug Research lnstituie for India. The committee has. 
drawn up a comprehen~ive plan for a Central Institute for Drug Research 
in India, where drug research could be promoted in general, from botanical, 
chemical, pharmaceutical, pharmacological, bacteriological, microbiological 
and clinical view-points. A section has been specifically provided for the 
testing and standardisation of the new drugs evolved in the Institute. The 
plan is now under the active consideration of Government. 
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In order to have a clear conception of the immediate needs as well 
as a long range plan of,. work, the committee decided that a survey of 
existing facil.ities in the way of trained personnel, equipment and labora
tories in the whole of India and of research work done in the country on 
druas should be carried out. 

The Committee also considered the possibilities of producing atebrin: 
in India and- came to the conclusion that as the basic raw materiala were 
not available, manufacture of the drug in the country would be uneconomi
cal. They, however, recognised the necessity of research in other anti
malarial drugs which can be produced from indigenous sources. 

Essential Oils Advisory Committee 

Date of Constitution : 

Personnel: 

Mr. P.A. Narielwala 

Dr. S. Krishna 

Dr. P.C. Guha 

Dr. S. Dutt 

Dr. A.K. Menon 

Mr. S.N. Bal 

Mr. K.P. Biswas 

Mr. J.N. Rakshit 

Mr. B. Maitra 

R.B. V.A. Tahmane 

Mr. S.D. Kapoor 

July 1940 

Director, Scientific and Industrial Research 

~'ROBLEMS BEFORE THE COMMITTEE. 

Chairman 

Member 

" , 

" 
,, 
, 
,. ,. 
, 
, 

... &-Officio 

The following schemes are being worked under the Committee:-

t. Manufacture and Utilisation of Rosin (N.R. Dhar, Allahabad). 
z. Rose CultiYation (K.P. Biswas, Calcutta). 
3· Cultivation of Oscimum Plants in U. P., (Director of 

Agriculture, U. P., Debra Duo).· 
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4· Utilisation of _Essential Oils as Disinfectants (V •. Subrahmieyao, · 
_Bangalore). 

S· Preparation of Aromatic Chemicals (P.C. Guha, Bangalore). 
6. Jasmine in India (S.N. Bal, Calcutta). 
7· Crude Resin from Pinus Excelsa (J.N. Rakshit, Calcutta). 
8. Essential Oils from Bitter Oranges (B.K. Malviya, LuckDow). 
9· Extraction. of Oils from Juniper Berries and Costus Roots. 

Jo. Investigations on Keura. 
I J, Manufacture of Coumarin. 

Of the aromatic chemicals, musk oxylol, musk ambrette and ' oiusk' 
ketone have been successfully prepared on the. ·laboratory scale. Experi
ments on jasmine have been completed and a report is await_ed-

. ' 

A large number of nurseries were -v~sited in connection ·wi~h the 
scheme on 'Rose Cultivat~on' and numerous specimens were collected. 

SCHEMES COMPLETED AND TH~IR UTILISATION. 

x. Economic Utilisation of Turpentine Oil for the Manufacture of 
Turpeneol (Desai and Joshi, Bombay). 

2. Ionone from Lemon Grass Oil (M.N. Goswami and othe~s). 

3· Industrial Preparation o~ Lemon Grass Oil (M. N. _Goswami and 
others, ~alcutta). 

By heating citral and acetone with· different condensing agents 
under varying conditions of temperature and pressure 'and suitably. treating 
the product obtained, ionone is formed. A maximum yield of So% of beta 
ionone and SS% of alpha ionone has been ·obtained. Pilot plant experiments 
have been completed and the results await utilisation. 

4· Cultivation of Patchauli in C.P. (Director of Industries, Nagpur). 

Experiments on the cultivation of patchouli in C. P. and Behar were 
tried with so fresh and sound cuttings obtained from the· Silviculturist, _ 
Bombay, but ~ost of. the cuttings died before germination. 

S· Cultivation of Palma Rosa Grass (C.P. S~a~, Poo~a). 

Distillatio11 of oil from rosa grass from the plantation on a small plot 
of land at Poona was conducted. · While the yield per acre of grass . is very 
good, essential ~il content ofthe grasa waa founcj to,be,very low •. 



6. Sweet Orange and Lemon Oil (S. A. Saletore :and D. C. Kane, 
N~gpur). 

The limiting factor in the expression of oil from Orange Peel is the 
fermentation. that aets in and which may be prevented by keeping the 
temperature of extractio~ water at I8°C.- Two to three hours soak· 
·ing in water followed by mincing in a mincing machine and squeezini 
the minced meal by hand is the simplest method of extraction, suitable 
for cottage industry. Yield of the oil is 1.4 %; steam distillation of the 
residue yields a further 0.32% of the oil: 

OTHER ACTIVITIES. 
' 

I. The following surveys have been conducted under the auspices o( the 
: Committee : 

(i) Survey of Aromatic Chemicals in India (S. Krishna, Debra Dun). 
(ii). Survey of Aromatic Plants in India (S. Krishna, Debra Dun). , 
(iii) Survey of Raw Material for Essential- Oils. 
(iv) 'Survey of Esae!ltial Oil bearing Plants of Bengal. 

2. The possibility of manufacturing pine oil from pine needles is being 
investigated by Dr. Krislina. 

3· . Elucidation of the chemistry _of india a rosia is under consideration by 
· P.C. Guha~ · 

4· A report cin "Khus" bas been completed and the Indian Council or 
Agriculturat" Research have been requested to take up the scheme. A 

. monogr~ph on the subject bas been published. -

CeUuloae Reaearch Committee• 

Date of Constitution : 

Personnel: 
Dr. s. Krishna 
Dr. L. Tboria 
Dr. J. K. Chowdhury 
Pro£ N. N. Godbole 
Sir Shri Ram 

July 1940. 

Chairman 
Member 

" 
Mr. M. P. Bhargava. , 
Direc:tor, Scientific .and Industrial ·Research &·o.JMio. 
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PROBLEMS BEFORE THE COMMITTEE. 

J, Survey of Cellulose Bearing .Materials of India~ {Nazir Ahmed 
and D. L. Sc:n, Bombay). 

A detailed _ investigation in connection with cellulose bearing 
materials in India and the methods o( · recovering the cellulose is 
being carried out under · this Bcheme. This investigation is · o(. vitll 
importance to several industries utilising cellulose~ some like paper 
products already_ in_ existence in the country~ others like artificial silk,_ 
plastics, explosives etc., which it- is_ necessary to establish to make the 
country · self-sufficient. The .preliminary results obtained have already 
been published_in the Journal. of Scientific and Industrial Research._ It is 
hoped that the technical data published as a result of this investigation 
woul~ focus attention on- promising materials and .would lead to the 
developement of industries in which these materials aro employed .. 

2. Preparation of Alkali and Water Soluble Ethyl Cellulose. (C. S .. 
Patel, Baroda). .. . ' . 

OTHER ACTIVITIES: 

x. Dr. Patel and Dr • .Babhar have been asked to . prepare .detailed 
sc:bemes on the following :-

(a) Use of c:arbolty, methyl and ethyl ·cellulose in textile pro .. 
cessing. 

(b) Study of differences in the properties of ethyl derivatives 
obtained from diffeient sources. 

(c) Mixed fatty acid esters o[cellulose. 

2. Dr. Thoria has been asked to prepare a detailed scheme on pilot 
plant trials on "standardisation of raw lint res ·and· chlorination process of 
pulp making. 

3· Suggestions have been made t6 the Forest Research Institute, -
Debra Dun, to investigate the following problems :~ . 

(i) Mechanical pulp from certain varieties of timbers of Assam 
and Andamans and the chemical analysis of bamboo. 

(ii)'Recovery of lignin and utilisation of it.' (large scale trials). 



(iii) 'Preparation of a research scheme on standardisation of 
cellulose materials and preparation of cellulose from hard 
woods·by Ds:. Bhargava. 

' - l I ~ · · 

(iv) Synthetic resin in the manufacture of various kinds of boards. 

4.. The recommendations made by Dr. Thoria on the location of a 
Rayon factory in India have been published. i. 

' • s: Dr. N:abhar has been requested to prepare an article on 'action 
of pai~ts, pigments, rubber etc. on cellulose material' for publication in the 
J oimial of Scientific and Industrial Research. . .. 

6. Suggestions have been invited for the formulation of a' scheme 
on the study of differences in cellulose obtained from various sources • 

. Heavy Chemical• and Chemical Industries cOmmittee. 

Date of Constitution 

Per1011nel: 

Dr. Mata Prasad 

Dr. M. Qureshi 

Mr •. S.G. Sastry - . ' 

Sir J .. c Ghosh 

July 194o. 

Director, Geological Survey of India. 

Prof. J.N. Mukherjee 

Mr. L. Gupta 

Mr. G. C. Mitter 

Dr. M.D. Parekh 

Director, Scientific and Industries Research._ 

Chairman 

Member 

,. 
" . 

" 
" 
" 

Ex-Dfficio 

This committee.was enlarged in .1943 so as to include within its scope 
the functions of the following Committees :-

(a) The Heavy Chemicals Committee. 

(b) The Naturally Occuring Salts Committee. 

(c) The Fertilisers Committee. 

(d) The Sulp~u.r·. Committee. 

(e) Committee· on Distillation and other. Chemical plants. 
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PROBLEMS BEFORE THE COMMITTEE. 

r. Manufacture of Carbon Disulphide from Charcoal and Si.dphur .. 
(N. N. Godbole, Benares). 

2. · Utilisation of the Bauxite Deposits. of C.P. (S:A. Saletore). 

3· Extraction of Sulphur Compounds -from Coil (P. C. Gulla, 
BangaloreJ. 

-4· Production of Phenol by Benzene Sulphonic ' Acid Process 
(P. C. Guha, Bangalore). 

,. Electric Furnace Treatme~ll of Coal Rich in Sulphur (Assam Coal) 
(J.C. Ghosh, Bangalore). · · .. 

6.. Manufacture of Phenol from Chlorobenzene (G.P. Kane).·· 

1· Electrolytic Oxidation of Potassium Manganate ·'to Permaoganat~ 
ca.c. Miner): 

s. A Study of Industrial Catalym in the ·following i'ndustrie~ :
(a) Manufacture of lndustrial Hydrogen. . ' 
(b) Manufacture of Synthetic' Ammonia ~tHigh Pr_essuie. 
(c) Fischer-Trops~h Reacti«;>n (,.C. Ghosh and others} •. 

SCHEMES COMPLETED AND TH~IR UTILISATION. . 

I. Manufacture of High Purity Salt (Mata. Prasad, Bombay). 

·rhis was an attemptto produce salE of 99·2% sodium chl~ride. con~ 
tent by solar evaporation with a view to its direct.· utilisation for the electro.:; 
lytic manufacture of caustic: soda and chlorine. By a proce.ss of fr~ctional 
crystallisation on special bard ·bed crystallisers, loosening of the c~ystals by 
wooden rakes from time to time and washing a~d centrifuging~ it has been
possible to obtain common salt of t,be purity required and ' only containing' 
l~ss than o.I% insolubles 0~2% calcium salts and 0.4% magnesiu~. salts. 
The cost of this purified ~.alt is estimated at Re. :~;-o-3 per maund ... The;: 
economics of the process and its development are under consid~ration.-

2.' Manufacture of Titanim Dioxide. from Ill~eoit~ and Rutiie.'' .· 

Processes have .been developed for the manufacture of titanim. 
~ioxide fro'm illm,enit~ and rutile~ .Tit~nium pigments s>f go~d ~inctorial 
properties have been obtained. The process bas rea~hed ~he stage of 
industrial utilisation. 
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3· · Manufacture of Sodium Sulphide from :Sodium Sulphate. 

Using water gas and perchloron, the process has yielded satisfactory 
-results. · A finaf report on the process is being prepared. 

' 4·. · Manufacture of Ammonium Phosphate from Calcium Phosphate. 
(S.~. Bhatnagar, · S. Parthasarthy and L.C. Kant, Delhi). 

The underlying problem is the convenion of the phosphatic rock to 
ammonium phosphate by a reaction aoalagous t'J the manufacture of ammo
nium ~ulphate from gypsum. Under suitable conditions the yield has been 
found to be 16% of the total P110 6 content of the phosphatic ore. · 

· S· .Manufacture of Carbon Disulphide from Iron Pyrites. (J.C Ghosh 
and Parthasarthy, Bangalore). 

Carbon disulphide is in great demand by the rayon industry. The 
. newly discovered iron pyrites of the Nilgiri Hills offers much scope for.the 

production of carbon disulphide by the reduction of the pyrites with 
charcoal. Investigations have also been conducted on the suitability of 
various types of carbon, namely, coke, wood, charcoal and cocoanut shell 
charcoal for the purposes of this reaction. 

A pilot plani was set up for the manufacture of carbon disulphide. 

· 6. Manufacture of Diethyl-phthalate. (S. S. Joshi, Benares.) 

The method selected was the treatment of phthalic aobydri~e with 
ethyl alcohol in the presence of a dehydrating agent. With calcium chloride 
as dehydrating agent and under suitable conditions the yield was as much 
as63.o6%. · 

1· Ma~ufacture .of Potassium Perchlorate. (S. S. Joshi, Banares). 
Processea No.7· and 8 await utilisation. 

OTHER ACTIVITIES AND FUTURE PROGRAMME : 

1. The Geological Survey of India have been requested to carry on 
investigation on the beneficiation of ·the apatite mica of Hazariba&h, 
man&anese bearing rocks in the Rewa Katni areas and the mica bearing
pegmatite ore of the Nellore district with a view to use _them directly as 
fertilizers and in the manufacture of phosphatic fertilizers. The separation 
of hacmatite f1om apatite of the Singhbhum district with a view to 
determine whether the for~er can be utilised in the iron industry is also 
under investigation. 
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2. Manufacture of Jithopone i• proposed. to be investigated. at the 

Delhi University Laboratories. 
. . 

3· Mr. Gee of the Geological Survey of India is preparing ~ detailed 
note on quality and extent of pyrites in India with particular reference to 

the ore near Mirzapore. 

4• Mr. Gee has aent a preliminary note on the phosphatic ores i~. 

India. 

F ertilieen Committee. 

Date of Constitution : 

Personnll i 

Sir}.C. Ghosh -
Sir C.S. Fox 
Rai Bahadur B. Vishvanath 

August 1940. 

Dircct~r, Scientific and Industrial Research. 

Chairman 
·Member 

.~ 

· Ex-officio: -

The Committee was merged into the Heavy ChemiCals Committee in 
1944 which should be consulted for further actititics of this Committee. 

PROBLEMS COMPLETED AND THEIR UTJ.LISA TION. 

(I) ·Production of Fertilisers from Phosphatic nodules of Trichnopoly 
a.c. Ghosh and others, Baogalore). : . -

Using a temperature of Uoo°C and also making usc of st'eam in the 
beating process, the phosphatic nodules after treatment gave about 1].o 
pcrce!lt of citrate soluble phosphatic fertiliser containi~g also available, . 
potash. In view of the fact that phosphatic deposits occur only in Madras 
and Bihar, the process. has ·been revealed to the Madras and Bihar 
G()vernments for industrial utilisation and' exploitation. . · 

(2) Manufacture of Ammonium Sulphate from Gypsum· (J.C 
Ghosh and others, Bangalore). -

Pilot plant investigations on the manufacture of ammonium sulphate 
from gypsum have been carried out and the suitability of vatious kinds of 
Indian gypsum for this purpose bas been enmi.ned. 
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, (3) Manufacture· of U;ea (J.C. Ghosh and others, Bangalore). 

Pilot plant experiments oo the manufacture of urea from carbon 
dioxide and ammonia were conducted and special autoclaves for the semi
commercial scale production using different catalysts were constructed . 

. In view of the fact that ammonia, the chief ingredient was easily available 
in Mysore .in substantial quantities, it was decided to entrust the develop
ment of the process to the Mysore Government. who undertook to arrange 
(or the commercial production of urea at Bhadravati. Recently the Mysore 
Government have informed the .Council that they no longer feel. interested 
in . this process and the question of leasing out the process to other parties 
is under consideration. 

Sulphur Research Committee. 

Date of Constitution : July 1940 

Personnel: 
Sir S.S. Bhatnagar 

, ·Sir J.C. Ghosh 
Sir C.S. Fox 

- Prof. H. Krale 

Chairman 
Member 

" 
The Committee was merged into the Heavy Chemicals Committee in 

1942. 

PROBLEMS CO'viPLETE D. 

1. Extraction of Sulphur from Baluchistan Ore. (C.S. Fox and 
coworkers). 

Native Sulphur was discovered in Baluchistan under the auspices of 
the Geological Survey at rhe instances of the Council and a process for its 
purification was developed This invesrigation helped to relieve rhe 
1crious sulphur shortage which prevailed during the war years to a consider
able extent. 

2. Preparation of Sulphur from Iron Pyrites (S. S. Bhatnagar and 
J. N. Sarkar). 

The relations between temperature inside the furnace and the time of 
heating naturally disintegrated iron pyrites ores from the Sone Valley, mixed 
with· unslaked lime, powered lime stone and powered metallurgical ore 
were studied. The gaseous mixture of sulphur, hydrogen sulphide and 
sulphur dioxide is passed through alminium sulphate and cooled to give 
free sulphur. 



3· Extraction of Sulphur and Sulphur compounds from Coal, Oil 
and Other Mineral Products (S. s. Bhatnagar and N. L. 
Dutt.) 

The action of various organic solvents on Indian coals rich in sulph~t · 
compounds was studied. · Steam distillation of coal was also t;l'ied. Most 
of the sulphur compounds in coal were found to be non-extractable. 
Mercaptans, an•l disulpbidet were found among'~t the extracts obtained. 
Small quantities of sulpha res were also obtained. 

Exploratory Committee on Distillation and Other Chemical Plant•' · 

Date of Constitution : 1941 

Pn1onnel: 
Sir S. S. Bhatnagar 
Mr. Kapil Ram H. Vakil 
Prof. P. cartri Speers 
Mr. E. F. G.Gilmorc 
Dr. M. S. Patel 
Mr. P. E; S. \Varren 
Mr. P. A. Narielwala 
Mr. J. N. Lahiri 
Mr. S. P. Sen 
Dr. K. Venkataraman 

Chairman 
Mt>mber 

. ,, 
, 

» 
. ,, .. 

" 
" ,, 

This Committee has now been merged into '.the Heavy . Chemical• 
and Chemical Industries Committee. 

SCHEMES TERMINATED. 

Manufacture of Rubber Lined Equipment for Chemical Industries. 
IT. C. Ghosh &·others, Bangalore). ' 

Compositions and method for the electro-deposition of rubber and . 
for the rub her lining of wood and of metal have been auccessfully worked 
out. For the latter ionic deposition of rubber by mechanical spraying __ 
has also been lieveloped. The results have been covered by patent• and 
the utilization of the results is under consideration. 

OTHER ACTIVITIES. ' 

The Committe~ were of the opinion that most chemical plants could 
be built in India, if the working drawings of some of them were 



available .. It may be possible to design and build units for general 
purposes;· such as evaporators, vacuum stills etc., locally, especially if the 
sizes are .not very large. Auxiliary equipment such as vacuum pumps 
compressors~ fluid 'pu~ps etc., will have to be bought from outside 
for the present. 

The Committee considered it difficult to generalise about chemical 
plants and were of the opinion that each problem would have to be 
carefully considered before .expressing ao opinion about the possibility 
of fabricating the plant locally. They suggested· to the Government 
the appointment of. a Standing Com.mittee to which any enquiries for 
chemical plant could be referred for opinion. The_ Committee issued a 
questionaire to all industrial, workshops for the fabrication of chemical . 

. plants and their ability to undertake such fabrication. The information 
thus obtained was expected to form the basis for drawing up the future 

• programme of the activities of the Committee. 

Leather Reaearcb Committee. · 

Date of Conuitution : December 1943· 

P~rsona~l : 

Rai Bahadur B.M. Das 
Sir N. Sesbachalam Chowdhari 
Dr. B.C. Guha 
Mr. ·I.M. Mannr i . 
A Representative from the Leather and 

Saddlery Factory, Kanpur 
Dr. S. Krishna 
The Superintendent, Jullunder Tanning Institute1 

Chairman 
Member 

, 

, 

Jullunder _ ,. 
The Superintendent, Government Tanning Institute, 
&~Q . u 

9· Director, Scientific and Industrial Research. Ex-officio 

The Committee bas a five year programme of leather research, 
aspects of which are being worked out at the Tanning Institutes, Calcutta, 
Madras and Kanpur. Investigations are in progress in Calcutta on 
the mechanical flaying of carcases, curing, tanning, leather finishing and 
othef aspects of leather research. 

The Imperial Council of Agricultural Research have been requested 
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to carry out field w~rk for the elimination of damage to hidea and skins due 
to disease and pest • 

.. An improved flaying knife has been developed· arid attempts to 
introduce its usc are being made. Steps for training of mastc:r flayen are 
also Contemplated. 

The Departments o! Agriculture, the Inspectors General of Fotests 
and the Forest Research Institute · have all been requested to carry out a 
survey oftanstuff resources within their respective spheres. The Industries 
Departments under the Provincial Governments .have also been requested 
to cooperate with the Cba~r~an for co-ordination of research~·. 

A proposal for a Central Leather Research Institute is ~unde 
eumination. 

Dr. Venkataraman has bee~J: requested to prepare a note on· wetting 
agenu in leather industry. - · . 

Investigations on buffalo hides in the salted condition are in progress~ 
at Calcutta. 

In order to avail of the facilities offered J by, the British Leather 
Manufacturers · Association,· which ar_e only available to members, st~ps 
have been taken to enlist the Committee as· a ·member of the British 
Association. ·: 

A long range research programme has been initiated at the _Ben1al, 
Government Tanning Institute, ~alc:utta, and similar work . is contemp
lated at'thc Madras University. 

Plaatic• Committee . 

Date of Constitution.: July 1940. 

Personnd : 

Sir J. C. Ghosh 
Dr. P. K. Bose 
Dr. Habib Hasan. 
Dr. L. C. Vermao. 

Chairman. 
Memba 

" 
"· _ Dr. S. K. K. Jatkar. , 

Director, Scientific: & Industrial . Research. Ex-ojfiei~. 
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PROBLEMS BEFORE THE COMMITTEE. 

1. Production of Synthetic Methanol (J. C. Ghosh, Bangalore). 

~. Preparation of Butadiene by the Inter-action of Acetylene and 
·. Ethylene ~-C. Gho~h, Bangalore). 

3· Production of Formaldehyde from Power Alcohol (S. K. K. 
Jatkar, Ba,ngalore) .. 

.f. . Production of Polythenes by the Hydrogenation of Rubber Lates 
0· C. Ghosh, Bangalore) .. 

. . 

. S· Plastics from Vegetable Oils (S._ K. K. Jatkar, Bangalore). 

· SCHEME COMPLETED. 

1. Production of Resins and \lues from Vegetable Oils and Fats 
(M. N. Goswami and A. B. Chowdhri, Calcutta). 

. Oil waxes from different oils and fats of vegetable, animal or marine 
• origin have been obtained. These waxes compare favourably with natural 

waxes such as carnauba wax, beeswax etc. and can serve as good substitu· 
tes. 

2. Production of Ure~ and Melamin (H. K. Sen, Ranchi). 

Methods for the production of ur~a were studied but the results 
could not be develope~ on a large scale due to the death of Dr. H. K .Sen. 

3· Plastics from Seed Cakes (S. S. Bhatnagar and S. L. Verma, 
Delhi). 

The protein present in oil seed cake was estracted by chemical 
treatment and then hardened. . Mixed with fillers, pigments and plasticisers 
t~is hardened protein yields a good thermo-setting moulding powder which 
after baking of the mouldings at 7o-8o°C, yields mouldings comparable 
with phenol formaldehyde mouldings. 

4· Plastic Collapsible Tubes (S. S. Bbatnagar and Prem Prakash 
· Delhi). 

In view of the acute shortage of lead and tin collapsible tubes during 
the war, plastic collapsible tubes made from resin-impregnated fabrics and 
plastic mouldings were prepared. The process was patented and leased 



out to 3 firms for commercial exploitation. Large s-cale production could 
not however, be developed, as the war had by then tenmnated and metal 
oollapsible tubes had become available in plenty.· 

5· Rosin Impregnation of Jute Mill Bobbins (S: S. Bhatnagar ar.d 
others, Delhi). 

Light woods lacking in hardness and strength were impregnated with 
resin forming solutions to impart strength flexibility, toughness and bard
ness to them. The wood becomes impervious to moisture and acquires 
useful physical characteristics. Packing case wood when treated in this 
manner yielded satisfactory results which were made available to Messrs. 
Tata Oil Mill Co., Ltd. 

Jute mill bobbins similarly treated acquire additional hardness· and 
long life. This process was leased out to Messls ... Shri Hanuman Sugar. 
Mills Ltd., CalcuttiJ and is also available to· any other interested ·firm on 
payment of a recurring royalty. 

OTHER ACTIVITIES OF THE COMMITTEE. 

1. Drs. KarimuUah and Ghatak have been requested to put a· 
scheme for manufacture of maleic anhydride from turpentine fractions. 

2. Information available regarding furfural bas . been placed at the 
diiposal of the Chief Editor for incorp'?ration in the Dictionary of Economic 
Products and Industrial Resources of India. · 

3· Having successfully prepared allyi alcohol from glycerine, Sir 
J. C. Ghosh bas been requested to formulate a .scheme for manufacture 
of poly hydric alcohols. · · 

4~ Production of(a) glycol from molasses (b) cresol (c) hexamine 
(dl acetic acid and (e) acetic anhydride in India is being investigated 
with a view to find out the requirements and production possibilities of 
these chemical essentials of the plastic industry. · · 

5· Report o'n manufacture of celhilose pulp, an important raw 
material for cellulose nitrate, acetate ind other cellulose plastics, ba& 
been called from Baroda. 

6. Dr. Verman is putting up a scheme"on "Fibres from Plastics" 
with special reference to in X-ray study of these fibres. 

1· Enquiries for production of plastics from su~ar and acids for 
sugar plastics arc in hand. 
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8. Dr. Habib-UJ-Hassan is preparing a 'note on the manaf'acture 
~~plastics from lignin. 

9· A note .on the chemistry and physics of high polymers with 
special reference to Indian raw material is being prepared by Dr. Jatkar. 

10. A note C'IJI processing plant and moulding equipment for 
plastics industry is in preparation: 

It. Research requirements for the plastics industry in the post 
war period are being ascertained from the Ministry of Industry and Supply. 

12. In recognition of the important position which plastics occupy 
in the modern world, provision for a section on high polymers bas been 

· made in the National Chemical Laboratories. . 

· 13. ·A comprehensive survey of the research problems in 
'Plastics~ with partic:ula~ reference to India has been completed under the 
auspices of the Committee. The report is being placed before tbc Board 
rlf Scientific and Industrial Research for necessary action. 

-. 

. · Electro·chemicalloduattiea Committee. 

Date of Constitution : 

l'ersonnel : 

Sir· J .C. Ghosh 
Dr. B.K. Ram Parshad 
Mr. G.C. Mitter 
Prof. J.N. Mukherjee 
Mr. P.B. Advani 
Dr. Daya Swarup 
Dr. L.C. Verman 
Mr. V. Sesbasayee 

December 1943• 

Director, S~;icntific and Industrial Research. 

Chairman 
Member 

, 
,, 
" 
" 

" Ex-officio. 

This Committee took over the func:tions of the Graphite Carbon and 

Electrodes Committee in 1943• 

PROBLEMs ·u·N·oER ·INVESTIGATION. · 

(I) Preparation of Graphite Electrodes with Metallic Salts, Linseed C?il 
. and various Resins (K.S.• Krishnan, Allahabad). 



(2) Lead Anodes-Utilising Electro. Refining Plant (Bombay Mint.) 
-

(3) Purification of Graphite and Manufacture of Graphite Cruciblet 
and Colloidal Graphite (J. C. Ghosh and K. K.· Mazumdar~ 
Bangalore). 

A considerable amount of work .bas been done in this scheme and 
10me of the valuable results obtained have already been made available in 
the form of a monograph published by the Council of Scientifi~ and ·Indus
trial Research. The floatation method bas been successfully employed io 
the purification of Indian graphite. . Colloidal graphite in oil approaching io 
quality the well known Acheson's 'Oil dag' has been prepared from purified 
Indian graphite. The investigation continues. · 

(4} Manufacture of Sodium and Magnesium' by Electro~hemical 
Meth~ds (J.C: Ghosh, Bangalor~~' 

(S) Reconditioning of Lead Acid Batteries (V.V.L Rao, Madras). 

- (6) Sal~aging of Electrolytic Condensers· (V.V.L. R~o; Madras). 

(7) Manufacture of Small Carbon Electrodes (G. J.). Joglekar, L. c: 
Verman and D. Sen, Delhi). 

The process for the manufacture of small carbon· electrodes has been 
patented.and leased to Messrs. Estrella Batteries, Bombay for commercial 
esploitation. 

SCHEMES TERMINATED. 

1. Chromium Plating of Glass and Other Non-metallic Materials 
(B.C. Car). -

2. Manufacture of Graphite Crucibles (M. L. Joshi, Lahore). 

Indian graphite has successfully replaced ·Ceylon graphite in the 
manufacture of graphite crucibles. The details of the processes were 
perfected and revealed lO various firms engaged io Crllcible manufacture ~s 
technical advice free of charge. 

OTHER ACTIVITIES. 

1. Samples of ferro silicon alloys manufactured in Mysore have been 
supplied to Dr. Daya Swarup for preparation of a scheme on the usc of 
materials II insoluble electrodes. 
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2. Steps have been taken to obtain information on manufacture 
-of ma&netite electrodes from Germany. 

3· -Mr. G.C. Mitter has !>een requested to prepare schemes on: 

(i) Manufacture of plated-electrodes 
-(ii) Recovery of primary metals from non-rerrous scrap. 

4· Sir J.C. Ghosh _has been requested 10 puc up a scheme for 
researc& on electro-polishing of metals and alloys. 

_ -s. Iris proposed to hold a joint meeting of the Central Technical 
Power Board and Electro-Chemicals Research Committee to consider all 
problems relating to development of electro-chemical and electro-· 

_·metallurgical industries and research in-the country. 

' -· · 6. Sir K.S. Krishnan has been_ requested to put up a compre
hensive note on "Heavy Water.'' 

1· A scheme on high purity manganese was sanctioned to be carried 
out at Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. _ 

-
· 8. A monograph entitled "Indian Graphite, its beneficiation and 

probable uses,'' has been published. 

Chairman. 
Member. 

" 
" Ex-Officio. 

The Committee has now been merged with the Electro-chemical 
Industries Committee, to whom the schemes under investigation were also 

·transferred. 

SCHEMES INITIATED Bl{ THE COMMITTEE. 

1. Refining of Graphite from Mines of the Godaveri Area and Pre
paration of Graphite Lubricants, Celloidal Graphite etc. (J. C. Ghosh and 
K. K. Mazumdar, Bangalore). 



. 2. Maou(acture of Small Carbon Electrodes on Semi-large Scale 
(G.D. Joglekar, L.C. Yerman and D. Sen, Delhi). 

3• Manufacture of Graphite Crucibles (M. L. Joshi, Lahore). 

SCHEMES TERMINAfEO. 

1. Manufacture of Large Size Graphite Electrodes (K. Aston and 
M. B. Bhandarkllr, Baogalore). 

In this process carbon and g~aphite electrodes of 2!" and xi• 
diameter were prepared. A large variety of carbons available in the country 
was investigated and of these. petroleum coke was found most suitable for 
this purpose. The process was leased out to the Aluminium Corporation 
of India, Asansol and lndian hidu_stries, ~ravancore~ but em a~count of the ._ 
attitude adopted by the investigator who has :floated the second concern, it 
has not been possible for AluiJ?inium Corporation to go into production. 

. ' 

2. · Manu(acture of Carborandum and its Finished Products (K . 
. Aston and V.N. Parthasarthya Banga_lore). 

By suitably mo_difying the grapbitising furnace, it was possible to· 
prepare sili~on carbide in both crystalline and amorphous varieties in high. 
temperature furnace. Various fac~ors affecting the final produ~t were jnves- -
tigated but conclu!ive results could not be obtained as Prof. Aston, the main 
investigator, left India before the· scheme c()uld be completed: 

Radio Research ·committ~e 

Date of Constitution : 

ruionnel : . 

Dr. S.K. Mitra 
Prof. M.N. Saba 
The. Chief Engineer, All-India Radio 
Director-General of Observatories,.Iodian 

Meteorological Department• New Delhi 
Prof. of Eiectrical Technology, Indian 

Institute of Science, Baogalore 

Mr. · S. R. Kantebet 

Chairman •. 
Member-. 

" 

o) ' 

- b. 

Electrical Engineer-in-Chief Telegraph Store
yard, Alipore, Calcutta h 



W/c R.H. Holmes, Air Headquarters {India) 
:Prof. H.J. Bhabha 
WjComdr. A.D. Jackson 
W/Comdr: W.N. Craig 
Dr. R.N. Rakshit 
Dr. S.S. Banerji .· 
Dr .. M. B. Sarwate 
Director, Scientifi~ an~ Industrial Research 

SCHEMES UNDER INVESTIGATION. 

Member 

" 

.. 
, 
" 

Ex-officio 

1. Investigations on Radio Valves and their ~anufacture in India 
(S.K. Mitra, Calcutta). 

2. Ionosphere Investigations (S.K. Mitra, Calcutta). 

3· Theoretical Investigations on Upper Atmosphere ( M.N. Saba, 
Calcutta). 

·4. . Directional Measurements of Atmosphere (Radio Research Com
mittee).· 

5· DevCtopmeot of New Technique: of Investigating the Ionosphere 
· (S.K. Mitra, Culcatta). 

The work on ionosphere investigation is one of the important inves
tigations carried out under the auspices of this Committee. The ionos
pheric data from 5 different stations in India is collected and published 
every month and circulated to various ionospheric laboratories in the 
world. The investigations form part of the global investigations on this 
important subject. 

SCHEMES TERM INA TED. 

1. Design of Electro Accoustical and High Frequency Apparatus 
(S.K. Mitra, Calcutta.) 

(a) A process for the manufacture of carbon for telephone transmit
ters and microphones has been developed. The microphones have been 

·tested and found good. A non-technical note has been published and the 
process is awai.ting commercial utilisation. 

(b) A process has been developed for the manufacture of energised 
type ofloud speakers from Indian raw material. A non-technical note has 
been published and the process awaits commercial ezploitation. (G. R. 
Toshnival, Allahabad). 
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2. Manufacture of Cheap Radio Sets (G. R. ,To~hniwal, Allahabad). 

Superheterodyne sets have been assembled using carbon and mica 
rcsi;tances supplied by Prof. Aston and loud speakers _made available by 
Prof. Mitra. These have given satisfactory performance. Vol~me controls 
could not be manufactured· in India as suitable raw materials are not 
available. Cabinet designs were 'tested and' improved. 

3· Cutdog and Testing of Quarlz Crystals (D. · M. Bose 
Calcuua). -

Methods for cutting, polishing and testing of quartz crystals have 
- been developed and crystals were cut with axes making various angles with 
the facets. Work bas been_ suspe.nded till· the setting ~P of a powerful 
ultrasonic generator. 

4· Survey of Insulating Material and Dielectrics for High Frequen
cies (S. K. Mitra, Calcutta) • 

. Materials supplied by Government Porcelain Factory1 Government
Electric Factory, Mysore and the Lac Research Institute. have been tested 
and found satisfactory. ' 

S· Design and Construction of Condensers and Resistances (K. 
Aston,- Bangalore), 

Work was carried out on ·the constructi~n of :

(a) Paper condensers 
. . 

(b) Mica condensers 

(e) Composition .type resistances 

(d) Vitreous enamelled type re~istances. 

Processes were developed for the 'manufacture of serviceable ·articles 
and steps have been taken to patent the processes as a' preliminary to 
manufacture on a commercial scale and exploitation. 

OTHER ACTIVITIES. 

Pilot plant for manufacture of radio valves is being imported from 
America. · 

PROPOSALS UNDER CONSIDERATION. 

r. Investigation on 'Polarization of Down Coming \!aves•. 



1. l!stablisbment ot an ionosphere field ·nation in the suburbs ot 
Calcutt~ on the basis of a scheme submitted by Prof. S. K. Mitra. 

3• Comm~nication with the Posts and Telegraph Department for: 
sending· suitable signals for testing the accuracy of L. F~ sets. 

•• Su"ey of pi'esent position of radio industry in Indill. 

Glas!l aad Refractories· Research Committee. 

Date bf Constitutio~ : · 

.Pr'sonnel : 

Mr. M. G. Bhagat 

Dr. A. Nadel 

Mr. ·1. D. Varshney 

Prof. J. N: Mukherji 

Julj 1940 • 

Prof. F. H. Ray (Representative of the 
Indian Ceramic Society). 

Dr. D. N. Sen (Representative of the 
·Bengal Glass Manufacturers Association.) 

Dr. M. Qureshi . 
Mr. M. L. Joshi. 

Dr. Atma Ram 

Dr. Ashfaq Ali 

Prof. P. R. Ray 

Director, Scientific and Industrial Reseuch 

SCHEMES UNDER INVESTIGATION •. 

Chairman 

Member 

" 
, 

, 

,. 

" , 

" ,, 
Ex-officio 

J. Manufacture of Chemical Porcelain (H. N. R~y, Benares). 

2. Manufacture of Better Glass Seggars (H. N. Roy, Benares). 

3· Manufacture of Seger Cones (H. N. Roy, Benares). 

4· Chemical Aspects of Increasing Plasticity of Pottery Compositions 
by Aid of Organic Substances (Delhi Labs. in collaboration 
with Bengal Potteries). 

s~ Optical Glass. 
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SCHEMES COMPLETED: 

1. Purification of Glass Sands in India (A. Nadel and B. K. 
Mukherjee, Benares). 

An economical process in~olving only sieving and- washing has been 
developed for the piuificati_on of Indian glass making sands, particularly 
those containing iron oxide as impurity. The process has been developed 
and tested on a pilot plant specially set up for the purpose. lt bas- been 

,decided to fu;nish full details of the plant to all interested industrialists. 

2. Manufacture of High Grade Refractory Clays (M. ~- Joshi, 
Labore). 

Investigations on the manufacture o~ high temperature refractorie~ 
used in the glass industries with special reference to -(1) dry shrinkage 
{2) firing shrinkage at different temperatures . ranging · between 
6o0°•I550°C (3) porosity of fired pieces at temperatures rangin{!. between 
6oo0 and 1550°C (4) P. C. E. value test (5) tensile strength (6) corrosion 
test and (7) refractoriness under load · test have been completed. Final 
reports from the author are awaited for consideration of ~development of 
the process. 

3· Manufacture of High Temperature Graphite· Crucibles - (M. ~· 
Joshi, Lahore). -· - - · 

Manufacture of graphite crucibles bas been investigated on the 
followin_g lines :_ 

(1) . St\ldy of clays as binding material, 

(2) Study of graphite ; 

(3) Manufacture of ·crucibles by shaping by ·hand press.. drying 
and baking in muffle furnace and glazing with an alkaline glaze. Successful 
results ·in the application of varnishes on the crucibles to prevent 
absorption of moisture ha_ve been obtained. The results are ·awaiting 
exploitation. 

4· Manufacture of Optical Glass. · (I.· D. Varshney, Babjo~ and 

M. L. Joshi, Lahore). 

An extensive study of the different factors involved in the .manufacture 
of optical glass has been made and special steps to eliminate veins and 



striations have been indicated. A novel mechanical stirrer capable of 
-working at 6 different speeds has been designed and constructed . 

• I 

(S). Manufacture of Ceramic Glazes and Colours (G. Gopalano, 
P. T. Ram~charlu~ Waltair) • 

. As a result of exhaustive experimental study, various compositions 
·for the fluxes and the stains to give various colours were evol~ed. The 
fluxes for the stains consisted of red lead, boras and silica in suitable 
proportion. , The stains worked out_ include a good torquoise blue, lighi 
, violet, scarlet red and light green. All these were obtained by proper 
treatment of suitable chemicals. The right kind_ and proportion of flu-x 
determined in many instances the development of the particular. tint 
req~ired. The results await devtlopmerit• 

·OTHER ACTIVITIES • 

. At its meeting held in September 1944, the Committee recommended 
that the principles guiding the availability to the industry of the results of 
the investigations carried out under the aegis of the Council should be 
(a) such results ·as are of a general and fundamental welfare to the entire 
industry should be given free to the entire industry_ and to no one else 
outside India, (b) results of a specialised nature should be made available 
on payment of royalties to such parties as are interested in that particular 
subject. 

The Committee also recommended the designing and setting up a 
pilot plant at the Central Glass and Ceramics Research Institute for 
washing glass making sands. 

A new scheme on survey of raw materials for glass and ceramic 
industry has been recommended. It is intended that this research should 
be completed in two years by the Geological. Survey of India or_ failing 
them by the Council itself under the direction of Prof. D. N. Wadia. 

The Government of India have been requested to invite Dr. Silver
man of Pittsburgh University to advise on improving the quality of glass 
and ceramic ware in India. 

A recommendation bas also been made for approaching H. M. 
Government in the U. K. for revealing the patents and the secret processes· 
relating to the optical glass manufacture available with thein, to the 
industrJ io Jodia. 
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Dare of Constitution : 

Fuel Research Committee 

July 1940. · 

Pn1onnel: 
1. · Mr. A. Farquhar Chairman 
2. Dr. Sir J.C. Ghosh Member 
3· Dr. Charles Forrester , 
4· Dewan Bahadur D.O. Thacker · , 
S· Mr. B. Wilson Haigh , 
6. Mr. K.S. Sen -, 
1· Director, Geological Survey of India , 
8. Chief Inspe~i:or of Mines , · ,, . 
9· · Dr. N.N. Chatterjee ,, 

10. Dr. M. Qureshi ,. 
n. Mr. D.N.· Wadia , 
12. Mr. R.F. Orme ·· , 

· 13. Dr. J.W. Whitakar _, 
·14. Director, Scientific and Industrial Research,·. Ex-oJftdo 

PROBLEMS BEFORE THE COMMITTEE • · 

The following schemes are being worked :-
. -

I·· Physical and Chemical Survey of Indian Coals~ 
2 •. Coal Washing.·· 
3· Pilot Plant Work for the 'oesulphurisation of Indian Coals. 
4· Spectroscopic Examination of Coal Fuels· :~nd their COmbustiol1. 
S· Low Temperature Carbonisation of Coal.· - ' . 
6. ·_Coal ~lending and. Coking Research. 

The investigation on coal washing is being carried out. from the' point of 
view of utilising the country's coal resources to the- best advantage and form 
a very important item of the Council's technical activities, in which Tata 
are fully collaborating. A large number of coal samples'. from different 
seams have been examinee\ for washability properties and the data collected 
is expected to be published soon. Hereafter, the data collected will be 
published every year. · The setting up of a ,coal washing plant in the 
National Fuel Research Institute at a cost of Rs. 5 lakhs is under 
considera tioo. 

SCHEMES COMPLETED AND THEIR UTILiSATION: 

(I) De-ashing of Indian Coals (S.S. Bhatnagar ana u.s. Tewari). 
This investigation was undertaken ~ith- a view .. tq obtaining low ash or_ 



steady ash metallurgical coke, which is. very much in demand in metallurgi
cal processes. The process awaits utilisation. 

(2) Briquetting of Hyderabad Coal (M. Qureshi and Srinivas 
Iyengar). Various factors- such as fineness of coal powder, nature and 
amount of binder, shape of the briquettes, effect of pres~ure elc., and their 
influence on the final briquette produced have been studied. On account 
of their high ash content unlike coals of. low ash content, Hyderabad coals 
are not suitable for briquetting by pressure alone. Briquettes prepared 
with to% of the locally available binders, extracu of Aloe lndicum and 
Sesamum lndicum plants, compare favourably with good quality briquettes 
where bitumen has been used as a binder. Utilisation of the process is 
under consideration. 

OTHER ACTIVITIES OF THE COMMI rTEE: 

I. Plans are ready to instal a Simon-Carves pilot scale experimental 
oven. 

2. Enquiries are under way for the installation of an experimental 
scale coal washing plant at the Fuel Research Institute. 

3· A note on the standard methods of analysis aod more particularly 
the manner of recording and reporting results is under 
preparation. 

Metals Co:nmittee. 

Date of Constitution : November 1940. 

PersonntZ : 

Sir J. J. Ghandy 
Dr. D. P. Antia 
Mr. G. C. Miner 
Director, Geological Survey of India 
Dr. D. R. Malhotra 
Mr. R. Kamani 
Mr. G. F. Gillat 
Dr. D. N. Wadia 

Chairman 
Member 

" 
" 
" , 
, .. 

Mr. F. Adcock ~· 
Sir K. S. Krishnan ,. 
Dr. A. H. Pandya ,. 
Mr. J. S. Vatchagandy , 

Mr. R. A.M. Macqreqor l U.K. Corresponding, 
Mr. E. V. Markinson f 
Director, Scientific and Industrial Research E.r:-officio 
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SCHEMES UNDEQ INVESTIGATION. 

1. Fatigue of Metals and Alloys. (F. Adcock, Bangalore.) 

2. Grain Size Control of ferrous and Non ferrous Materials. 
(Controller of Inspection (Metallurgical) Tataoagar.) 

3· Production of ~igh Purity Man~anese. (F. Adcock~ Bangalore.) 

4· Manufacture of Electrical Resistance Alloys. (Mysore Iron. Works .. 
. Bhadravati.) 

S· Powder Metallurgy. (K. S. Krishnan.) 

6. :X· Ray Studies of Metals ~nd Alloys. (K. ~anerjee.) 

_ 7• Classification and Cataloguing of Technical Literature Relating tO 
Metals. (Controller of Inspection: (Metallurgical), Tatanagar.) 

s. Manufacture of Sodium & Magnesium by EleCtrochemical 
Process. (J. C. Ghosh, Bangalore.r 

SCHEMES CpMPLEfED: 

1. Manufacture of Per~anent Magnets (Tata Iron&: Steel Co. Ltd.) 

Posts and Telegraph Department sent samples· of magnets required 
for their instruments. After prolonged investigation, Tatas prepared 5 
llample steels and sent them for test. One of these was found suitable 
and the Government placed an order for 21 tons of magnet steel bars which 
have been manufactured and supplied to the Posts & Telegraph 
Department. 

2. Development of Copper Silicon Bronres (O.R. Malhotra, Ajmer.) 

Shortage of tin during the war required substitute bearing and 
other alloys like gun-metal and bronzes in: which tin is not used as 
alloying metal. Au invec;tigation was therefore undertaken for replacing 

, tin by silicon. - Successful alloys with good bearing . and machining 
properties were developed and it is hoped these silicon-copper bronzes 
can be very profitably utilized in the engineering trades. 

3· Manufacture of Aluminium Titanium Alloys by Electro-Thermal 
Process. (Day a Swarup & V. J. lyer, · Benares.) 

Various methods of producing titanium hardness have been tried 
and a simple and cheap process. for the manufacture of hardness most 
s11itable for aluminium alloys has been arrived at. Successful methods 
were developed for the production of alloys up to IS% Titanium. 
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OrHER ACTIVITIES OF THE COMMITTEE: 

I. The Committee decided to ask the Government of India to 1imit 
export of ferro-manganese ore and chromite ore and take steps to conserve 
the country's resources and ensure an economic utilisation of the same. 

2. · A scheme for investigation of ternary systems of cadmium• 
zinc: alloys at the National Metallurgical Laboratories is in preparation. 

3· Detailed proposals for instituting researches on metal hydrides 
have been invited from Indian Institute of Science, Bllnga1ore and Delhi 
Laboratories of the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research. 

4· Attention of the Government bas been invited to urgent necessity 
of prohibiting use of aluminium scrap for kitchenware in the interest of 
public health, pending investigations to ensure that these are not injurious. 

S· Dressing of low grade ores. Pending establishment of a department: 
of mineral ore dressing at NatiJnal Metallurgical Laboratories, Ministry of 
'works, ·Mines and Power has been requested to arrange for a detailed survey 
of low grade minerals and institute research for beneficiation of ores 
wherever possible. 

6. The Committee has offered its co.oreration to the Indian Stan• 
dards Institution in drawing up specifications for metals, alloys and manu• 
factures thereof. 

Applied Physics Research Committee• 

Date of' Constitution ; July 1940· 

Personnel: 

Prof. K.s.· I(rishnall 
Dr. P.K. Kichlu 
Dr. Nazir Ahmed 
Dr. S.K. Mitra 
Dr. R.M. Chowdburi 
Supdt. Mathematical IostrumenC OBi~!! 
Prof. M. N. Saba. 
Mr. B.B. Bhowmidt 
Dr. G.R. Pranjpe 
Director~ Scientific and Industrial Research. 

Chairman 
Member 

,. 

>i 

•I 

)1 

Ex-offida 
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· Scientific Instrument Committee constituted in_ 1940- was amalgama
ted with the Applied Physics Research Committee. The problems under 
investigation were redistributed amongst the various· committees. 

SCHEMES UNDER INVESTIGATION 1 

1. Manufacture of Diamond Tools (P. K. Kichlu.) 
::,. Polar Crystals Dissolved i~ Glass (S. K. Majumdar-) 
3· Setting Up. of a Medium Voltage . Positive Ray Apparatus_ 

(D.P. Bose, Calcutta.) 
4· Manufacture of Vacuum.Pumps, Compressors ana Refregeration 

. Machinery_ (M.N. Saba, Calcutta.) _ 
5· -Air Driven IJltra-Ce~trifuge for Physical~ Chemical and Biological -

Work (K. Ray, Calcutta.) · -' 
6. Design of Moving Iron Ammeters.. and Voltmeters. on a Co~· 

mercial Scale, Calcutta. · - . . . -

7·. Manufacture of Permanent Magnets (B.B. Bhowmick, Calcutta.) 

8. Manufacture of Glass Vessels of Various Shapes and. Sizes, with 
Cemented Parallel Plates. - ' · · 

9· Manufacture of Photo Sensitizing Dyestuffs' (D. N. ~howdhury.) 
lo. Investigations on Electrical Properties of Some Typical Order

. Disorder Alloys (K.S. Krishnan, Delhi.) 
- .. -· 

11. Investigations on Thermoionic _Wor-k Functions fo Metals and 
·Alloys (K.S. Krishnan, Delhi.) · · · · 

12.. Investigations on Alloys iii Liquid State (K.S. Krishnan,Delhi.) 
13. Setting up a _ Powerful' Ultrasonic ·Generator (D. M. :Bose, 

Calcutta.) · .. ' 

l+ Investigations on Raman Spectru~ and Luminescence· of Organic 
CompoundS at Low Temperatures (S.C. Sarkar.f · · 

1 S· Chemical Effects ·in X-ray Emission and Absorption · Spectra 
(G. B. Deodhar.) · 

t6. Measurement ot:_ Absorption Coefficient f~r Souqd Waves in Air ._ 
and Other Polyatomic Gases (R. N; Gho~h) 

17. Studies in Dielectric Constants of Liquids and· Solids 
{S.K.K. Jatkar, Baugalore.) 

18. Ultrasonic Velocity in Gases and Vapours (P. C. Guha.) 
SCHEMES TERM INA TED. 

I· Manufacture of Flash lamps (P. K. Kichlu.) 
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A process for the manufacture of flash lamps has been developed. A 
new ftashometer was designed and constructed and the characteristics of 
these lamps. have been examined and found to be as good as those of the 
best imported bulbs. 

2. Manufacture of-X-ray Tubes and Kenotrons. (P.K. Kichlu.) 

X-ray tubes and kenotrons were successfully made and all technical 
difficulties found during the course of manufacture have been suocessfully 
overcome. Manuscript f..Jr publication is under preparation. · 

3· Manufacture of Photographic Developers (B. B. Day and KrishM~ 
murthi.) 

A successful method was developed for the production of para-amino· 
phenol_ by electrolytic_ reduction of nitrobenzene in acid medium using 
catalysts. A patent has already been taken out. Metal could not. be 
prepared even after prolonged investigations. Further work is in progress 
and will be completed under the Direct Cotton Colours Scheme. 

4· Manufacture of Photographic Material in India. (G. Pranjpe.) 

Air condidoned dark rooms were constructed and a model unit for 
manufacturing photographic emulsion on a semi-commercial scale was set 
up. Apparatus for testing and demonstration was also installed. Various 
types . of plate emulsions were produced, distributed and tested. These 
were found satisfactory. A non-technical note on photographic plates is 
under consideration. 

Plate coating machine having a length of Il feet with an output 
capacity of 3000 full size plates per day was perfected. .Subsequently a 
length of 10ft. was added by means of a turn table. 

Sensitive papers have also been produced by the aid of a model for 
coating papers with baryta and sensitive emulsions. 

Ezhibits were demonstrated at Bombay An Society's 54th Annual 
Exhibitions in January 1945· 

Special emulsions for plates, papers and X-ray plates have also 
been produced. The densitometer has been improved. 



s. Manufacture of X-Ray Transformers · (B. B. Bhowmick). 

90 KV - so X-Ray_ transformer suitable for diagnostic X-ray 
work was constructed and transformer sent to. Delhi. Subsequently with 
surplus material construction was undertaken of a H. T. too k v- zoo 
transformer, which also has bee'n successfully constructed. Suitable com. 
pound filled bushing were designed for the Indian climate after prolonged 
investigations. 

6. Radium Content of Indian Minerals and· Mineral Springs .. 
(B. D. Nag Chowdhury./ 

Beta-ray apparatus for q·uick and . accurate estimation of uranium -
and thorium minerals in rocks ' was deve_loped · and consu:ucted. 
Radioactive content of thorianite, pitchblende, uranium ochre and 
samarskite were determined. 

Scientific loatrumentt Committee 

Date of Conetitution July 1940. 

Pe,.sonnel : 

-Prof'. M.·N, Saba 
Dr: S. K. Mitra. 
Prof. K. Aston. 
Mr.•H P. Waron. 
Mr. R. C. Malcolm. 
Dr. A. L. Narayan. 
Prof. G. R. Pranjpe. 
Prof. P. K. Kichlu. 
Director, Scientific and Industrial Research 

Chairman 
Member 

, 
" , 
,, 

" Ex-officio 

The scope of field covered l>y this Committee was very wide 
and it was· decided to set up a Metals Committ~e subsequently for __ 
research on raw materials for instruments. 

The activities of the Committee were finally_ divided in _1942 
between the Applied Physics Committee and Radio Research Committee. 
Details of the schemes originally initiated by this Committee are given 
under the respective committees to which they were transferred as none 
of the- schemes had been completed before its termination. 
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SCHEMES iNIT ATED B~ THE COMMITTEE: 

J. Mn.ufacture ofVacuum.Pumps (M. N. Saba, Kamlesb Rai and 
Trepurendra Kumar Kundu.) 

z: Design and Construction of Condensers & Resistances (K. Aston.) 

· .3· Paper Condensers (K. Aston and C. Chandra Sekhariah.) 

4· ·Resistances (K; Aston & V. N. Chincbalkar.) 

5· Design of Electro Accousticid and High Frequency Apparatus 
(S. K. Mitra, Sarju Parsad and B. M. Banerji.) 

6. Setting up a Powerful Ultra-sonic~ Generator (D. M. Bose and 
Bonbehari Ghosh.) 

· 1: Manufacture of X-ray Transformers (B. B. Bhowmick and 
A. R. Chowdhri.) 

Internal Combustion Engines Committee 

Date of Constitution : 

Personnel: 

Sir J. C. Ghosh 
Prof. B. C. Carter 
Dr. M. lshaq 
Mr. A. J. Lund 
Mr. N. W. Oirjar · 

February 1941 

Rai Bahadur P.R. Agarwal 
Sir L; P. Misra· 
F /Lt. K. N. Chawla 
Lt. Col. H. M. V. N. Smith 
Commander (E) J. Conerdale Smith R.N. 
Mr. C. M. Latif Chowdhry 
Director, Scientific and Industrial Research 

Chairman 
Member 

" 
" , 
,. 
, 

., 
,, 
•• 
" Ex-offici a-

The Committee has surveyed the possibilities of establishment of Inter
nal Combustion Engines industry ·in India and submitted a number of reports 
at the instance of the Committee. The Council of Scientific and 
Industrial Research has since created a Chair of Applied Mechanics at 
the 'Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore with a view to study the 
problems connected with the manufacture of internal combustion ~engines 
in India. 
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The Committee recommended the establishment of 
0 

an Internal 
Combustion Engin~ Research Laboratory whose function would be 

(1) Testing and Certifying of Engines and Components. 
(2) Research on Inte.mal Combustion Engine&. 
(3) Fundamental Research. 

This proposal was Considered . essential to meet the countt}"s 
tivil and military requirements and has been accepted. , Preliminary 
planning of the Lab()ratory has been initiated and subject to Government 
approval, it is· proposed t_o include ·reseatch in aeroengines as well as 
research in naval craft engines ~oth surface and submarine) within the 
scope of the Internal Combustion Engines Research Laboratory: The 
Government of India has also been approached to arrange for .training of 
the necessary personnel in their 'Overseas Studies Scheme• ... 

In view of the extreme impormnce of the industry the need f'or -a · 
· separate Internal Combustion Engine · Development Board has been 
keenly felt and proposal to that· effect has already been made. to 
the Government of India. 

Committee on Statidics, Standards & Quality Control 

Dilte of Constitution 

Pmonnel t 
Pro£ P. C. · Mahalanobis 
Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai" 
Sir Padampat Singhania 
Prof. N. N. Sen Gupta 
Dr. p, V. Sukhatame 
Dr. Zia-ud~din 
Prof. K. B.· Madhava 
Mr. R. C. Bose 
Dr. M. R. Siddiqui 

December I94S· 

Director, Scientific and Industrial Research 

Chairman 
Member 

,, 
)) 

,, 
Ex-officio 

The Committee discussed with Prof. R. A. Fisher, F. R. S., Balfour 
Professor of the University of Cambridge its ·activiti~s imd decided 
to concentrate on the following in the first instance :- · 

(a) Standard and quality control with special reference to the deve· 
lopme~t of Indian industries. 
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(b) Cost accounting. 

(c) Application of statistical methods generally for improving the 
I ' 

efficiency of industrial production. 

With the above activities in view, it was decided to start a course 
of training in standards, quality control and application of statistical 
methods in-industry at the Indian Statistical Institute,· Calcutta, a. grant 
of Rs. u,ooo being made for the purpose. It was also decided to 
develope a programme of research in collaboration with industrialists. 

An introductory pampJ:Uet on the importance of statistical methods in 
industry is under preparation and a sum of Rs. 2,ooo has been sanctined 
towards its publication. 

A recommendation has been made to the Government of India to 
take suitable action for securing the adoption of uniform weights and . 
measures throughout India . 

. Atmospheric Research Committee. 
-

Date o! Constitution: 

P~rs•,nel: 

Prof. H.]. Bhabha 
Prof. M. N. Saba 
Prof. M. Ishaq 
Prof. D._ S. Kothari· 
Dr. S. K. Banerjee 
Prof. S. Bbagavantam 
Mr. M. K. Ramanathan 
Dr. L. A. Ramdas. 

1943 

Director, Scientific and Industrial Research 

Chairman· 
Member 

,, 
" , 

" ,. 
Ex-officio 

CURRENT PROBLEMS AND SCHEMES UNDER INVESTIGA. TION: 

x. Radiation Equilibrium in the Atmosphere (K. R. Ramanathan, 
New Delhi.) 

2. Photochemistry of Ozone, (P. K. Kicblu, Delhi University.) 
3· , Correlation of Cosmic Ray Intensity with Atmospheric Variables . 

. (P. S. Gill, Lahore.) 
4• I~vestigation of the Mechanism and Production of Mesons and 

their Properties with the Help of Wilson Cloud Chamber (R. L. 
Sen Gupta, Calcutta). 



S• Infra R.ed Radiation from Atmosphere and Solar Radiation 
(L.A. Ramdas, Poona.) . 

6. Research o~ Upper Atmosphere (M. N. Saba, Calcutta.) 

1· Research on Cosmic Rays (P. c. Bhattacharya, Calcutta.) 

8. Measurement of Absorption Coefficient for Sound Waves in Air 
and Other Polyatomic Gases (R. N. Ghosh, Allahabad.) 

9· Study of Formation of Vortices Both Theoretical a11d Experi· 
mental under Conditions Obtaining in Solar Atmosphere (S. K; 
Banerjee, Calcutta:) _ 

ro. Micro Waves Emitted from :Extra-terrestrial-Sources (A. L. 
Raksbir, Calcutta.) 

.u. Work on Astro Physics, Experimental Physics and Cosmic 
Radiation (H. J. Bliabha, Bombay.) · 

· u. High Altitude Measurement of' the Penetrating Component~-of 
· Cosmic Radiation and Ground Experiments on M~sons /(H. J, 

Bhabha, BomBay.) 

Although the c:ommfttee was formed in 1943, it was only in 1946 and 
X947 that the various research schemes have· been ·initiated. All. the 
schemes are under investigation. 

Comm;ttee on the Measurement_ol Geolog;cal'time in -India. 

Date of Constitution: September 1946. 

Personnel : 
Mr. ri. N. Wadia · 
Sir J. C. Ghosh 
·Prof. B. Sahni 
Sir K. S. Krishnan 
Prof. M. N. Saba 
Director, Geological Survey of India 
Dr. C. Mahadevan 
Dr. P. B. Sirkar 
Dr. B. D. Nag Chowdhury 
Director, Scientific and Industrial Research 

CHEMES UNOE~ INVESTIGATION: 

Chairman 
··Member 

,, 
,, 
, 
,, 
" Ex-officio 

1. Investigations on Chemical Composition of Tippers Collection 
of Rare Earth Minerals in India (P. B. Sirkar, Calcutt~.) . 

2. Micro Palaeobotanical Investigations· (B. Sahni, Lucknow.) 
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3· Measurement of Geological Time in India (M. N. Saba, 
Calcutta)_· 

When the Natio~al Physical Laboratories . ceme into being, it is 
proposed to have a scheme on "Geological Age of Rocks by Radio Active 
Methods in India". In the meanwhile the Government of india has been 
approached to make arrangements for training two students in this subject 
in ·the. 'Overseas Scholarships Scheme'. A new scheme of research to 
investigate the uranium and radium content of south Indian rocks with a 
view to the determination of the geological age of the Deccan plateau is also
under the consideration of the·committee. 

'.Building Materials Reaearch Committee 

Date of Constitution : 

Personnel : 

Sir T. S. Malik 
Prof. P. Ray 
Dr. ·A. H. Pandy 
Mr. D: G. H. Teasdale 
K. B. Md. Sulaiman 
Mr. J. w. B. Gibbons 

December J 943· 

Principal, Thomason College of Civil Engi-
neering, Roorkee 

Mr. S. Sundaram 
Mr. S. N. Chakrabarty 
Director, Scientific and Industrial Research 

Chairman 
Member 

,, 

" 

'' 
" 
" Ex-officio 

It has been decided to establish a Building Research Laboratory in 
the chain of the National Laboratories being sponsored by the Council of 
Scientific and Industrial Research. Phoning of this institute is in 
progre8s. Pending its establishment, a Building Research Unit has been 
established at the Thomason College of Civil Engineering, Roorkee where 
Research on building materials and construction is being undertaken. A 
aum of Rs. 9o,ooo bas been sanctioned by the Government of India for 
this unit and staff for the same has been recruited. 

During the past year preliminary work on some problems connected 
with the building industry has been initiated. 
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Beryllium Research Committee. 

Date of Constitution : 
Personnel: 

Mr. G.C. Mitter 
Dr. Mata Prasad 
Sir. J.C. Ghosh 
Dr. P.R. Ray 

1944· 

. Director, Scientific and Industrial Research 

PROBLEMS BEFORE THE COMMITTEE •. 

Chairman" 
Member 

" 
Bx~officio 

Beryllium~Survey of Indian Resources and Manufacture· of Suitable. 
Alloys (P.B. Chakravarti and. G.C. Mitter, Bom~ay_ and Bangalore~) . ' . ' 

A survey of the literature on .beryllium has been made ~nd an 
analysis of Rajputana beryl has shown that it contains u.os% .of beryllium 
oxide. The methods of separating beryllium from aluminium have been 

.. studied and the optimum conditions for decompoaing beryl with soda _ 
silicofluoxide determined. .Semi-large scale experiments on the extraction 
and. preparation of beryllium. chloride have been carried out~ An arc 
furnace. for the manufacture of copper beryllium 'alloys bas been con-

.structed. 

Miscellaneous Research Schemes~ 

1. Manufacture of Sodium Cyanide (J.C Ghosh and others.) 

A method of manufacturing sodium cyanide was developed .from 
indigenous raw materials namely commercial sodium carbonate, haematite 
and nitrogen. By suitable purification methods evolved during research,· 
cyanide of 82% purity which satisfies most requiremen~s of ind~stry has 
~en obtained. The results have been tried on a pilot plant scale. 

2. Manufacture of Hydrogen Peroxide (J .C. Ghosh and others.) 

Investigations conducted on the manufacture of hydrogen peroxide _ 
by the anodic oxidation of ammonium sulphate gave aatisfactory results and 
yielded 3% solution of hydrogen peroxide. ·A pilot plant has been set up 
for the manufacture of so lbs. of 25 vo't. hydrogen peroxide per day. 
Phenacetin and acetanilide have been used as !ltabilizers.. A dilute solution 
of hydrogen peroxide (12 V.lls.) containing about 0.3% pbaoacetin retained 
95% of its concentration after six· months. The. process is awaiting 
industrial utilisation. 
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~· Manufacture of Potassium Chlorate (J. C. Gosh, S. K. K.]atkat 
and B. Shah.) 

A method for the indirect manufacture of potasium chlorate has been 
developed which' will enable utilisation of some of the surplus chlorine 
expected to be available in the country in the near future as a result of the 
establishment of the alkali industry. ln ·this method the starting material 
is first converted. into calciu~ or magnesium chlorate and then interacted 
with a potassium salt to produce · potassium. chlorate. Valuable bye• 
products like' calcium chloride, magnesium chloride etc. are obtained and 
should go a long way towards reducing the cost of production. After 
pilot plant experiments, the process was entrusted to Messrs. Mettur 

· Chemical and Industrial Corporation (or development and the firm put up 
a plant and worked it successfully for 3 years. The working of the plant 
bas· b~en suspended for the time being due to the high market price of 
chlorine but it is expected that the process will be further developed when 
a surplus of chlorine is available in the near future. 

4· Extraction of Thorium and Rare Earths from Monazite 
(P.B. Sirkar and o~hers.) 

The older methods of fractional crystallisation having been found to 
be very tedious and lengthy for the preparation of praseodymium and 
neodymium~· a new chromatographic method bas been developed. Extraction 
of thorium by the fluoride method was found unsuccessful but with 
higher (HCl) acid concentration the method yielded better results. ~he 
permangnate in~thod for cerium gave good yield of cerium of high purity. 

For the preparation of praseodymium and neodymium, animal 
charcoal was found to be most. effective. 

A complete modified scheme for the extraction of thorium and cerium 

has been worked out. 

S· Manufacture · of Phosphorus and Ferro-phosphorus (J. C. 

Ghosh.) 

(a} Phosphorus.-The optimum conditions for the manufacture of 
yellow phosphorus by the electro-thermal smelting of phosphatic nodules 
have been worked out and a compact and efficient phosphorus recovery 
plant bas been devised. A single phase furnace of an effective energy 
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output of IS-20 Kilowatts., bas been installed. It bas been foun_d possible 
to obtain yields of about one lb. hourly with this .furnace. The process 
awaits utilisation. 

(b) Ferro-phosphorus~InvesJigation on the manufacture were started 
at the request of the President of the Metals Committee. It was found 
possible to obtain ferro-phosphorus of an average composition of 22% 
phosphorus. . This works out to an avera~e ,fixation of 6o% phosphorus in' 
the ferro-phosphorus. 

6. Investigation ·on Sources of Plant Rennet (V. Subramaniyam 
and D.N. Hakim.) 

Sources of rennet from . a number of plants have been ·investigated. 
Many of these were found to be good sources of rennet. · Stieblus 
asptr (Urticaceae1 has been found to be a suitable raw. material for the · 
manufacture of rennet. Rajahmundary and Salem districts are promising , · 
sources .of supply. 

,-

Experiments have been carried ou~ to adopt ihe rennets obtained for 
the Cheddar cheese manufacture. 

7· Manufacture of Titanium dioxide from Ilmenite 0. C. Ghosh 
and others.) 

A process for the manufacture of· titanium -dioxide. from rutile baa 
been developed. Samples of the pigment possess good 'tinctorial 
properties. · The process is awaiting utilisation. _ 

8. Manufacture of Duplicating Ink. (~iss. S. ~am.) 

Analysis· of some foreign duplica_ting inks was carried out and the 
process completed. 

9· Utilisation of Waste Mica (R: C. Ray and Rustom Roy.) , 

(a) The possibility ~f utilising waste mica powder. in thermosetting 
plastics has been _investigated and the difficulties with regards to removing 
the articles from the mould and the low softening point of the composition 
have been overcome. The shellac-mica plastic bas many advantages •. 

(I) All the raw materials are available in the count~y. 

(2) It can be given bright colours. 

(3) It can be easily worked on the lathe. 
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(4) lt is cheap ; at pre-war rates it should not cost more than ·/3/• 
per lb. 

It may be possible to use mica-shellac plastics in the manufacture of 
cheap anicles of every·day use .as well as switches and other electrkal 
appliances. 

(b) Mica aa lubricant and absorbent. 

A permanent. suspension of mica can be obtained ·by grinding _the 
material previously heated at 8oo11C in an electric furnace and then dis• 
persing it with I_o% solution of sodium metabisulphite or by treatment 

· with an emulsifier like aluminium stearate. 

... A composition for -use as lubricant for moulds and cutting edges of 1 

tools was develop~d. 

_ _Investigations were also carried out to determine the gas-absorbin~ 
_-properties of thin iaminated mica. Weight for weight mica absorbed C011 . 

·in the ratio of 2~1: Io as compared with charcoal. lt also dccolorisea 
solutions, but as suc:b bas no preference over cbarc:oal. 

- . 
(c) Preparation of Mic:a Paint. · 

. Experiments carried out reveal that paints from mica \\'itb amyl ace• 
tate as base possess better lustre than with linseed oil. Such paints can be 
used in spray pai~;~ting as amyl acetate evaporates quietly. ' 

'A shining; fire-proof paint bas also been manufactured from mica 
with_ amyl acetate, 
· xo. The Manufacture of Gelatine. (Mata Prasad, Bombay). 

Scheme for the manut'acture of superior quality gelatine for food 
stuff. photographic emulsions and medicinal preparations etc. from c~w and 
buffalo bide wastes, obtainable from tanneries was san"ioned in 1943· 

The conditions necessary for obtaining the best gelatine for photQ4 
graphic purposes have been investigated and standardised. 

This gelatine is slightly yellowish in colcurs and has a slightly ·lower 
melting point. Otherwise it approaches the imported gelatine in mosc 

respects. 

Experiments to improve the quality arc in progress. 



Relations witblndustry. 

RESEARCH ScHI!MES 

Apart from researches financed by the Council in the interest and 
for the benefit of the community and to meet the ~equirements of Govern
ment, the Council encourages the fullest use af science includioz conducting 
of research by industrial undertakings .. Certain investigations were instituted 
with the approval of the origiaal Board of Scientific and . Industrial 
Research in its Laboratories -at the instance of some private firms that came 
forward to meet the expenditure involved On condi!iOn Of obtaining the 
results of such investigations entirely for themselves. 

Five such schemes were instituted, the' most importan( being the one 
by Messrs. Steel Bros. & Co. Ltd., pertaining to petroleum t.:chnology, 
veg(table oils and other a~lied \'roblem~. . The second scheme '\'fBS by 
Messrs. ·Ganesb Flour· Mills Co., Ltd.; Delhi with the specific object ,of 
srriviog at a suitable composition for addition to hydrogenated vegetable· 
oils to impart to them the 1lavour of natural ghee; the investigations also· 
led to valuable data on vitamin fortification of hydrogenated oil. products. 
The third scheme, sponsored by Messrs. Shalimar Tar· Products Ltd._, 
Calcutta was for the utilisation oftar products, particularly naphthalene ; 
work conducted under this scheme led to pilot plant study and production 
of phthalic anhydride from- naphthalene: Messrs. Jallo Rosin Co. Ltd., 
initiated a scheme of reseirch for improvement .of the propertie~ of ordinary 
rosin and utilisation of low. grade turpentine. 'The fifth scheme w-as. 
financed by Messrs. Khatauli Sugar Works for the manufactwre of plastics . 
from baga9se, which on completion, are being developed commercially by 
the firm. 

Unfortunately due to lack of adequate laboratory and other . .-facilities, 
the above private schemes could not be. continued after the termination of 
the first terms of contract, but it is. proposed to .make necessary provision 
for such . cooperative research in the organisation of the. vario11s national.' 
laboratories which are being set up. Very .recently a scheme of. research 
on 'Vanaspati' has been sponsored by the Vanaspati Manufacturers' 
Association of .India who have placed a sum ·of Rs. 45,000 at the disposal·· 
of the Council for the purpose: This. scheme is now awaiting the accep
tance of the Board of Scientific and _Industrial research. In view of the 
fact that laboratory facilities with the_Council are ·insufficient for working 
out the problems connected with this in~ustry it is proposed to allocate 
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the problems to various other laboratories in the country where there are 
facilities for such work. ·For this purpose a Research Advisory Committee 
has been formed under whose guidance the investigations will be conducted. 

Messrs. Steel Bros. Scheme: 

J •. UTILISATION OF PARAFFIN WAXES. 

~ The object of this investigation was to find more uses for paraffin wax, 
other than making paraffin candles and impregnation of paper. 

(i) A process for the catalytic oxidation of waxes into acids and 
al~ehydes has been developed. The salts find us~ in rot-proofing and 
washing purposes. 

(ii) Emulsions of waxes with latex have been prepared for water
proofing canvas. · Such emulsions have good water-proofing qualitieo; and 
the growth of mildew can be easily prevented by the introduction of a 
small. percentage of an insecti~ide. The material produced answers 
standard test requirements. 

II. ANTI KNOCK AGENTS. • 

;rhis investigation . was undertaken to find materiah which increase 
the octane value.of motor and aviation spirit .Preliminary tests on some of 
the mate-rials developed yielded encouraging results. 

111. · PoUR PoiNT DEPRESSANTS. 

Pour point depressants are agents which when added to lubricating 
oils iower their congealing points. Lubricating oils 'produced from 
Burmese crude oils have appreciably high pour points on account of 
their comparatively high wax content. An excellent pour point depressant 
was produced by suitably treating naturally occurring Burma hydrocarbons. 
It bas been found to compare very favourably with 'Paraflow', the standard 
imported pour point depressant. 

IV. WooD PRESERVATIVES. 
. . 

Search for substances used for the impregnation of wood to prevent 
attack by termites and fungi bas yielded satisfactory results. Samples sent 
to Forest Research Institute yielded satisfactory results. 
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V. SUBSTITUTES FOR GLASS (WINDOLITE). 

Glass substitutes are used with a view to avoiding personal injury as 
a result of shattering of glass by ~xplosions caused by aerial bombing and 
shelling. These, while capable ofwithstanding high wind pressure should 
be translucent material possessing great flexibility. A. thin film of plastic 
material spread over wire gauze usually serves the purpose. After experi-' 
menting with various plastics and resins a suitable type of material using 
indigenous ingredients was produced. This can be rolled like. wire gauze 
and answered the requirements Due to difficulties in obtaining the wire 
gauze, the research· had to be directed to another channel and the 
impregnation of cloth with a dope· to render it translucent was developed. 
The dope was prepared from inqigenous vegetable. oil derivatives._ Tbe 
product was manufactured by the Indian Glass Substitute Co., Simbhaoli 
in very large quantities, approximately 2'5 million_ square feet being 
produced.. 

VI. PETROL-PROOF CANVAS BAGS. 

Canvas bags which would not leak whil~ h~lding petrol ·were 
required by the Defence Department. Several resins were tried on the 
surface of such bags and after a -number of. experiments a formula was 
evolved which gave satisfactory results. · 

VII. SEAMING VARNISH. 

An off-shoot of the research on glass substitu.tes was the production 
of seaming varnish for antigas clothing. It is very effective for sealing up 
holes made in sewing garments and· successfully withstood ne~essary tests 
at the Ordnance Laboratory, Kanpur. Large quantities of this varnish were 
supplied to meet defence requirements. · ' 

VIII. _BITUMEN PRODUCTS ~WOOD PRESERVATIVES) • 

. Mixtures of emulsions containing bitumen were applied to render 
wood rot-proof. Solutions were made with fuel oil and incorporated witli 
insecticides prepared from petrole-um as well as vegetable oil derivatives. 

IX. · OBSCURATION CLOTH. 

Material made from bitumen products when applied to cheap fabric 
base make them opaque an~ water proof. The pro~uct which is flexible 
and non-tacky can be used as a black-out material. Samples produced were 
approved by the Supply Development Committee .. 



X.- LEAD-BRONZE BEARING OIL. 

Indige~ous _Yegetable oils, chemically treated to bring them to requir• 
ed viscosity and blended with vegetable oils gave yery good lubricants for 
lead-bronze bearings. These blends were practically tested on certain 
railwaya and found suitable, 

XI. ANTI-FROTH CoMPOUND. : 

For preventing the frothing of glue; a soap was imported from abroad 
and- used extensively by industry. A substitute has been prepared from 
indigenous material. · It has the same degree of anti-frothing properties 
and is very effective.- - -

XII;_ DE-EMULSIFIERS. 

Crude oils form obstinate emulsions with water which are difficuh to 
break. Propriety material such as Icipol and Separator W are uaed for the 
purpose but were difficult to obtain during war time and, therefore, 
investigations to produce 1uitable agents locally_were initiated. Substitutes 
prepared frooi soaps of vegetable oils were found satisfactory in regard to 
breaking up_ of emulsions. Samples were sent to Attock Oil Co., for practical 
tests. 

XIII. VEGETABLE OIL LUBRICANTS. 

Du~ to shortage of mineral oils consequent on war conditions, investi
gations were undertaken to find the possibilities to supplement the available 
stock of ~ineral oils by blending with vegetable oils. Several blends were 
prepared for light machine oil, spindle oils, oil for a~;e in card and comb 
boxes of spinning and weaving milia as well as for running oil bearings of 
elecuical motors, shafting and dynamos. The blends were put to actual 
tests by Mesus. Burma Shell Co., in different mills under working condi
tions under the observation of technical e.s:perts and compared favourably 
with mineral lubricating oils. They ·were found to be good substitutes for 
mineral oils and have been adopted largely in practice. Further investi· 
gations revealed that blends of castor, rape, and groundnut oils with 
mineral oils gave good results in the lubrication of the textile machinery
except when the bearings contained brass. An addition which minimises 
reaction with brass was investigated and vegetable oil blends containing this 
reagent gave satisfactory results when tested in the mills. 

Blends of rape and blown rape with mineral oils are now being 

marketed. 



XIV. RQT PROOFING SAND BAGS.~ 

• · 'The investigation -was conducted at th·e suggesti~n • oi the . S~pply 
DeYelopment Committee. . It w:.is. shown that scraps of brais could be 
c~nverted into an effective rot proofing agent for .fabrics. 

. . . ·i .. " ' . ·. 

XV. SOLUBLE OILS.' 

To replace imported pr~ducts a s~dsfactory oil easily ~m-uls~fiable 
with water vyas prepared from castor_ ~il .and (:mulsifying agc;nts. -:·It is 
useful hi leather treatment as ·a " Cutting" oil and fi.nds other- uses. ' .. . . -

XVI. DRYING. OILS, · 

- The cutting· off of the' supply of tung· oil led' to a sear~h 'for. -a substi:
tute for use in the manufacture of paints and· varnishes~ The dehydration: 
of castor oil with the help of various_ catalylic agents with a view to improv
ing the drying properties of castor oil gaye_ (airly_good- result; .. A temi- : 
commercial plant was put up and put into pr~ductio~ but_ for the production · 
of a light colQured oil, vacuum heating·was. found to be·nece·ssaty: · _.. · 

XVII. DECOLORISING EAiria. 

Kashmir bentonite yielded an efficient activa_t~d earth with _g<?Od . 
bleaching properties. Scarcity ef plailt and sulphuric add delayed the li1rge 
scale l;ltilis~tioo_ ofthis process._ Bauxite and F.uller's earth did_ ~;~ot respond 

· to this treatment. · 

XVIII. CANVAS WATER CONTAINERS. 

• . Experimei_ltal pr!X>fings were .carried out on behalf. of. the S)lpply _ 
Development Cqmmittee for field. service trials of canvas water . cantain_en, 
water-proofed w~tl\ biJ:um~nous material. - -

XIX. LEAtHER DRESSINGS. 
·-· . . 

Substitutes were 'prepared ·fr~ln indigenous imiteri~l· for )n:iP.orted -, 
leather dressings. 

XX. BOOT POLiSH~ 

. A satisfactory formula for high-grade boot- polish tisin~ almost entirely ~ 

indi~enous material has·been de-veloped.· 
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XXI. HYDROCARBONS FROM VEGETABLE OILS.· 

Lime soap of mahu~ oil on cracking yields so% of an oil and the 
residue is a soft coke. This crude oil fractionates into three fractions. 

(a) 2S% boiling in petrol ra11ge, which turns dark on standing and 
bas- very low octane. value. 

(b) so% boiling in kerosene range, green in colour and burns white 
well. 

. (c) The remaining portion is a black oil which can be used as a Diesel 
· fuel. 

. The crude oil itself deposits a wax on cooling with m. p. 77°C. 

Mahtia oil itself when cracked yields 52% of foul smelling distillate 
which is acidic with a pungent, irritating smell. 

By crac~ng · ground nut oil cake, a foul smelling alkaline distillate 
is obtained, which is soluble in water. 

XXII. SUBSTITUTE .FOR RooFING FELT. 

Hessian treated with coal tar pitch -with fillers gives a satisfactory 
material for weather proofing. 

XXIII; BRIQUETTES. 

Using a cheap binding material, waste paddy husk can be converted 
into briquettes which can be more easily handled than waste. 

XXIV. ANALYTICAL AND TESTING WoRK. 

A large number of diverse kinds of store materials were referred to 
for testing or analysis as a result of increasing cooperation between the 
R.A.F. and Council of Scientific and Industrial Research. This type 
of work is of immense value to the R.A.F. and sometimes brings out 
interesting features. Materials salvaged from enemy planes or other materials 
prepared for fulfilling special needs were also submitted to investigation • 

. The following amongst others, were the items examined. 

Bearing metals; aluminium casts; sheets or powders; solders; colloidal 
graphite ; deposita from engine; oil from engines; pitch; duplicating paper ; 
asbestos; t:ork coating composition ; sulp~uriC: acid ; potassium cyanide ; 
water ; standard colour identificatio.P. ,DJcdium ; uarch ; chromic aci_d : 
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paraffin wax.; glycerine ; ethylene glycol; water clarifying powder; solderin~ 
flux ; desalting permutit ; chloramine. 

Investigations were also carded out on the rusting characteristics of 
cartridge metal links, vapour pressure and distillation characteristics of 
petrol and tests. for the detection of carbon monoxide in aeroplane cock-pits. 

XXV. ACTION OP HIGH TENSION ELECTRICAL DISC;HARGES ON OILS. 

A regular series of invt'stigations on the action of high tension elec
tric discharges on different vegetable :and mineral oils which :were being 
conducted at Lahore were continued but had to be suspended owing to 
other import!lnt work in connection with war. These investigations were of 
special importance as they were to form alternatives to the well known "Vol
tol" process which bad been successfully developed in Germany. The results 
of the investigations so far conducted have shown that electric discharges 
have the property of cracking light mineral oils into lighter fractions 
while heavy mineral oils are polymerised -to yield lubricants which are 
lighter in colour and possess better propertie~ than the lubricants pro- · 
duced by the ordinary commercial methods. Vegetable oils also yield. 
under this treatment heavier oils which can be used on heavy machines. 

Messrs. Canesh Flour Mills Scheme · 

FORTIFICATION OF VANASPATI WITH VITAMINS •. 

1. It was copsidered advantageous that Vanaspati should contain 
both vitamins A and D and also-possess a colour similar to natural ghee. 
The addition of the vitamins from animal sources must ~e avoided to respect 

·the religious susceptibilities of a large section of the~ consumers. Carotene 
obtained from carrots when added to ·artificial ght'e imparts a jrellowish 
colour and increases the vitamin potency but carrots are no.r a convenient 
or economic source of vitamin_s. A number of leafy vegetables containing 
a much higher percentage of vitamins were invf;.stigated, but_ they suffered 
from two drawbacks; namely the fact that they imparte4 a greenish shade 
and the smell of an essential oil persisted. in ~he final product.· Attempts 
were made to overcome these objections, so that these inexpensive natural 
sources may be utilised commercially. 

2. Flavouring of Vegetable Ghee. (Biochemical and other methods). 
The substance responsible for the flavour in butter or cream is diacetyl, 
pr.oduced b~ the action of certain bacteria on acetyl-methyl 1:arbinol not 
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present in ·the product. The cultures known as "Starters" are added to 
the ngetable g!Ke a'n'd the gr~wth is.allowed to continue when diacetyl is -
produced and requisite flavour is imparted to the product. Further it is 
well· known that butter milk contains a certain amount of this residual 
flavouring p~inciple. To utilise this source, a combined fer~c:ntation and 
solvent action method has been developed to ~btain the flavouring principle 
as a col}centrate in a fatty medium. The principle is . on trial on a 
commerCial scale. The ma~imum .. dilution obtained, namely 1 : 20~ 
appear~ to .b~ too low .for commercial feasibility. 

':. .&t ~-tteinpt was als~ made to prepa·re an artificially blended concen
tr~t~; different. in composition f'~om diacetyl. Th~ constituents were so. 
bie~d~d _a; . to pr~d~ce a natural effect. This conceritrate is capable of 
Di~ch'_~~tget-dil~tion. 

FISH OIL AS -A SOURCE OP VITAMINS. 

· - A million· pounds 'of fish oil is wasted in the process of d~ying fisli in 
Easr 'Bengal alone. . Tb.is natural oil after purification could be fortified 
and· stindardised for vitamins A and D. Besides the purified oil s to 8 
percent.· stearin, which can be commerci~lly utilised in making boot;..polis8 
and candles· could be collected. 1 to 2% cholesterol, a medicine for 
anaemia can al_so be ol:.tained. . By biological methods and irradiation with 

. ultra-violet rays, cholesterol can be converted to vitamin D. An investiga-
tion on this subject was conducted with useful results. 

~~~.LAT~ON 011 VITAMIN A FROM PLANKTON. 

Plankton (Diatom) is the source of vitamin A found in sea fish liver, 
but the &eneral belief was that this vitamin is synthesised in the fish 
liver from the diatoms on which they feed. lnvesti~ations were carried out 
on plankton collected· from Madras coast by solvent extraction resulted 
in 2 to 3 percent· of a viscous oily material, possessing nearly all th: 
physical and chemical properties of vitamin A. It appears that vitamin 
A il5 present in the plankton as such. 

'' . The residue after extraction, which is rich in assimilable nitrogenous . 
material can he utilised for the preparation of artificial foods. 

VITAMIN C. 

Tablet• of Vitamin C from amla have been prepared using kaolin as 
ab~orbent, at a reasonable cost of production. Such tablets weighing l teL 
I gra~me contain I. to 2 m:m. of vitamin c. -
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Mesltl· Jallo Rosin Co. Ld. Scheme. 

These investigations ·. consisted of many miscellaneous schemes 
enumerated below :...:..._ · 

Production of anti-knock dopes ; conversion of low grade _turpentine 
to a useful re5in ; manufacture of a turpentine substitute for plasticising; . 
conversion of ordinary_ coloured rosin to a very. high grade material·; perfect· 
ing a pilot plant for distiliation of rosin; improving ordina~y rosin so as to 
give a less brittle and high melting composition. 

Messrs. Khataull Sugar Works Scheme~ 

UTILISATION OP BAGASSE~ 

Bagasse is the fibrous material obtained when sugar· cane is crushed 
for the juice. It is generally used .as_ a fuel in the sugar mills. 

. . . . 
(a) Bagasse. co~tains a fai·r percentage of lignoresin. This could be 

converted to resin and the fibre structure of bagasse would give moulded 
articles of high tensile ~otrengib, free from the defects of wood, such as 
swelling under water or chipping -off. 

It was found that. the bagasse fibre -opened up when subjected to 
steam under pressure-and the fibres which becaine soft .could be moulded 
into boards without addition of any resin. This_ proved the. formation of 
resinous matter in the process. Conditions of _correct _steam pressure to 
obtain a satisfactory product were worked out:· A detailed investigation to . 
find out the conditions best suited for producing wood substitutes . com bin-_ 
in~ the tensile strength of best woods and ti!e water resistance of bakelite 
were carried out. 

The ·boards produced have very satisfactory properties. They can 
· stand an almost indefinite immersion in water, have. a high impact strength 

and sufficient tensile strength. Their resistivity is very high, of the order 
of to10 ohms. They can be used for making radio cases or irticles where 
high resistivity is desirable. 

THE BAGASSE RESIN. 

The bagasse resin can be extracted with spiiit after subjecting the 
fib~e to suitable treatment. It is a dark brown lustrous solid, soluble in 
alcohol and aniline, and insoluble in benzene and vegetable and mineral 
oils. It has good binding and water-proofing qualities. 



· A de~ailed investigation of its physical and chemical properties 
suggested many uses f~r this newly discovered material. Ir bas proved 
satisfactory in the manufacture of moulded and laminated articles. It 
offers a good potential source of cheap moulding powders for the manufac
ture of flat articles. Th~ use of the resin can be extended for waterproofing 

. tents and fabrics and in making spirit varnishes, paints and lacquers. 

' .. i 
·A patent covering this investigati01i bas been sealed. 

Cooperative Research Associations 

,The major extent of industry in India is conducted by' comparatively 
small firms. Unlike large industrial undertakings which have their own 
research departments,· small firms cannot afford ta maintain adequate 
research sections in their works as research is costly and aot always 
productive. Further, there are also problems which are of large range 
character .and the solution of which will benefit a particular industry as a 
whole and cooperative effort is the only method by which research could 
be conducted. ~l;le Council, therefore, considers that the beat method 
for encouraging industrial research in industry should be to encourage the 
"formation .of Research Associations established on a cooperative basis to 
serve the needs of particular groups of industries on the lines of such 
Research Associations in England. With this end in view necessary details 
have been circulated to various bodies in India connected with commerce 
and industry, wfth the request to place these details before their member 
firms and industrialists. Model Memorandum and Articles of Association 
have also been prepa.red and circulated to all the leading industrial associa
tions and chambers of commerce so as to stimulate discussion and facilitate 
early formation of such research associations. In. this matter leading 
industrialist members of the Council like Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai. have 
taken a lively interest. This interest bas been largely instrumental in bring
ing together the Ahmedabad millowners to form a Textile Industry 
Research Associatio11 at Ahmedabad. Two other encouraging responses to 
these efforts are the moves by tlie All-India Chemical Manufacturers Asso
ciation led by Dr. Hamied and by the Tanners and Leather Manufacturers 
especially in Madras towards the formation of such research associations for 
these industries. The replies received from others indicate that opinion 
amongst them bas not crystallised and they are holding discussions amongst 
themselves. The Council will have to educate industry in the benefits of 
such cooperative effort and this will require considerable effort and per-
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severance. But there is no doubt that one industry af£er another wil_l 
eppreciate the advantages of the scheme and by formation of its industrial 
Research Association . reap the be~efits that accrue from research. These 
Research Associalions will by focu.ssing attention on the particular problems 
of each industry form an important link between industry and the 
Council. The effort in education and encouragement for formation of such 
industrial Research Associations should form a growing phase: of the 
Council's activities and assume an important role in the life of the nation. 

BOARD OF RESEARCH IN ATOMIC ENERGY 

The subject of atomic energy and harnessing il has 'been attracting 
the attention of scientists the world over for some . considerable time. 
During the last world war the need for intensifying· investigations in this 

• intricate subject was keenly felt; The United Kingdom, the United 
States of America and Canada pooled their resources and research efforts 
so as to keep ahead of Germany. All developments in the subject were 
closely guarded secrets and it was not till the atom bomb had burst on 
Nagasaki and Hiroshima that the world came to know t!;lat · atomic energy 
bad been harnessed by man to meet his needs. .Intensive .investigations in 
this subject still continue in every country, the main . object being to utilise. 
the power released by atomic energy for industrial purposc:s. -

In India, the importance of the ~object has been duly appreciated and 
the Board of Scientific and Industrial Research appointed an Atomic Energy 
:R.csearch Committee in January 1946 with the following personnel:-

Dr. H. J. Bhaba Chairman 
Sir K. S. Krishnan Member 
Prof. M. N. Saba 
Mr. D. N. Wadia -· 
Dr. Nazir Ahmad 
Dr. Jivraj N. Mehta 
Director, Scientific and IndtistriaLResearch _ 

,· ,, 
., 
, 
, 

-Ex-officio 

At the instance of this Committee, Sir S. S. Bhatnagar and Mr. D.N. 
Wadia visited Travancore and submitted a report on thorium deposits. The 
Committee recommended_ a country wide survey for uranium minerals by 
the Geological Survey of India and they have started work on the subject. 

The Committee also recommended that the Tara Institute of Funda
mental Research, Bombay should be the principal centre for work on atomic 



energy. Ten young scientists were appointed to receive training in Nuclear 
Physics and its experimental technique at the Institute~ tbe object being to 
send some of them abroad far further training. 

The Committee bas sanctioned a scheme for the establishment of a 
Beta-tron at the Institute. A scheme by Prof. D.M. Bose for research oa 
trans-:uranic: elements. nudear fission .or heavy elements and absorption 
trossection of neutrons at the Bose Research Institute, Calcuua has alsD 
b~en accepted. It bas also been decided· to meet a part of the apenses 
being incurred by the Calcutta University in setting up a Cyclotron Labo .. 
ratory. A sum of Rs. 1,1;,ooo has been sanctioned for this· purpose 

. In v_iew of the vast field covered by atomic energy researcob, it was 
felt that. the problems connected with it should not be handled by a small 
Committee ofthe Board of Scientific and Industrial Research. The Govern .. 
ment of India and· the Counc:il of Scientific: and Industrial Researc:b 
therefore decided in June 1947 to set up a Board of Researc:b in Atomic 
~nergy .with the following personnel:-

Dr. H. J. Bhabha 
Sir K. S. Krishnan 
Prof. M. N. Saba 
Mr. D. N. Wadia 
l>r. Nazir Ahmad 
Dr. D. M. Bose 
Dr. M. S. I<rishnad 
Dr. Jinaj N. Mehta 
Director, Scientific aDd Industrial :Researctl 

Chairman 
Member 

,, 
•• 

, 
Ex-officio 

This Board will work directly und:r the Council of Scientific and 
Industrial Research (and not_ through the Board of Scientific and Industrial 
~search) and will carry out the following maio functions:-

(G) To plan, finance and carry ouli atomia research and devr:lopmenc 
throughout India. 

(b) To ellplore the availability of raw materials connected with the 
generation of atomic energy and to advise Government on the 
controlf utilisation and elport of such raw materials in India. 

(e) To provide the machinery for cooperation in matters of atomia 
energy, research and development with corresponding bodies and 

· to advise Government on any agreement• with foreign powert 
\hat may be necessary for the purpose. 
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(d) To appoint committees and take all other steps in furtheranee of 
- the aim of developing atomic research and en:rgy to the _fullest 

extent in India. 

At the sa~e time a joint committee ~ith the representatives of -the 
Travancore government for research and development of atomic energy 
from Travancore minerals was alse» set up. .The personnel of this commit• 

tee is as follows : -

Dr. H. J. Bbabha 
Prof. M. N. Saba 
Mr. D. N. Wadia 
l>r. Nazir Ahmad 
Dr. M.· S. Krishnan 
Dr. K. L. Moudgill_ 
Mr. K. p, Menon 

· Dr. v. Mabadevan 
Director, Scientific and lndustrial Researeb 

Chairman 
Member 

,. 
, 

IJ> . 

)), 

~ Ex- Offieio 

The joint committee will also work under the general' s~pervision ot 
the Council of ·Scientific and lndustrial Research through the Board of. 
Research in Atomic Energy and ~ill be recognised by· the G~ve~nment of 
Travancore as the sole advisory body in all -·matters appertaining to the 

d~velopmcnt of atomic energy and research including the utilisation and 
the dispgsal of radio-active raw materials. . 

UTILlSATION AND DEVELOPM£N't OF RtSEARCH. 

It is common knowledge that there arc many practical difficulties be• 
fore the results obtained in the laboratory can be translated .into factory 
production and the products of research are brooght before .the public as 
finished material. The solotion of these difficulties requires technical know
ledge and skill and the want of these together with the unknown factor of 
financial costs· involved, generally· acts as a deterrent in a proper apprecia
tion of the laboratory results and in most cases the industrialist feels !!hy of 
taking up new processes, fresh from the -test tlibe, and investing his capital 
in putting them on a production basis. On the other hand, the over zealous 
new comer in the field of industry is prone to take up everything that comes 
his ~ay irrespective of his capabilities and the capital at his comQtand. In 
this case the result of entrusting a process for development to such a party 
would be the great danger of the process being wrecked -and the valuable 
laboratory researches being lost, at least for the time being. 
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An appreciation of these factors would bring to the forefront the im
portance of ensuring a :proper utilisation and development of research 
results and it is in realis~tion of the difficulties involved in a proper utili
sation of research that the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research has 
a separate utilisation branch to deal with the results as they are reported by 
the research scientist from time to time. The importance of the subject was 
realised by the govern~ent soon after . the creation of the Board of Scien
tific and Industrial Research, by the setting up of the Industrial Research 
Utilisation Committee in 1941, one year after the Board was created. The 
functions of this Committee have already been stated and until recefltly this 
committee has continued to function and tender advice to the Council of 
Scientific and Industrial Research directly or through its standing commit
tee. From the ut April 1947 the Industrial Research Utilisation Commit
tee has been aboli~h:d and replaced by a more compact body, the Indus
trial Liaison Committee. The duties and functions of the lndu'>trial 
Liaison Committee remain the same ~s those of the late Industrial Research 
Utilisatio~ Committee. · 

When the progress of a particular investigation i!l reported to the 
Board of Scientific and Industrial Research to have reached the stage of 
completion, and the investigation is considered to be ready for development 
and commercial . exploitation a non-technical note on it is passed on to the 
utilisation branch. Here the non-technical note is carefully scrutinised ~y 
a Technical Officer and the Industrial Economist and Research Develop
ment o·fficer of the Council with a view to examine the technical aspects 
and economic implications thereof and information about the capital requi
red for both 1>lock and recurring expenditure, necessary equipment, supply 
of raw materials available, market prices and estimated cost of production is 
checked up. The note is then placed for final scrutiny before an ad hoc 
committee, which consists of these two officers, the investigators concern
ed, the Director, Scientific and Industrial Research or his representative 
and an outsider (industrialist, departmental representative or expert) closely 
associated with the line. 

After the non-technical note bas been scrutinised and modified by the 
ad hoc committee it is printed and circulated to various chambers of com• 
merce and other commercial bodies and industrial concerns with an invita
tion to tender from those desirous of taking up the process. Non-technical 
notes are also published in the Journal of Scientific and Industrial Research 
to eusure wide publicity. · 
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The offers received as a result of the circulation and publicity are con
sidered by the Industrial Liaison Committee which examines them in the 
light of the following procedure and decides the manner in which the process 
is to be commercially developed and exploited. This procedure was pr~
scribed by the Industrial Research Utilisation Committee 'at its first meeting 
on the 12th February 1941 and still constitutes the basic principles guiding 
the activities of the committee. 

- (1) Research schemes which could be exploited without much capital· 
investment or the erection of plant and machinery or as cottage industries. 
and were of general public benefit,. ·might be released to the public witbo~t 

. I . 

any con4itions regarding royalty being attacbedthereto. · 

{2) With reference to other research schemes, applications should be 
invited on the widest scale possible from ~bose interested in the development 
of such research schemes. · 

(3) Any information regarding the nature of schemes should be circu
lated to all chambers of commerce, all associations of commercial and 
industrial b~dies, to associations ~f employers, to banks, investment corpora
tions and associations of_ insurance companies. 

(4) In selecting the individual concern or concerns which would 
develop the research, regard might be bad to the following c~nsiderations:-

(i) The financial resources of the individual concern or concerns, 

{ii) The technical skill available. 

(iii) Advantages in ·the matter of raw materials required ; the availabi
lity of power and necessary labour, and transport facilities includ-
ing proximity to markets. · 

(iv) Financial terms relating to royalty. 

(To these some further considerations relating to the organisation of 
the interested companies, both existing and newly• promoted, have been 
added from time to time). 

Generally speaking, regard should be had to the proper l9cation of the 
industry and the -number of concerns which could utilise the research 
without over production. 

Regard may also be had to the facilities for future research which the 
concern or concerns were prepared to offer. 



(SJ Government might allow patent rights to be exploited subject to 
luch terms as might be considered desirable having regard to the nature of 
the rese.arch scheme .. If within a reasonable period no steps were taken or 
very inadequate steps were taken to utilise the results so made available, 
Government would have the power to withdraw the concession and offer the 
exploitation of the rese~rch scheme to other concerns. · 

(6) Where there was no question of patent rights with reference to a 
research scheme and only a secret process was involved such secret process 
might under -like ~onditions be handed over to any industrial cru:tcern or 
concerns. 

- (7) The question of allocation· of any royalties as between the Cen
tral government and any provincial ·government or institution might be 
left to be decided by the Central government in consultation with the pro
vincial government or institution, if necessary on the merits of each case. 
The distribution of that portion of the royalty allocated to the scientists 
responsible-_for the research would be on the basis of equality as amongst 
the scientists associated with that research. 

As regards distribution of royalties, as referred to in para (7) above,. 
one-third of such an amount bad been fixed for distribution among the 
research workers concerned. But the procedure of disbursement as among 
the scie~tists responsible for the research, as contemplated therein, has since 
been modified and the disbursement of the scientists' shar~ is now being 
made in s·uch manner as may be indicated by the principal scientist respon
sible for the guidance cf work on the problem. 

From the above details, it will be seen that the procedure adopted by 
the Council for leasing out its processes provides for adequate publicity and 
aimi at attracting the attention of a wide circle of industrialists in the coun
try and stimulating their interests in undertaking commercial exploitation 
of the processes offered by the Council . 

. The standard agreement form under which the Council leases out its 
processes contains a clause providing for the Council giving the licensee all 
facilities and technical advice and assistance including, if needed, services of 
a technical expert to ensure the process being placed on regular commercial 
production. This is a valuable provision which takes "cognisance of the 
fact that it is in the interest of both the Council and the licensee that pro
duction is commenced in a proper manner. Tbis provision has been availed 
of by some of the licensees with considerable advantage. 
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The development actlvltles of the Council have been continuously 
increasing and these have grown so important as to require the organisation 
of a special 'Utilisation' branch in· the Council's secretariat placed ic charge 
of an Assistant Secretary (Technical) who collaborates with the Industrial 
Economist in regard to the technical aspects of non-technical notes and has 
to keep a watch over timely realisation of royalties from the licensees 
according to their progress reports and other duties involved in or allied to 
the execution of the !eases. 

The Council has so far leased out 43 processes.(shown in the follow
. i ng · uatement) for commercial· exploitation· to private bodies . and has 
earned a total income of Rs. 1.98 lakhs to date as premia and royalties. 

The Co!Jncil's income under this head, however, represents only -the 
money value and is· a fraction of the actual benefits derived by the country 
from the· ·activities of the Council. ·A very large number of the processes 
developed under the aegis of th_e Council related to investigations pf direct 
war importance and have been handed over to the Supply Development 
Committe of the Supply Department, R. A. F. and U. S. A. A: F. free of 
cosi:. The benefits· derived from these processes ca~not be translated in 
terms of money but are expected to be. :very lar&e, as the production from 
some Qf these is individually known to have been valped at crores of rupees.· 
This_ is particularly true of such. processes as Antigas Cloth, Ve~etable 
Oils as Lubricants and F:uels, Air Foam Solution etc.~- All these are regard
ed as a valuaple contribution to the war efforts made by the Counci!. during 
the last few years. 

In additions to these quite a few processes have been passed on to 
Provincial governments and Indian states for utilis~tionfree of cost. Some 
others have been rdeased to the publfc free. of cost in accordance with the 
Council's policy towards utilisation enunciated in the preceeding pages. 

Mention must also be made of benefits derived from improvements 
in existing processes; the total money value_ of which it is not possible to 
evaluate as no data with regard to these is available. . These improvements 
result in recurring savings every day but an idea ofthe amount can only 
be gathered by the manufacturers concerned and the information is hardly -
ever conveyed to people not directly connected. ll is very difficult, if not 
impossible, to assess the total value of such benefits. which though direct 
have to be classifie-d as indefinite benefits. That such processes do entail 
considerable benefit to the industry and the country is beyond doubt. 



Pr~ceasea 10 far leaaed out by the Council of Scieati&c aad ladusttial 8esearch. 

PROCESSES To WHOM LEASED OUT· TERMS (Royalty). 

J. Air Foam Solution. Fire Extinguisher Corporation, Calcutta. Against premium and recurring 
royalty of 21% on sales. 

2. , Bhilawao Stoving Enamel & Jay Engineering Works, Ltd., Calcutta. Against premium and . recurring 
. royalty of As. 3 per gallon. · Allied Products. 

3· Glass Substitutes. 

4· Identity Discs. 

5· Jute Boards. 

Indian Glass Substitute Co., Simbhaoli, 
Distt. Meerut. 

i, Bharat Rubber Works~ Barrackpur.} 
2. A. K. Sarkar & Co., Calcutta. 
3· . Nanco Rubber Works, Coimbatore. 

J. Karam Chand Thapar & Bros.,} 
Ltd., Calcutta. . 

2. Juggilal Kamlapat, Kanpur. 

Against premium and recurring 
royalty of As. t per sq. Yd. 

Rs. 2/- per Iooo discs marketed. 

Against premium and recurring 
royalty of 3%· 

6. Laminated Paper Fibre Boards. Robtas IndustrieS Ltd., Dalmianagar. Against premium and recurring 
royalty of As. 1 per lb. 

7. Luminous Paints and Pigments. Muraka Paint & Varnish Works, Ltd., .Against premium and recurring 
Calcutta. royalty of 21% on sales. 

8. Oil Silks. B. N. Elias & Co., Ltd., Calcutta. Against a fixed premium. 

9· Potassium Chlorate. Mettur Chemical & Industrial Corpo- Against 1/3rd of profit after the capi-
ration, Mettur-Dam. tal has been paid up. 

... 
Vol 
0 



PRoCEssES 

1o. Plastic Collapsible Tubes. 

u. Silver Paper & 'Glossy and 
. Transparent Paper. 

t2. Small Carbon Electrodes. 

13. Solid Fuel. 

14. Stearic: & Oleic Acids. 

*IS· Cork Substitutes. 

To WHOM LEASED OUT TERMS (Royalty). 

I. Premier Suppliers, New Delhi. I 
2. Radhakant & Co., Allahabad. 

1

1 

3· Heberlian Gareb & Co., Delhi. 
4· Fazalbhoy (Bombay) Lab., Ltd., I 

Bombay. · I 
S• Das & Co., Bombay. .· · j 
6. H. S. Mohamed, Bombay. 
1· Industrial Products (I), Ltd., -Delhi. > 
8. ·B. R. Herman Mohatta Ltd., - I 

Karachi. I 
9· Bharat Carbon Ribbon Mfg. Co., 

1

1 

Ltd., Lahore. 
Io. S. N. Sankaralinia Iyer, Esq.;. Jl 

Madras. . · 

Against recurring royalty of s% on 
sales. · 

Karam Chand Thapar & Bros., Ltd., 
· Calcutta. Against a fixed premium . 

Estrella Batteries- Ltd., Bombay. 

The Diamond Chemical & Pharm; Ind. 
Ltd., Lahore. 

Calcutta Chemical CC?· Ltd., Calcutta. 

· I. Cork Product Co. Ltd., Bar~da. } · 
2~ Delhi Cloth & General Mills Ltd., · 

Delhi. · 

Against a lump-sum premium.· 
'' 

Against a fixed premium and recur· 
ring royalty of As. I per lb. 

. J\,.gainst a fixed premium and recur
ring royalty of Re. I per cwt. 

Against a fixed premium and recur
ring royalty of pies 6 per lb. , 

.. 
w ... 



PROCESSES TO WHOM LEASED OUT 

J6. Treatment of Manganese Ores Estrella Batteries Ltd., Bombay. 
for Dry Cells Manufacture. 

17· Water Proof Paint for lndianite Karam ·Chand .·Thapar & . Bros., Ltd .• 
Roofing Slabs. Calcutta. 

18. Formaldehyde. Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. 

19· Petrol Pump Diaphragms. United Trading Co., Delhi. 

Indigenous Moulding Powder M~. S. N. N. Sankaralinga lyer, Madras. 20. 
SHP. 

21. Vacuum Pumps. J. The Scientific Apparatus & Chemi-1 
cal Works, Agra. > 

z, Shree Hanuman Sugar Mills, Ltd., I 
Calcutta. J 

22. Dye Extracts and Dyed Shades Howrah Trading Co., Calcutta. 
on Wool and Cotton from the 
barks of Terminalia Arj'untJ & 

. Butea Frondosa. 

23. Dye Extracts and Dye Shades Howrab :rrading Co., Calcutta. 
on Wool from Tarmannd 
Seed Testa. 

-·TE.RMs (Royalty) .• 

Against a lump-sum premiu~. · 

Against recurring royalty of J/l4 As. 
per sq. ft. . . 

Against payment to the ·Council of 
24%. of net profit. 

Against a fixed premium and recurr· 
ing royalty of s% on sales. 

Against a fixed premium and recurr-
ing royalty of 2~% on sales. 

Against recurring royalty of s% on 
sales. . 

Against recurring royalty of s% on 
sales. 

Against recurring royalty of S% Oll 
sales. 

... 
"'"' .. 



PROCESSES 

*24. Anatto Dye Extracts. 

25. Atoxyl and Carbarsone. 

26. Dcttol Type of Disinfectants •. 

27. Resin Impregnation of~ Jute 
Mill Bobbins~ 

28.. Extraction of Potash Salts from 
Molasses. 

29. Calcium Gluconate. 

30· Carbon and ·Graphite Electro-
~es. 

3I• J3otter Paper. 

32· Tin Lining Compound.· 

To WHOM!. LEASED OUT · TER'-IS (Royalty). 

l---------------------------~-----1---------------------------

Dairy Products & Equipment 
Co. Ltd., Amritsar. 

Mfg. Against recurring royalty of '% on 
salet. 

Zandu Pharm. Works~ Ltd., Bombay. Against recurring royalty of ~l% oo 
sales. , 

The Ben~tal .Chem. & Pharm. Works~ Against a fixed premium and recurring. 
Ltd., Calcutta; ' . l'oyalty of s% OD sales. 

i. . Sbree Ha~uman Sugar Mills Ltd., 1 . 
Calcutta: . · . · > 

2. Turpentine Subsidiary Industri~s I.· 
Ltd, Jawalanagar, Rampur I 
State. · .. J 

1. · Ganesh Sugar Mills, Anandnagar.') . 
2. K.haitan .Sons & Co., .Calcutta.) 

Gluconate Ltd.,. Calcutta.' 

Aluminium Co~porll'tian of India. 

Dr. K. A. Hamid, Bombay: " 
Renderiari Rubber & Chern. Works, 

Delhi.. 

: 

Againsi recurring royalty Qf 21% 
per _cwt. · 

Against recurring royalty of 2!% on 
sales. 

Against reClJrring royalty of Anna :t 
for .every teo lba. of the produc1 
manufactured. · · 

Against re~un:ing royaltj of 2% OD 
sales. · 

, Against Jump-sum premium. 

Against 
sale, 

recurring royalty Glf s% 08 



PR.OCESSBS To WHOME LEASED OUT 

33· Fluids used in Hydraulic Indo-Burma Petroleum Co., Ltd., 

34· 

35· 

37· 

39· 

Machines 
Ebonite Substitutes and Other 
Hard and Soft Rubber Good• 
from Rubber Waste. 

Bombay. . 
Renderian Rubber & Chem. Works, 

Delhi. 

Manufacture of Solid Metal Metal Polish Works, Qadian (Pb.) 
Polish. 
Manufacture of Pyrethrum Imperial Technical Works, New Delhi. 
Emulsifier. 
Manufacture of Resin and Plaa- Hassan M. Mu!lick & Co., New Delhi. 
ticiser dopes. 
Manufacture of Steam Proof The Olympic Rubber Works, Ltd., 
Plastics. Calcutta. 

Manufacture of 
Cement. 

Crown Cork The Simplex Mfg. Co., Ltd., Delhi. 

Process for the Utilisation of The Birla Laboratories, 64, Pathu-
Nim Oil and its Bitter Consti- riagbat Street, Calcutta. 
tuenu (Nimbidin Series) in the 
Pharmaceutical Industry). 

The process for the manufac- Mfs. Tbe Industrial & Engineering 
ture of Sintered Glass Filters. Apparatus Co., Ltd., Bombay 7· 

42. Manufacture of Rubber Sponges. 1. M/s. K.haitan & Sons Co., Calcutta.1 
2. K. B. lndusturies Ltd., Nagpur I 

City, C.P. · . > 
3· Sbri Dinesh Mills, Ltd., Baroda. I 
1. Dhanjal Industries, Hosbiarpur. I 
2. Nanco Rubber Works, Coimbatore. J 

43· Dipped Latex Goods. 

TERMS (Royalty). 

Against recurring royalty of 3% . on 
sales. 

Against recurring royalty anna 
per lb. 

As technical advice on payment. 

·Against a fixed premium. 

Against a fixed premium and recur
ring royalty of 2l% on sales. 

As technical advice on payment. 

Against lump-sum premium and 
recurring royalty of 2}% on sales. 

Against recurring royalty of 10% on 
sales. 

Against recurring royalty of I% on 
sales. 

As technical advice on payment. 
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Amongst the indirect benefits may be mentioned tbe increased earn· 
ings in income-tax, super-tax, excess profits-tax and ·corporation-tax 
besides provincial and local taxes, ·which accrue to the Central govern
ment as a result of the profits derived .by industry from the Council's 
processes. To these might be added the benefits derived by the country's 
economy from savings in exchange resulting from dimunition of imports 
of products developed from several of the processes. In addition to 
these the industries and processes-developed have provided employment 
to a considerably large number and the provision of this additional employ
ment to labour brings in its train .innumerable benefits which it is "difficult 
to detail. 

. . 
To take one concrete case only, it is estimated that vegetable ·oil 

lubricants valued at Rs. s crores were produced by the oil companies 
from the processes worked out by the. Council. The Council did not 
derive any direct monetary benefit from this pro'cess but if the oil 
companies made a net 10 per cent profit on these~· they paid taxes on 
Rs. so lakhs profit and if this figure is worked out it will come to quite a 
substantial amount. In addition to this som~ so,ooo tons of shipping 
space with its sea freight and handling charges was saved and. if this is 
calculated, the savings will amount to a handsome figure. Similarly anti
gas cloth valued at over 1 crore _of' rupees was rilanufactored from the 
Council's formula. Here again the Council did not derive any direct 
monetary benefit but the indrect benefits to the country's economy will 
be found to be considerable: 

Many of the processes developed and leased out for commercial. ex- ' 
ploitation have not come up to production stage as yet as the necessary 
raw materials were in short supply or the capital equipment for these was . 
not available. With the expected easement of position with regard to 
these it is expected that production in these cases will be possible in the 

near future. 

A list of processes evolved is given in the Appendix. This 
list inCludes both patentable and non-patentable processes. Many of these 
processes were developed for meeting .emergency requirements created by 
war condition: In view of the· changed circumstances due_ to cessation of 
hostilities, it has not been possible to exploit commercially some of these 
processes and they have not been utilised on a production basis. In other 
cases, there are a few processes which were placed on production and 



fielded m~rketabJe products but are not now profitable or marketable as 
the competitive produc~ or the product replaced is now easily available and 
in some cases at a cheaper price too. In these instances the buyer natnrallv · 
feels shy of purchasing· substitutes. The economics of these processes 
are, however,. ·bein~ exa"mined with a view to reduce costs and provide 
.scope ·for competition. Attempts are also being made to improve the· 
qualities of the finished material. In this connection it may be pointed out 
1bat it is possible that a national emergency may arise when it may become 
necessary to- consider restarting the processes which are at present lying 
neglected or abandoned. It is also possible that a stage may be reached 
when India may be in a position to develop and produce the raw materials 
·required for some of the proro:esses and render their commercial production 
uonomi<;ally advantageous 

The tOtal expenditure oo promotion of researcb by the Council of 
·scientific ana Industrial Research since its inception on ut April 1940 

amounts toRs. 65 lakhs approximately. When all the benefits derived from 
the activities of the Council by the Supply Development Committee, R.A.F.,. 
U. S. ·A. A. F., R. I. A. F. anJ the D~fence Department the value of whicb 
cannot be translated in term! of money,. are considered, the processes which 
have been reieased to the provincial. governments, states and the public free 
of cost are taken into consideration, when cognisance of t'he difficult con
dition~ under which the Council was created and the difficulties of lack of 
material and equipment which it bad to face in its working is taken, the 
only conclusion possible is that the Council has more than justified its 
existence and there would be no hesitation in pronouncing it an unqauli-

. fied success from all points of view. It bas repaid many times over, the money 
spent on it when direct and indirect benefits derived by the government 
and the country from the aaivities of the Council are remembered, , It it 
hardly necC"ssary to add that there are still many processes whkb were 
leased out but have not yet gone into production due to want of equip
ment and raw material. There are still quite a number which are yet to 
be leased out and not quite a few which are lying abandoned and neglected 
at the moment but which are expected to be improved and revived in the 
near future. A brief review of all these processes has been made in the 
appendix and it is anticipated that with the expansion of its activities and 
with the rapid industrialisation of India in the near future, say within the 
coming ten years, the Council has a right to expect a very brilliant and 
resplendant future. 
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Mention at this stage must also be made of the valuable contri
butions towards advancement of learning and_ fundamental sciences as a 
result of ~he technical and scientific publication'! by the Council's scientific 
uaff. A list ofthese is to be found in the appendix and throu.gli these the 
Council has gained in stature and ensured for itself a place :in the 
scientific world. Particular mention in this connection must be made of 

·the investigations on the indigeneous plant products including the isolation 
and study of their phy~iologically active substances of medicinal and 
i~secticidal value, plant antibiotics and i series of papers on ·the effects. pf 
ultrasonics on vegetable and esse11tial oils from the Delhi laboratories of. 
the Cou~cil •. -Many of these J>Ublications have found reference hi standard 
works in th~ir respective fields and have contributed in_ no sm-all measure 
to the eminent position which the ·Council occupies in the sCientific world 
~~* . 

Whilst on this subject; it is perhaps not out of place to point out that 
the utilisation and development of research results is a difficult problem in 

. itself to which considerable thought and time has been and is being devoted 
in other countries particularly in the United Kingdom, u. S. A., Canada 

'etc. It would perhaps be desirable to describe some of the methods 
~mployed in these countries to attract the attention of industrialists and the 
potential individual who is .likely to use and derive the ultimate benefit of 
research activities. A review· of these methods has recently appeared in 
the British Commonwealth ·scientific Office Memo No. 525, .(U~ited King
dom Scientific Mission Memorandum No. 6~/4:7 dated 25th_ ~ugust 194:7)'. 
The British Commonwealth Scientific Official Conference se~ up in, 194:6 a 
Standing Committee 'Working Party to· determine ways and means of 
promoting the utilisation of non-patentable scientific and technical data; 
:The Committee _contacted var_ious American and Canadian ag_encies to -
determine methods in operation in these COUI!tries in connection with both 
patentable and non-patentable discoveries. Of these, the methods found to 
be most satjsfactory and now in general use are briefly outlined below : -

The methods employed by the Federal and State Agricultural 
Colleges (U. S. A.) in interesting farmers and others likely to benefit by the 
implementation of their res_ults fall into three catagoriea, viz:_;, 

(a) Methods that reach the masses: 

News stories, circular letters. ~adio, cinema, exhibits, bulletins 
and posters. · '" 



(b) Methods that reach groups: 

General meetings, demonstration meetings, leader training 
Qleetings, extension school and study courses. 

(c) Methods that reach individuals: 

Demonstrations, farm and house visits, office calls, telephone 
calls and correspondence. 

The Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry (U. S. A.) 
bas given much thought to determining the best methods of keeping indus-. 
t.rY informed and to getting commercial firms to develop the laboratory 
scale results obtained in its regional laboratories. After several years 
of experimentation, the Bureau bas found that the best results are obtained 
by one or more of the following five methods: -

(a) Demonstrations. by pilot plants which show to industrialists bow 
the process can be operated on full production basis. It is the 

- Bureau's experience that if this course is not adopted, more 
often than not the potentially interested industrialist will not take 

, the tro~ble to give a new process a tryout. 

(b) ~requently the Bureau enters into a cooperative agreement with 
industry i. e. a firm's plant i'J used to :fevelop a process worked 
out on the laboratory scale by the Bureau's staff. To avoid 
possible jealousy or recrimination from other potential users, the 
Bureau wherever possible, asks the appropriate industrial trade 

_organisation to nominate the firm with which it enters into a 
formal or informal collaborative agreement. 

(c) Each regional laboratory bas one scientist on its staff who 
devotes his whole time to liaison work between the Bureau and 
industry. The liaison officers keep industry informed of the 
Bureau's actiYities by personal visits and they also endeavour_ to 
determine the nature of industry's problems and uulise the in
formation so gathered in planning future resear~h programmes of 
the Bureau. Many large firms reciprocate by appointing liaison 
officers who work in the reverse direction. 

(d) The Bureau tries to get itself represented on as many traJe 
organisations as possible. This hal; been found to be one of the 
best means of winning industrial confidence and ensuring interest 
in the Bureau'• research activities. 
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(e) The Bureau makes .the fullest possible use of publications en
couraging its scientists . to publish their researc~ . findings in a 
wide variety of recognised scientific journals. 

The Department of Commerce (U. S. A.) maintains an office of te,chni
cal services which publishes abstracts of reports in appropriate weekly 
technical journals and also what it calls a 'Technical Digest' in the technical 
press. The Technical Digest is also disseminated to local industry through 
the departmental field officers. Another method which was tried with 
every promise of success,- but bad· to -be abandoned because of opposition 
from publishing firms, was to popula~ise the results or' state sponsored 
research through the medium of an att~active -magazine entitled "Federal 
Science Progress". 

The Tennessee Valley Authority ·conducts research primarily as an 
incident to a unified regional programme of water control, resources 
development and national defence. It has applied a novel approach 'to 
industrial development, namely the need of mobilising all relevant research 
activities and to bring them to bear upon problems which individual busi
ness men face and als_o of integrating and interpreting the. results of 
research in such a manner that those concerned_ call apply them to specific 
situations .. This involves four kinds of activities_ viz.-

(a) Assembling information about the kind, quality; quantity. and 
location of specific resources that are available for use "by business 
men. 

(b) Conducting technical and industrial economic research necessary 
to determiae the best alternative way in which these · resources can 
be used. 

(c) Identifying the individuals ot groups of individuals who have the 
incentive, initiative and capaCity to apply . modern technology in . 
particular businesses related to opportunities revealed by research. 

(d) Working with those individuals or groups to- assist them in 
applying modern technology to the utilisation of resources with 
profit and at the same time to produce goods and services that can 
be of maximum benefit to the people as a whole. 

The Tennessee Valley Authority works on· the assumption that 
(j,) jndustry and business are responsible for _making decisions on· how 



resources are tO be COilVet:ted intO goods a~d services through the appli• 
~etion of technology ; (ii.) industrial,ists and busine3smen need a great deal 
of technical and economic information in order to make their decisions on 
expanding or reducing .existing business or undertaking new enterprises ; 
(iii) public agencies can and should contribute heavily towards makin~ · 
needed technical and economic information available to- business ; and (iv) 
a new relationship is needed between public and private groups concerned 
with technological development which recognises the responsibilities· ~f 
~ach. 

The Canadian National Research Council maintains a Technical 
Information Service which answers enquiries received through regional 
iepreseotatives or directly from manufacturers, drawing freely on all avail· 
able sources of information in furnishing the information required. Specific 
answers to the questions . asked_ are sent in reply to inquiries, wherever 
possible. T.I.S. bas no laboratories of its own but 'through its ~onnections 
it ~as in a number of cases been instrumental in placing manufacturers in 
\~uch with research organisations, both federal and provincial, with whom 
_arrange~ents for actual rese~rch . have been made. under te.rms agreed upon 
. b.Y the parties directly concerned. 

Research Corporation {U. s. A.) is an independent semi-public insti· 
tution organised to ensure the development of useful inventions and. to 
secure. funds from its operation for the support of scientific research in the 
U. S.A. It exists primarily to develope discoveries of potential industrial 
value, usually made by university scientists in the course -of their indepen· 
dent investigations and consequently of a type. which would not normally 
be developed. As it is able ·to administer its patents within the U. S. A. 
only, arrangements are "generally made with f(}reign firms interested in parti· 
cular American inventions to undertake the custody of their foreign rights. 

University Research-Foundations are an American development of the 
past twenty years. The first of these, and the one which has serveJ as a 
prototype, ·was the Wisconsin Alumini Research Foundation founded 
twenty two years ago to ·administer the Steenbock patents and other patents 
arising in future out of research work in the University. The Foundation 
'is entirely independent of the University except in so far as hs assets revert 
to the University if it is wound up. The allocation of patentable discoveries 
to it by the faculty is entirely voluntary, even when the parent research 
bad been financed by funds originally derived· from the Foundation.._ The 
Foundation plays no part direct or indirect in determining the research 



programme of the University, beyond asking- that its own fu!l<;ls be confined 
to research in the natural sciences. Despite its cautious financial poli~y, 
the foundation has p_aid over three milliqn dollars to the University _during 
the past fif~een years and bas accumulated a capital endowment of 9 millioq 
dollars, starting as it did with a working capital of 900 dollars, plus the 
Steenbock patent application. 

The Purdue Research Foundation, similar iii principal and· origin to 
the Wisconsin Foundation is not fundamentally independent of the Univer
shy or the University of it ~nd its r~search proposals are submitted for appro
val tQ the Foundation and not to ·an independent univt>rsity committee. __ · 

A comparison of these methods with the prc;~cedure prescribed- by the 
Council for the utilisation of its activities will reveal that there is· consider
able SCOpe for improvement in the Steps DOW being taken tO ensure a proper 
and wider utilisation- of the Council's processes. - A gteater education of 
the industrialist-and the public would appear to b~ indicated. More and 
varied publicity including demonstrations and meetiDgs is · perhaps 
necessary. The need for a great ·liaison between science and industry, 
unfortunately there is practically none at the moment, is being increasingly 
felt and steps towards the same·should be ens_ured. -

PATENTS 

The Council has adopted a liberal policy of patenting its new 
researches. · The object bas .been twofold : firstly, to · encourage the 
inventive activity of its workers, and secondly, to safeguard the interests 
of manufacturers seeking to develop_ the. researches on an industrial scale. _ 

' .. ~ - . 

The Council has, up to-date, sought patent protection in respect of 
104 inventions arising out_ of its research a~tivities. The. inventions are 
protected· in India and in those Indian states which ·have their separate 
patent systems. The state patents are taken out main!}' in ·.the i~terest of 
licensees exploiting Indian patents, and the mai.ntenaJ:!ce of these state patents 
is_in most cases left to the discretion of the -licensees. In a few exceptional 
cases patents have been applied for in the United States and in the United 
Kingdom~ 

The patenting activity began ·in 1940, in which year only two 
applications for patents were filed. The number increased to 14_ original 



applications during 1941, when it was found necessary to appoint a full 
time expert to~ deal with patent matters. The annual output of inven· 
iions was kept up during succeeding years .. The figure increased to 21 

during 1945 and reached the peak of 27 applications during 1946. 

From small beginnings, the patenting activity of the Council has al· 
ready outstripped that of . any other Indian institution, governmental or 
private. As against the above-mentioned 27 patent applications filed by the 
.Council during i946,. only 12 were filed by Tata Iron & Steel Co,. Ltd., 
which accounted for the second largest number of applications by Indian 
organizations. In the field of Indian patents, the patenting activity of the 
Council is already comparable to that of many leading foreign organizations 
such as International General Electric Co., Inc., Ford Motor Company of 
Canada, Ltd., and J.R .. Geigy A.G. as will be seen from ·the following list of 
applications for patents filed during 1946 by different organizations of inter· 
national standing. 

Forei~n. 

Indian 

Names of Organizations 

Standard Telephones & Cables Ltd. 
Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. 
General Electric Co., Ltd. 
E.I.Du Pont de Nemours & Co. . .. 
Power Jets (Research & Develop· 

ment) Ltd. 
Metropolitan-Vicken Electrical 

Co., Ltd. 
Societe Des Usines Cbimiques 

Rhone-Roullnc 
J.R. Geigy A.G. 
Ford Motor Company of 

Canada Ltd. 
N.V. Phillips Gloelampeo 

Fabricken 
International General Electric 

Co. Inc. 

••• i. 

... l 
Council of Scientific & Industrial ! 

Resurc:h ... i 
Tata Iron & Steel Co., Ltd. . .. 1 

I 

No. of applications 
contributed during the 

year 1946. 

223 
84 
6j 
6o 

53 

33 

28 
21 

25 

24 

23 

21 
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The inventive activity of the Council as shown by the Council patents 
has attracted a good deal of public interest and admiration. In fact the 
Council has set the standard for other Indian institutions and inventors as 
will be seen from the following tributes paid by t~e Controller of Patents 
and Designs in a recent address. 

"As regards the question whether there is lack of inventive talent in 
India, there is enough evidence to show that there is no inherent lack of 
inventive talent in India, either qualitatively or quantitatively. .The war
time experience of the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research has 
r.bown that given proper incentive and guidance, Indian in~entors can rise 
to the occasion in evolving new processes and products. The Council has, 
in the course of five or six years, been responsible for over a hundred paten
table inventions, and,has during the year 1946 alone produced 27 inven
tions, which is a record number in respect of the annual output or inven-
tions by any single Indian institution". . - · 

A full list of processers already patented and awaiting acceptance will 

be found in the apprndix. 

It would be reasonable to expect that with the . rapi<;lly expanding 
research activities of the Council, the volume of patent work of the- Council 
would also keep on ~ncreasing. 

SURVEYS 

· In connection with its research programmes the Council bas found it 
necessary to undertake a preliminary aurvey of indigenous resources and 
allied industries, and a number of such surveys have b~en initiated by the 
research committees concerned. So far the Essential Oils Committee, 
the Internal Combustion Engines Committee, the Radio Research Com
mittee, the Dyestuffs Committee, the Applied Physics Committee and the 
Electro-Chemical Research Committee have submitted reports on their 
respective surveys. The other research committees are ·examining the . 
problem and their reports are awaited. 

I. EssENTIAL OILS CoMMITTEE. 

The survey of the Essential Oils Industry in India was completed by 
Messrs. P.R. Narielwala and J. N. Rakshit and published in the year 
I94Z· Their report gives an account of the position of the essential oils 
industry in India and bas suggested various methods and ways by which 
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this Industry could be de-veloped and placed on firm foundations. These 
suggestions relate to the undertaking of detailed investigations both botani· 
cal and chemical in respect of selected essential oil~ bearing plants. As a 
result of these recommendations, investigations on the cultivations of Rose, 
Jasmine, Rosa grass and Patchouli have been undertaken. 

· Further, under the auspices of the Committee a survey of the aroma• 
tic plants of India has been conducted~ A list of about 420 Indian aroma• 

. tic plants has been prepared by reference to various so1,uces. The 
plant4 have been arra-nged according to the (i) alphabetical order (ii) botani· 
cal classification and (iii) parts of the plant containing aromatic constituents. 
A Jist _of plants· yieldin"g aromatic resins has also been drawn up. 
Details of indi-vidual plants regarding their habitat and botanical charac• 
teristics, the parts of the plan~s yielding essential oil and the yield of essen
tial oil and the physical characteristics, chemical constituents and the uses 
·of the oils are also being compiled. An account of the conifer~£ family of 
~romatic p~ants consiuing o( 14 ge~era and 16 species has been prepared. 

A survey of khus root cultivation in India has been conducted in 
respect of area of cultivation, production, export, uses, possibilities of 
deyelopment an·d quality. Based on the information thus obtained various 

. lines of improvement of khus industry in India have b.een suggested. ··· 

II. INTERNAL CoMSUSTION ENGINES COMMI"rTEB. 

The Internal Combustion Engines Committee has submitted three 
reports survejing the.l)osition relating to . the manufacture of internal 
c!ombustion .engines in wdia and the steps to be taken for further develop
ing the industry so as to make it self-sufficient. The Survey Committee has 
pointed ·out that certain types of stationary engines are being manufactured 
in the. country but that . there are various difficulties in the way 
of necessary alloys, tools and the technical personnel for the further 
development of this industry. As a result of the recommendations. of 

this Committee, a Chair of Applied Mechanics has been established at the 
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore and the servicu of Prof. P. C. Carter 
have been obtained in this connection. 

111. RADIO RESEARCH CoMMITTEE. 

As a result of the war, a great need was felt for developing the manu:.. 
facture of radio instruments and components in India. The Radio Research 
Committee surveyed the present position reaarding the manufacture of radio 
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sets and components in India and submitted a report. As a result of this 
survey it became apparent that certain firms in India were already pro
ducing certain types of radio components a~d _that if they. could be released 
from war work and given the necessary facilities for importing machinery, 
equipment and material they would be able to manufacture radio sets in · 
the country. The lack of particular quality of kraft paper, tin foil, carbon 
microphones and. loudspeakers of the required standard and valves were· 
some of the drawbacks. The Council subsidised a scheme for the ·manufac-
ture of condensers and resistances which has since been completed and is 
awaiting commercial utilisation. Similarly a scheme on. loud-speakers has also 
been completed. Arrangements have been made for importing from Americ1 
an electron tube making plant ro·r· the manufactur~ of radio valves in the 
country. The problems connected with the development of the radio industry 
arc since under active consideration. - - -

IV. DYESTUFFS COMMITTEE. 

India has to depend almost entirely on imported dyes for which their 
· is an extensive market within the co-untry provided inter aUa ·by the textile -

indu11try which has already assumed an impressive magnitude. The Dye
stuffs Committee accordingly initiated a detaile-d stuvey of the posilion and 
the preparation o(a scheme for the development of certain important dyes 
in the country, if necessary, in collaboration with ~oreign manufacturers: 
In the report a survey has been made of the needs. of India~ in respect of 
dyestuffs, the raw materials for. dyestuffs which are now being man~factured 
and which are to be established and methods to be adopted for establish~ng 
the industry in India It has been estimated that the countrts require· .· 
ments can be met by about so dyestuffs and 46 intermediates which can be 
manufactured from available sources and the repo~t has ·made .specific 
suggestions for their development on an inter-related planned basis. · 

V. APPLIED PHYSICS CoMMITTEE. -

This Committee appointed a small sub-committt£ .to go into the 
question -of the manufacture of various scientific instruments in India. The 
sub-committee surveyed the_ needs for such instrum~nts and facilities avail-. 
able in the country for their manufacture. It has been decided to investigate 
further into the matter at a joint meeting of the .Applied Physics Committee 
and the Scientific: Instruments Panel of the Department of Planning and 
Development. 



VI. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES COMMITTEE. 
·, 

A special grant was placed at the disposal of Dr. D. Swarup of the 
Benares Hindu UniversitY: to meet the expenditure of surveying the 
problems of the electrochemical industry. in India. The survey bas been 
completed and Dr. D .. Swarup has submitted a detailed report which is DOW 

under consideration. 
INTEWGENCE 

The industrial mindedness of India is reflected by 'the growth in the 
intelligence service which the Council bas been called upon to undertake 
since its inception 7 years ago, a service which continues to grow with time. 
The war brought in its train scarcity or both raw materials and fiaished 
product• and led to the establishment of many industries in this country for 
the manufacture of similar goods or suitable substitutes from local sources. 
The existing industries also were generally confronted with difficulties 
arising from the cessation· of imports of essential raw. materials. These 
difficulties involved numerous scientific and technological problems on which 
the guidance of the Director, Scientific and Industrial Research is sought 
by industrialists and entrepreneur~ from all parts of the country and the 
advice is given with all possible expedition. With the termination of war, 
the inflow of enquiries has been reinforced by requests for advice on pros
pects of starting new industries and utilisation of bye products etc., in those 
industries that arc:; called upon to strengthen their competitive power by 
reducing the cost or production. Comparatively small capitalists who are 
desirous of embarking on an industrial career have been evincing a keen 
interest in understanding the technical and commercial implications of 
certain promising lines involving small investment and informative notes 
for their enlightenment are freely supplied from the Council office. En
quiries are also received from time to time frorn Government departments, 
Directors oflndustries of the Provinces and Indian States on specific tech
nical questions and these are promptly attended to. In some cases the 
advice of the Director is sought by research workers on particular problems 
of investigation. These services of the Council are expected to increase by 
rapid strides with the coming into being of the various National La bora to• 
ries and even with the present limited organisation, the Council has to 
deal with an impressive variety and a large number of enquiries throughout 
the year, embracing all the categories mentione-d above. 

An idea of the diverse nature of the enquiries that are received can be 
cathered from the following list which is only illustrative of the type aod 
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not exhaustive. The number of enquiries as ancreasing every year and 
during the year 1946-47' it reached the figure of I500. This figure .is bound 
to increase further as industries in the country are developed. 

I. Radio man_ufacture in India. 
2. Manufacture of soap. · 
3· Manufacture of penicillin. 
+ Manufacture of agar-agar. 
5· Manufacture of pastel drawing chalks. . 
6. Manufacture of plastics and plastic moulding materials. 
7· Manufacture of activated carbon.-
8. Manufacture of carbon electrodes. 

. ' . I 

9· Manufacture of cellulose and its derivatives. 
Io. · Manufacture of nicotine and its by~products from tobacco 

waste. 
n. Manufacture J>f barium chloride. 
12. Commercial development of glass wool in the country. 
13· Utilisation of bauxite (red mud). 
14. Manufacture of weed killers. 
15. Manufacture of gelatine and glue. 
I6. Manufacture of superphosphates •. 
'1· - .Manufacture of animal charcoal from raw bones .. 
IS. Manufacture of casein plastics. 
I9· Manufacture of celluloid. 
20. Manufacture of ebonite rods and tubes. 
21. Utilisation of paddy husk. 
22. Manufacture of fountain pens and parts thereof. 
23. Manufacture of acetate rayon. · · 
24. Manufacture of resins. natural-and synthetic. 
25. Manufacture of paints and pigments. 
26. Utilisation of felspar. 
27. Manufacture of boot polish. 
28. Utilisation of gypsum .. 
2;. 'Uses of oils, vegetable and mineral. 
30. Manufacture of sugar and syrups. -
3I. Therapeutical value of-mritesanjibani. 
32. Acids of all sorts including mineral acids. 
33· Radium. 
34· Dry cell manufacture. 
35· Manufacture of lime from lime stone. 



36. · Glass industries. 
37· Introduction of clock manufacture in India. 
38. Manufacture ofsuitable vessels for chemical industry. 
39· Collection. of information regarding charcoal and- firewood 

for the InternJtional Executive Council World Power 
Canference~ LondJn. 

40. Manufacture of pencils. 
41. Aluminium indu~try. 
42. Manufacture of cement from limestone. 
43· Paper .Jndustcy. 
44· Shellac. 
4S· Film industry. 
46. Caffien from tea waste. 
47· Production of cheap electric current. 

· 48. Hides and their curing. · 
49· ~oduction of soya beans. 
so. Manufacture of liquid gold. 
51. Synthetic detergents: 
52. 'Manufacture of rubber products. 
53· Manufacture of sodium azide. 
S4· .Utilization of various kinds of sands. 
S5· Baluchistan sulphur. 

·In dealing with these enquiries, the Director, Scientific and Industrial 
Research is assisted by the Industrial Economic Assistant Secretary (Techni• 
cal) and two techni::al assistants., 

Another type of intelligence work which the Council has recently 
started is the Scientific Information Service. The Counc1l receives from 
different sources, such as the British Commonwealth Scientific Office, ato
mic scientists, foreign universities, research institutes, government depart
ments. etc., a variety of scientific literature in the form of notes, papers, 
pamphlets. The Scientific Information Service bas been inaugurated with 
a view to sbadcg the information so received with other Indian scientists 
and Indian scientific organisations. All useful information received is 
abstracted, special atte~tion being paid to_ literature dealing with such sub
jects. as chemistry, physics, glass, ceramics, metullurgy, fuels, building 
material etc., problems on which are being worked or are expected to be 
worked in the laboratories of the Council and in the National laboratories 
being built under the aegis of the CQuncil. The work of abstracting was 
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started only recently and during this short period about _so abstracts have 
been prepared and issued. These abstracts are being at_ the present moment, 
serially numbered but it is expected that a better system of classification . .. 
will be adopted shortly~ This service bas ~nly a limi£eJ -circulation at the 
moment being confined to the Chairmen of the different research commit
tees of the CounciJ of Scientific and Industrial Resea,rch, ·Directors and 
Assistant Directors of the Research Laboratories, Editor of the Journal of 
Scientific and Industrial Research and others interested. It. is, however, 
hoped that an increase in circulation so as to_ include the various Indian 
university libraries, Provincial and_ Central Research· Institutes .and scien
tific magazines, will be effected at· an· early ~ate .. · 

The Scientific Information· ·service. is ·at present being conducted· 
under the personal supervision of the Director, Scientific and Industrial 

. Research who is assisted in this work by a Junior Technical .Officer. 

· JOURNAL OF SCIENTIFIC AND ~NDUSTRIAL RESE~RCH . 

This official organ of the Council was started as a quarterly publica
tion in July 1942, with the objects of providing. a technical news service 
and of providing_ a· medium for the publication of research .papers of 
scientific and industrial importance. The following. members constituted· 
the editorial board at th~ time of the inauguration of the journal: 

I. Sir S.S. Bhatnagar · Chairman 
2. Sir J.C. Gosb Member 

3· Dr. Nazir Ahmad n 

4· Sir K.S. Krishnan ,, . 

s. Dr. Jivraj Mehta n 
6. Dr. Mata Prasad ., 
7· Dr. S. Krishna ,, 
8. Dr. B.i.. Manjunath .,, 
9· · Mr. T.S. Pillay n 

to. Mr. J.N. Sen.:Gupt~ ·u 

II. Prof. M.N. Saba .,, 
u. Mr. B.N. Sastri Secretary 

The first number appe~red in October 1941, aild was received warmly 
by scientists and industrialists both in. India and in foreign countries. The 
reviews appearing in foreign technical journals were highly_ complimentary 
and several articles appearing in the Journal were reproduced . in forei&n 
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periodicals, It was. soon realized that for furthering the objects of the 
Journal, and to cop~ with the increasing volume of publishable 
material that become available, both the size and frequency of the Journal 
should be increased. At a meeting ofthe Editorial Board held at Bangalore 
on z8-II·I943, the important decision to issue the 1ournal as a monthly 
publication was taken. It was also decided to organize a library of exchange 
publications to facilitate the abstracting and other aspects of the work of 
the Journal. 

The first monthly Journal was ~ssued in April 1944, and the progress 
of the Journal bas been continuously upward since then. 

Table I gives the growth of the Journal by Volumes: 

Table I. 

Volume No. · Year N_o. of pages. 

I 1942-43 383 ' 

2 ' 1943•44 318 

3 1944-45 6o2 

4 1945·46 790 
S (6_nionths July-Dec.) 1946 304+ 84=388 
6 1947 508+192==700 

The growth in the circulation of the Journal is given in Table II. 
The figures refer to the number of copies distributed as on 3ist March of 
the year. 

Table II. Journal Distn"bution. 

Ysars Circulation 

1943 780 

1944 930 

1945 1128 

1946 1472 

1947 1532 

There bas been an increasing pressure oa advertisement space in the 
Journal. At an early stage of the Journal the Editorial Board decided that 
a selection should be made among the advertisements received for publica
tion in the Journal. At the meeting held in September 1946, the Editorial 



Board fixed the maximum number of advertisement pages as one-third of 
the number of text pages. Table III gives the number of pages of 
advertisement appearing in the March number of the Journal in each year. 

Table Jll, Advertisement p~ges. 

Year 

1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 

No. of pages. 
. 13. 

13 
30. 
29 

. 31-

There bas been an increasing demand for exchanges, and for the free 
supply of copies to public institutions. In accepting exchanges, the 
standard of the Journal offered in exchange and its usefulness are .. taken- as 
the criteria. Table IV gives the number of Journals received in exchange 
for the Journal year-wise. 

Table IV. Exchanges. 

Year Foreign inland Total 

1945 20 33 53 
1946 45 '43 88 

. 1947 61 45 i:o6 

The Editorial Board now consists of the following me~bers ·= 

I. Sir S.S. Bbatnagat: · Chairman. 
2. Dr; H.J. Bbabba, Bombay Member 

3· SirJ.C. Ghosh, New Delhi " 
4· Dr. Jivaraj Mehta, New Delhi , 
S· Dr. S. Krishna, Debra Dun , 
6. Sir K.S. Krishnan, Delhi , 
7· Dr. B.L. Manjunath, New I?elhi · , 
8. Prof. Mata Prasad, Bombay , 
9· Sir C.V. Raman, Bangalore , 

IO. ·Prof. M.N. Saba, Calcutta , 
II. Mr. D.N. Wadia, New Delhi 

" B.F. H.B. Tybji or one representative of the ' 12, 

Department. , 
IJ. Mr. B.N. Sastd (Secretary). 



The tabulated statements give an indication of the progress the· 
journal bas been steadily making since its inception. The journal bas been 

_receiving increasing recognition in India. Advice has been sought by 
editors of other journals for improving the format of existing journals or for 
starting new ones. .Enquiries on such matters have been received from 
the Editor of I.C.A.R. publications, Imperial Records Department, Forest 
Research Institute, Central Board of Irrigation and Haffkine Institute. 

The destiny of the journal bas never been in doubt. With 24 
active Research Committees of the Council, 1 National Research Labora
-tories, a.Jarge number of surveys sponsored by the research committees, 
important developments in research utilizinion and other progressive 
measures tal_(en on hand by the ever.expanding Council of Scientific and 
Indust.-ial Research, there can be no doubt as to the scope for its further 
expansion._ 

Besides the non-technical notes of the utilization branch, the Journal 
bas proyided .a medium for the publication of .articles from the Dictionary 
of Economic Products, Survey of Aromatic Plants sponsored by the 
Essential Oils Committee an~ Atmospheric Data of the Radio Research 
Committee. There has been a growing pressure on our space, and further 
·expansion would have been achieved by now, had it not bc;en for the 
difficulties of printing and paper. As the chairman said at one of the 
meetings (8-3·1945), the real limitation for making more rapid progress lias 
been. the shortage of good quality printing paper and adequate printing 
facilities. · More recently these difficulties have become more acute, and 
they have been further accentuated by labour troubles in the press and com
munal disturbimces. There has been no lack of effort to overcome the 
difficulties and there is every reason to feel confident that tbe progress in 
the near future will ·be even more rapid than it has been during the p_.s& 

s years. 

THE DICTIONARY OF ECONOMIC PRODUCTS AND INDUSTRIAL 
RESOURCES OF INDIA 

More than so years have elapsed since Watt completed his monu
mental work on the Economi~ Products of India. This was "an approxi• 
mately complete resume of the opinions of Indian authors and extensive 
official and private enquiries regarding the economic products of India." 
The aim was ·to advance the material interests of India by bringing the 
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trade and capital of the west into more direct contact with the. resources 
of the Indian empire.. His work was mainly a guide to the industrial 
natrepreneur, an aid to the administrator and student of Indian economic 
conditions. The time-limit set upon his_ work precluded original and 
personal investigation ~f critical questions. ·Watt himself was aware of these 
severe limitations. In his preface, he has suggested that a revision of his 
work will be necessary to remedy some of these defects. 

The period since the publication of Watt's work has been one of 
rapid changes in India. From a purely agricultural country, India has 
suddenly become a semi-indust~ialised state. The tempo pf this change 
has quickened of late. The World War II has given an added impetus 

1 
to 

· her indigenous industries; Moreover, scientific advance has bee~ responsi
ble for the acquisition of a· vast amount of new knowledge: all .over the 
country. · But this body of information published in journals, memoirs and 
reports is not easily accessible. 

Taking all these facts into consideration, the GoveminJ· Body of the 
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research in ·April,- 1942, accepted the 
recommendations M" the sub-committee of the Board for lhe compilation of 
a Dictionary of Raw Materials of India, on lines similar to those. of Watt's 
Dictionary of Economic Products, and in August, 1942, appointed a Chief 
Editor and 3 Assistant Editors.. The President. of the Council of Scien
tific and lndustrial Researceb was pleased to appoint an Advisory Board on· 
8th December 1942. . 

- With a view to make its scope more comprehensive, the Advisory 
Board changed the title of the. work to ''Dictionary of Economic Products 
and Industrial Resources of India". - A small Editorial Committee was also 
constituted, which issued detailed instructions to the staff and directed that _ 
the resources of the whole of the Indian _Empire .as well as those of Burma. 
and Ceylon ahould be surveyed. 

The Editorial. Committee also appointed several sub.committees of 
experts for assisting the work of the followin: sections of the Dictionary: 

(1) Cultivated & Medicinal Plants, (2) Forest Flora, (3) Animal 
Products~ (4) Minerals, (S) Chemicals, (6) Industries & Industrial Re
sources, and (7) Economics and Statistics. 

The new Dictionary which is being compiled is not merely a revision 
of Watt's work. It is the very immense task of presenting a complete 
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resume of all available information about 'the raw materials of lndia. The 
sections on animal products and mineral resources will contain much 
more elaborate information· than in Watt's work. Moreover, since the 
country bas undergone a ·complete change in the direction of industrializa
tion, all raw materials useful for Indian industries have been included. A 
complete survey of the present position of the various Indian industries 
forms a new feature. Thus it may be claimed that. this Dictionary is an 
entirely new and original work. 

The ledgers which had been carefully preserved by Watt and his 
assistants in his time had been distributed to various institutions. Some 
of these ledgers are not traceable. Others have not been kept up-to-date. 
The result is a de novo effort where all the information on every subject ·has 
to be collected anew .and properly assessed. In the early period of this 
scheme it was expected that specialists would be invited to contribute the 
m_ajor articles for the Dictionary, and that the work of the staff would be 
mainly that of editing these articles and filling any gaps in order to make them 
comprehensive, and of compiling articles on minor subjects. In consulta .. 
tion with die various sub-committees, lists of the more important items to 
be included in the Dictionary were prepared and a large number of invira.:. 
tions for contributions were sent throughout India to various institutions 

- and individuals with expert knowledge. The articles compiled were to be 
given preliminary publication in c~rrent journals and sugges~ions received 

- made use of when preparing the final drafts of the texf.•. The r~sponse, 
however, was not encouraging because of the disturbed conditions and 
heavy pressure of work due to the war. Consequently it became necessary 
to revise the procedure and to start the work of compilation from the 
beginning. To cope with the increased work an increase in the staff was 
necessary and the -Editorial Committee sanctioned an additional Assistant 
Editor in Botany and a number of technical assistants to carry out the 

work. 

It has, however, been possible to enlist the co-operation ofseveral 
colleagues in different provinces to act as regional correspondents. 

During the five years since. the scheme was started, it -bas beea 
possible to complt'te the first volume (comprising articles beginuing with 
letters A and B) and proceed with the compilation of the second volume. 

The printing of the first volume of the dictionary bas been considera .. 
bly delayed because of the delays involved in negotiating publication terms 
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with Messrs. Kitabistan, who it was originally intended would print an4 
publi&h the first volume. As the terms offered by them were unacceptable, 
the printing has been entrusted to the Government of India Press, New
Delhi, and the Manager of Publications, New Delhi has agreed to publish 
the work. It is expected that the first volume will be published early in 
1948. 

The Editorial Committee decided that the Dictionary shou14 be illus
trated with photographs, maps; charts and graphs. Although the post of 
an Artist was sanctioned in June 1945, it 'Yas only in March 1947 that the 
Chief Editor has been able to obtain his setvices. 

· The Chief Editor has been able to obtain a large number of botanical 
illustrations of a very high quality through ihe courtesy of the Superin-. - ... ' 

tendent of the Horticultural Gardens at Bangalore. Other. figures,_ maps 
and charts .are being got ready through the help of the Administrative 
Intelligence Room. In this connection. thanks a-re due to Major P. W. 
Homfrey,- Director ·of the Administrative Intelligence Room, who has not 
only readily taken up this work but has also promised to get the blocks 
prepared and the illustrations printeq through the Eagle Lithograph Press, 
Calcutta. Thanks are also due to the Marketing Department, th~ Forest 
Research Institute and other inst~tutions, and gentlemen who haye readily
responded to our request for specimens and illustrations-: 

WoRK OP SECTIONS: 

An_ idea of the work involved in each section will be possible from the 
statement below: 

Statem~nt showing. th~ Total Number of Articles to be incluaed in the 
Dictionary and the Distribution of Work -

Section Total No. 

Botany. 3,soo 
Zoology. 47 
Minerology. 100 

Chemistry & 264 
Industry. 

. No. of articles 
in the ut vol. 

210 

7 
14 
45 

No. of articles 
in the 2nd · vol. 

(A & B) . 

No. of articles 
received from 

-external con
tributors. 

328 43 
8 36 

10 4S 
4I (49+51) 100 



BOTANY SECTION. 

This is the largest section in the Dictionary comprising over 3,500 
articles on plants, classified for convenience of treatment into 3 groups, 
(l) Cultivated Plants, (z) Forest Plants, and (3) Medicinal Plants. 

In the case of cultivated plants it has been possible to get the co-ope
ration -of a fair" number of specialists on the m~jor crops. The task of 

r editing these and the rest of the work is being carried out in the office. The 
Chief Edi~or is grateful to the Marketing Office for their help at every stage 
in this WC!fk and to the Director of the Indian Agricultural Research Insti
tute for affording library facilities to the staff. 

__ With_ regards to the forest flora, the Editorial Committee at first 
decided to entrust the work to the Forest Research Institute but on going 
into details, besides other considerations it was found that this would 
involve c.:>nsiderable delay and it was consequently decided to have the 
work carried out under the direct auspices of the Council. Similarly 
although it was intended to have the articles on medicinal plants compiled by 

-Col. Sir R.N. Chopra it was later on considered necessary that these should 
also be taken up under the direct supervision of the Chief Editor. These 

- fae<tors and frequent change ·of personnel has been responsible for- consider
able delay in the progress of work in this section. 

ANIMAL PRODUCTS SECTIONS. 

This section has suffered greatly through the non-availability of 
suitable cadidates for the post of Assistant Editor, Zoology. The Editorial 
Committee decided in August 194S to entrust the work in the section to 
Prof. C.R. Narayan Rao on an honorarium of Rs. 30!3/· bur after complet
ing half the work Prof. Narayan Rao suddenly resigned in December 1946. 
The technical asssistant working with him also left. Tbe present staff is 
trying to do its best to cope with the work. . . 

MINERALS SECTION, 

The Editorial Committee was anxious to have the cooperation of the 
Geological Survey of India in connection with work of this section. But 
as Sir Cyril S. Fox was able to obtain a special grant for publishing a 
book on "Mineral Resources of India,'' at one time it looked as if the 
desired cooperation would not be forthcoming. Tbe position, however, ha:t 
considerably improved of late and subsequent Directors of the Geological 
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Survey have been extremely helpful. Out of a total of IOO subjects in this 
section about half have been contributed by the Geological Survey while 
the rest have been compiled by the Dictionary staff and revised · by the 
Geological Survey, 6 articles on different subjects are at- the moment 
expected from externar contributors. 

IE was originally intended to publish a separate volume on minerals 
but it has now been decided to incorporate the articles in the alphabetical 
order in the main dictionary. ' 

INDUSTRIES AND CHEMICA~$ S~CTION; 

The .Section on 'Industrial Products' has greatly expanded .the scope of 
the Dictionary and given it~ ne~ orientation~ · Th~ work -bas presented 
peculiar difficulties because-o£ the absence of any pubiisb~d information . on 
several subjects and also the unwillingness~ of industrial concerns to part 
with any information. In many instances the Assistant Editor-in-charge · 
bas to visit various industrial centres and dr_aft tQe articles_ from the 
information gathered, after sifting the data collected. This procedur~. 
causes unavoidable delay in the progress of the work. The Chief Editor is 
thankful to the few industrial concerns _who_. have contribute~ some 
extremely valuabl~ articles. 

In the case of 'Chemicals' mosi of th~ infC!~mation b~s been gathered 
in the ledgers and the articles are being-!inalised in the order of 
publication. 

WORK IN PROGRES~. 

The. Dictionary ofnce 1s now proceea1ng wun tne compilation ot 

articles for the second volume; and the building up of ledgers for the 
remaining volumes. At the time the scheme was started, there_ were only 
a Chief Editor and 3 Assistant Editors. Later, at various stages, the 
necessary. technical staff was sanctioned. But there .bas been very great 
difficulty in recruiting permanent people for the office. Since the office is 
purely temporary and renewed year after year people look upon this office 

. more or less as a jumping ground for other posts, 



NAtiONAL LABORATORIES 

c1The establishment, maintenance and management of laboratories, 
workshops, institutes and organisations to further scientific -and induHrial 
research" was considered as one of the fundamental aimt when the Council 
of Scientific and Industrial Research was created. Witn the setting up of 
the Board of Sr;ieutific and Industrial Research in 1941, the laboratories 
ofth~ Industrilil Research Bureau 'were placed under the direct charge of 

. the Director, Scientific ·and Injustrial Research. At the very outset it 
.was realised that facilities offered by these laboratories were fa.r from ade
quate and would have to be immensely augmented to meet the ever growing 
needs and demands of a country like India which had come to. occupy a 
large and prominent position in the industri:d world. 

From the organizational point of view t_he first few years of inaugura
tion of the Council have marked a forced prolongation, on account of the 
prevailing conditions or' war, of what may be called the experimental stage - ' . 
of research development in India originally initiated by the Industrial 
Research Bureau. Although the war has provided an effective stimulus to the 
activities of the Council which have steadily increased even within the limi
ted facilities available, the initiation of a comprehensive and costly expansion 
schemes was hitherto precluded by the difficulties entailed by the war itself 
in the matter of obtaining suitable laboratory equipment, services offoreign 
experts, etc. Even so, it was realisei at the very outset, that the machinery 
available for scientific and industrial research in lnJia was very inadequate 
and that for tackling research problems bearing on Indian resources and 
industries for development purposes, a much larger organisation comprising 
some essential laboratories at a iiiUbstantial COSt, of both capital and recur· 
rini expenditure, would have to be set up. The initial experience during the 
war period had, indeed, proved useful in throwing the gaps in the presenl 
organisation into a bold relief and focussing public attention on the 
necessity of expanding available facilities of research as an important 
national problem. 

Steps had, accordingly, been taken to give a concrete shape to the idea 
of needed expansions as ao anticipatory measure to be implemented imme· 
diately on the termination of hostilities, and certain tentatille propOs3l s 
and schemes drawn up by the Director, Scientific and Industrial Research 
even at the very inception of the CouncH, for five national laboratories, viz., 
a National Chemical Laboratory, a National Physical Laboratory, a National 
Metallurgical Laboratory, a Central Fuel Research Station and a Glass and 
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Ceramic Research Institute w~re approved~ in principle, by the Govern· 
ment of India. The Government of India announced- in 1944 a capital 
grant of.Rs. 1 cro~c for the establishment of these laboratories ~o be drawn 
upon immediately, if necessary, for the Glass and. Fuel Institutes and 
planning up to Rs. 1.0 lakhs, and on the termination of the war for the ren 
of them.. The public i:oo evinced keen interest in the Council's schemes 
and some industrialists. offered handsome donations toward thdr cost: The 
House of Tatas donated Rs. 20 lakhs for the establishment of a National 
Chemical Laboratory (Rs. 8.30 lakhs) and a National Metallurgical 
Laboratory (Rs. 11.70 l~khs). Messrs. Indian Steel & . Wire· Products . 
Ltd., donated a sum of Rs. 1 lakh. . The late Mr •. D.P. Khaitan . and the 
Indian Metallurgical Association ·donated Rs. · 25.,ooo and Rs. 1o,o~o 
respectively, th~ latter being since earmarked by the Council fo~ the 
National Metallurgical Laboratory. The Central Government allotte~ 66 
acres of land in Delhi for _the construction ~f the · National PhysicaJ 
Laboratory. The Raja of]haria has made a .gift of xoo acres of l_and at
Dhanbad as the site for the proposed Fuel Research Station. ·For preparing 
plans of each of these laboratories a committe_e of experts had been 
appointe4 by the Council, and for most of them detailed plans, designs 
and estimates have been formulated.-

D~tails of the progress_. made in connection ·with the following 
National laboratories are given in the pages that _follow:-

I. National Chemical Laboratory. ·- · 

2. National Phy~ical Lab~ratory. 
3· N ationat' Metall urgicat' ~a\>orator~. · 
4· National Fuel Research Institute. 

S· Central Glass and Ceramics 'Research Institute. 

6. Road Research Institute. . 

7· . Building Research Instit1;1te. 

Amongst others to be included in the chain of National laboratories 
in the near future are:- · 

1. Central Drug Research. Laboratory. 

2. Food Research Laboratory. 

3. Leather Research Institute. 

4· Electro-Chemical Industries Research Laboratory, 
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National Chemical Laboratory, Poooa. 

The need for the establishment of a National Chemical Laboratory 
and a National Physical Laboratory was felt soon after the appointment of 
the Director, Scientific and Industrial Research in 1940. Proposals for 
·these were first made by the Director in 1941 and were readil:r accepted by 
the Hon'.ble Sir A. Ramaswami Mudaliar, the then Commerce Member of 

. the Government of India and President of the ·Board of Scientific and 
Industrial Research. In his preliminary note the Director bad pointed out 
the necessity of having a properly constituted Planning Committee to draw 
up the detailed plan of the National ~bemical L~boratory and examine the 
question of site, equipment, staff, finance etc. A Planning Committee for 
the National Chemical Laboratory under the chairmanship of Sir Ardeshir 
Dalal was set up in July 1943 . by the Governing Body of the Council of 
Scientific and Industrial Research, following a recommendation 'by the 
Board of Scientific and Industrial Research. 

-ThiS committee drew up a tentative scheme which was circulated to a 
large number of scientific organisations and individuals for comments and 
suggestions. A w-hole time Assistanc Director (Planning) was appointed to 
assist the Commiuee and act as a secretary shortly after. Following. 
largely on· the lines of the National laboratories in other countries and taking 
into consideration the special needs of India, the committee bas worked 
out a detailed plan for the National Chemical Laboratory: 

The work of the National Chemical Laboratory would be largely of a 
fundamental, basic and applied character along lines likely to promilte 
research in industrial chemistry and the chemical utilization of the raw 
material resources so as to help the industrial development of the country. 
The development of new processes evolved at the National Chemi~al 

Laboratory will, wherever considered desirable, be carried out upto the 
pilot plant stage so that the chemical and other industries requiring the aid 
of chemical research in general will benefit from the investigations carried 

- out at· the laboratory. Ia India facilities up to the pilot plant stage are 
rarely available and much of the scientific research which has been carried 

·out so far, has not been so convinc~ng to industrialists and . woulJ-be 
manufacturers as it might have been if the success of a process ha.i be~n 
demonstrated on a semi-commercial scale. The National Chemical 
Laboratory will be able to initiate ambitious investigations involving large 
expenditure of funds and materials and will maintain the closest co opeu-

- tion with existing institutions and with indusuy. 
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The work of the National Chemical Laboratory will be divided into 
seven main divisions : 1. Division of Inorganic Chemistry including 
Analytical Chemistry. 2. Divisio.n of );'hysical Chemistry including Electro
chem·stry, 3· Division oftle Chemistry of High Polymers. 4• Division 
of Organic Chemistry. 5· Division of Biochemistry including Biological 
Evaluation. 6 .. Division of Chemica1 Engineering. 7· Pivisiori of Surveys 
and Intelligence. 

The scientific staff of the laboratory will consist of ~ · Director, 
Heads of Divisions, Research Officers and Research Assistants totalling 
about IJ 5· In addition to these the administrative and. ministerial person
nel will number 42 while the strength of the tecbni<.:al staff for workshop 
and other services will be. 35· The Director will be provided the assistance 
of an 'Advisory Board' consisting of eminent scientists and industrialists of 
the country who will help_ hi.!Jl in matters l>f general policy ~nd the general 
research programme of the laboratory. -For the co-ordination of internal 
work he will be assisted by a 'Committee of Research Co-ordination' 
consisting of all the Heads of different divisions of .a laboratory. The 
Committee will chalk -out the details of the programme of research work 
and examine from time to time the progress and future plan of work. · It 
will help to co-ordinate the ~ork -of each divi~ion, and prevent th~1r b~com-

. ing in any way watertight units. rn view of the fact that for several fields 
of investigations properly trained personnel m~y not be available it bas been. 
considered necessary to select suitable phsona and then send them . for 
training to proper institutions abroad.· In addition to the permanent staff 
of the laboratory· provision will be made. for research fellowships anq 
research studeniships iri each division of the. laboratory. Research fellow
ships play an important role in all similar institutions in the world. _Both 
in the fields of pure and applied research, research fellowships will be of 
great value. Provision will also exist in the laboratory for a number of post
graduate students who want training and experience in any ~eld of work in 
which the laboratory is interested. These students after their . training 
will provide the scientific and technical personnel to industry, to industrial 
rese~rch laboratories and to scientific institutions. 

Poona ~hich. enjoys a .moderate climate all the year round, and is 
within easy reach of Bombay and her industries has been selected for the 
location of the laboratory. A lite of430 acres on a beautiful and healthy· 
plateau and in close proximity ·to educational institutions of the town, hal 
been. selected for the laboratory on the Pashan Road. 



The buildings of th_e National Chemical Laboratory as proposed will 
consist of a- large imposing main building, and a few small separate 
buildings for certain specific purposes. The maio building will house the 
Director'• office and his administrative staff, offices, smdl and special 
laboratory units and general laboratory halls for each division, library, 
lecture hall and lecture. ro:>!m, a commJn room and refectory and stores. 

· Th~ other buildings will provide accommodation for .pilot plants, workshop, 
boilers, gas plant, stores for coal and inflamm;rble substances; animal house, 
ga!a:e and poison gas sheds. The design of the buildings will be on a 
.unit plan similar to those of modern laboratory buildings in U.S.A. and 
.U.K. which allows for any amount of expansion to m!et future needs. It 
. will incorporate modern fittings, internal telephone system, acid pro:>f 
floors and air Cilnditioning, wherever necessary .. Ic is estimated that the 

·laborato1y will·cover a floor area of about I,So,ooo sq. ft; 

The construction and equipping of the laboratories bas been estiml
ted to cost about Rs. 33·S lakhs; the maintenance about Rs. 9·S3 lakhs in 
the first year, increasing by Rs. S 1,ooo per year in subsequent years. 
The Governing Body of the Council of Scientific ani Indumial Res:arch 
has agreed to amalgamate the chemical section of the laboratory ar present 
administered by the Director, Scientific and Industrial Research, with the 
proposed National Chemical Laboratory._ · The value of equipment, 
.chemicals, apparatus and the library C?f this hbJtatory· hu been esti~ated 

at Rs. s.6 lakhs at pre-war rates. R.s. 2.5 lakhs has been allocated for the 
National Chemical Laboratory out of the one-crorc of rupees donated by 
the Central Government. The Tata organisation has d()nated R~. 8.3 hkh9 
for this laboratory. The National Chemical Laboratory has, therefore, 

.. now available a total sQm of Rs. 38.9 lakbs in the 'form of cash and 
equipment. 

The site selected by the Planning Committee for the National Chemi
cal Laboratory at Pas han Road, Poona was in the possession of the Defence 

·Department and although steps to acq11irc the same were initiated at an 
early stage, there have been innumerable difficulties ao.:i the Council has 
not yet come into the full possession of the land. Considerable delay ia 
acquisition was caused by the objection raised at one timd by the Govern• 
ment of Bombay ab~ut the undesirability of having a-chemical laboratory in 
close proximity of the Governme~t House, Poona, but ultimately a notifica .. 
don acquiring the site was published in the Bombay Government Gazette 
of 19th December 1946. -



Being io possession of a greater part of the land, the Defence 
Department showed -considerable reluctance to ~elease it and it was only 
through the result of the personal efforts of Hon'6le . Shri C Rajagopala
chari, then President of the ·Council, Director, Scientific and Industrial 
Research and the Hon'able Sardar · Baldev Singh, Defence Member, 
Government of India; that the Defence Depamnent promised to release 
the land by the end of March 1947·. 

· The foundation stone of th~ National Chemical Laboratory was laid 
on 6th April 1947 by the Hon'ble Shri B .. -G. Kher, }»rime Minister, 
Bombay before a large and distinguished gathering presided over· by the. 

I . . 

Hon'ble Shri- C. Rajagopalachari, the- then Member for Industry and 
Supply, and President ·Of the Council.- But there were se~eral. hurdles of . 
inter-government de.req~isitioning etc.· to be crossed- before· the Council 
cOuld come into formal possession of the land ... Most of the difficulties have 
now been overcome· and construction has started. 

While these difficulties about the acquisition of the land were being · 
overcome, the Planning Committee and the Local Advisory Committee 
have been engaged in drawing up detailed plans for the building of the 
laboratory. These plans have been finalised and at their mec;ting held on 

·the 2nd August 1947, the Planning Committee decided that in view of 
the limited funds at the disposal of the Council for the building_ of the 
National Chemical Laboratory, tenders be in the first instance invited_ for 
the (i) foundation, the basement and the plloth ofthe entire building ; md 
(ii) grou"nd and first floor of tbc front block -636-feet in length. The 
intention at ·the moment is to build up the three wings -of -the -laboratory 
up to plinth level only and to leave the second floor of the front .block to 
be built later on. · 

Tenders for· the construction1o( this' work wer~ received and opened 
on the 8th October 1947· These have been scrutinised and the lowest tender 
has been accepted. It is expected that the construction will be completed by 
April 1949, if there arc no unforeseen difficulties in obtaining the cons
truction material. 

Along with the building, steps have been taken to provide gas, water 
and electricity and it is hoped that a_rrangement for the supply of these 
essential services will also be completed almost simultaneously with the 
completion of the buildings. 



To over~ome the acute accommodation problem in Poona and the 
distance of the laborato~y (rom the town, the Local Advisory Committee 
and the Planning Committee have emphasised the urgent need of giving 
high priority to the question of constructing staff quarters. These views 
have been accepted by the Governing Body of the Council and the Ministry 
ot Works, Mines and Power have been requested to arrange and build the 
required staff quarters from the budget of the Central Public Works 
Department as had been agreed to in the case of the National Metallurgical 

, Laboratory and the National Fuel Research Institute. 

-The Planning Committee of the National· Chemical Laboratory. 
Poona, is composed of the followin& 7 members. 

Sir. J.C. Ghosh 
Sir S.S. Bhatnagar 
Prof; J. N. Mukherjee 
DF. K. Venkataraman 
Dr. M~D. Parekh 
Prof. M.D. Qureshi 
Dr. B.D. Laroia 

Chairman 
Member 
. ;, 
, 
, 
·~ 

Secretary 

The Local Advisory Committee has the following & members. 

Principal D.G. Karve 
Mr. P.A. Narielwala 
Mr. A.A. J. Bain 
Principal D.D. Karve 
Principal G.R. Praojpe 
PrincpaJ J.A. Tarporewala 
Dr. Jivraj N. Mehta. 
Dr. B.D. Laroia 

Nati~al Physical Laboratory. 

Chairman 
Member 

,, 
" 

,. 
, 

Secretary. 

The idea regarding the establishment of a National Physical 
Laboratory for India was brought to a head by a motion at the meeting 
of the Governing Body of the Council of Scientific and 
Industrial Research held at Bombay on 3rd February 1943. At this 
meeting the Governing Body decided to set up Committees for th~ purpose 
of drawing up plans and estimates for the National Physical Laboratory and 
other laboratories. 



The following Planning Committee was appointed by the Council 
(with some of the members added at a later stage) for the purpose of 
preparing detailed plans and estimates for a National Physical Laboratory : 

Mr. Ghulam Mohammad, C.I.H. 
Sir S.S. Bhatnagar, F.R.S. 
Dr. Nazir Ahmad, O.B.B. 
Prof. Meghnad Saba, F.R.S. 
Sir K. S. Krishnan, F.R.S. 
Principal G.R. Paranjpe, I.B.S. 
Dr. H.J. Bhabba, F.R.S. 
Dr. Wali Mohammed 
Dr. DM. Bose 
Dr. Rafi Mohammad Chaudhu.ri . -
Mr._N.N. Sen Gupta 
Dr. K.N. Mathur 

·chairman 
_Member 

,, 

" .. 
" , 
,, 
, 
,,. 

Se<:retary 

The Committee prepared a tentative plan for the establishment/ of ~ 
National Physical Laboratory in India, copies ()f which were Circulated 'to 
well-known scientists and scientific institutions in India and abroad to invite 
comments and suggestions~ Three members of the. Planning Committee, 

, .who were also membe~s ofthe Scientific Mission to U:K· and U.S.A., held 
an informal conference in England in November 1944 with Sir Charles 
Darwin, the Director of the National Physical Laboratory, Teddington and 
some of his staff and discussed in detail the proposals made by the Planning 
Committee. Valuable suggestions were received also from Dr. Robert A. 
Milliken, President, California Institute of Technology and Dr. Lyman 

I . 

Briggs, Director, National Burea11 of Standards, Washington. 

In the light of the suggestions and comments received on their tenta· · 
tive proposals, the Committee drew up final plans for the National Physical 
Laboratory. The Committee's Report ,was published under the title "Plan 
for a National Physical Laboratory for India" in February 1946. · 

According to the Committee's recommendations, the essential 
functions of the proposed National Physical Laboratory will be : 

(a) Maintenance of and research on fundamental. and derived 
standards. 
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(b) Research on industrial standards, viz., 

(i) ·standards of quality. -
Iii) Standards of Performance. 

(iii) Standards of Practice. 

_·(c) Investigations on raw materials for industries. 

- (d) Standardisation of raw m~terials, processes and finished goods • 

. , (e) ~esearch on processes. 

(f) Framing of and advice on specifications. 

(g) Scientific and industrial testing. 

(h) Publications. 

The la~oratory will comp.rise of the following divisions :

(I) Weights and Measures. 

(2) Applied Mechanics and Materials. 

(3) Heat and Power. 

(4) Optics. 

(S) Electricity. 

(6) Electronics and Sound. 

(7) Buildiilg and Housing Research. 

(8) Hydraulics Research. 

' (9) Analytical Chemistry. 

In addition to the above divisions, the laboratory will bave the 
following important aections of work for which adequate provision has been 
recommended in the Committee's report : 

(a) Central library with a section dealing with research information. 
(b) Central workshop, including glass blowing and working shops. 
(c) General administration. 

One of the most important functions or the . National Physical 
Laboratory will be the maintenance of primary standards of all kinds and 
also the carryi_ng out of investigations on the improvement of sub-standards 
and working standards in all fields. The existing Government Tec~t House 
at Calcutta and- the test houses that may be established in future, will 

- engage only in commercial and contractual testing work for which facilities 
may be extended to keep_ pace with the industrial development of the 



country. The test houses are recommended to function as units under 
the direction of the National Physical Laboratory. Those problems 
mnnected with commercial testing which involve research work will be refer
red by the test houses to the National Physical Laboratory • 

. 
The National Physical Laboratory will undertake research, which may 

broadly fall iii the following three catego.iies :- . 

(i) Research on Standards. 
(ii) Research 'in Applied Physics!· 

(iii) Fundamental Scientific Research. 

Research on the maintenance and .improvement o( standards will 
form the basic respQnsibility of ·the laboratory. Every section of the 
laboratory will hue . some. standards to maintain and . as such will be. 
responsible for continuous research in order to effect improvement •.. 

Research in applied physics will be (a) to discover new products, new 
processes -or new uses for raw.mai:erials, and (b) to increase. the .. efficiency . 
rof existing practice ao as to lower costs. 

Regarding fundamental research, while the laboratory will be left 
free to undertake any such research arising out· of sp.ecific pr!>blems with . 
which· it has to deal, its main ·work will be .C:\>nce.ntrated 011 applied 
research. 

· The question o£ the location of laboratory was carefully weigbec!. by 
the Committee. Considered from various points· of view, namely, proximity 
to several large academic centres and industrial towns, and· being the 
headquarters of a number of important government departm'ents iike the. 
Meteorological Department) the Agricultural Department, the Medical . 
Department, the Royal Air Force, the General Headquarters, the All-India 
Radio, the Railway Board, etc., and the seat o( the Central Government,. -
Delhi has been selected as the proper place for the-location of the' National -
Physicall.abotatory. A piece of land measuring. 66 acres located near the 
lmperial Agricultural Research Institute, has been made available for ··the 
purpose· by th~ Government of India, free of cost. 

The Laboratory will have fot its Director an outstanding sdentist 
with experience of administration and research.. He will be assisted- by an 
Advisory Board, which will be representative of all intetests including the 
aovernment departments. The sdentifk staff of the · laboratory . is 
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expected to be 90, the technical staff 95 and the library and ministerial 

staff about .38. 

It is !ecommended that the laboratary should be designed on the best 
modern lines. All the fittings and services which go to improve ·and 
facilitate work are to be incorporated. The design of the laboratory is to 
be such that adequate provision is made for future. extension. A large and 
well equipped central workshop which will be capable of turning out both 
large and small work and especially instruments of precision will be attached 
to the laboratory. In addition, special buildings needed for pilot plant 
e!periments, which will constitute a very important feature of the National 
Physical ·Laboratory, will be built. 

The laboratory is recommended to be fully air-conditioned. This is 
intended to protect the delicate instruments from dust during summer 
and excessive moisture during the monsoons, besides maintaining co~stancy 
of temperature so essential for work of standardisation. Air conditioning, 
it is expe~ted will also increase the efficiency of the workers. 

Th~ laboratory is estimated to cover a total floor ·area of about 
2,25000 sq. feet. The capital cost of the laboratory at Delhi is expected 

to be Rs. 40.15 lakhs calculated on the basis of 1944-45 prices. The 
recurring expenditure is expected to be approximatelv. Rs. 7 lakhs in the 
first year increasing to Rs. 8. 5 lakbs in the fifth year. An addition "develop
ment grant" of Rs. 3 lakhs is also recommended. Against this it is 
expected that an income of about Rs. 3 to 4 lakhs will be derived from 
testing fees, research grants, royalties, consultation and technical advice 

etc., in course ~f time. 

Messrs. Master, Sathe & Bhuta, Chartered Architects of Bombay 
have been appointed architects for designing the laboratory bui1dings and 
blue prints have been prepared by them in consultation with Dr. K.N. 
Mathur, Assistant Director for planning the laboratory. 

The foundation-stone of the laboratory was laid by the Hon'ble 
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, Prime Minister of India on the 4th January 1947· 
A large number of foreign delegates including Sir Charles Darwin were 

present on the occasion. 

Prof. Sir K.S. Krishnan, F.R.S., University Professor of Physics at 
Allahabad was selected for appointment as the first Director of the National 
Physical Laboratory. Sir K.S. Krishnan joined as Director in May 1947· 



A Local Advisory Committee to supervise the' construction of the 
Laboratory was set up by the Hon'ble . President of the Council of 
SdeDtific and Indu~trial Research in February 1947· The Committee· 

consists of the following :-
i. Director, Scient fie and Industrial Research. 
2. Rai Bahadur M.S. Mathur, C.I E. 
3· Sir Anhur Dean 
4· Mr. M.S. Randhawa, I.C.S. 
5· Prof. D.S. Kmhari 
6. Sir Shri Ram 
7· Sir K.S. Krishnan, F .. R.S. 
8. Dr. K.N. Mathur 

Chairman. 
Member 

" 

" 

" Secretary, 

Tenders for the construction of the administrative block were invited 
by the Council in July 1947. The tender of Me&srs. Noxthern Construc
tion Co., New Delhi, which was the lo.vest, WiU accepted on the advice of 
the Local Advisory Committee of the N a tiona! Physical Laboratory and the 
firm was asked to commence work without delay. In the meantime plans 
were also ready for the adjacent front block for optics,. photometry and 
electronics and on the suggestion of the Local Advisory Commirtee, 
contract .for. the construction of this block was also given to Messrs. 
National Construction Co. 

In view of the special nature of air-conditioning requirements it was 
considered desirable to appoint an air-conditioning expert . as consultant. 
Accordingly, Mr. E. Bertsch pf the firm of Messrs. Volkart Brothers, 
Bombay, was appointed as consultant in July 1947· 

The Governing· Body of the Coundr of Scientific and Industrial 
Research at a meeting held on lhe 25th August 1947 appointed a. Sub
Committee consisting of Mr. J.R.D Tata and Mr. Kasturbbai Lalbhai 
to go into the question of architectural features and elevations of the various · 
buildings of the National Cbemical and National Physical Laboratories. 
The plans sub mined by the architects have been revised on the basis of the-~ 
recommendations of this Sub-Committee. ·· The revised plans were 
approved by the Sub-Committee on the 12th December 1947: In the 
meantime excavation bad begun in August 1947 but n<> actual constructi()n 
could begin until the final approval. of the plants by the Tata~Kasturbhai 
Committee. Active construction work is now going on .. Plans are also in 
hand for the construction of a full size model of one room of the laboratory 
to work out details of piping, wiring and drainage. This model is expected 
to be ready by March 1948. 



National MetaDurgieal LaboratotJ, Jamshedpar. 

At its first meeting held on 7th December, 1940, the Metals Com
mittee, after a close_ examination of the future development of the country's 
metallurgical industry~ came to the considered decision that to ensure its 
progress and expansion~ a central organisation in the form of a National 
Metallurgical Research Laboratory was essential: The Metals Committee, 
therefore, in the minutes of this meedng suggested that "the attention of 
the Board be drawn to the eminent suitability of Jamshedpur as a centre 
for metallurgical research and that a recommendation be made to the Board 
and Government that a scheme involving the erection of a building, the 
purchase of equipment and the employment of staff be financed to make 
the proposal workable." 

A Laboratory Planning Sub-committee of the Metals Committee was 
later constituted to formulate a concrete scheme for submission t.o the Board 
of Scientific and Industrial Research. This Sub-committee was composed 
of the following:-

Sir J. J. Ghandy, CI.E. 
Sir s. S. Bhatnagar 

. Sir Cyril S~ Fox 
Mr. R. A. MacGregor, C.I~E. 
Mr. E. V. Parkinson 
Mr. N. Hackney 
Dr. D. Swarup 

Chairman 
Member 

" 
, 
, 

The Lsboratory Planning Sub-committee entrusted Messrs. Ballardie 
Thompson and Mathews, a firm of architects to translate their recommen
dations into definite plans. The architects submitted their proposals to the 
planning committee who estimated that the cost of the project would be of 
the order of Rs. 6o lakhs. An ad hoc committee of the Board of Scientific and 
Industrial Research was formed and resolved "to recomm!=nd the establish
ment of a Metallurgical Research Laboratory at an initial cost of about 
Rs. 30 lakhs inclusive of building and equipment and a recurring annual 
cost of Rs. 3 lakhs. The cost should be spread over a period of years by 
splitting the laboratory into blocks. As the Geological Survey of India, the 
Madras Government and all metallurgical industries in India were interest-

. ed, the committee hoped that they would all contribute to the capital and 
recurring expenditure''. This recommendation of the committee was 
generally accepted by the Board. 



to October 1944 the Board appointed the National Metallurgical 
laboratory Planning Committee with the following personnel to attend to 
th~ detailed planning work. 

Sir J. J. Ghandy~ c. I. It 
Sir S. S. Bhatoagar 
Director, Geological Survey of lndia 
Mr. R. A. MacGregor; C.I.B. 
Mr. E. v. Parkinson 
Dr. G. P. Contractor. 

Chairman· 
Member 

,, 
,, 
, 

Secretary 

Dr. Contraetot assumed charge of his duties as Assistant Dlrector 
(Planning) in November 1944• 1 

The National Metallurgical Laboratory. when completed will cover all 
aspects of metallurgical research, both fundamental and applied and will also 
carry_ out research work on ores,_ minerals and refractories as· applied to 
metallurgy. 

With the rapid growth ot hidustries hi the country and- their future, 
stability there bas arisen the need of a central station for carrying out re• 
search on rnin.etals, eomplete with pilot plant facilities for their in"dustrial 
development. The urgeney of having such a ·station bas. now further increas- · 
ed with the recent abolition of the war-time created _'Utilisation- Branch' of 
the Geologic:al Survey of India. . The preparado_n of minerals and ores and 
the smelting of the latter are so definitely a part of the development of the 
country's metallurgical industries that the sub-~ommittee suggested 
facilities fot mineral research be provided at the National Metallurgical 
Laboratory. The then Director of the Geological Survey, who was also a 
member of the sub .. committee, was consulted on this· particular aspect of . 
the laboratory's functions and he agteed that the inclusion of minerals re .. 
search within its scope was most desirable. 

'• 
As· the metallurgical industry is one of the biggest consumers of re-

fractories, the sub-committee was also of the opinion that research work on 
refractories should also be associated with that on metallurgy and that work 
on metallurgical furnace design might also \)e undertaken. Work on re~ 
factories would be greatly facilitated by the presence of the minerals n
search section with its specialised laboratorg and pilot plant equipment. 

In c;;onsequence, provision has been made in the final plans of the 
National Metallurgical LabJratory for administration including statistics, 
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chemical analysis, physical chemi~try, physics as it. affects metallurgical 
problems, the examination, preparation and smelting of metallic ores; the 
melting, heat treatment and working of metals and alloys ; the electro
deposition and surface treatment of metals and research on refractories, 
together with facilities for the application of research results to commer
cial.operating conditions and for the study of such conditions as they effect 
the quality of the products and the efficiency and economy of commercial 
production. · 

The National Metallurgical Laboratory will work in close collabora
tion· with the other National laboratories particularly on long term research 
of a fundamental nature. · 

While being fully aware of the great impar~ance of fundamental re
search to the metallurgical industry, the sub-committee were of the opinion 
that close contact between the research workers and the industry itself was 
also essential in order to maintain that outlook so necessary for the success
ful adapt~tion of research results to industrial practice. Therefore, the 
committee proposed that the National Metallurgical Laboratory be es
tablished at Jamshedpur where excellent. facilities for the study of practical 
operating problems are available at the works of the Tata Iron & Steel Co., 
Ltd; the Tinplate Co. of India; the Indian Steel & Wire Products; the 
Indian Cable Co.; the Tatanagar Foundries and the Jamshedpur Engineer
ing & Machine Manufacturing Co. The Indian Copper Corporation is 
close-by, while most of the engineering industri~s are centred around 
Calcuua. Furthermore, the other two proposed National laboratories, 
viz., the Central Glass and Ceramic Research Institute and the Feul Re
search Station are planned close-by to be established io Calcutta and Dhan
b~d respectively. ·The possibility of close collaboration with the Govern
ment Metallurgical Inspectorate situated at Jamshedpur and with the 
Research and Control Laboratories of the Tata Iron & Steel Co., Ltd., is 
also an additional advantage. 

A very suitable site for the National Metallurgical Laboratory was 
nailable at Jamshedpur to the east of and adjoining the Tata 
laboratories, while opposite are the laboratories of the Government 
Metallurgical Inspectorate. The ateel company very kindly offered to 
make this site available. The site is extensive and provides an adequate 
area for the purpose. The problem11 of power, water and gas supply and 
aewage and effiueot disposal will b~ the same as those-that were succtssfully 
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solved at the time of the erection of the Tata laboratories. In addition, 
all services are available close to the site. 

Some criticism might be levelled at this choice of site as the climate of 
_ Jamshedpur is hot during summer season, a site in a more moderate. climate 

being probably preferable. The sub-committee were of< the opinion that 
the practical advantages of establishing the laboratory at Jamshedpur far , 
outweighed the disadvantages of climate, particularly as the hot ~eason wa~ 
of a relatively abort duration being approximately S to 10 weeks a year. 
However, th~ question of air-conditioning the laboratories or part 
thereof by either evaporative cooling system or by mechanical refrigeration 
was comprehensively studied by. the air-conditio~ing engineers who were' 
furnished with the last five years' figures of local temperature and relative 
bJmidity during summer months. Based on their recommendations the 
planning committee ha'l finally decided to provide air-c~mditionin: by 
refrigeration to laboratory rooms, offices_, l~brary, conference rooms etc. 

Evaporative cooling system was found on detailed examination to be 
unsuitable under local temperature and humidity conditions;· Storage 
rooms, shops and similar interiors will not be air-conditioned. This 
decision was made at an early date as the design and the outward 
appearance of the laboratory building were dependent upon tJte provision 
or otherwise of air-conditioning facility. With air· conditioning, a building 
embodying tall and extensive window features ca~ be adopted which will 
provide efficient internal lighting which is very desir.able. In the revised 
estimate;; given later, the cost of air-conditioning has been included. 

When formulating its views -regarding the laboratory and other 
facilities to be incorporated in the National Metallurgical Laboratory, the 
sub-committee were guided by the principles that the pilot plant sections. 
should be 11eparate but readily accessible from the maio administration and 
research block so as to avoid disturbance therein from vibration, noise, 
dust, etc., generated by semi-commercial scale operations; that the chemical -
and similar laboratories be segregated together away from those in which 
work of more physical nature would be carried out ; that provision be made 
for the educational aspect of metallurgical research by the inclusion within. 
the scheme of an industrial museum and a lecture theatre fully equipped 
wilh modern projection apparatus and the laboratories and the semi-pilot 
phnt sections to be so planned as to be cap~ ble of future extension. 

The sub committee envisaged that the construction and equipping 



_ of the laboratories would be $pread over a number of yeats and (or- tht! 
purpose· assumed an 'over all period of five years, the first year being 
occupied in detailed planning, drawing up of specifications~ etc.t actual 
construction proceeding in the ·second to the fifth years. In ·order to permit 
of the. orderly development of resear~h a~d pilot plant work proceeding 
during the constructional period, the architects were instructed to draw 
up their plans ac~;ordingly • 

. The total scientific staff' o( the labdl'atory will be abdut 30 · and the 
~dministrative :·and workshop stafl' about so. The capital expenditure is 
e:rpected _to be approximately 5 t. S lakhs and_ the recurring expenses on 
completion in the Sth year are estimated at S lakhs. _The pioneer House of 
Tatas have made a donation of Rs. u lakhs and Messrs. The Indian 
Steel Products Ltd., Jamshedpur and the Indian Metallurgical Industries 
have contributed Ra. 1 .lakh each towards the ~:ost of establishing the 
National Metallurgkal Laboratory. 

The foundation stone o( the National Metallurgical taboratory was 
laid. on the 2lst November 1946 by ltis Excellency Shri Rajagopalachari, 
then Minister for Education and Arts in tlie Interim National Government 
in the presence of a distinguished gathering. The architects were thereafter 

. ·requested to proceed with the preparation of the working drawings and 
-detailed estimates of the "I:'echnological Block which were circulated to tbe 
Local Advisory Committee in June 1947 and it was decided to call tenders 
for the con_struction ot'the Technological Block. The tenders were received 
on the 21St August 1947 and ~fter examination by the architects and the 
Local Advisory Committee, it was decided on the· 26th October 1947 to 
award the contract to Messrs. Engineer Syndicate (India) Ltd.~ and steps 
to enter into a final agreement wirb the contractors are in hand. 
The construction of the Technological Block is estimated to coss 
Rs. 4,7s,ooo. 

Detailed arrangements in individual bays of the Technological Block 
with regard to the arrangement of heavy and light machines, furnaces; 
electric smelting and treatment, pilot assemblies; services (gas, water, air and 
electricity), etc., are under preparation. Plans showing the arrangements of 
the machines, etc •• together with ancillary objects and services have already 
been sen' to the architects for their comments. Further detailed arrange
ments will shortly be ready for discussion with the architects. Tbe architects 
have so far expressed their entire satisfa<:tion with the arrangements as they 
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do not appear to interfere with the architectural requirements of the 
Technological Block. 

In addition tr• the above progress_ very comprehensive l~sts of equip
ment, apparatus, machines, etc., estimated at Rs. 18 lakhs were prepared 
during the period under review.. Detailed specifications and precise 
desiderata were drawn for individual items and this necessitated considerable 
time and study. Iu order to make estimates accurate leading manufacturers 
of apparatus, instruments, machines, pilot assemblies, etc., were requested 
to give the prevalent prices and other inform~tion which may be useful 
in the preparation of detailed specifications. As a result, very· compendi
ous lists of equipment, etc., with approximate current prices have been 
prepared. ' . 

Streouous attempts were also made during this period ·.to purchase 
back numbers of scientific journals, ·periodicals, etc., as a prelimiJ!ary step 
to build the library of the National Metallurgical Laboratory. Various 
American, British,· French and German . publishers and booksellers were 
contacted in this connection and firm orders to the value of Rs. · 36,ooo 
have been placed. Some of the back numbers have, al~eady been received 
in the office of the National Metallurgical ;Laboratory where they are 
carefully kept. 

Regarding the purchase oflaboratory equip~e.nt, etc., the materials 
available with the D.G. Disposals, Govt .. of India, were· scrupulously 
studied and those useful were sorted out for purchase. · A representative 
of the National Metallurgical Laboratory was· deputed to visit various 
depots to examine the ~ondition of the machines available and find out 
their suitability or otherwise. As a result, firm orders for machines 
costing about Rs. 24,000 have already been placed with the D.G. Disposals. 
Further orders to the value of nearly Rs. 3 lakhs are expected to be placed 
shortly. 

National Fuel Reaearch Institute 
Digwadih-Dbanbad 

The importance of explo.ring ways and means to ensure proper 
utilisation and conservation of a country's coal, oil and other fuel resources 
bas been recognised by all the important industrial countries and institutes 
for fuel research have been established in the U. K., U. S. A.,. France, 
Germany, Soviet Union and other progressive countries. The appoint
ment of the Fuel Research Committee was a natural outcome of the 



decision of the Governmen~ of India to establish the Board of Scientific and 
Industrial ·Research, and was a clear indication of the fact that the impor· · 

_ tance of fuel was appr~ciated by the Government. 

The present composition of the Fuel Research Committee is :-
. 

A. Farquhar Esq. 
B. Wilson Haigh Esq. 
Dr. C. Forrester 
Director, Geological Survey of India 
D. N. Wadia Esq. 
Dewan Bahadur D. D. Thacker 
H. Bennett Esq. 
Sir J. C. Ghose 
K; B. Sen Esq. 
Prof. M. Qureshi 
Prof. N. N. Chatterjee. 
W r Kirby Esq. 
Director, Scientific and Industrial Research 
Dr. J. W. Whitaker 
Dr. A. Lahiri 

Chairman 
Member 

,. 
, 
, 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" , 
" Ex-officio 

" 
Secretary 

The Fuel Research Committee at its first meeting in August 1940 
recommended that its main objective should be the establishment of a 
·Central Fuel Research Station for India. This recommendation was con
sidered and discussed from time to time and in December 1943, the 
Governing Body of the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research approv· 
ed the establishment of the Fuel Research Institute at a cost of Rs. 3 lakhs. 

This decision of the Governing Body was followed by the appoint· 
ment early in 1944 of a Local Planning Committee for conducting the day 
to day work for the establishment of the Fuel Research Committee, with the 
following 'personnel:-

W. Kirby Esq. 
A. Farquhar Esq. 
B. Wilson _Haigh Esq. 
Dr. c. Forrester 
Dewan Bahadur D. D. Thacker 
S. K. Nargundkar Esq. 
Dr. A. -Lahiri 

Chairman 
Member 

,, 

" , 

Secretary 
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Dr.A. Lahiri was appointed Assistant Director (Planning) and assumed 
charge of his duties in June I945· His duties were to draw up a ·sketch 
plan for the buildings and requirements for the National Fuel Research 
Institute. This plan was accepted and Messrs. Ballardie, Thompson, & -
Mathews were appointed architects in November I945·- They drew up 
building plans, which were modified. from time t~ time to suit the budget 
allotments. Dr. J. W. Whitaker till recently Principal of Huddersfield 
Technical College was selected Director of the National. Fuel Research 
Institute and joined his duties on ISt April 1946. 

The Fuel Research Committee appointed a site selection committee 
which after much· deijberatiori. decided upon the present position at Dig
wadih Io miles south of Dhanbad. He_re the superior rigllts of about ISO 

. acres of land were donated to the Council- of Scientific and Industrial 
Research by the Raja of Jharia~ Babu S~iv Prasad Singh, M.B.E. The 
Institute will be in·a growing industrial area, being in close proximity of the 
synthetic fertilizer plant at Sindri · and the Digwadih colliery ·of. the Tat~ 
Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. The site is. excellently located as it is situated i~ 

· the heart ofthe major coal producing fields of India. · Electricity ~nd 
water supply in the initial stages will be available from Tata's colliery · 
nearby~ The power requirements .of the future . will be met from the 
proposed grid system in Bihar. Wells will be sunk for water supply. 
When completed, the institute will have the foll~wing divisions:-

- I. Physical and Chemical Survey of Coal Resources (including field 
laboratories). 

2. Carbonization and· By-products (including colloids and rbeol~gy 
sections, tars and plastics). 

3· Liquid Fuel Division (including hydrogenation, synthetic fuels, 
• petroleum, alcohol, etc.). · 

4· Physics Division (including pyrometry, calorimetry, beat trans
ference, x-ray and spectroscopy). 

S· Gaseous Fuels Division (including combustion control). 
6. Engineering Division (including preparation of coal for the mar

ket, boiler ·plant, etc). 
7. Library and Intelligence. 
8. Administration and Office~ 

All the divisions of the Institute are expected to cooperate in the con
duct of research schemes since no clear cut distinction can be maintained 



. 
and team work of the highest order will be required for furthering the 
.object for which the institute is intended. 

The present programme comprises a preliminary survey of the chief 
seams including proximate and ultimate analysis, washability tests, ash 
analysis and tests, coking tests, carbonisation assays, gasification tests and 
investigations into tar. Subsequent work will include more detailed examina
tion on ·the above lines and further researches , into the utilisation of the 
coals, either directly as fuels or indirectly as the products of carbonisation, 

·complete gasification, hydrogenation and synthetic processes. Work will 
also. be done on Indian oils and fuels not derived from coal such as wood 
and alcohol. At the same time fundamental research will not be neglected. 
Pilot plants will be constructed as required. 

It is expected that the construction and equipmrnt of the laboratories 
- and workshops will occupy two years. The third and fourth years will be 

devoted la~gely to the construction of plant. Broadly speaking, the lay-out 
is divisible into three main portions, namely the administrative section, 
the laboratories, and the Technological Block. Due to the climatic con
ditions, air-conditioning will be provided for the administrative and 
laboratory sections. 

The administrative section comprises; (a) Officers' rooms (b) Office 
accommodation for clerical staff (c) Map and record rooms (d) Visitors', 
~ost, telephone and messengers' rooms {') Conference and lecture rooms 
(/) Drawing office (g) Statistics and intelligence room (h) Library and 
reading room. The library will form the Central Fuel Library for India 
and will have a Statistical Section. The conference room may be use-d for 
lecture purposes and will be equipped accordingly. • 

The Laboratory section comprises rooms for (a) stores and services 
(b) general analysis and fuel_.testing for coal survey purposes (c) carboniza· 
.tion, by-products, and liquid fuel investigation {dt rhysical and gaseous 
fuel research (e) special researches and{/) coal preparation and purification. 

The stores block, which is placed near the centre of the laboratories 
for convenience, stands taller than the adjoining rooms. Three Boors are 
provided, each 10 ft. high, thus affording suitable rooms for storage. 
Distilled water will be taken from a still housed on the roof and led to 
various points in the laboratories. 
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The General and Coal Survey Laboratories will includ" rooms for 
ll.sh estimation, for ash fusion tests and for research on refractories ; in· 
organic chemical laboratories; rooms for high and low temperature assay, 
and coking and swelling tests ; rooms for determination of moisture, · 
\lola tile matter, carbon dioxide, etc., and for the ultimate analysis. of coal; 
an inorsanic analytical laboratory· for determination of sulphur,. phos• 
phorus, arsenic, chlorine, etc., calorimetry and balance rooms, ,preparation 
and solution rooms and a small office. 

For Carbonization, By-products and Liquid Fuels the lay-out 
comprises a laboratory for special carbonization experiments; a routine 
laboratory for :carbonization, blending and oxidation tests; 
an organic laboratory for work .on liquid fuels ; a physical 
chemistry laboratory for work on mineral oils and the ·Jike i preparation 
~nd balance rooms, and a small office. 

In the Physical and Gas Research Sub-section rooms will be provided 
for X-ray and X-ray control; pyrometer testing, ultra-violet and. in:Cra-red 
!;pectroscopy; gas an~lysis ; combustion and gas research ; a speciill gas · 
research laboratory for fractionation of gases, thermal· inv.:stigations etc., 
and a preparation room and office. 

For Special Research, provision has been made fot work in micros
copy, coal ·petrography and related investigati~ns; section-cutting and 
polishing; . hydrogenation ; rheological investigations and particle size 
determination ; colloid research, electrical, magnetic and optical properties ; 
chromatography and photo-chemical analysis; micro-analysis ; molecular 
res-earch; hydro-carbon . synthesis ; and plastics research. ·The. , blocks 
(D and E) will be allocated to ~hese researches. 

For coal preparation, equipment will be installed for making standard 
tests. on the washability of coals. In addition, accommodation and 
apparatus will be provided for tests on commercial samples ; and for 
special researches on methods of de-ashing oflndian coals, e.g., by froth 
flotation. Rooms are also allocated for i~vestigations into wetting and 
frothing and amalgamation agents, with and without fine grinding and for 
investigations into slurry problems in washeries, the stabilization of coal
cleaning media, etc. These laboratories will be. near. the Technological 
Block, _within easy access of sampling, crushing, and screening plant. 

The nature of the work to be carried out in the Technological Block 
requires that, these buildings should also be removed from the main 
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Research Laboratories and Administration Buildiog~. The Technological 
Bloc.k, will have the folla:-ving facilities : 

(I) Weighing, crushing, grinding and sampling plant, and fine 
·grinding equipment; shatter test apparatus for coke; abrasio~ test appara
tus for coke; screens ; a room for the storage of samplc:s for reference 
(2) General stores; precision instrument shop (3) General workshops 
(4) Room for electrical power distribution (S) Semi-technical carbonization 
ovens (6) Small gasification, hydrogenation, and artificial oxidation plant 
(7) Boiler and pulverized fuel firing equipment (8) Vibrator screens for 
acreen analysis on large scale samples and {9) Small foundry. 

Space is provided for boiler and other plants which may be required, 
e.g: coke ovens, producer gas units, hydrogen generators, low temperature 
carbonization plant, tar-hydrogenation plant, refineries, gas holders, Fisher
T~opsch u~its and coal washing plant. 

A railway siding will be available for the Technological Block and 
the above plant in due course. Meanwhile permission has been obtained 
to use the nearby railway siding of Tata Iron & Steel Co. Motor transport 
will be used to the Institute. 

The scheme is expected to cost Rs. I 4 lakbs as non-recurring 
expenditure and Rs. :z.s lakhs as recurring expenses during the first five 
years. The recurring expenses are expected to increase to S·S lakbs 
after th·e first five years. 

The foundation stone of the building was laid by the Hon'ble 
Mr. C.H. Bhabha on the 17th November 1947 before a distinguished 
gathering of those interested ~n coal and others. 

The present position with regard to the building is as follows :-

l, Negotiations have been completed for takini over the estate, 

which amounts to 170 acres. 

:z. . The building of the Laboratories Block for the physical and 
chemical survey of Indian coals bas commenced in August 1947· The 
necessary cement and steel however are not yet to hand. Tenders have 
been called for the building of the Technological Block-approximate 
estimate of Rs. 3l lakhs. Detailed plans have also been considered with 
the architects for the Administrative Block. It is proposed to call for 
tenden in the near future. 



3· Arrangements have been made for supplies of water and electri
city. Wells have been cleaned and sunk and the agreement completed for 
the supply of electricity from the. power station of the Tata Iron & Steel 
Co. Details of tbe layout are under consideration by the engineer of the 
architects. It is important to allow for connection to the new grid 
scheme in the course of a few years. 

4· The housing scheme is making slow progress. -'The lay
out of the estate is under consideration by the C. P. W. 
Dept. Concerning the layo,ut of the grounds, the Secretary of the Council 
of Scientific & Industrial Research has approached the Horticultural Adviser 
to the Government. It is hoped to have the benefit of this ~xpert guidance. 

EQUIPMENT AND APPARATUS. 

1. To avoid delays a temporary laboratory at Dhanbad has been 
equipped. Here the work of coal analrsis and testing, including the 
survey of coals and their washability, will be done until the laboratories at 
Digwadih are available. 

2. A library is being formed. Books and journals to the value of 
Rs. I:S,ooo have been ordered from abroad, in addition to books to the 
value of R5. Soo purchased in India. -

3· Laboratory apparatus and supplies to the value of. Rs. so,ooo 
have been ordered from abroad and to the value of Rs. IS,ooo in India. 

STAFF. 

I. The technical staff consists of I ·Director, 1 Assistant Director, 
I Scientific Officer, 1 Junior Scientific Officer, 6 Scientific Assistants, 
1 Draughtsmao, I Librarian and Statistical Assistant and I- Works Overseer. 
A Chief Bngin:eer has been selected and is expecaed to join shortly. 

2. The office staff consists of 8 administrative assistants,- and 
9 others.· 

. RESEARCH AND INVEStiGATON$. 

I. A survey has been made of the published work on Indian coals 
and a preliminary coal classification made following the U.S.A. scheme of 
Parr. The broad categories of Indian coals are becoming apparent; but th~re 
are unusual features in the coals of Assam and of the Punjab. 
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_ The geological structure and resources of the 1haria and Raniganj 
eoalfields ar.e being studied from sections, maps, and records of bore boles 
ia order ·that correlation of the analysis with geological structure and 
quantities of coal available may be easily effected at a later stage. 

2. lndian coals nnd conditions necessitate special care in determina• 
don of moisture. The quality oftbe ash is also important. Work has 
been inaugurated on both these subjects. 

3• ' Special attention is also bein~ paid to tbt: precise determination 
of,{t) calorific value and (2.) phosphorous content in coal and coke. 

ORGANtSATION AND GENERAL. 

1.' The _ Assistant Director acts as Secretary of the Fuel Research 
Committee. By this means the Institute maintains active contact with the 
various subsidised fuel researches of the country. Collaboration has also 
been effected with the scientific_staff engaged on the dynamometer-car work 
of the: railways. · 

2. _It is · proposed to form Coalfield Survey Committees to adviser-' 
and help with the physical and chemical survey work. Two committees 
are proposed at the start, one for the }haria field and one for Raniganj. 
Prelimin~ry . steps to constitute these c;:ommittees have already been 
taken up. 

Central Clau and Ceramie Research lnatitute, Calcutta. 

, Tl;le need for the establishment of this institute was first considered 
in early 1942. and after some: meetings the committee that was appionted 
to advise on the formulation of the scheme with· Sir S. S. Bhatnagar as 
chairman finally submitted its proposals in June 1944 to the Governing 
Body which on ut August 1944 decided the following:-

!. That the Institute be located at Calcutta. 
2 •. That a sum o( rupees twelve lakhs be provided for the capital 

expenditure of the lnstitu,e. 
3· That Messrs. Ballardie Thompson & Mathews, Chartered 

Architects 7, Wellesley Placef Calcutta, be appointed architects 
for the institute. 

The functions of the Institute were to be: 
1. Fundamental research having a bearing on different branch~s of 

glass and ceramics. 



2. Testing and standardisation. 
3· Technical assistance to the industry. 
4· Dissemination of infor~ation. 
S· Training oitechnologists. 

The foundation stone of the Institute was laid by the Hon'ble Sir 
Ardeshir Dalal; then President of the Council of Scientific and Industrial 
Research on the 24th December 1945· 

Apart from the grant sanctioned_ by the Council of Scientific and 
Industrial Research, 3 donations of rupees teo thowand each- have been 
received from Dr. Sir U. N. ·Brahmchari, ~r: I. G. Varshney and the 
Bengal Glass Manufacturers Association. These ·donations signify the 
interests of the industry and the public in the establishment _of this .in$ti-
tute. 

The site of the Institute is at Gariahat Road near the ·College of 
Engineering and Technology, Jadavpur, where it now has a 20 bighas plot . 
on a 76 years' lease from the Calcutta Corporation on an annual-rent of 
Rs. 6oo. This land has been procured mostly through , the good · offices of 
the College of Engineering, the 'original Jeasee of the land and the . Cor
poration of Calcutta, the owner. 

Th:: plans of the buildings were prepared by Messrs-. Ballardie 
Thompson and Mathew_s, architects to the Institut_e, in consultation with 
the officers of the Institute and scrutinized by the advisory sub-committe~ .. 
Since the Institute is concerned with research on industrial subjects· the 
buildings has bet"n divided into two sections : main laboratory. and the 
Techonological Block. lt was decided that the Technological Block should 
be constructed first. After tbe plans had been approved by, the advisory 
sub-committee and after scrutiny of the tenders submitted for this part of 
construction, the ·work was entrusted. . to Messrs. A. K; Sarkar 
(Builders) Ltd., Calcutta in August 1945• Although the contractors com
menced work immediately and it was estimated that it would be'completed in 
six months time yet due to several factors it has taken -nearly- two years to 
complete the building which is now receiving finishing touches. 

The area of the Technological Block that has been built is about 13 to 
14 thousand sq. ft. The rooms in this block are :the big experi_mental. 
furnace room, the treatment of raw materials room, clay working labora
tory, refractories laboratory, workshop,heavy store rooms and two other 
nore rooms that are at present converted into sitting rooms and temporary
chemical laboratory and other small auxiliary rooms like privies etc. · 



The three important services, gas, water and elecLriciry in this block 
bas been completed by Messrs. J. B. Norton & Son, Calcutta and S. K. 
Mitra Ltd:, Calcutta. The work on la~oratory fittings such as laboratory 
benches, fume cupboards etc. was entrusted to Messrs. Mansfield, Calcutta, 
last year and is· sLill in progress. _All the material has been brought 
to the site and the work is expected to be completed shortly. 

At the site of the Institute there. was no provision for the supply of 
water: by the Calcutta Corporation, nor was there adequate arrange
ment for the supply of gas by_ the Oriental Gas Co. . The power lines of 

· the Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation were sufficient fcir the demand of 
the Instit\~te and they have already made arrangements for the supply of 
consumption . expected in the T~chnological Block. Regarding water, a 
s inch tubewell which is expected to deliver water to fulfil the maximum 
requirements of the Institute, both present and anticipated, has been sunk 

_ at the site by Messrs. Scott & Saxby and a separate po1mp house to pro
vide pumping installatio~ has been built by Messrs. A. K. Sarkar -and is 
nearing completion. 

For the, supply of gas, after protracted negotiations arrangements 
were made with the Oriental Gas Co. on the latter's laying a pipe suitable 
for the requirements of gas at their own expense on the· condition that the 
Institute guarantees a minimum consumption per month. This figure is in 
agreement with the consumption of gas that is expected at the Institute in 
view of the , installation of a number of moderate sized furnaces. The 
gas company has already ·completed the work and has brought the 
connection to the premises of the Institute. As the pressure of gas at 
the point of delivery ·by the company is not sufficiently high, a booster 
is being installed and according to the information supplied by the contrac
tors, Messrs. J, B. Norton & Sons, entrusted with this job, it is exprcted 
to arrive from abroad &oon. Till that time tte gas company is making a 
connection to the Institute's installation so that some work could be started 

even at low pressure.· 

The initial requirements of equipment for the Institute were drawn 
up in . conformity with the functions and nature of work of the 
Institute almost immediately after the starting of the building work. In 
drawin' up the specifications for the requirements, special atter>tion has 

. been paid to the requirement for pilot plant experiments which is of special 



importance in a technological research institute of this type. The Officer
in-charge (Dr. Atma Ram) waa deputed last 'year to visit U.K. and U.S.A. -
after completing his visit to Germany and authorised to purchase equipment 
to the extent of Rs. 2 lakbs from tbe total amount of Rs.' S lakbs earmarked 
for this purpose. Due to an unfortunate accident which be met in Germany 
during his visit, this work was delayed by a few months When early 
1947, after collecting quotations and other things the work of placing 
orders was to be undertaken, be was suddenly recalled to India on 
account -of dislocation 'in the work of the Institute here.· But he ·bad pla'ced 
orders for some items of equipment in England, some of which, such as the 
platinum articles, have already arrived .. Orders for other urgent equipment · 
have already been placed after hb arrival in· India and more are being placed 
within the limit of Rs. 2 lakhs. · These orders cover only some of the initial 
equipment that is needed for.such a laboratory and a sum of Rs. 3 lakbs 
is kept in reserve pending the appointment. of the Director, who will 
arrange for the purchase of further equipment. · . 

While visiting Germany the Officer·in-Cbarge requisitioned a few 
machines and· other pieces of equipment which were considered· useful 
for the Institute. It is learnt that a shaping machine has already been 
. allotted to the Institute and will shortly be shipped from Hamburg, and 
several analytical balances which were a speciality of Germany have also 
been ordered. 

During 'the visit of the, Officer-in-Charge_ to England two special 
units for the processing of glass sands and clays, 'one sand washing plant 
and a magnetic separater bad 'been promised to him as free present by 
Messrs. Hardy- & Padmore of Worcester and Messrs. Magnetic 
Machine Co., Birmingham, for work at the Institute. h is learnt that 
one of these ·units, the first -one, will ·be leaving Engla~d _in a short 
time. 

The acute shortage of equipment is well known. The- price of · 
equipment bas gone up and the position of ,supply bas considerably 
deteriorated after the cessation of hostilities But during his personal -
contacts with the directors of the firms with whom orders have been and 
are being placed, the Officer-in-Charge was assured that every priority 
will be given to the equipment intended for the Institute. It is expected 
that some of ·these orders may be ·supplied in the next six months. In 
this connection be received great assistance from glass and ceramic 
laboratories, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research and the 
Ministry of Supply, England. 
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All details regarding construction of furnaces and "the installation 
Clf eguipment' have already been prepared for every room of the 
Technological. Block. .Sanction has now been obtained for undertaking 
some of this work, and quotations · have been invited for- getting the 
materials. The chimneys required for the furnaces have already been 
ordered and are expected to be delivered very soon when construction. of 
_the furnaces will be undertaken. The equipment will be fitted as anc:J 
when it is received here . 

.It is proposed to have at the Institute a museum representing the 
important features of these industries and also the finished products.· 
During the visit of the Officer-in-Charge to Germany and U.K., quite 
a ·number of useful samples, charts, drawings etc. have been collected. 

· Some of these have already arrived at the Institute and have been 
displayed. 

The library of the Institute is being o~ganised so as to serve as a 
library not only for the Institute but for those industries in which individual 
factory owners cannot be expected to maintain a good library of their own. 

·With this object in vie'!, back volumes of important journals like Journal of. 
·the Society of Glass Technology, Sheffield, Journal of the American Ceramic 
Society, Transactions of the -British Ceramic Society, Journal of the 
Canadian ~eramic Society,· Glass Industry, Glass etc. have already been 
received. Back volumes of the Chemical Abstracts are being ordered from 
the publisbe_rs. The firsc instalment of books required for the Institute was 
ordered about 1\ years ago and considering the acute· shortage of books, 
the position bas not been too bad. . About so% of the books have 
been received and many out of print . but being printed are stiJJ on 
standing order. The next~ instalment of books is now ready and will 
be ordered in course of the year. In addition to this a very large 
number of catalogues and other descriptive pamphlets regarding equipment, 
both for the library and for the industries have been collected during 
recent visits to foreign countries and arc kept in the library. Several firms 

are supplying very useful technical data which are expected to be of very 
great assistance in the work of the Institute. 

The Institute is a standing subscriber to about 46 important · 
scientific and technical journals on glass and ceramics and other sciences 

related to these subjects. 

The main building of the Institute which is to bouse laboratories for 
tine type of work, museum,. library, offices etc. has been planned. It is 



bt present contemplated to be a two-storied building and has been so 
laid out that the rooms requiring air-conditioning such . as sitting room, 
special laboratories, library etc. are placed in_ one floor~ The plans of 
this building arc now to be approved by the Local Planning Committee and 
the architects will soo!l circulate the detailed- bills of quantitites, when 
tenders will be invited for · undertaking · itS' construction. Depending 
upon'the amount of money available, i,t is at present proposed to const~uct 
as much of the building as possible keeping in view the structural and 
engineering aspects. · 

Ad(}isory Board of th1 lnstitul~. 

To advise the Coundl regarding the afl'ain of the lnstitute there is an 
Advisory Board with the following personnel:- ' 

Prof. M.. N. Saba, F.R.S. 
Prof. P. Ray 

Mr. D. N. Sen 

Mr. M.M. Sut 

Sir Biren M.oolt:erjee . 

Representative of Glass 
Manufacturers' Federation 

Representing the Ceramic 
Industry . 

The Director, Geological Survey of lndia 
Oirector, Scientific and Industrial Research 
Dr. Atma Ram 

The fuctions of this Board are ~ 

Cbaitinan 
Membet 

.,, 

)• 

" Ex-officio. 
Secretar:f 

(a) to sub!Dit to the Council. of Scientific and lndustrial Research a 
f>rosramme of the work of the Institute at the beginning of eacla 
)'eat. 

(b) to _review the progress of the tnstitute and to t'ecommend to the. 
Council of ·Scientific and Industrial Research proposals fot develop• 
tnent. 

(t) to frame the budget ot the institute and submit it to the Council 
of Scientific and Industrial Research for consideration. 

{4) to dischar,e any othet function which may be assigned t~ it by 
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research. 
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This Board was constituted in January 1946. tt bas held live 
meetings and keeps the Council informed about the affairs of tbcs 
Institute. 

Local Planning c;,,;,;ttu for the Institute. 

The previous Advisory Sub-committee whicb was concerned witll 
the scrutiny of building plans was dissolved in March 1947 and a Local 
Planning Committee to advise on the architectural and constructional 
matters of the Institute bas been appointed with the followin~ 
personnel. 

Prof, M. N. S11ha 
Dr. A. H. Pandya 
Mr. M. G. Bhagat 
The Superintending l!nglneer. Bengal Citdej 

Central Pu_blic Works Department, Calcutta •. 
Director, Scientific and lodusttial R.eseatch 
:Dr. Atma Ram 

Chairman 
Member 

,. 
Ex-officio 
Secretary 

lt bat bad otle meeting wben it discussed tbe tentativ~ plans (dt 

the maio building which have now undergone considerable modifications 
in riew of some impottant decisions regardin~ ait~c:onditioninm of thd 
buildings. 

Tult .. ieal Work bj tit. Sta/l 

Doring this period although tedtnica:l. meii1bets o( ttie staff bad 
to be busy in planning th~ laboratories and preparing detailed requirements 
and specifications ol the equipment for a considerabld part af the time. 
they have devoted time for technical wodc. The Institute r~ceived 8j 
technical enquiries covering information on various subjeGts. Thesef 
have been attended to. It may be mentioned that due to the delay in 
equipment full fledged laboratory facilities are not yet available and in 
the absence or these as many af the enquiries ., cauld be attended 
to with the information at the disposal and e»perience of the staff have 
been attended to. Several of these requests concerned preparations of 
plans and designs for the factories and might involv: the Institute iii 
responsibility af their workability. The policy regarding technical assis .. 
tance it:l such matters is not yet finally deGided and pendia11 that tbcad 
requests have been dccliaed. 



l>uring this period the Officer-in-Charge (Dr. Atma Ram) also acted 
lis a member of the Glass. Panel and the Ceramics and Refractorie11 
Panel of the Department of Planning and Deve~opment of the Govern• 
ment of India, and rendered as much help- as possible parti~ularly in techni
cal matters. 

'l'he Road Research -Institute, Delhi. 

The Governing ·Body of the Council ot Scientific and lndustrial 
ltesearch at their 9th meeting held on the 11st September 1945 agreed in 
l'rinciple -to· the setting up of a Road Research Institutd Cot India. A joint 
meeting ot the sub-committee appointed by the GoYerning Body of the 
Council of Scientific and lndustrial Research with the representatives of 
the War Transport Department was held in Delhi On the 9th Novembc;t 
l94S· A Road Research Advisory Committee with the following memMrs . 
was constituted to considet and recommend the lines on whiE:h tbt Road 
ltesearch should be planned. 

Sir Kenneth Mitchell - ltepresentative of the 
- Transport Department 

Mr. G . .M. Mckelvie - . . b . ,~ 
Dr. H.B. Dunnicli1t - . n ,, 

Lt. Col. c.M. Singer - R.epresentative o( the 

. br. L.C. Vermad 

' 
br. M. <luteshi 
Sir S.S. Bhatnagar 

Engineer-in-Chief 
..... Representative of the· 

c.s.i.R.-. 
;, ' .~ 

Director, Scientific 
and Industrial Rest>atch 

.Chah·man 
Vice-Chairmaa 
Me.nber 

The )oint meeting 'also decided to request the Consuhing Rogineet 
to the Government of India (Roads) to recommend a suitable place for the 
location of the lnstitute. The Consulting Engineer recommended that the 
hstitute be located at a place near about Delhi. l"his recoaunendation was 
considered at the lith Meeting ofthe Governing Body and it was decided 
to call for the opinion of experienced road engineers of different provinces 
on th~ note and recommendations of the Consulting Engineer to the 
Government of lndia. Accordingly tentative · proposals were , sent in 
necember 1946 to all the provincial cbief engineers in charge of road 
development schemes who unanimously favoured the- establishment of a 



· R.oad Reseatcb Institute. for India and recommended Delhi as the n10!i& 

suitablo place to locat_e it. 

The_ Governing Body at their nth Meeting held on the 9th February 
1947 after carefully considering the views of _the provincial engineers 
decided that a Road .. Researcb J~stitute under the auspices of the Coun~il 
of Scientific and Industrial Research should be established in India and thcs 
Hon'ble President was authorized to take a deci~ion on the. location of the 
.Institute ·on, re10eipt of a detailed Note from the Director, Scientific and 
Industrial Research. The advantages and disadvantages of J?elhi, Lahoret 
Roorkee·' and Nagpur for locating the Institute were scrutinized and the 
Director~ Scientific and Industrial Research finally proposed in August 1947 
that the Institute should be built at Delhi. This bas been approved by the 
Hon'ble President. 

Wid~ a view· to e:z:pedite the euablishnlent of the Institute, the Road 
Research ·Advisory Committee was re~onstituted by the Hon'ble President 
in ,April, 1947,.- consequent on the retirement from service of some o( 

the 1nembers of the committee. Subsequent changes were made in 
November 1947 and the committee as at present constituted consists of th= 
following members:-

' 
Mr; G.M. Mckelvie - Representative of 

Ministry of Tran.sport. 
Mr. K.S. Raghavachary - · -do· 
Lt. Col. C,M. Singer - Representative of the 

Engineer-in-10hief •. 
. Sir K. S. Krishnan ...... Representative of the · 

Dr. M. Qureshi 
Mr. C.G. K-ale 

Sir. S.S, Bhatoagar 

Dr. R.K..N. Iyengar 

Council of Scientific & 
Industrial Research. 

·do· 
- President of the Indian 

Roads Congress 
-- Director, Scientific & 

· Industrial Research. 
- Asstt. Dir~ctor (Planning),. 

c.s.I.R. 

Chairman 

Member 

., 
,, 

Ex-offici a 

Ex-offici a 

Secretary. 

Dr. R.K.N. Iyengar, formerly Assistant Engineer Consultantt 
Ministry of Transport, Govt. of India, was appointed Assistant Directoi 
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(Planning) for preparing the detailed plans and estimates of· the 
Institute and he took over charge of his duties from the 1st of August 

1947· 

Possible sites for the Institut_e in the neighbourhood o~ Delhi were 
inspected by the Consulting Engineer (Roads) and the Assistant Director 
(Planning) and a site on the Delhi-Muttra road in the , extensiye area 
between Humayuo's Tomb and Purana Qila ~as considered most suitable 
and bas been finally selected. The Director, Scientific and- Industrial 
Research and the Hon'ble Prc:sident have approved the site and action has 
now been initiated for the acquisiti~n of 1oo acres of land hi this area. 
It is expected that the required land would be available at an early ·date· 
so that measures might be undertaken for the design and·construction of 
the Institute and other installations ~od for appointment of architects Jor 
this purpose. 

The first meeting of the Road Research Advisory Committee·was held
on the 3rd December 1947. The Committee agreed generally with the 
outline plans and proposals for the buildings, organisation and staff put up 
by .the Assistant Director _(Planning). The Assistant Director (Planning) 
is DOW prepartng a draft plan' ~n the Jines disc_ussed in the meeting . 

. The Road Research Institute when established will foster and promote 
road research on the same general lines as those in the United Kingdom 
and United States of America, with suitable modifications to ensure 
adaptability. to Indian conditions. There shall be one main field experi
mental station near the Institute and other field stations in various · suitable · 
places in different parts of the country. -The Council. of Scien~ific and, 
Industrial Research shall be responsible for the institute and laboratory 
staff, while the field experimental stations shall be financed and controlled 

· by the Central Road Board under tlie Government of India. 

It is proposed that the Road Research Board consisting of 
technical representatives of the Government of India, Provincial 
Government:~ and the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research 
should be set up for ·controlling and directing the research work in 
the Institute and the experimental stations. There: should be the closest 
cooperation betwien the laboratories under a Director of Road Research, 
and field experimental stations under a Director of Technical Coordination 
so tbet the results of research obtained in the laboratory and testing 



siationi could be ·easily and quickly coordinated. A Road Research 
Advisory <;:ommittee consisting of road engineers, scientists, and representa
tives of road industry should be constituted to advise the Central Road 
Board of tbe Government of India and the Road Resea~ch Board on 
research work to be carried out in the central institute -and field experi
mental stations throughout the country and to coordinate all rolld research 
work in the country. Finally, there should be an efficient organisation for 
establishing intimate liaison and effective cooperation on road research 
problems between the central and provincial stations and other organisa
tions in different parts of the country doing similar work and for dissemina
ting the results of rese.arch and experiments. 

Functiom :-The Road Research Institute is expected to foster the 
development of road research, leading to improved methods of design and 
layout of roads in a systematic, efficient and economical manner for the 
benefit of the C:ommon man and advancement of the cultural and industrial 
development of the country. 

The most important _functions of the- Institute will be:--

1. Fundamental research underlying the behaviour of materials used 
in road construction and to devise methods of measurement for this 
purpose. 

2. Investigations for securing a degree of calibration for enabling 
reliable estimates to be formed of the behaviour of various road materials in 
practice. 

3· Tests on various lypes of soils and accelerated testing work for 
road making materials. 

4. . Research connected with the standardisation of specifications for 
roads and road building plants and machinery, and to evolve basic and 
correct standard of materials and designs. · 

S· Testing laboratory products and specifications as far as possible 
under actual working conditions, and to devise instruments for tests on the 
roads and other factors of scientific interest in determining the relation 
between the road and the vehicle. 

6. Research on characteristics of diffcren t types of roads under 
different traffic conditions, incidence of accidents, road safety and road 
stat i sties. 
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7· Dissemination of results of research and experiments by means of 
pamphlets and journals for the benefit of practising engineer~. 

8. Coordination with institutions and industri~al concerns doing similar 
work and tendering technical advice and assistance. 

9· Training of technical personnel : 

The Road Research Institute will consist of the following Divisiom :

(i) Physical Section-to deal with abrasion, attrition, cementing 
value of aggregates. modulus of fluxural strength for concrete-microscopic 
examination-petrology-compressive tests. , , 

(ii) Chemical Section·-to deal with the development of analysis for 
bituminous mixtures, examination of samples from roads. of known 
characterists, titration tests, salts, utility and pensetrometer tests. 

(iii) Materials Section-will deal with work on aggregates, · fillers, 
mixtures with hydraulic binders. 

(ifJ) Soils Section-will carry out work on the mechanical and physical 
characterists of soils, soil stabilisation for low cost roads, deleterious salts 
in the soil like sodium sulphate • 

. {o) Structural· Section-:for conducting experimental stress. analysis on 
models of structures . such as bridge members, retaining walls, fatigue of 
metals, etc. 

(vi) Road Section -for carrying on out-door tests at the research station 
on skidding and side slipping, vibration, tractive resistance, impact, surface 
irregularities etc. and accelerated tests under controlled ·conditions,· and 
performance of different types of road surfaces etc., as als"o'field control 
tests in actual road conditions and correlation to laboratory tests-

The scientific and technical staff is expected to consist of one Director, 
one Deputy Director, Heads of Divisions _(Assistant Directors), senior and 
junior research officers and research assistants, totalling about 75, along 
with about 40 for the administrative and ministerial staff, and about 30 for 
workshop and stores. 

Arrangements are in progress for the recruitment of a Director for the 
Road Research Institute and efforts are being made in the United Kingdom, 
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U.S. A. aQd other countries to appoint an eminent engineer with suitable 
road research ·experience at an early date. 

B.uildings : 

The main Institute is expected t() be an imposing two-storeyed struc
ture provided with the most up-to-date fittings and equipments necess':uy 
for a.n institute of this type, and there.will be separate building\ for special 
purposes like stores al}d experimental station. The main building will 
&:ontain a general Administrative Block including the Director's office, a 
Central Library Block which should be the main feature, a cinema hall 
which could also be used as a lecture theatre, a conference room, an 
economics and statistics section, a publicalion, editing, and drawing office 
block, it photographic section, a canteen and visitor's room, and physical 
and chemical laboratories. The question of including the soils laboratory 
and p~ssi~ly some other laboratories is under examination. 

Provision is being. made. for a technological block to house a work
shop, materials, structural and roads 1ection consisting of heavy and 
light machinery~ 

The ~ain laboratory is estimated to cover a total1loor area of about 
35,000 sq. ft. and the technological block will have a 1loor area of about 

24,ooo sq. ft. 

While designing the institute buildings ·provision will be made for 
suitable expansion which may become necessary at a later date. 

Garages for motor cars, cycle sheds, a club building and guest house, 
hostel to accommodate about so persons, as also residential accommoda
tion for staff are to be included in the building pr?gramme. 

Financial implications : 

According to tentative estimates already prepared, the cost of the 
institute including buildings, equipment and services and experimental test 
tracks will be about Rs. 13.5 lacs and the recurring charges about Rs. 4 
lacs per year in the first S years, which is expected to increase to Rs. 7·5 
lacs after a period of S yean. Sanction of Government of India has 
already been obtained for a sum of Rs. 17·S lacs for establishing the insti
tute. Detailed estimates are being worked out in the light of latest litera-

. ture recently received from the U. K. and U.S.A. 
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Building Research Statioa. 

The Council of Scientific and Industrial Research ·realising the scope 
for resea~ch on the various indigenous building materials available in India . 
and in building research generally, set up a Building Research Committee 
In December I943· The Committee consisted of the following personnel :• . . 

· r. Sir Teja Singh Malik 
2.. Prof. P. Ray 
3· . Dr. A. H. Pandye 
4· Mr. D.G.\V. Teasdale 
5· Rai Bahadur. Madan Gopal Sardana (as Principal, Engineering 

College, Roorkee) 
6. Khan Bahadur Mohd. Salaiman 
7• Dr.J.M.B. Gibbons 

. 8. Director, Scienti~c and Industrial .ReseaJ:'Ch (&-o1/icio). 

This committee mei: for the first dme in New Delhi on the 5th 
.September 1944 when inter alia the. committee recommended the set .. 

. ting up of a Building Research Institute. For the establishment of such an 
- Institute, there were two courses, viz., (i) formation of ~n independent 

full-fledged institute or (ii) carrying on work on research problems in con
. Junction with some unh•ersity or engineering institution. ·_The second 
· alternative was chosen by the committee as an experimental measure, so 
that in course of time an independent institution may be established by the 
committee in the light.of the experience thus gained. 

After making the· necessary preliminary enquiries from the various 
engineering colleges the Council decided that the- work should be under
taken at the Thomason College of. Engineering, Roorkee, where the 
necessary facilities for this type of work were alr~ady available. 

The Thomason College of Engineering undertook to provide the 
laboratory and other facilities to the unit. 

. The. committee met again in August 1945 to consider various schemes 
· bf research received from all over India in response to enquiries sen~ by tho 
committee.·. : The. problems were referred to the proposed Building Re• 
iearcb Station to be undertaken in order of priority. 

Scop1 of Work and Functiont .. 

Activities in building industry are two-fold in character; (I) to 
' tnanufacture materials used in the .construction of buildings and (2) to 
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Construct builditJgs ~n proper designs to suit particular needs. 'these two call 
(or team work from scientists of varied qu:llilicatioa.. The Building R~
search Station would, therefore, house sections from thos~ on the prepara
tion of materials to .others engaged on actual construction and tests. 
F_ollowing the British practice, the functions of such a Shtion should 
include the following:- -

"(1) To _examine building materials in common ust'! and the 
m~thods of applying them .with a view to ~ffecting economics 
and improvements wherever practicable. 

(2) To examine new materials or processes evolved at the Station 
or by other workers. 

(3) To diagnose scienti~cally the causes of difficul~ies and failures 
.in materials or their application. 

(4) , To spread abroad useful information and to foster the growth o( 

- scientific spirit and outlook in the Building world." 

To these might be ad~ed one more on "the determination of standards 
·cor materials and workmanship.", tor as yeC no standards ellists in India 
for building materials. 

To help in thlf achievement of these aims laboratories for the Station 
ahould be established. 

· _ -A detailed plan of the functions of the Building Researclt Station bas 
been drawn up and is under consideration. 

ln the meanwhile for the immediate starting of research work three 
Research Officers and three technical assistants with a nucleus staff of ao 
assistant and a stenographer have been appointed to work under the 
officer on special duty placed in charge of tho Building Research UniC 
at R-oorkee. 

Sit1 and Buildingl. 

·The Building Research Unit bas i;eeo Ideated, for tbe present; iii tbc ' 
t'boDJason College of Engineering at Roorkee, as it was consid~red &bat the 
c:oUegc beiag one of the biggest of its kind in 1ndia, the facilities, both in 
men and material, could be easily drawii upon from the college. The 
Planning Comadttec will perhaps liave to consider the place best suited fot 
the e'$tl~blishmcnt of a Building Research Station from various consider•"' 
tionst sue~ as : nearness to industries, to building materials, pro:r:irnity ~~ 
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will also play a good part in the decision. 

Centrallostitute for Drug Research 

At the instance of the Pharmaceuticals and Drugs Committee which 
felt that there was a great aod immediate need for organised and coordinated 
research oa natural as well as synthetic drugs in India, Dr. B. Mukerji, 
Director of the Central Drugs Laboratory, Calcutta drew up a' plan. This 
licheme was elaborately discussed by the committee during 1947 and has beea 
finally modified by the Director, Scientific and Industrial Research. The 
scheme has also been approved by the Director General, I:tealth Services and 
the Health Ministry. The proposal has been accepted by the Council of 
Scientific and Industrial Research and the appointment of an A,sistant 
Director (Planning) and nucleus stall to wor_k out the actual details 
of the building and construction etc. is expected in the near future. 

The functions of the Institute would be promotion of drug research 
io general, from botanical, chemical, pharmaceutical, pharmacological, 
micrological & clinical view points; testing and standardization of drugs 
according to approved or new methods that are likely to be evolved; to offer 
facilities to industrial institutions in the solution of their problems; and 
provisiOn of cQatrolled clinical trials in hospitals, clinics etc. The institute 
to begin with will consist of the following divisions:-

(l) Chemical 
(2) · Pharmacological 
(3) Biochemical and Microbiological 
(4) Clinical 

The financial implications of the project are: 
Capital Rs. 2o,oo;ooo 

Recurring Rs. 4,so,ooo 

Food Technological Research lostitute. 

The need for establishing a Food technological Institute in lndia 
was first mooted by the Industriai Research Planning Committee and thet 
recommended that it should come ulider the central orgaaisation res• 
l>Onsible for Scientific and Industrial ltesearch in the country. they also 
liuggested &iving a high priority for bringing this institute into being. 

The matter waa then caken up by the technical panel of the Food 
Doputment who - had instituted a few scheme& of researc:b on certaia 
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increasingly felt that the Central Institute should be founded at an early 
date. The views of the 'provincial governments were sought and all were 
agreed on the necessity for a Central Institute. At the instance of the: 
Food Department a plan was prepared by Dr. B. C. Guha and Dr. Bashir 
Ahmed under the guidance of Sir S. S. Bhatnagar. Th' Fo~i and Agri· 
culture Ministry are now also agreed to the plan being push:d forward 

. by the Council of Scientific & Industrial Research wh'l bas unctiooed the 
proposal and a nucleur staff' for detailed planning is etpected to be: 
ap~ointed in the near future.. The tentative estimates for the Institute are 
Rs. 2o,oo,ooo capital and about -Rs. s,oo,ooo recurring. 

Centr&l Luther Research Institute. 

The Leather Research Committee of the Board of Scientific & lndus .. 
. trial Research at its ISt meeting held in D.:cember 1944 discussed the need 

for a well equipped CeDtral Leuher Research Institute to develop the 
Indian leather industry along modern lines ani to, cot>rdinate the wortc 
being carried on by the various p'rovincial institutes. A ph a prepared by 
Mr. K. Seshachalam Chowdhury for the Industrial Research PlaDning 
Committee was considered suitable as the buis far such a11 imtitute. The 
capital cost would be just over Rs. I8,oo,ooo and recurring expenses 
Rs. ,S,39,ooo. ·.The Institute would cansist of four sections (I) General & 
Physical (z) Organic (3) Biochemistry ani (4) Anllytical, to deal with th: 

' _v~rious aspects of leath~r technology. 

The plao was tentatively 1pproved by the Council and it was al~o deci
ded to locate this Institute in Madras as S~uth India was vitally interested 
in this industry and as the Madras University was already receiving ~block 
grant from the Council of Scientific and Industrial Reiearch· towards the 
maintenance of a leather technological section. During :February 1941 
the Director, Scientific and Industrial Research visited Madras to sel~ct a 
site in which task he received the cooperatio-n of the authorities in Madras. 
A site near the Engineering College at Guindy, Madras was selected but 
the price was rather prohibitive. The Madras Government hne now 
offered to purchase this site and place it at the disposal of the Council free. 
This offer now awaits the consideration o( the Council. 

Electro-Chemical Industries Research Laboratorr. 

A large number of chemicals, metals and alloys are manufactured 
t>y electro-chemical and electrothermal processes. Some parts of ladia 
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~:specially the south do not possess sufficient resources of coal and other 
fuels with the -result that the chemical and metallurgical industries there 
have to be planned _on the basis '?f elect~ic heating. 

In view of these facts the Electrochemical Industries Research 
Committee, as early as 1944 ~ecommencled to the Council-of Scientific and 
Industrial Research the immediate establishment of a Central Institute for 
Electrochemical Research in India. The Industrial Research ?lanning 
Committee considered the scheme and _recommended its acceptance at a11 
early date. -

The Council decided that along with the Leather Research Institute _ 
this _Institute should also be located in South India eithel' at Madras or 
Ban galore. At the instance of Shree Rajagopalachari, the then President of 
the Council, Director, Scientific & Industrial R-esearch visited Mad~as in 
1947 and held discussions with the Madras Government and the University 
authorities. A site near the Guindy Engineering College was selected as 
suitable but was discovered to be too costly. Recently the- Madras Govern
ment has made an offer to place the site at the disposal.· of the Council free. 
of cost so that the Institute may be located in Madras. The offer -now 
awaits consideration by the Governing Body. 
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PLANNING OF RESEARCH ORGANISATION. 

The labours of the' expert laboratory committees planning the various 
national laboratories, gained in importance and significance from two impor
tant developments in recent years. These developments have provided a 
basis for the comprehensive organisational set up of scientific research in 
India, of which these national laboratories and-others to follow-would 
c~nstitute integrated parts. 

. Prof. A.' V. Hill'• Report.-The first was the very welcome visit of 
Prof._A.V. Hill, F.R.S., N.L., M.P., Secretary and official representative of 

. the Royal Society, London, to India, in response to an invitation issued by 
·the Viceroy through the Secretary of State for India, to discuss the organisa
tion of scientific and industrial research~ as a part of India's post-war 
reconstruction plan. Prof. Hill came to India in 1943 and after his visit to 
most of the important research centres and discussions with leading Indian 
acientists. and scientific bodies during his stay of several months in this 
country, he submitted a valuable report on his findings with certain pro
posals embodying a most forceful plea for expansion and better coordina-

. tion of research in India backed by liberal financial assistance from 
Government. 

Of the several important recommendation Prof. Hill has made, special 
mention must be made of two viz., the establishment of scientific liaison 
between India and other countries, and the creation of a Central Organisa
tion for scientific research under the Hon'ble Member incharge of the 
Planning and Development Department of the Government of India, in as 
much as these recommendations are most intimately connected with the 
future developments of the existing Council of Scientific and Industrial 
Research. Deploring the lack of scientific contact between India and 
other countries, Prof. Hill bas very strongly recommended the establishment 
of Indian Scientific Offices in London and in the United States of America. 
He bas suggested-following a recommendation of the· British Common
wealth Science Committee of the Royal Society in favour of permanent 
scientific representation of English apeo~king countries in London,-that 
five apecialists should be appointed to the Londoo office to deal with 
scientific matters relating respectively to agriculturel d:fence, engineering, 
industry and medicine. The President of the Royal Society bad proposed 
to the Secretary of State for India that the Society might set up a special 
committee of Fellows intereated in Indian affain. for the purpose of ad
yising the Indian Scientific Office at the Indian Office, Clr at the offices of 
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the High Commissioner for India on any special matters desired. Such 
advice would have continuity as well as authority, which is"more than could 
be obtained from od hoc com~.ittees improvised at int~rvall for apedal 
purposes. The advantage of a scientific office in the ~.S.A. are also many, 
as there are many practical problems, to the solution of which scientific 
methods can contribute, which are common to India and North America. 
The recommendation for the establishment of a Central Organisation for 
scientific research follows very closely similar organisations in the United 
Kingdom'. It is strongly urged that so long as the research organisations of 
the Central Government reJl\ain dispersed under a number- of separate de· 
partments or bodies most of thein having many ·other serious duties and 
pre-occupations, it is not possible to evolve a common plan to guide -them -
all in the best interests of the country. If anything at all should be common 
to India as a -whole, surely scientific research can_ be _ ~oiong ~be first to 
claim that common interest. - It is, therefore, proposed that all the six 
main categories of scientific work affecting the welfare ·of the country, (in 
addition to the 'pure• acad~mic research lying at_ the back of each .of them) 
viz., 1. MediCine and Public · Health ; 2. Agricu_lture and Animal 
Husbandry; 3· Industry ; 4· Surveys and Natural Resources; s. 
Engineering ; • 6. The Defence ·services, 'must be prought under ·a single 
Central Organisation,_ which w~ll' function under the Hon'ble Member fo~ 

Planning and Development. The following constitutions are recommended 
for the proposed Central Organisation :- · 

(a) Six Research Boards to be set up as the Medical Research Board, 
the Agricultural.Research Board, the Industrial.Research Board, 
the Board of the Surveys and National Resources, the Engineering · 
Research Board and the War Research Board. 

-
(b) Each Board would have as Chairman an eminent· person, either a 

scientist or a professional man in the field concerned. The Chair
man would not be concerned with the detailed administration of 
the work of their Boards. The Member for Planning and Develop
ment would not be Chairman of any of the Boards; the Chairtpen 
would report to him. -

(c) The Members of the Boards would be eminent and experienced 
acjentific men, together with a certain number of professional 

-men in the resp~ctive fields ; the Boards sh-ould ·be primarily 
scientific, and the professional men should not outnumber the 
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.scientists, .and the purpose being •research.' . There would be a 
certain oumb~r of 1:1:-officio .members representing development 
interests. 

(d) The work of the several Boards should be co-ordinated by pro
viding for a sufficient degree ~f common membership. 

(e) In each subject . there should be a Director of Research. He 
should be a scientific man of high standing. He would be Sec
retary and Principal Admin~strative Officer of his own Board and 
a member e:r:-officio of each of the other Boards. He would be 
given adequate scientific and administrative assistance. He would 
be answerable to the Member for Planning and Development 
and would have the status of a joint or Additional Secretary of 
an ordinary department. 

(/) The . Director would be responsible, with the . ad~ice of their 
Boards and under the Member for Planning and Development, 
for directing; organising, initiating and co-ordinating research 
on a nation wide scale so far as constitutional considerations 
allowed in their respective fields. 

(:) Each Board would appoint Committees dealing with the various 
aspects of its work ; the chairmen of these Committees would be 
sele~ted from among members of the Board and would be en
couraged to take considerable initiative. 

(h) Joint Committees would be set up between two or more Boards 
for dealing with special subjects. 

(i) Each Board would have the power to allocate grants fdr specific 
researchs in its own field to be carried out by agreement in any. 
institutions in India. 

(j) A Research Grants Committee would be set up jointly between 
the different Boards, to award grants to universities and other 
laboratories throughout India, for the encouragement of funda
mental scientific research in general. If a University grants 
Committee were set up, these general research grants would be 
given in consultation with it. 

(k) A Research Studentsbips Committee would be set up jointiy be
tween the different Boards, to consider applications for research 
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studentships by young workers of proved ability desiring to 
gain further research experience, particularly in good laboratories 
abroad. - · 

(l) All chairmen and members of Boards and committees, apart 
from official and ex-officio members would retire after a period 
of servise to be determined. Aft~r a suitable interval they would 
be eligible for reappointment on suitable terms. 

(m) Each Director of Research would prepare estimates for the. 
work of his Board, which after discussion and a,Pproval .bY the 

- Board woul~ be submitted to· the Member for Planning and 
Oevelopment. A Joint Estimates Committee under the Chairman

.. ship of the member or . his secretary would compare and co
ordinate the different estimates, before submission to the 
Finance Department. 

(n) After the estimates have been approved each Board wilt be able 
freely to spend the funds at its disposal witho~t further~ applica-
tion or aigument. · · 

The recommendations also include a proposal for the appilintment· oL 
a Consultative Committee to advise the Hon'ble Member for Planning and · 
Oevelopment on general policy in relation tO research, at;1d o.n any special 
matters submitted to it. Regarding the constitution of the Committee, it is 
proposed inter ali<1 that it should consist of the six· Directors of Research 
together with ·six other distinguished scientists,. one in each. field ; and 
that the latter should not be officials of the· Central Scientific Organisation 
though they could be members of any of its Boards or research workers in 
its constitution. 

On this last recommendation of :Prof. E:m· action has recently been 
taken by the Government of India as a measure conducive to planning and. 
~o-ordination of research now a.dministered through several departmentS by 
setting up a Scientific Consultative Committee with officilil and non-official 
members. T_be official members of the Committee include Master-General 
of Ordnance, Vice-Chairman. Imperial Coundl of Agricultural Research 
or the Agricultural Commissioner to the Goveniment of India ; Director
General, Indian Medical Service ; Director, Geological Survey of India and 
the Director of Scientific and Industrfal Research. The Committee 'is now 
presided over by the Hon'ble Prime ~inister as Minister incharge Scientific 
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- Research, -with the Min.ister for Industry and Supply as- Vicc:-Preiident 
and Director, Scientific -and Industrial Research as Secretary. 

INDUSTRIAL· RESEA'RCH PLANNING CoMMlTTEB .• 

The secgnd important- event following close upon Prof. I:lill's visit 
to India and expej:ted to exercise a very g!eat influence on the expansion o( 

scientific and industrial research in India in future relates to the ·appoint~ 
_ment of the Industrial R_esearch Pla~aing Committee .early in 1944· This 
Committee was appointed by the Council to make a comprehensive survey 
()f the existing facilities for scientific and industrial research in India 
including In4ian states, in the universides, research institutions and Ia bora~ 
tories attached to industrial and other concerns and to report on necesaary 
~cans of. co,;,ordination, -control and direction and development of such 
research by various agencies and also on other steps necessary for the 
planning of such research in post-war India. The personnel of the: 
Committee was as follows : 

Sir R.K. Shanmukham Cbetty, K..C.I.E. 
Sir Jhan Chandra Ghosh, D.Sc., F.R.A.S.B. 
Lt .. Col. S.S. Sokhey, M.D., I.M.S., Director 

Haffkine Institute, Bombay.
Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai, Ahmedabad 
Sir J.J. Ghandy, C.I.E., M.I.E 11 F. lost. P., 

M.I.S.I., Agent, Tata Iron & Steel 
Co., Ltd., Jamshedpur. 

Prof. S.K. Mitra, M;B.E., D.Sc .• Professor of
Physics, Calcutta University, Calcutta 

Chairman 
Member 

, 
•• 
" 

" 

Dr. K A. Hamied, M.A .• Ph. D .• A.I.C., F.C.S. (Load.), 
"Cipla" Laboratories. Bombay. , 

Prof. M. Qureshi, 'M.Sc.,. Dr. Phil., F.N.I., Head 
- of the Department of Chemistry,. Osmania 

University, Hyderabad (Deccan). , 
Sir S.S. Bhatnagar, O.B.E., D.Sc., F.R.S.,. 

Director, Scientific and Industria! 
Research, Delhi. ,, 

Mr. J.N. Sen-Gupta, M.B.E., M.A., B.L., Industrial 
Economist and Research Development 
Officer ofthe Council of Scientific and 
lnduurial Research. s~cretary 
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The Committee surveyed the present day position o( scientific and 
industrial research in the ·country, mainly ·on the basis of replies fo 
questionnaires issue4 to various· universities, research institutions and 
government departments interested in industrial research and also to 
chambers of. commerce and industrial associations ; visited several 
universities and research institutes; and held discussion with eminent 
scientists aud industrialist of many of the leading and repr<:sentative centres 
of scientific and industrial research and also representatives of. some. 
leading Indian States. Based oo the information so collected the Committea 
has brought out a comp~;ehensive repor~ embodying specific proposals foi 
the development of scientific and industrial research in India _ on the basis 
of a s-year Plan. 

The Committee has- recommended the establishment by the Govern• · 
meat or India, of a central research organisation to be called· the National 
R~search Council which should come under the Department of Planning 
and Development with the Hon'ble Member as the, ex-officio :.President. · 
The Government should provide a block grant of Rs. 6 crores to enable die 
Council to discharge its functi~ns which include the following :-

(I) To organise and maintain national laboratories: 

(z) To establish and maintain specialised research institutes. -

(3) To stimulate pure and applied research in universities by grants~ 
·in·aid and by the institution· of scholarships and fellowships. 

(4) To provide for the immediate problem of the dearth of technical· 
and research personnel by the inauguration of scboiarships avail· 
able in India and abro.ad. - · 

(S) To stimulate and encourage research activities of all the existing 
research. institutes and departments of government and 
undertake planning of research programmes on a comprehensive 
basis. 

(6) To function as a National Trust for Patents. 

(7) To ~e~ up a Board of Standards and Specifications, 

(8) To function as a clearing house~ encourage deserving scientific and 
technical societies and foster the growth of new ones in appro- · 
priate lines • 

. -The Council should consist of 6o membets, of whom 20 members 
(all scientists) would be elected by all the universities and recognised 
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scientific associations and academies, 15 m~mbers by recognised chamber~ 
of commerce- and associatiom of manufacturers and 5 memberS by recog· 
nised trade unions and other labour organisations, the Government would 
nominate 20 members, of whom_ not more than 8 including two representa
tives of the Railway Department may be officials. The Council will be 
responsible .for direction and control of scientific and industrial research 
and will be constituted for a term of 5 ·years. The immediate task of the 
Council will be to make and carry out a five-year plan of research 
organisations, consisting of (I) the building and equipping of a National 
Chemical Laboratory and a National Physical Laboratory ; (2) the building 
and equipping of certain specialised research institutes totalling nine viz., 
Institute of Food Technology, Metallurgical Institute, Fuel Research Insti· 
tute, Buildings and Roads Institutes, Leather and Tanning Institute, Indus
trial Fermentation Institute and Electro-chemical Institute; (~) providing 
grant-in-aid to universities for-strengthening and developing their scientific 

departme~ts a~d (4) training research personnel for staffing the vario~s 
national laboratories and specialised research institutes by the award of 
scholarships tenable in India and abroad. 

According to the Committee's estimates the National Chemical and 
the National Physical Laboratories would involve a cost of Rs. 4() lakbs 
each. ·The _establishment of all the research laboratorie_s including the nine 
specialised institutes would involve a total expenditure of about Rs. 2.5 
crores .. In recognition of the importance of universities as the foundation 
of all research it is recommended that a sum of about Rs. 2 crores should 
be set apart for giving them grants-in-aid. The first 5-years plan is to 
include a provision to train about 700 research workers at an estimated 
total expenditure of about Rs. so lakhs. 

As the Council, with its 6o members would be to() unwieldy a body 
to undertake executive and administrative functions, the committee recom
JDended that such functions should be entrusted t0 a sm1ll ex~cucive body, 
to be called the Research Board. The Board, to start with would consist 
of three full-time members, of whom tW() should be outstanding scientisits 
and the third an industrialist or administrator of distinction and would be 
assisted by a full-time Secretary with an efficient secretariat. The Board 
will be the final and principal executive organ acting under the general 
direction of ·the Council. There would be a Budget Committee and a 
Grants Committee to advise the Council and the Research Board, and alia 
a number of Technical Committees to advise them both on matters relating 
to research. 
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The Committee !ecommends the creation of a . National Trust for 
Patents as a self-contained unit affiliated to the Council for the purpose of 
holding and exploiting all patents arising out of research financed by the 
Government, in the best inte~ests of the country, and also patents 
voluntarily dedicated to it _by private individuals or institutions on agreed 
terms. Similarly, th~ formation of the Board of Standa~ds has been 
recommended to draw up Indian Standard Specifications ,and make 
necessary arrangements for allied research in the various laboratories 
set up under the auspices of the Council. It is proposed that the Test 
House at Alipore should be-transferred to-the control of the Council and 
other test houses should be set .up to meet regional ileeds., 

I 

The execution of the programme dra'~n up for the -first five ye-ars 
will consume the block grant of Rs. 6 crores. To .enable continuity 
of_ the . Council's activities thereafter· it is recommended ·that the 
Government should provide an annual grant of Rs. I crore . to the 
Council and that the industry of the country should be asked ;to ~on tribute 
an equivalent amount to be realised by the levy of statutory cess. of. I/x6th · 
of one percent on the value of production of industries'run on factory basis. · 
Similar contribution is recommended from the gross earnings of railways on 
the same percentage basis. In, view ofthe paucity of research organisations 
in India set up by industrial associations on a corporate basis (except in the 
case of jute and tea) -which provides a striking contrast to· the position 
prevailing in the United Kingdom~the committee recommends; by .way of 

. . I . 

encouraging the development of research associations, a special exemptio.n 
from cess in cases where the contribution of a firm to· an associatio1,1 for 
research purposes _eq.uals or exceeds the amount of the proposed cess. For 
encouraging research and facilitating the establishmepts of laboratories by 
individual firms complete exemption is recommended of the research· 
exp~nditure incurred . by them from income-tax assessment and the 
c:ommittee has made some detailed proposals in this connection for making 

uitable amendments in the existing income-tax law. 

The proposed National Research Council will be an All-India 
organisation and it is recommended that similar scientific organisations for 
the promotion of industrial research should .be set up in the provinces as 
well as in the major states. · 

The reports of Professor Hill and the Industrial Research Planning 
Committee have been considered by the Scientific Consultative Committee. 
It has been decided to prepare a scheme for the central organisation of 
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scientific research on t~e basis of the proposals contained in both these re
ports and some other alternative suggestions placed before the Consultative 
Committee, for submission to Government. Regarding the establishment of 

. some more specialised research institutes, as recommended by the Indus- -
trial Research Planning Committee, the Consultative Committee decided 
that. these might await the establishment of the five laboratories already 
sanctioned; it was,. however, recognised that an Institute of Food Techno
logy was essentia!. The Committee have endorsed the proposal of a cess 
on industry, as recommended by the Planning Committee, as essentially a 
sound method of financing research supplemented by an equivalent contri
bution from Government and have proposed that the method of the collec
tion of the cess should be by a-surcharge on income-tax paid by industrial 
undertakings: The Consultative Committee have also endorsed the 
recommendations of the Industrial Research Planning Committee in regard 
to sanction of grants-in-aid to universities, the establishment of a National 
Trust for Patents. and the inauguration of the Board of Standards and 
~ pecificati_ons. 

.. 
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FINANCE 

The Industrial Research I:und placed at the disposal of the. Council, 
initially for a term ·of five years commencing from Apri11942, receives a 
non-lapsable annual grant of Rs. _10 lakhs from the Government of India 
which had been raised to Rs. 15 lakhs for the year 1945-46 by a supple
mentary grant ofRs. s Jakhs tO meet the additional expenditure ,entailed by 
the growirg activities of the Council. For i947-48 the recurring grant 
has been raised to Rs. 27.36 lakbs. . This gov.:rnment grant is the 

· mainstay of the Council's finances. A portion of the Council's income is 
derived from the receipts ofpreinia and royalties from th~ lease of its pro
cesses to firms for commercial exploitation,-wbich amounted to a total of 
about Rs. 1.98lakhs during the years 1942 to 1947-and also from limit~d 
contributions by firms in aid of specific investigations underr~ken at their 
instance at the laboratories of the Council. · Such private investigations, 
however, as already pointed, out, had to be suspended temporarily on. 
account of the very limited laboratory facilitieS available at present and 
await to be resumed on a much larger scale whe~ the five natio~al iabora
tories are brought to the working condition with complete equipment. 
Further in consideration of wider economic interest of the country the 
Council has very much llberalised its policy for leasing out the processes 
evolved under its auspices, guided more by the idea of promoting the 
industrial development of the country than earning a handsome revenue 
for strengthening its resources, and this has resulted in ·an appreciable 
decline in the income of the Council from this particular source. The 
Journal of the Council which was orginally started as a quarterly towards 
the end of 1942, and bas since bee~ converted into a monthly, bas been 
bringing in an increasing income by way of subscriptions ·and advertise· 
ment fees and IS against the expenditure involved it is confidently expected 
to be a self· supporting proposition in the course ~f the next few years. As 
it constitutes an important feature of tbe intelligence service rendered by ~ 
the Council, no reliance is yet placed on it, even potentially, as a source of 

net income of any significance. · 

According to the latest Budget of the Council for 1947-48, the 
total receipts were estimated at uS. 61 lakbs. This includes, 39·39 lakhs 
unspent balance from last year, lumpsum grant of Rs. 57.36 lakhs (Rs. 
30.00 lakhs non-recurring and Rs. 27.36 lakh11 recurring). The balance 
is made up of promised contributions from others, the subscription for the 
Jouraal and other miscellaneous items. Out of this Rs. j.ol lakhs arc 
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provided for. research at the Council's Delhi laboratories, Rs; 9.42 lakhs tor 
grants-in-aid to universities and institutes for research and R•. x.oo lakbs 
towards the expenditure of the various Research and ad hoc Committees • 

. The Dictionary would involve an expenditure of Rs. 1.26 lakhs, Provision 
for a capital expenditure of Rs. 77.16 lakhs bas been made for the various 
national laboratories during-the year while the recurring expenditure under 

·this head js expected to amount toRs. s.sr lakhs. 

In regarlto the national laboratories which are under construction 
and planning, the Government of India have sanctioned a capital grant of 
Rs. I crore: In addition, the Council has the following promised donations: 
Rs. 20 1akhs fro'll the House of Tatas (Rs. 8.30 lakhs for the National 
Chemical Laboratory and Rs. 1 I. 70 lakhs for the National Metallurgical . 
Laboratory) ; Rs. I lakb from the Indian Steel & Wire Products Ltd; 
Rs. 2s,ooo from the late Mr. D.P. Khaitan; and Rs. ro,ooo each from the 
U. P. Gl~ss Manufacturers Association through their President Mr. I. D. 
Varshney, the Bengal Glass Manufacturers Association through their 
President Mr. D. N. Sen, and the Metallurgical Society of India and 
Rs. 1o,ooo from Dr. U. N. Brahmachari. Further, the Council has received 
.the following gifts of lands: 66 acres from Government of India at Delhi 
(where the National Physical Laboratory will be set up) and 100 acres from 
the Rajah of }haria near Dhanbad which has been chosen as the site for the 
Fuel Research Institute. 

It is estimated that the total cost involved im these laboratories for 
both. capital and recurring expenditure even apart from a few . more consi
dered urgent and necessary will exceed the resources available at present at 
the disposal of the Council. The deficiency, however, can be easily met if, 
following the instance of the House of Tats and others, some more contri· 
butions are forthcomin1 from the leading industrial firms in India, both 
Indian and British, in appreciatiqo of the potential services of scientific 
research to the economic development of the country and the general 
improvement of the living standard of the peopl= which provide the very 
basis of all industrial and commercial activities. Contributions actuated by 
similar considerations are also expected from the Indian states and wealthy 
philanthropists. If some handsome donations are available on this account 
it should be possible for the Council, indeed, to set itself to the task of 
building a few more essential laboratories in addition to those already 
sanctioned for which Government may be pleased to provide the additional 
.funds required. India lags far be:hin<i the advanced eountries of Europe aDd 
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America in regard to the organisation of industrial research and- an expen· . 
diture of crores of rupees would be required even to bring her up to a leyd 
comparable to these countries. ~·- ' 

. Regarding the maintenance cost _of the new laboratories in fut_ure and 
· such others as may be brought into existence hereafter specific . recommen· 
dations have"been made by the Industrial Research Planning Committee 
for the levy of cess on industry to be ~upplemented b}; an ~quivalent 
Government grant. These are estimated· to yield Rs. a crores annually_ and 
should suffice for several years to come. This proposal has_, as already 
stated, been considered and approved in pri~ciple by the Sciei:ttific Consul .. 
tati ve Committee of the Govern-ment 'of India and final·deci~ioo the~eoo b7 
the Government is awaited. · · -
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APPENDIX Ill (A) 

Precesses enlved under tlae auspices of tLe Council of 
Scientific &: Industrial Research. 

. ' -
1. High tension ignition cable testing device for field use. 
z. Patching. cement for repairing rubber and synth~tic r11bber 

ta~Uks. · 
3· Slushing ·varnishes for metal tanks for petrol stora,e, and for 

· rubber, synthetic rubber and laminated tanks for carryia~ 
petrol i!l air~raft. · . 

*4· · Nimbidin, nimbidin eniulsioa and nimbidin gargle.· 
•s. Petrol tank sealinc composition. 
6. Smoke candles and distress signals . for use iD land and aerial 

operations. 
*7· Petrol pump diaphragms- proof against petrol, alcohol and their 

' mixtures. · · . · · 
*8. Non-inflammable water resistant cloth. 

9· Furfurol. 
10. Substitute hairlock.. 

•u. Collapsible tubes. 
*12. Lubricants from vegetable oils !lnd vegetable oiLmineral oil 

blends. 
13. Carbon electrode~ for dry cells, arc lamps ~nd arc weldin,. 
14. Reda.mation and use of perspex. . . . ' 

•15, Tin lining and seaming compound. 
16. Improved hot food containers. 
I'J.. Antigas cloth. 
18. Vegetable oils as fuels and lubricants. 

*19. Laminated paper boards. 
•2o. Air foam solution. -
•21. Bbilawan stoving enamel and allied products. 
22. Luminous paints and pigments. 
23. Substitutes for glass . 

. 24. Silver·and glossy transparent paper. 
· 25. Solid fuel. · 
26~· Oil silks. 

•27. Jute boards. 
28. Water proof paint for indianite roofing slabs. 

•29. Cork substitutes. 
30. Sulphur. 
31. Identity discs. 
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•32.. Treatment of manganese ores for use in ·dry cell mapufacture. 
33. · Stearic and oleic acids. 
34· Barium chloride. · 
35· PotassiLJm chlorate . 

. 36. Dettol type of disinfectants. 
37· Dye extracts and dyed shades on wool and cotton from the barks 

of Termirrallia arjuna and Butea Jrondc>sa. . 
38. Dye extracts and dyed shades on wool from tama•ind seed 

' testa. -
39· .Extracts of annatto dye for colouring vegetable gbee, milk, ke 

cream, aerated waters and food products in genera). 
+4o. In digeneous moulding _powders-S.H P. 

41. · Vacuum pumps, 
+42.. Treatment of jute mill bobbins by resin impregnation. 
41· Atoxyl arid carbarsone. 
44· . Glandular products. 
45· Potash salts from molasses. 
46. Calcium gluconate. 

•47· Small carbon electrodes. 
48. Carbon and graphite electrodes. 

•49· Benzidine. 
•so. Para-amino phenol. 
51. · Radio resistances. 

•52.. Drawn laminated mouldings. 
53· . "Beemax'' like product&. 
54.' Yeast extracts. 

•ss.. Welding flux for aluminium and its alloys. 
56. Photosensitising dyestuffs. . 
57. Photographic plates and paper. 
58. Porcelain containers for hydrogen peroxide 

•S9· Water detecting composition. 
•6o. · Duplicating ink. 
6I. Organo-arsenical compounds. 
62. Titanium dioxide from ilmenite. 
63. Mosquito repellent cream. 

·•64. Bbilaw.tn air drying varoishes etc. 

65. Total alkaloids from datura seeds. 

66. Flux coated steel electrodes. 

•67 Ebonire substitute and other bard and soft rubber goods from 
rubber waste. 
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-
68. Shark liver oil. 
69. Fertilizers from phosphatic nodules. 
70. Phopborus from phosphatic J}Odules. 
71. Treatineot of. bamboo reeds for use on handlooms. 
11.: Water proofing co~npound for cement mortars. 

•73. Butter paper, · · 
. 74· · Coffee bean and husk plastics .. 
75· Substitute _for gramoph~ne metallic needles. 

•76. Urea. 
•n- Hydraulic brake fluid. 
78. . Nirrobenzene~ anilne and dimetbylaniline ... 
19· Formaldehyde. 
So: Solid metal polish 

. Sx. petrol hose pipes. 
b. Zinc salts from waste zine slimes. 
8.3. Pyrethrum emulsifier;.. 
84. - Aniline from chlorobenzene. 
85. · Clay pigeons. 

•86. · Sintered glassware. 
87. C?mpression and injection moulding. powders· from .bhilawan 

· . shell liquid, . : · · 
88. Bonding ofplywoo.d from indigeneous raw materials;' 
89. Carbon microphones 
90. Loud· s peakeu: 
91. Rubber sponges. _ . 
91., Manufacture of straw _boards from. various grasses .. 
93· Copper silicc>n bronze. 
94· X-Ray transformers. 
95· Concentrated extracts of pyrethrum 
96. Manufacture of enterovioform. 

Manufacture of butanol and acetone. 
A sealing composition and method for sealing holes in metalic or 

other sheets, containers or the like. · 

99· Dipped latex. material. 

•Processes in respect of which patents have ~efn obtained or are pendil;g, 



APPENDIX Ill (B)-, 
Proce11es evolved uader the auspices of the Couaei~ of Scieatific aad laduatrial Research and traaaferrecl 

to Supply Developmeat Committee- {S.D. C.) Royal Air Force, etc., for developmeat. 

Process 

. . 
x. High tension ignition cable testing device 

for field use, 
2. Slushing varnishes for metal tanks for 

petrol uorage, and for rubber, sytbctic 
rubbf'r and laminated tanks for carrying 
petrol in aircraft. 

3· Patching cement for repairing rubber and 
synthetic rubber tanks. 

4· Petrol proof bose pipes 

S· Petrol pump diaphragms proof against 
petrol, alcohol and mixtures. 

6. Petrol tank sealing composition 

1· Smoke candle• and distress signals for usc 
in land and aerial. operations. 

8. Reclamation and ,usc of perspex. 

9· Non-inflammable water resistant cloth 

Transferred to 

R. A. F. 

R. A. F. and· 
U.S.A.A.P. 

-do-

R.A.F. 

R. A. F. and 
S.D. C. 

R.A.P. 

R. A. F. and 
.S. D.C. 

-do-

S.D. C. 

State of Utilisation 

Being utilised by R. A. F. 

Being utilised by R. A. F. and U.S. A. A. F .. 

Being utilised· by R. A. F. and U. S. A. A. F. 

The process' has since been rctraosferred to the 
Council for exploitation for civtlian purposes. 

Beins utilised. to meet both civilian and military 
·demands. 

I 

Full details of the process have been communicated 
for use to the R. A. F. 

Ordnance faccories have been entrusted with 
manufacture. 

The details of the process bne been banded over 
to S. D. C. for utilisation. 

The details of· the process have been banded over 
to S. D. C. The process bas now been retrans
ferred to the Council for exploitation for civilian 
purposes. 

-.,. 



Process 

10. Substitute hairlock. 

11. Improved hot food containers 

u. Furfurol 

13. Plas~ic collapsible tubes 

14. Lubricants from vegetable oils and ve~e· 
table oil mineral oil blends. 

,; 

15. Carbon electrodes for dry cells, arc lamps 
and arc welding. 

16. Tin lining and seaming compound. 

17. Water de~ecting composition 

· 18. Pyrethrum cream 
19· Manufacture of pyrethrum emulsifier 

Transferred to 

S.D. C. 

-do-

-do-

-do-. 
, 
-do-

-do-

Food Depart..; 
ment 

R.A.F• 

D. G. I. M~ S. 

State of Utilisation 

The details of the process have been handed over 
to S.D. C. 

, The details' of the process have been handed over 
to S. D. C. who have .since drawn up the specifica-
~m. . 

Released free-of-charge to help utilization of wastes 
from the rice and 1tarcb industries in the country. 

The process has since been re-transferred to the 
Council 

Released· free of charge. Messrs. Burmali Shell 
are already exploiting_ the process. Numerous 
other firms have been supplied with necessary 
information. . u. 

Since retransferred to the Council. The Estrella 
Batteries Ltd., Bombay have been entrusted with 
the manufacture of small electrodes. 

The Aluminium Corporation of India Ltd., Asansol . 
and a Travancore firm have being entrusted with 

- ·the manufacture of big electrodes. 
Tbe process is now being lt:ased out for com-
. mercia} exploitation' to private concerns. · 
Specifications have been drawn up by the' Ordnance 

Laboratories, Kanpur and the S. D. C. for its 
·· development. 

The. manufacture_ was undertaken by ,D.G.I.M.S. 
The processes have. ~'now been retransferred to the 

Council, 



Process 

zo. Thickened fuel for flame throwers and in
cendiary bombs. 

a1." Anti-gas cloth 

zz. Treatment of aviation fuel for reducin: 
the vapour Jock tendency. 

23. Cellulose dopes 

24. Clay pigeons 

z<. Hydraulic brake ftuid 

I 

Transferred to 

S.D. C. 

Supply Depart~ 
ment 

R.A. F. 

Supply Depart• 
ment 

R.A.F. 

S.D. c. 

, State of Utilisatioa 
..... - . 

A satisfactory substitute for aluminium stearate ·has 
been developed and the resuhs have been com
municated to S. D. C. with whom the question of 
utilisatioa is under consideration. The thickened 
fuel has been found to be satisfactory. 

The process has been leased ou e to various firms 
in the coqntry free-of-charge. The firms are now 
in regular production, 

The results have , been communicated toR. A. F. 
for utilisation. ' · 

Being utilised by the Supply Depanmenr. 

The material has been approved by the R. A. F. 
who are developing the process. . 

Leased out for commercial exploitation to the Indo
Burma Petroleum Co., Ltd., Bombay. 



1. Antigas .Cloth' 

APPENDIX Ill (C) 
l 

Processes released free of cost for civilian use. 

'. The process was· utilised by the following 19 firms :- · 
x. MIS.·Adoni Proofing Co.,"Alur Road, Adoni (M.S.M. Rly). 
2. MJS. A.A. Karim Bros., C/o Ahmed Oil Leather Cloth 

Factory, Ambernath (G.l.P. Rly) Bombay No. 9· 
. 3· MJS. Antigas Fabrics Co., Cfo ·Cotton Mills. Estale Kala. 

chawk Road, Bombay. . . 
4· Baroda Antigas Co., Cjo Sbri Yamuna Mills, Goya Gate, 

, Baroda, · · , 
S· MJS. Billimora Gas. Proofing ·co,, C/o Gaikwar Mills Ltd., 

· Billimora. · · · . 
. · 6. Bombay Waterproofing & Dressing cd., Khashinath Dhuru 

l Road, Off Cadell Road, Agar Bazar .. Dadar, Bombay. 
7· · The Loco &. Carriage Superintendent, Bikaner State , Rly ., 

Bikaner. · · 
8. · MJS . . New Era· Textile Mills Ltd., Tulsi Pipe Road, . 

Bombay 16. '. : , . ·.' , 
9· . M1S .. Pearl Fabtics Ltd., Modern Mills Compound,. Opp . 

. Jacob Circle, Bombay_u. , . · · · 
xo. MS. Vasant Vijaya Mills Ltd., 170-71• Worli Road, Born-

'· bay xs;. · . . ~ · · · · · 
n .. MfS. Valian Industries. Admedab ad.' 
u . .,·United Iron & Engineering Works, Bombay .. · 
13. M/S.'Pannalal Antigas Fabrics Factory, '1727, Gunj Bazar, 

, Secundrabad' (Deccan). . ' 
14. Kesoram Cotton Mills Ltd.; 42, Garden Road, Calcutta." 

, IS·· Vikram Mills Ltd., Post Railwaypura, Ahmedabad. 
· x6. Binod Mills Co. Ltd., Ujjain '(Gwalior State). 
17~ M/S; Buckingham Carnatic Mills, P. 0. ·Box No 66, 

. Madras. 

-.... 



:t. Vegetable oil blends as lubricants 

3· Bamboo record needles. 
4· Coffee husk plastics · 
S· Fertili:aers from phosphatic aodules, 
6. Urea 

7· Mosquito repellant cream. 

8. Signal smokes anJ flares. 
9· Manufacture of enterovioform. 

10. Purification of Indian glass sands 
11, Manufacture of agar agar 

u. Standardised filter papers for gas purity 
tests. 

~3. Bamboo strips for weaving combs. 
14. Capping ce~ent for electric bulbs. 
IS· Recovery of titanium dio~ide ·ffO!ll 

bauxite sludges. 

18. The Rohit Mills Ltd., Railwaypura Post, Ahmedabad. 
19. I.R. Swarup & Co, Dilsbad, Delhi-Shabdara: · 

The process has been given free .to all parties interested iq 
· ~ommercial exploitation. 

·Do do 
'Po do 

Revealed to Madras and Bihar Governments. 
Revealed to Mysor~ Gove.-nment fo.- commercial exploiuition at 

Bbadravati. · 
To l?e revealed free of cost to all parties interested in C(lmme.-cial 

exploitation. 
Revealed to the Defence Services suppliers 
Released to all interested parties free ef charge. 
This process' bas been revealed to all interested industrialists; 
The process bas been revealed to the Director Resea.-ch1 Univer~ 
· !lity of Travancore far commercial eJtploitation. 
Adop(ed at all Test Stations in lndia. 

Released to Principal, Government Textile Institute~ Madras. 
Released to Indian lamp JI\anufacturers. 
Results published in the Journal of S~ientific; and Industria\ 

Resear~b. 



APPENDIX Ill (D) 

Review of Procesaes leased- out for Commercial Exploitation. 

1. Air Foam Solution. The process which was leased out to Messrs. 
Fire-Extinguisher Corporation, Calcutta was for productio~ of air foam 
liolution which is used to put out large scale fires, particularly fires to petrol 
and oil tanks and installations. Due to conditions· created by the war, the 
oil installations in various parts of India were liable to air. attack_s and to 
prevent the resultant loss large quantiti~s of this store ~ere 'required. The 
Supply Department consequently made the process available to firms other 
than the Council~s licensee and arranged supplies of large quantities of the 
store, With the termination of the war, the heavy demand for the store no 
longer exists but it is believed that small demand~ will ~ontinue in peace 
time also. 

2. Bhilawan Stovi11g Enamel andAllie~ Prod~cts. This has been one' 
of the productive processes developed by the Council_ and the licensees, 
Messrs.]ay Engineering Works, Calcutta continue to be in production. 

3· Glim Substitutes. -This process was ·devei3ped to meet the exi
genecies of war and the licensees, Messrs.· Indian Glass Substitute Co., 
Simbhaoli produced 2.5 million sq~ feet ofthe store. The immediate demand 
for the store no longer exists but i~ is l:>elieved that when the production of 
synthetic resins is establish~d in India after some time and supplies of suit- · 
able quality wire mesh are available in plenty, production of s~itable 
qualities of glass substitutes to compete with similar foreign products will. 
be possible an_d the process could t~en be revived. 

4· Identity Discs. The process for the manufacttue of this store 
never reached the stage of commercial production as the demand was with~. 
drawn before development could b~ completed. The· process may be 
considered as abandoned as it is not believed that non-metallic identity 

. discs will find favour during peace time; 

s, Jute Boards. It has not been possible for the licensees of this 
process, Me~srs. Karam Chand Thaper & Bros., Ltd., Calcutta and Messrs. 
Juggilal Kamlapat, Kanpur to proceed with development for want of the 
necessary equipment. Heavy hydraulic presses with large platters of about 
4 ft. x 8 ft. dimension are needed and it has not been possible to get thes~ 
from abroad so far. Till this equipment is imported, there is little likli-
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hood of the ·development of the process on a commercial scale. In the 
meantime the Council is contemplating further investigations to improve the 
quality of the product and bring it up to the standard of similar foreign 
material. 

6. Laminated Paper Fibre Boards. The production of paper fibre 
boards has declined with the termination of the war and increased imports 
of vulcanised fibre boards from foreign countries. The Council is, how
ever, developing a new process for the manufacture of vulcanised. fibre 
boards so as to be able to revive the process. 

7- Luminous Paints and Pigments. This was essentially a war time 
store and the quantities required in l'eace time are of a very small order. 

8. Oil Silks. The firm has been unable to start production due to 
the scarcity of silk. The position regarding silk is expected to improve 
and tlre licensees are being asked to take up the exploitation of the process 
in right earnest. 

9· Potassium Chlorate. This process had been leased out to Messrs. 
Mettur Chemical & Industrial Corporation Ltd., Mettur Dam who manu
factured the store for 3 years but then suspended production as accord
ing to them the control price of potassium chlorate was low: The econo
mics of the process have been examined carefully and it is believed that the 
process can be economical if based on a reasonable price of chlorine. In 
view of the fact that large quantities of chlorine are expected to be surplus 
in the near future following the establishment of the alkali industry in 
India, it is believed that this indirect process will be adopted by some 
industrialists. The Industrial Liaison Committee has recently decided to 
cancel the licence of Messrs. Mettur Chemical & Industrial Corporation and 
make the process available to all interested parties. 

10. Pi..JStic Collapsihle Tubes. These rubes were developed to meet 
the shortage of tin and lead tubes. In view of the supplies of metal tubes 
being now available, the need for plastic collapsible tubes has disappeared 
and no development of the process is expected. 

I 1. Silver Glossy and Tran•parent Paper. This was a war time pro
blem which could not be developed for want of the proper quality paper in 
the country. When supplies of the right type of paper, Ioo% pulp, are 
available in plenty, the further development and improvement of the process 
can be considered. 
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u. Small Carbon Electrodes. The firm to- whom the process was 
leased out, Messrs. Estrella Batteries Ltd., Bombay, have so far been 
carrying on production on a· small scale. They have now imported the . 
machinery for large scale production and a technical expert of the Council 

·has just visited the firm to assess the technical help needed by the firm to 
start their plant. It is anticipated that this process will soon be developed 
to meet a major portion of the co•Jntry's requirements. 

I3· Solid Fuel. The product bad a large war time demand and the 
Supply Department entrusted several firms besides the licensee, with the 
supplies. Peace time req1,1irements are not so heavy but a market for the 
product has been created and it has come to stay as a permanent .item .. 

_ 14. Stearic and Oleic Acids~ Full production has not been possible 
as the raw materials are generally not available and when available_ the price 
is sometimes prohibitive. It is hoped that when the_ raw material position 
eases, full production will be ensured by the licensees• 

IS· Cork Substitutes. One of the two licensees did get into production
. but unfortunately the firm has gone int~ liquidation. The other is finding 

difficulty in procuring the. equipment, and. when this is available, will 
arrange production. ~hey are keen on developing the process. 

16. Tr~atment of Manganese'ore for Dry Cell Manufacture. The process 
is being utilised by the licensee along with the process for the _manufacture 
of small carbon electrodes. - It is anticipated that w1th the stepping up of 
the production of small electrodes, production of manganese dioxide will 
also increase. · · 

17. Water-proofPaint for Indianite Roofing Slabs. With the delay 
in the· development of the process, _the licensee app~ars to have lost'· 
interest in it. The question of ensuring development, if necessary, by 
leasing it to other firms also is being examined. 

18. Formaldehyde. The process was developed on a small scale 
by the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore but producti_on- was stopped 
in October 1943· The question~ of further exploitation of the p~ocess is 
under examination. 

19. Petrol Pump Diaphragms. This process was developed to meet 
war time demands and with the cessation of hostilities,. the dem~nd bas 

-decreased also. The superiority of the product is, however, recognised 
and the licensee is making efforts to find a civilian market for the product. 
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- 20. Indigenous· Moulding Powder S.H.P. The agreement is under 
cancellation and the release of the process to other parties is expected to 
be considered shortly. · 

21. Vacuum Pumps. The production of vacuum pumps requires a 
good workshop fitted with precision machinery. The two licensees who 
took over the process are awaiting the plant before attempting to produce 
the pumps. 

_ 22. 'Dye Extracts ani Dye Shades i:m Wool and Cotton from Terminalia 
Arjuna a11d Butea Frondosa. 

23. Dye Extracts and Dye Shades on Wool from Tamarind Seed Tuta. 
These two processes were leased out to Messrs. Howrah Trading Co., 
Calcutta. They are, however, anticipating certain technical difficulties 
and do not appear to be interested in the process. Wilh the termination of 
the war, the supply position of dyes bas improved. The details of the 
process are, however, being re-examined with a view to ensuring pro
duction. 

24. - Anatto Dye Extracts. Messrs. Dairy Products and Equipment 
Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Amritsar to whom the process had been leased out, 
have been wound up. The question of leasing out the process to other 
parties is being examined. 

25. • Atoxyl and Carbarsllne. The firm to whom the process had 
been released, Messrs. Zandu Pharmaceutical Works Ltd., Bombay have 
not bee~ able to undertake production due to the non-availabilit~ of the 
necessary equipment. 

26. DettoZ Type of Disinfectants. This process was leased out to 
Messrs. Bengal Chemical & Pharmaceutical Works Ltd., Calcutta who 
are producing the store under a trade name. Since then, the details of 
the process have been incorporated in the British Pharmacopoea and it is 
possible that other firms inay have started production also. 

27. Resin Impregnation of jute Mill Bobbins. The licensees are 
feeling difficulty in equipment and availability of suitable timber needed 
for the production of these improved jute mill bobbins. 

28. Extractio11 of Potash Salts from Molasses. Full details of the 
process along with blue prints of the furnace design have been made 
available to the licensees but they have not yet been able to set up their 

. furnaces and production has not yet started. 
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29. Calcium Gluconate. Messrs. Gluconate Ltd., Calcutta to whom 
the PJ"Ocess was released have been handicapped in stepping up production . 
due to non-availability of stainless steel plant. They are trying to import 
this fro'!l abr~ad'and when this is received, production ca.~ be expected to 
increase. 

;,o. Carbon arad Graphite Electrodes. It has not b~en . possible to 
ensure production for this process as the investigator, Mr. 'Bha~darkar has 
floated a company of his own and has not .made the full technical details 
available to the licensee. The lndu!ltrial Liaison Committee has recently 
considered the matter and the firm has been assured of technical assistance 
and further inve~tigation, if necessary, in the Delhi laboratories of the 
Council of Scientific and lndustrial Rese~rch. ·. 

31. Butter Paper., Dr. Hamid to whom the pro~ess has been leased 
has. evinced no interest in devel.oping the process. and the- q~estion- of 
releasing it to other firms is being taken up. ~he paper difficulty is, how-
ever, expected to tetard progress. · 

31. Tin ·Lining Compo~nds. ·This process had been leased out to 
Messrs. Renderian Rubber & Chemical Works, Delhi and the details of the 
process released to them. The process, ho,wever, nee.ded improvement in 
cutting short some of the complicated $teps . a_nd . the- samples, from this 
revised investigation are now being tested~.·. 

33· Hydraulic Brake Fluids. Messrs; Indo-Burma Petroleum Co., 
Ltd., Bombay to whom this process had been leased out developed the 
process and the store is in the market. 

34· Ebonite Substitutes. · This was a ·war time problem created by 
accute shortage of rubber. With the easing of the rubber position, th~ 
possibility of commercial utilization of this process has receded. 

35· Solid Metal Polish. The process was only recently released 
· and the firm had not had time to · get Into production before the riots 
&tepp~d in. 

36. Resin and P/asticiser Dopes. J'his process has had an un~ 

fortunate fate. The process was developed to meet war time needs and 
before its release coul~ be arranged, the Supply Department had entrusted 
production to two other firms.' The licensee could not ensure production 
due to difficulties of raw material. 
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37. Steam-proof Plastics. This process was leased out to a Siaikot 
·firm but as they did not evince any interest in development the agreement 
was cancelled. Further action is under consideration. 

38. Crown Cork Cement. This was a case of solving the difficulties 
experienced by-~ local firm and the details were released as technical 
advice. 

39· Utilisation of Nim Oil and its Bitler Constituents. 
40. Sintered Glass Filters. 

41. Rubber Sponges. 
I 

42. Dipper Latex Goods. 

All these processes have been released very recently and it will be 
some little time before production can be ·established. 



Serial! 
Indian 
Patent No. No. 

I. 27714 
'., 

2. 27115. 

1 3· :28oo2. 

. 4· 28003 

S· ·_280?4 

6. 28005 
} I 

.. 1- --
7· 28135' 

8 ... 282.77 

9· 28281 
1 ~ _.:' i--: i 
10. . 28306 
J:i. Z83o'7 

'1 

I Whether 
sealed or 

I pending 

Sealed 

" 

" 
' . 
" 
~" 
,. 
., 

" 

.J .. ' 

" :~;·-:i;· ·1 

APPENDIX IV 
LIST OF COUNCIL'S PATENTS 

(including ·pending·_apptications): .. 
' .: c. ). 

'I •Title ,. ;.···--
: 1.;. 1 I '• ·:1•, ,', J , :j . - I ., [, ~ -

' ' 
. . 
' ' 

. Process for:. Irri'prbvi~g. 'ilie ~echaliic;tl and 
' :physical prope_rties of wood:' :- r. :; . . . • ' . 

:Improved Process. Jor_. tb_e _ production of 
· Lubrica ti'ng · Oils: ,. ' · , . · . . 

;A Process for 'the Conversion: 'or ':Bhitawan 
ShellLl uid~ ··I 1 -' . ,,;• ,r · · · 

q \1 '. :··•,.fffi .~ -~~--1'• 
A Process· for ·the Convers10n of:'Bhilawim 
·Shell 'L'iquld. 1 

• ' • ' ' '-• ' ' • 

A 'Process for tbe Collver$ion' o{ ':Bhil~~in 
·' Sheli Li uid. · ., 'L•l · • ·. ' 1 · '" ' '· :., · 

A Proces'ifor'· 'the ·c'opveHii:>i{ 'pf' ~-hila wan 

Applicants. 

S.S ... Bhatnagar, !.. C. ,Verman, s. M. 
· KariJq and (3. D. Joglekar. 
J. S: Aggarwal, H. D. Chowdhury and 
;.L.· G •. _,Verma~. _. 1 •.!:., ,_._, , p,;, ,:J· 
· s: Siddiqui and;~. K. Ranganathan. · 

's.rsidd'iqui a~;r:s. K.·.~ao:~~n~t1~6:· 
• • • I ' ~ 1 { T • ' . s: Si4d1qui,ilnd Azhat: ~li,;Khan.~ . , . , 

l. f'. '. • • •I " , • 

.s: .Si~d.iqlli and ,Azhar ~1~ J,<.haq, ; 
(, L· l, !'-. -· ) ' '' :.., ~.J · I' • I ShdiLiquid.''' ··• ','; 1 ,., '' ., ........ ,r 

A' Process for_tbe: Preparation of Depolat.i~ing · K. Subbaramiah and L. C. Verman. 
'A 'ent ~or' Dr ' ceiis: '' " 1 J · • •. ·•· ,·. 
Im~rb~einen!s~iri i ot'' ~idatillg 1 to·L~min'ai:¢d · · s.· S; Bhatriagar, ' C. A .. R. Khan and 
"B6atds:. · "' ! .,-_' 1 ,1 ~- ., :·,.:;, '' '· '· • : L. C. Verman: · 
lmp'rovefu..~nt's 'jn'_ oF reia~ing ·. tb ~):.a hiina,fe;d ·, ~- .s_ .... ,_ 1 ;B~!ltn.~~ar1 \ J G· A_.:,·. ~- :! $han and • 
i-C~rrugat~d'Boards.:··. ·~ . . :···-. ~. · ·''· '"~. ',;J;:..C.Verman. ··. 
Imprdvements' .il:f J.>lastlc \:,9mposition~,, --. , · : ~~ ;s.: )3h~~nagar ;,.an4 Ali .1\.htJ;~ad~. ,J 1 v. , li
lA 'niethod of preparit.g a r'ubber c6mposition'. 'S. "S. Bhatnag·annd 'Ali Ahmad. 

for manufacturing artificial cork,-. stoppers, . 
refrigerator pads, insulating materials and 
like substances, and;t.i:he substances so 

·-- manufactured. --·--·-'---~ -----==T- --~---



Serial! I Indian 
Patent 

No. N o. 

u. 

14. 

IS· 

16. 

17· 

18. 
19· 

20. 

I 
284271 

28428 1 

28563 ! 
I 

28974 1 
I 

28990 1 
29051 

! 

Wbether 1 

sealed or : 
d . I pen 1ng. 1 

Sealed 

" 

" 
, 

" 

" 
" 

.. 

Title. ·I 
Improvements in or relating to the degra
dation of proteioous materials •. 

Process for the conversion of cashew out 
shell liquid to a drying product for the 
manufacture of lacquer varnishes, stoving 
eoamelsJ water-proofing, electric insulating 
and plastic compositions, and like mate-
rials. · 

Improvements in or relating to the contain
ers, receptacles, utensils and the like. 

A process for obtaining resin from agricul
tural wastes such as bagasse and jute 
wastes, and the resin so obtained. 

A process for the transformation of castor 
oil gel into a soluble viscous liquid. 

Improvements in or relating to the degrada· 
tion of proteinous materials. 

Duplicating inks. 
Modification of a process for the conversion 
of bhilawao shell liquid to a oon .. vesica
ting drying product for the manufacture of 
lacquer varnishes, stoving enamels, water
proofing, electric insulating and plastic 
compositions, or like materials. 

A collapsible tube or the like containers 
and a method of making the same. 

ApJ)iicaots. 

Atma Ram, S. S. Bhatoagar, and Kari
mullah. 

S. Siddiqui and A:z:har Ali Khan. 

S. S. Bhatnagar, Prem Prakash . and L. C. 
Verman. 

S. S. Bhatnagar. Prakash Narain and 
G. S. Tiwari .. · 

S. K. Raoganathan and S. Siddiqui. 

Atma Ram, S. S Bhatnagar, Karimullah. 

Miss S. Ram. 
S. Siddiqui and Azhar Ali Khan. 

S. S. Bh,atoagar and P··m Prakash. 



1 lndia.n { Whether 
Serial! Patent sealed ot 
No. No. pending . 

. ,:n.l Sealed 

22. 29374 

.. 
,., 
, 

.. 

29939 ,, 

28. , 

Title. 

1 A process for the ;edamation of rubber 
I wastes for producing substitutes of hard 

and soft rubber, vulcanite, ebonite, and 
composite moulding powders. adhesives,. 
impregnating solutions and like products. 

Process and plant for the manufacture ot 
phthalic anhydride. . · 

Pddding ~aterials from cocoanut coir. 

Improvements in or relating to ·fluids used 
in hydraulic mechanism. . 

Water detecting composition. 

A process · for the conversion. of bhilawan 
shell liquid to a nonvesicating drying ·pro· 
duct for tile manufacture of lacquer varni
shes, stoving enamels, water proofing, elec
tric insulating and plastic compositions or 
like materials. 1 

lmprovements in or relating to rendering 
textile fabric non-inflammable and water 
resistant. 

Improvements in or relating to rendering 
textile fabric non-inflammable --and .water 
resistant. 

Applicants. 

S. Siddiqui and Azhar Ali Khan. 

S. S. Bhatn~gar and N. Ghatak. 

Ali Ahmad, Vidya Sagar Bhatia and 
S. s. Bhatnagar~ · 

J. S. Aggarwal, S~ S. Bhatnagar and L. C. 
Yerman. ' 

Atma Ram, Flight Lieut. Cecil ·v. Lezard 
and Mulk Raj Verma, 

S. Siddiqui and Azhar Ali Khan . 

Atma Ram, S. S. Bhatnagar, Karimullab 
and C.A.R. Khan. 

Atma Ram, S: S. · Bhatnagar, Karimullab 
and .C.A.R. Khan. 

Preparation of resinous materials from the l Atma Ram, s. s .. Bhatnagar, Karimullab 
milky juice of plant Euphorbia Tirucalli. and George Chooet Smith. -



S . 1 1 Indian 
ena · Patent 
No. N o. 

/ • I ( ,. 

30· 

32. 

33· 

34· 

35· 

3~· 

37· 

38. 
39· 

41· 

29967 

29~~~ 

29969 

~ooii 

30196 

30316 

30.45~ 

30502_ 

30503 
jo679-

3068o 

/ 

I 
bfamm~nium ~~r.bamate .....•. ,. 'l , .. ··n '· •· · ., .... ,, ···,· 

, ~ ~1fer-pdr~~~ ap~ ~a~~!'~o_ofl~~ric~ fro~, cauor ¥·· Qu~esbi a1

Il;d T.v. ;Subha Ra~ · • , 
1 

• ~! . pro., u .. ts. , 

" .. 
" 
, 

'·' 
,_, 

" 

" 

, 

1 An appa~at.us ~~! .. the. J>r1o~~~tion,.:~f ,pr~a~ J,C, pbosh and.B.S. Kulkarni. 

I A~~~:n~a~r::~~~o:Jntainer I and' ~' ~~-tbod S: s. · Bbat~~g~r and ~r~~~ P~;k~·s·h,: 

I 
Of, !Dakin~' the same .... ,.1 1 ),. .... •• ••• 

A' rnet~od o( a~d compositiOIJ. f~di~~ng and 

I 
seallllng contaJD_ers~ . . :, ., .. ! • . • . . , . 

Cold moulding composition. for .the, .manu-

! 
. fac~ure. of, 'moisture resistant .or 

1 
insul!J., 

1 
ting artich:s such · as boards,·· ~witches, 

1 ~~nle-_,c~rs,., ,
1
.tr.ays, . p~nels for radio 

I /~eceivlDg set's 9r the like. -~ 
'1 A: ~~Ocf'ss for th~ manufactur~ . of. .sint1=red 

glassware. · · · 
1 An improved process of the qegradation of 

!keratinous materials or the like. 
A~Jmp'tov'ed pencil !!raser. . ... ., , , . . . 
Improvements in or relating to the. prod~JC~ 
tion of foam generating ,ubstances. . 1 •• 

Improvements in or relating to _tbe manu· 
facture of Containers, receptacles, hollow· 
ware or the like from resin impregnated · 
lamination. · · ' · 

Improvements in or relating to the manu
factu~e of moulding powders. 

S. S. Bbatnagar and Karimullal). 

M. Qureshi and'Mohd Abdul Rahim Khan. 
• r I ,• ' '~ I 

'.I. . . . B: V .. ]: Janakiram~ R_ao. ~ 
. . 

-' ' . ' • • : ' I ~ ; . ~. : ' 

s; S. l3hatpagar and:L· .C. Verman; , 

M. Qurc:~hi and M./1.R..Kban~ · 
S. S. Bhatnagar, Atma Ram, A. Jogarao, 
Karimullah and L.C.Verman. 

S. S. Bhatnagar, A. R. Khan and L. C. 
Verman. 
.' ; '1. : ' j , : ~· ., ··. ' .. 1/ ., ;·· '1 

S. S. Bhatnagar, A. J ogarao and L. C.·· 
Verman. 



Serial Indian 
Patent No. No. 
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42. 3}~8~. 
\.•t: .. _.' '' 

43:· 3\2841 

44· 3ISIO 
'I I ~ j ' ! 

45· 315 I ,I 
'· ' ' ' ' I '~ 

46· 31594 
47' 3r.595t 

4Si 3't871' 

49~ 3H3i' 

~r)· ~~:)~f) 

so. 32352 .. ~ ~. j 1 ; ~ ~; 

5 I. 3~486 
<- ; } lj :~ ! 

52· 32823 

--~ ·! j 1'·1 .. n 

53· 32824 
,_• ~·. Jj ,1_,., 

..54· 32834 
j/J''' 

Whether 
sealed or 
pending 

Sealed 
;; 'l 

,. 
,, 

1: ~ ·. ~) r : ·r 
,, 
" 

.,, 

., 

" 
' ,, ., 

• > 

'' ~-.. 

" .. 
" 

' 

" 
, 

,f"~: 1
1 

--:,rJ 

,. 

· ' Title 
. • i _, 'T . ' , -.) 1 • • l! :---: .. ,: 

.. , Application 

A· .S~aling 1 co~p_osition. and . me~hod ., f~r. 
sealmg holes 10 metalhc or 1nher shet;ts, 

Atll\a. ~am,., S ... s. Jlbatnagar and Mulk 
RaJ Verma. · · · 
I' l'•) COntainers Of the like: 0 

I • 

Varnish fro in' castor oil products.: .J ·. ·' . I ; 
1 

•. 

lmprovemenu .'iil or rehiting to th~ grind.iQg 
a tid utilisation of mica.· · · ' · · · . I · · · • · 

. M. Quresh.i ~~d· T.r V: s~bha ·R:ao.' 
~~~es~1 G.ball4r~ Rar· .. )- • 

Improv.emerits in .or refatin:g .to th~. grinding_ · ~ames1) . 9hand.ra ~~¥·, . 
an:d utilisation of mica:.' · · r · ' · · · : '· "' ' · · · ' • · · : · · 

Antbraq·uihone vadiydtuft"s; ·: ···._j·_ • .. : . ~· 
Improvements ili'br relating to rentld:irig pa· 
per Water-proOf g_r~aSeJ?rOo_f_an.d !lOn-por.~U~: 

V.Y,~G*pale and K .. R. Vc:nkataraman. · 
Karimullab~ G.S.' Tiwari. · 

: • 1. .• • :: .:, ~, ,'. 

sJ s:· Bhlnnagar 'and J .(: L : i' k~o.-" , 
I • ' 

•,, lc 

Improvem'ents' in, ·~r relating to' the manu
fai::(ure of! ftrix'~compo'sitions .f~r al.u.mipiu_Il) 
Of its alloys',' t ., ') 'J I'',', i' • I '•l . <•, • ,. 

Improvements 'in _o~ 'tc:iating- I (0 l ~he''· ei~ui:· s'f~1~~iqyi. p.p~; .Azh.av\tq<han. ,, -. 
siO.nh'i~f .. ~li~ s_~el_l ;trq~i~_;. fr~~ l ~h}!,a}}',~f,l .. ~~r., - . 
tas ew·.nuts·: · · ·· · · ·· · ·· · · . ' . 

.,,.,.,. 

Improvi:n:ierits 'iri ei:tracdb'n 'oCrul>b~r front s. ~·. ~b~tnagar,. Ka~imullah and. Uma 
eryptos~~giiz;>~', ;•; Oi L~, ltl·l' .!". l 'if' Sba~k~~,·. . . . . 

lmpt6vements in or relating to the . mam~- · B. ~·_.Pe,r, J;-,~·., ~OfJQql\~1)~~. a~;~c:\., s1, ~'"" 
fa(:ttire of be'ozid1iie'' ',l .: '' ;; .I ' ·.,, • ;'. •'' Ra)agopalane, . ' 

Improvements in the· ·production. of ra~e4 · B. N. Sikka, Gurbax Singh, L. C. Verman. 
pafterriS 1'bt 'let~edng· oh'.'ther;._'s~rfa~~- '.'of' l. . • . • • ., 

. -plast'ic'pr'oductsl 11 ''' ·····I · I" --.!·'· _,,. ~ 

:Manuflicture'· ''of' lcdntal'iler's · from resin . B. ~'· ~j~~~' Gurbax Singh 
iliipregria~ed 1iui:ihia'tibd.''' · : 1 

'' ; '"· '·' "
1
· '· '- , \7 erman. . 

'Improvementsin or relining to the manu- R. C. Ray. 
facture of mica' incorporated boards, slabs, 
files, or. the like (ceoieil(mica composition). 

and L. C. 



Serial I 
No. 

I 
SS: l 
ss. 

.I 
s1- 1 

ss. I 

59· 

6o. 

61. 

66. 

67. 

Indian -~ Whether I 
Patent sealed or 

No. pending. 
Title. 

32969.~ Sealed 

32970 i »• I 

I 
32971 l , 

3305& ! " 
33059 , 
33077 ,, 

33078 u 

33114 ,. 

33115 I " 
i 33261 . Accepted 

33473 " 
33649 Sealed 

33650 ,, 

Improvements in or relating io the manu
facture of paints from mica. 

Improvements in .or relating to electro
deposition of rubber (rubber lined equip-
ment). . 

Extraction of Tubber from e1yptostegia 
leaves. 

Improvements in or relating to rubber 
lining of non-conducting surfaces. 

Gas cleaning devices for use in cooiunctioo 
with producer gas plant. . 

Improvements in tile manufacture of plastic 
composition from pulverised mica (glyce
rine geletine mica gel). 

Improvements in the manufacture of para
amino phenol. 

Improvements in or relating to the manu
facture of paints from mica No. 2. · 
Improv~ments in or relating to the rubber 

lining of metallic equipment. 
Improvements in or relating to the produc
tion of stabilised diazo salts. 

Improvements in or relating to the produc
' tion of nitro derivatives of phenyl ethers. 

Isolation of bitter principles from nim oil 
and from one another. 

Separation of the bitter principles from 
nim oil and simultaneous purification of 
the oil (nim-1). 

Applicants. 

R. C." Ray. 

J. C. Ghosh and George T. Vergbese. 

S. S. Bhatnagar, Karimullah and Uma 
Shankar. 

J. C. Ghosh. 

S. K. Dass Gupta,. Mohan Lal Khanna» 
K. K. Achuthan Nair and L.C. Verman. 

R. C. Ray. 

B. B. Dey, T. R.- Govindacbari and S.c. 
Rajgopalane. 

R. C. Ray. 

J. C. Ghosh and George T. Verghese.' 

R.'J. Monalim and K. Venkataraman. 

B. B. Dey, T. R. Govindacbari and H. "v·. 
Udupa. · · 

S. Siddiqui and C. R. Mitra. 

S. Siddiqui and C. R. Mitra. 



Serialllodian 1 Whether 
Patent . sealed or 

No. No. I pending. 

68. 

69. 

71· 

73· 

74· 

15· 

76· 
11· 

So. 

342.10 

342.11 

34410 

34411 

34692. 
34754 

34755 

347S6 

34757 

Sealed 

, 

Accepted 

" 
Sealed 

Accepted 

, 

" 
·~ 
" 

" 

" 

" 

I' 

Title, 

I New derivative~ ~from bitter· principles of 
nim oil. 

Improvements in the working life of jute 
or cotton mill bobbins, textile shuttles or· 
the like mill accessories. 

A method of adjusting watches and time 
pieces. , . . 

Improvements in or relating to containers 
of the cigarette case type. . 

Improvements in or relating to antbra · quin
one acid dyestuffs. 

Manufacture of 2 ; 4 dichloro-1-:-amino 
Anthraquinone. 

Manufacture of ~mosquito-repellant . cream 

Conversion of nitro chloro-benzenes. 
' ' 

Improvements in or relating to air seperators. 
An ,improved process for the conversion. of 
ortho and oara nitro chloro benzenes ·to 
the corresponding nitro anisoles and nitro 
phenetoles. . 1 ' 

An improved process for the preparation of 
2 nitro, 4 cbloro phenetoles. · 

An improved process for the production of 
· ortho dichloro benzidine (3 3' dichloro 4,4' 
diamino diphenyl.) 

Process for the production of 3,6J3',6' tetra 
cbloro benzidine. 

Applicants. · 

S. Siddiqui and C. R~Mitra. 

S. S. Bhatnagar, L. C •. Yerman, S. M. 
· Karim and A. N. Nayar. 

L. C Verman •. 

Gurbax Singh and L. C. Vermao. 

S .. G. Bedekar and K. Venkataraman. 

K. Venkataraman and.'$. G. Bedekar; 

S. Sidd.iqui and C. R. Mitra. 

B. B. Dey~ H. V. Upuda, T. R. Govind., 
achari. 

G. D. Joglekar, ·; 
B. B. Dey, H. V. Udupa, T. R. Govind-
achari., · 

B. B. Dey, ll. V. Udupa, T. R; Govind· 
achari. · 

B. B. Dey, T. R. Govindachari and S. G. 
. Rajgopalan,e. 

B. B. Dey, T. R. Govindachari and s. G. 
Rajgopalane. 

w -



Se ·all Indian\ Whether l s.:Jo. Patent sealed. or • 
No. pendmg 

J!I. ~4766 l AcC'epted 

82. . 348731' . . " ' 

83. 34937 , 

84. 34938 I 

" 
85· 3~328 Filed 

: i! 

.86. 35331 5J 
~ t 1 : ! I 

87- ~5336 Accepted 
' ... i' .. 

_88. . 35337 - Filed 

' .. ' 

. 89· 35338 ,; 

,90. I •35567 
.. 
" 
f'j 

91· ~5646 ~· 

:' .: .• J.) 

',. ·, • Title 
r'., . ; 

Improvements in· ·or relating to' magnetic 
seperators. . ~ · · · · ' · · 

Improved apparatus for expulSion of bhila-
wan shell liquid. · · 

Improvements in or· relating to .. 'coating 
. composition for card board 'containers: · · 
Improvements in or relating td 'the· depoly
merisation of rubber:·' ' ' .... ' ' . '·' 

An improved method for the production of 
2-4 diamino phenoL · · 

Manufacture of rubber sponges. 
I • 1 1' : ', ' : , J J • ! ; , , • 0 

, j 1, ' ~ ( ~ ' ! . J 

Improvements in or r~lating to food con• 
: 'tainers · made of :paper, card board OJ;' 

fabric: . ·. . 
Improvements in or rdatirig to· card board 
containers for rendering them suitable for 

· packing non-11lkali' \\'atery $elutions,' inks 
·or the like. · 
Improvements in or relating to· the: nianu~ 
facture of concentrated extract of pyre· 
thrum. . ' r ' .. . . . .. ' . 

!Improvements in or relating· to" preventing 
the ·deterioration of pyretbrins and pre

. ·serving the biological stability of ·pyre· 
thrum preparations. 

An improved air cleaning and crank case 
1 ven~ilation system far internal combustion 
I eogmes. 

G: r>: JoglekaFaild'L. c:··ve'rm"a~~. ,J 
; t I . , ~· · 

s;:Sfddil~ui arid A~ha~'Aii Kb~n. \:. 
S. M. Karim and K. K. Sarin. .• ;j • .. 

s. Siddiqui,' Azha~ ~li Kh~~: ah'd 'B. 'c. 
; Majumdar.· · · 
~· : B: Dey, .. H .. V •. p-dupa , ao,4 .. T. R. 
· Gov10dacban. ' · '· · 
Azhar A~i Khan, B. C. Majumdar and 
~ S. Siddiqui; ' · · · · 
S. M. Karim and K .. K. Sarin. . , 

'~- ' ' . ' : . ' ' . ' 

' K: K. · Sarin and s. M. Karim .. 

• . • I J ~ 

· S. Siddiqu1 and A. V. Sabharatnam . 

S.-' Siddiqui,' A. 1 V. Subhar'ai~am~ 
. Visbwa l'fatb . Sbarma .. , , . 
,•' ,· ·.• ' 1.•' .J ;t· 

N. A. Nair and L· C. Verman. l .. j l 

. ' and 



Serial I Indian Whether 
Patent sealed or Title. Applicants. 

No. I No. pending ---
92· 36073 Filed Improvements in or relating to the produc- Karimullah and Uma Shankar. 

tion of cyclised rubber.- . , 
93· 36074 " 

Improvements in or relating to the 
tion of chlorinated rubber. 

produc- Karimullah and Uma Shankar. 

94· 36162 ,, Improvements in or relating to the lathes Atma. Ram, Y, P. Varshney and 
particularly suited for glass working. B. V. Janki Rama Rao. ' 

9S· 36163 -,, Improvements in or relating to_ the manu- Atma Ram, Y. P. Varshney and B. V. Janki 
facture of double walled or multi-walled Rama Rao. 

' glass flasks such as vacuum or thermos 
flasks. 

96. 36182 , Improvements in or relating- to the manu- D: R. Malhotra, B.D. Aggarwal and 
facture of tin free alloys possessing physi- Braham Prakash. 
cal and chemical properties similar to tin w 

bearing alloys. _ 
w 

- Karimullah and .Uma Shankar. 97· 36318 " 
Improvements in or relating to the manu-
facture of rubber coml?ounds for lining or 
sealing containers for the manufacture of 
dipped goods or the like. . I 

I 

98. I 37ISS " 
Improvements in or relating to tlie prepa- D. Sarup, V.G. Iyer and S. Rama Murthy. 
ration of aluminium alloys. 

99· 37566 H An improved method for the production of B. B. Dey, B. R. Pai ~nd H.V • .Udupa. 
' 

2,4 diamino phenol. - · · 
roo. 38062 , Improvements in or relating to tb,e conver- S. Siddiq1.1i. 

I 
sion of bhilawan shell liquid to a non- . 
vasicatirig drying product for the_ manu-
facttJre of air _drying _varnish · composi-
tion {7)· 



Serial. I Indian I 
N Patent 

0
' No. 

Whether I 
sealed or 
pending. 

Title. Applicants. 

filed llmpro~ements in or relating to the c:onver~ I S. Siddiqui and o. C. Dhaf,. 
I sion of bhilawan shell liquid to a non- , . · 1 , 

I 
IOJ. 38o63 J 

I 

I OZ. 

103· 

104· 

•• 

to be filed 

to be filed 

Patent 
No. 

; vasicating drying product tor the manu- · 
' factures of lacquer varnish, staving, enamels 

water proofing or like materials (8). 
Improvements in or relating Jo the compo· S. Siddiqui .and D. C. Dhar. 
sition particularly suited for the manufac-
ture of patent leather. 

Improvements in o~; relating to the produc-
tion of distillery washes. , 

Improvements in or relating to the activa~ 
tion of bauxite for bleaching purposes. 

Aswatba Narayana Rao and M. Sreeniva. 
say a. 

Sutaone aod Saletore, ' 

FOREIGN PATENT APPLICATIONS 
u.s.A. 

Whether 1· 
sealed or 
pending. 

Titlo. l Applicants. 

1. U. S. Pat. Appln. No. Filed Improvements in or relating to the s. S. BllatDagar, A. R. Khan 
and L. C. Verman. S77IIZ dated Feb. 9, 194S· 

2. U. S. Pat. Appln. No. 
677608 dated June IS, 1946. 

Filed 

manufacture of containers, recepta· 
cles, hollow-ware or the like from 

1 
resin impregnated laminations. 

Improvements in or relating to the 
manufecture of containers receptacles, 
hollow-ware or the like from resin 
impregnated laminattons. 

B. N. Sikka, Gurbax Singh 
and L. c. Verman, 



Patent 
No. 

3· U. S. Pat. Appln. No, 
745056 dated Apr. ~o, 1947· 

.;. Vt-'hether 
sealed or 
pending. 

Filed 

Title. 

' . 
Improvements in or relating to magne~ 

• tic separators. · 

· United Kin1do~' . ': 

. J 

4- British Patent No. 59:176:1 : Accept::d . 
Appln. No. '8 340/45· 

Improvement~ . in or relating·. to the 
manufacture of containers, receptacles 
hollow-ware or the . like from resin 

. impregnated 1aminations. 
lmpr:Q,veruents in 'Or relating to. manu-. 
facture: pf containers receptacles, 

S· British Patent Appln. No. 
19943/46. 

6. Br. Pat. Appln. No. 25410/. 
. 46. . 

7· Br. Pat. Appln~ No. 25409/.. 
46 ' . . 

8. Br. Pat. Appln. No. 10893/ 
47· 

Filed.· 

Filed 

Filed 

,Filed · 
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APPENDIX V 

List of publications by the Council's technical staff including staff 'Wotltint 
at different research institutiom and unifJersities on schemes 

financed by the Council. 

1. Utilisation of Ind!an vegetable oils as lubricants in internal com· 

bustion engines by Aggarwal J. S. and Verman L. C., Bulletins 
, of Indian Indust:dal Research, No. 18. 3rd Edition 1942. 

2. Utilisation of Indian vegetable oils as lubricants in internal 
6:ombustion engines by Aggarwal J. S., Chaudhry, Mukerji 
S.N. and Verman L.C; Bulletin~ of Indian Industrial Research 
No. 2o, 2nd Edition 1943. 

3· Vegetable oil mineral oil blends as lubricants by Aggarwal J.S., 
Bhatnagar S. S. and Verman L C., Jour. Sci. and Ind. Res. 
1942-43· 1,261. 

4· Indian vegetable oils as fuels for Diesel engines ; Bulletins of 
Indian Industrial Research No. 19, 3rd Edition. 1943· 

s. Effc;ct of storage on Indian vegetable oils by Aggarwal J. S. 
Journal of the Indian Chemical Society (Industrial and News 
Edition), 1942, V. 121. 

'· Vegetable oil illuminants by Aggarwal J.S., Joglekar G.D. and 
Verman L.C, Jour. Sci. and Ind. Res. 2,11,75, 1944· 

1· Chemical examination of the seeds of Mimo1a Pudica Linn. 
Part I. Analysis of fatty oil by Aggarwal J.S. and Karimullah 
Jour. Sci. and Ind. Res., 1945 4. So. 

8. Chemical Examination of the fatty oil from the seeds of Sisym· 
brium [rio Linn, by Aggarwal J.S. and Karimullah, Jour. Sci. 
and Ind. Res. 1946, 58 57· 

9· Particle•si-ze distributions in red lead pigments, by Verman L.C. 
and Jogarao A. Jour. Sci. and Ind. Res., 1, 82, 1~43 

lo. A viscometric method for studying the kinetics of alcoholysis 
of esters, by Jogarao A., Jour. Ind. Cbem. Soc. ZO, 69, 
1943· 

11. Horn waste as a raw material for the plastics industry, by 

Bbatnagar S.S., Verman L.C. and Jogarao A., Jour. Sci. and 

Ind. Res. 2, 166, 1944· 
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n. Plywood adhesives,- by Jogarao A., Jour. Sci. and Ind. Res. 

2, 205, 1944· 

Manufacture of dextrin for adhesives, by Jogara~ A., Jour. Sci. 

and Ind. Res., 4, 277, 1945· 

'The wood carbonisation industry, by Jogarao A., Jour. 
and Proc. Inst·. Cbem., 17, 92, 1945· 

15. Develop~eot of the wood carbonisation indusLry, by Jo'garao 
A., Jour: and Proc. Inst. Chem., 17, 126, 1945· 

16. The Hydrogen-Ox:ygea Cilmbination .in· a Siemen's . ozoniser, 
by Jogarao A.., Jour. Ind. Cbem. Soc. 22, 57~ I945· 

17. Swelling stresses in gels, -::A review, by Jogarao A., Jour. 
Sci. and lnd Res., 4, 544, 1946. 

18. Purification of China Clay for rubber manufacture by 
Bhatnagar S.S., Jogarao, A .. and Ver_man L.C., Jour •. Sci an~ 
Ind, R~s., 4, 514, 1946. 

19. Prepared casein glue for water resistant plywood by. Jogarao A., 
Jour. Sci. and Ind. Res., (Special_ Plastics Number), 4, 752, 

. 1946. . - . . . ~ 

:zo. Horn-waste plastics, by Jogarao A., Jour. Sci. and Ind. Res., 
4, 740, 1946. 

:u. A study of the anisotropic properties of. horn-Part I by 
Jogarao A., Jour. Sci. and Ind. Res. (under p-ublication). 

22. A study of the anisotropic properties of born-Part II by Jogarao 
A., Jour. ·s~i. and Ind. Res. (under publication). 

23. Some chemical considerations in Joshi's new l1ght effect by . 
Jogarao A., (under publication). 

24. Study of mechanism of setting of red lead paints by Jogarao A., 
(under publication) .. 

25. Some research problems ~n plastics by Jogarao A., (under 
publication). 

:z6. Electrical insulating materials By Jogarao A., J. Sci. and Ind. 
Res. (1947). . 

27. Requirements and properties of adhesives for wood by 
Jogarao A., J. Sci. and Ind. Res. 1947· 

:zs. Survey . and compilation of research problems in plastics by 
Jogarao A., (under publication). 
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29. - Fluxes fer welding aluminium, by Sundara Rao A. L., Jour. 
Sci. and lnd: R:es., 1944, 3, 507. 

30. Raman spectra of santalol, by Sundara Rao. A.L., Jour. Sci., 
and Ind. Res. 1945, 3, 361. 

31. Ultrasonic velo::iry in liquid mixtures and ·compound forma
tion, by Sundara Rao A. L., Jour. Sci. and Ind. Res. 1947, 
&B, 35. 

-
32. Spectroscopy _and its- imoortance in chemical and biological 

studies, by Sundara Rao A. L., Proc. Ind. Sci. Cong., 1947· 

H· Manufacture of ultramarine blu~ by Sundar.a Rao A. L. and 
Tandon D.S., Comm. to Ind. Sci. Cong., 1948. 

34· ·Magnesium from dolomite, by Sundara Rao, A. L., J.S.I.R. 

1943· 1, 141· 

. 35· . ~ulpburic acid and sulphares from. waste gases, _by Suodara 
Rao A.L., J.S.I.R., 1946, S, 88. 

36. - High test hydrogen peroxtde, by Sundara Rao, A. L., J. S.I.R .• 
1946, 5, 89. 

37· Alumina from low gude bauxite, by Sundara Rao, A.L., 
J.S.i R., 1946,4, .p6. 

38. Vertical chlorine cell, by Sua.dara Rao, A.L., J.S.I.R., 1946, 

: 4, 691· 
39; . Chemical ·examination of the dried latex from Euphorbia 

Tirucalli, by Karimullab & Dutta N.L., J. Sci. Ind. Res., 3. 

1944· 
40. 'Syn_thesis of coumarins from 0-hydroxy-aryl-alkyl ketones by 

Dutta N.L., J. Ind. Chern. Soc. Part III, 17, 65, 1940. 
41. Observation on pectin-Part I. Distribution in Indian plant 

marerials and preparation of pure pectin from different sour£eJ 

by Treban Y.N. and Ahmed B.a Jour. Sci. and Ind. Res, 68 I:S, 

1947· 
41- Extraction of Rubber from Cryptostegia gr<Jndiflora, by Bhat

oagar S.S., Karimullab & Uma Shankar, J. Sci. Ind. Res., 1944. 

3, 263; 3, 441, 1945· 

43· Rubber from Cr.l·ptostegia Grandiflora, J. Sci., Ind. Res., 1946. 

4, 6$4-
44· A compound for lining and sealing containers, by Karimullab. 

Uma Shankar & Tiwari, G S., Proc._ Ind. Sci. Coog. 1947, P.3 7. 
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Chemical investigations on Kakra Singi, . by Karimullab, 
Uma Shanker, J, ScL Ind._ R~s. 1~45, 3, •t23· · 

Chemical. i~vestigations on Kakra Singi, the Essential oil,. by 
Karimullali and Uma Shankar ~bid, 1946, SB, 6o-65~ 

. . ' 

Chemical examination on Gum EuphorfJium (Farfiyum) - The/ 
dried latex from Euphorbio · resinifera,. by Karimullah & 
Prakash Narain, ·:Proc. Ind. 'se. Con g., 1947· 

"8. Bagasse Resin,·. by _Bhatnagar S.S. & Prakash Narai,, J.S.I.R., 
. 1945 •. 3. 396.. . . ' . 

-49 Studies in . the chemistry and. application of' lndi~n oleo~ resins 
Part. I, by~ Bose A.K.;Das Gllpta A.K.; . Chakravarti K.K. · & 
Siddiqui, S., Proc. Ind~ Sci. Cong. 19~7 (und~r publicatio~). 

so Chemica~ examinatio~s cf nim b£ossoms' (Meli~ azadirachta) .bv. 
Mitra C;R.~ Rao ·P.N., Bhattacharji' $. and Siddiqui S., J.S.I.R .. 
6 B, 19-2 1947· - ·. I -

. . '-

Sl· Synthetic tanni~g materials fro~ bhilawan and .cashew shell 
liquids, by Ghani; M:.A., Desai N.B. and Siddiqui, S.~ Proc. •. 
Ind. Sc. Cong. 1947~ . . . 

5z. Utilisation of nim oil and its · bitter . constit~ents .. (Nimbidin · 
Series) in ·the pharmaceutical industry by ·Siddiqui · S. and· 
Mitra, C.R., J.S.I.R., 194~ 4~ S· ·· - . . 

S3· Chemical examinations _ot _nim roo~~bark CMelia at!adirachta) 
by Mitra C.R., Rao P.N. & Siddiqui S., Proc. _Ind. Sci. Cong., 

1947· 

54· Chemical examination of bakayan by Amir. Chand; Mitra C.R., 
·and Siddiqui S., ~roc. Ind. Sci. Cong.; 1947· 

SS· Chemical e_xamination of the seeds of Psoralea Corylifolia, Linn 
. (Babchi.)", by Chakravarti K.K., Bose A.K. and Siddiqui S., . 

Proc. In:l. Sci. Cong. 1947· 

. 56. Studies in the chemistry and application_ of Indian oleo-resi~s 
Part I, by Bose K.K., · Das Gupta A.K., Chakravarti K.K. & 
Siddiqui S. (unJer Publication in J.S.I.R.). 

57· Yeast growth method for the . estimation of thiamin, by 
Vohra P.N., Dbammi K.L: & Ahmed B., J.S.I .R. 4, 582, 1949-
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58. Effect of tbia.mio, raiboflavin and niacin on the growth of yeasts 
by Vohra P.N.; Dbammi K.L. and B. Ahmed, JS.I.R. 4, 650, 

. 1946. 

59· Manufacture of yeast in India, by Vobra P.N. and Ahmed B., 
J.S.I.R., 4, 191, 1945. 

6o. Manufacture of yeast, some scientific problems, by Vohra P.N. 
and Ahmed B., J.~.I.~., 4, 292, 1945· 

61. · Vitamins, by Ahmed B. and Vohra P.N., Annual Review of Bio
'cbemhtry and Allied Research, lnd1a, 1945· 

62. Carotenoid pigments from pyrethrum flowers, by , Subbaratta
nam A.V. and Pillai, P.P, J.S.I.R. 1947, 6, 1oo. 

63. Subsidiary-constituents of pyrethrum flowers, by Subbaraua
nam A.V., Pillai, P.P. and Siddiqui S., Proc. Ind. Sci. Cong., , 

1947· 
64. Studies in conessine series, Part 6, by Siddiqui s. and Vasisbt 

S.K .• Jour. Sci. Ind. Res., 1945, 3, 559· 

65. Studies in conessiae series, Part 7 by Siddiqui S. and Sharma 
V.N., Jour Sci. Ind. Res., 1946, 4, 435· 

66. · Studies in coneasinc series, Part 9 by Siddiqui S. and Sharma 
V.N., Proc. ind. Sci. Congress, 1947· 

67. Studies in conessine series, Part 8 by Siddiqui S. and Vasisbt 
S.K., Jour. Sci. Ind. Res. 1946, 4, 440. -

68. Studies in conessine series, Part 10 by Puri V.N., Sharma V.N. 
and Siddiqui S., Proc. Ind. Sci. Cong. 1947· 

69. Studies in cones sine series, Part 1 1 by Khalid M.H., Sharma 
V.N. and Siddiqui S., Proc. Ind. Sci. Cong., 1947. 

70. Chemical examination of Holarrhena Febrifuga Klotzch, Part I 
by Misra S.C., Sharma V.N. and Siddiqui S., Jour. Sci. Ind. 

Res. 1945, 4, 555· 
71. The alkaloids of Cassia Absus Linn, Part I by Pori V.N., 

Sharma V.N. and Siddiqui S., Jour. Sci. Ind. Res., 1946,4,701. 

72. Studies in the alkaloidal constituents of Stephania Glabra, 
Part 1 by Siddiqui S., Proc. Ind. Sci. Cong., 1947· 

73· Studies in the alkaloidal constituents of Stephania Glabra, 
Part 2 by Chaudhri G.R. and Siddiqui S. Proc:._ Ind. Sci. 

Cong., 1947· 
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74- A note on the isolation of three new bitter principles from the 
oim oil, by Siddiqui S., Curr. Sci. 1942, 11, 278. _ 

7S· Chemical examination of Archa, By Chaudhry G.R., and 
Siddiqui S., Proc. Ind. Sci. Cong., 1947· -

77· 

79· 

So. 

8x. 

h. 

Constituents of Diolymoca.rpus Pedicellatta, Part y. Studies, ia 
the constitution of Pedicinin, by Salooja K.C., Sharma V.N. 
and Siddiqui S., Jour. Sci. Ind. Res. (under publication). . 

Chemical examination of Vite:z: peduncularia by Misra S.C., 
Sharma V.N. and Siddiqui S.; Proc. IIid. Sci. Cong., 1947. 

Studies in the constituects of .chana (Cic~tr arietimsm Linn) l'art 
I. Isolation of three new crystalline ·products from . the Chana 
germ by Siddiqu~ S., Jour~ Sci; Ind. Res. I94S. 4, 68. 

Studies in tbe constituents :of chana (Cicer arietinum Linn) Part 
II. The constitution of Biocbanin A by Bose J.L , and Siddiqui 
S., Jour. Sci. Ind. Res., I94S,4,231· · · 

Studies in the constituents ot germs of common Indian p. ulses . . 
. by· Bose J;L., Bhandari P.R. and Siddiqui S., Jour. Sci. Ind. 

Res. I94S• 4, 310. 

Growth promoting factors from germs of ·India pulses, by 
Krisbnamurthi A., Bose J.L., Siddiq.ui S., Proc. Ind. Sci. Cong. 

. . ~ 

1947· 
Studies in the 3 phenyl coumarin series by Bhandari P.R., Bose 

. J.L. and Siddiqui S., Proc. Ind. Sci. Cong. 1947· 

83. Abietic acid from India rosin by Gbatak N. and Mitra S.P., 
Jour. Sci. arid Ind. Res; 1946, 4, 653. _ 

84. Studies in thermal degradation products of naturally occurring 
resi~ols, Part I, by Rastogi R. P., Sharma V. N. and Siddiqui 
S.~ Proc. Ind. Sci. Cong., 1947. . 

Bs. Synthetic tanning materials from bhilawan and cashew nut 
shell liquids by Ghani M.A., Desai N.B. and Siddiqui S., Proc. 
Iiid. Sci. Cong. 1947· . 

86. Manufacture of chlorinate4 wues from naphthalene by 
Bhatnagar S.S., Ghatak N. and Karimullah, Jour. Sci. and. 
Ind. Res. 3, 340, l94S· , 

87. Observation on the carotenoid pigments oflocal' varieties of yellow 
maize by Sardana, }.C. and Bashir Ahmed, lad. Jour. Med. 
Ru.'34. 59, 1946. 



88. Investigation on the growth promoting factors present in Beogal 
gram' by Bbawati K., Ind. Jour~ Med. Res. 34, 87, 1946. 

19~ Observations· on the carotenoid pigments of the mango fruil 
by Saadana J.C. & Basbir Ahmed, Ind. Jour. Med. Res. 34, 69,. 

. 1946· 

go. Survey of the possibilities of manufacturing citdc acid from 
lemons in Bihar and B.:nJal by· Gbatak N. and Kadmullab~ 
Jour. Sci. Ind. Res., 1944,3,r. , 

91. Manufacuire of agar-agar in India, by ·Bose. J.L., Kari111ullab 
and Siddiqui S., Jour. Sci. Ind. Res., 1943, 1, 98. 

· f)l. · Manufacture of phthalic anhydride by Bhatnagar S.S., Ghatak
N., Karimullab and. Mitra S.P., Jour. Sci~ and Ind. Res. 
I, 90, 194J.. <&.725, 1946. 

93~ ~ Semi-automatic cell testing device for dry cells, by-Verman L.C 
and Joglekar G.D., Current Scieace, 8, 332, 193J· 

94. Etfect of iron content of man~anese ores on dry cell character
. istics. by Verman LC, Subbaramiah and Joglekar G. D. 
· Current Science, 9, 64, 1940: · 

fJS·. Dry cell manufacture, Industrial Research Bureau Bulletin No. 23 
by Joglekar G.D., Subbaramiab and Verman L.C, 1941. 

g6. The manufacture of calcium carhide in India by Gilmore E.F.G. 
J.S.l.R. 1, IS, 1942. 

97· The manufacture of thermionic valves by Toshniwal B.D., J.S.I.R. 
1, 27, 1942. 

98. Decomposition of potassium iodide by ultrasonic waves by Bhar 
J.N., J.S.I.R. 1, 106, 1943· 

99· Thermal endurance of electric lamp glass bulbs by Karim S.M., · 
Verman L.C. and Ananta Krishnan S.V., J.S.I.R. 2, 92, 1944· 

100. Mobile gas producer test plant by Verman L. C., J.S.I.R. 2, 259, 

1944· 
101. Manufacture of carbon rods by Joglekar G.D., Sen D. and 

Verman L. C., J.S.J.R. 2, 291, 1944· 

102. A new phenomenon in the piezo electric oscillations of a 
quartz crystal by Pande A .• Pancholy M. and Parthasarathy S., 

J.S.I.R. 2, 295, 1944· 
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103. Transverse oscillations of· a piezo-electric quartz crystal by 
. Parthasarathy S., Pan de A., and Pancholy M., J.S.I.R. 3;. 1!, 

1944· 
- -104· 

105--

ro6. 

108. 

109 .. 

A &imuhaneous_ oscillation~ of a piezo-electric quartz at two . 
frequencies by Pande A., Pancholy _M. an~_ Parthasarathy _S., 
J.S.I.R. 3, 64, 1944· 

Manufacture of soluble barium salts from barytes by Bhatnagar · 
S.S., Parthagar~thy S. and Sundar~ Rao_:A. L.~ J.S.I.R 3, loS, ' 

. 1944· 
Ultrasonic' velocities in some vegetable oils: by Pari de A., 

Pancholy M. and Parthasa,ratby s.;, J.S.I.R. 3, I591 1944· 

Standardization of filter papers f~r ga~ purity tests by Verm~n 
L.C .• ~air K.A., Khanna M.L~, and Das G~pta S.K., J.S.I.R. 
3, 203~ 1944 - - -

Ultrasonic velocities in some mineral a~d . arumal oils by 
- Pancholy M., P~n_de A. and Parthasarathy s·. _ J.S.I.R. 3, zo9, 

1944·. 
Filter media for fine filters· of portable producer ga~ . plants by 

V.:rman L. C., K.A. ~•ir, Khan11a M.L., and Das Gupta S.K., 
J.S.I.R. 3, 251, 1944· . ~ 

I [0. Ultrasonic velacities and adiabatic compressibilities in some 
essential oils Pa~t 2 by Pan de - A., Pancholy M., . and 
Parthasarthy S., J.S.I.R. 3, 263, 1944· · 

11 r. Dispersion of sound velocity in organic liquid by a ~ew technique 
by Parthasarathy S., Pancholy M. and Pande; A., J.S.I.R. 
3, 299. 1945· 

1 u. Uhrasonics.-their scientific and industrial appiications _ by 

Parthasarathy S. and Pande A., J.S.I.R. 3, 3o8, I94S· 

113. Ultrasonic_ velocities and adiabatic compressibilites in some 
essential oils Part 2 by Pancholy M., Pande A., and Parthas~- · 
rathy S., J.S.I.R. 3,_354, 1945· 

114. Flow of gas through filter paper by Verman L.C., and Nair K..A., 
J.S.I.R. 3, 452, 1945· · 

115. Pressure sensitivity of soot, deposits by Verman L.C., Das · 
Gupta S.K., and Bhatnagar A.S., J.S.I.R., 3, 209, 1944· 

u6. Dielectric constants and p:>wcr factor, of Indian mica by 
Parthasarathy S., P•ncholy M. and Pande A., JS.I.R. 4, 158, 

194S· 
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sludge by Bbatnagar S.S., Parthasarathy S., Singh G.C. and 
Sondra Rao A.L., J.S.I.R. 4, 378, 1945• 

118. Determination of oil in paraffin wax: by ultrasonics by Pancholy, 
M., Pande A., and Sheel P., J.S.I.R. 4, SIS, 1946. 

•,119. China clay for rubber works, by Bbatnagar S.S., Jogarao A. and 
yerman L.C, J.S.I.R. 4. 514, 1946. 

uo. Synthetic tibrics from proteins by Das Gupt~ A. S.,. J.S.I.R. 4, 
154· 1946· 

121. Corrosion of iron by water in oil emulsions by Verman LC. and 
. Khanna M.L.,J.S.I.R. 4, 449, 1946. 

u'3, Particle si:te problems in industry by Yerman L. C., J.S.I.R., 4,. 

45~1,1946· 

123. l'lastics by Verman LC., and Sikka B.N., J.S.I.R .. 4, 395, 1946· 

U.f. . Rectified spirit as fuel for motor vehicles by Verman L.C., 
and Nair K. A., J. S. I. R. 4, 6o1, 1946. 

UJ. Fuel economy in portable gas plants by Verman, L C. 
and Nair K. A., J. s. I. R. 5, 7, 1946. 

126. Acoustic opacity of liquidi by Pancholy M. and Partbasartahy S. 
J. S. I~ R. 5, 109,1946. 

127. Further consideration of the Joshi effect by Pershad R., J.S.I.R. 
SB, 65, 1946. 

121. Str~tch drying by Karim S. M. and Vermao L. C., J.S.I.R., 

58, 7o, 1946. 

n9. Oscillations of a quartz crystal excited by an amplitude modula .. 
ted wave by Pancholy M., and Parthasarathy S., J.S.I.R., SB, 

11, 1946. 

•30. White clinker formation in portable producer gas pla.nts by" 
Verman L. C.. Khanna M. L., Das Gupta S. I<.. and Nair 

K. A., J.S.I.R. 4, 663. 1946. 

fJ 1. Protein plastics, seeds and seed cakes by Sikka B. N.,J.S.Ut 
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IJZ. Drawn Laminated mouldings by Vermau L. C., J. S I. R. 

«.741• 1946. 

133· Laminated plastic containers without the use· of hydraulic: 
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ll4· Design and manufacture of mould equipment by Gurbux Sinah, 
. J, S. I. R. 4,747, 1946. 

135· · Natural resin-adhesives by Karim S. M, J.S.I R. 4,752., 1946. 
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•31· Miscellaneous applications of plastics by Karim, S. )\1., J.S.I.R. 
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140. Diamagnetic susceptibilities of some organic iodides by Kh_anat 
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142· 
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l49· Digestibility of soya milk, by I<rishnaswamy N., De S.S. lad 
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1.51~ Studies on the .nutritive value of soya milk, Part I. Nutritive 
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m_ilk, by Desikachar H.S.R., De S.S., and Subrahmanyan V., 
Ibid., 6, No. 2, 1946. 

153. S~udies on the nutritive value of soya milk, Part III. Supple
menting value of_ soya milk to -a poor Indian diet. by 

· Desik.achar H.S.R., De S.S. and Subrahmanyan V., Ibid., 
6, No. 2, 1946. 

15 4· Studies on the nutritive value of soya milk, Part IV. Digesti
bility of soya milk in fJitro experiments, by Krishnaswamy N., 
De S.S. and Subrahmanyan V., Ibid.~ 6, No. 2, 1946. 

ISS. Nutritive value of groundnut milk, by Desikachar H.S.R., 
De S.S. and Subrahmanyan V., Sci. and Cult., I946, 12, 1)1· 

I s6. Effects of supplements on the biological value of the protein in 
groundnut milk, by Desikachar H.S.R., De S.S. and Sub

~ rahmanyan V., Sci. and Cult., 1946, 12, 24.5· 

-1 S7. Investigations on soya bean milk and related products, pilot 
plant production of milk and human feeding experiments, by 

De S.S., Desikacbar H.S.R., Karnani B.T. and Subrah
manyan V.,- Sci. and Cult. 1947, 12, 587. 

158. Nutritive value- of soys-bean and related products, by Sub
rahmanyan V. and De S.S., Curr. Sci, August 1946. 

1.59· Application of scientific processing to increase the nutritive value 
of coarse food materials, by Subrahmanyan V., Indian Farming 

I947· 8, 15· 

16o. Bangalore school feeding scheme, by De S. S., Desikachar, 
H.S.R., Karnani. B. T., Subrahmanyan V. & Krishnaswamy 
M. V., Monthly Bulletin of Bangalore Dairy Cattle Society, 
January I947· (Special Number). 

I6t. Milk from vegetable sources, by De S. S., Desikachar H.S.R., 
Karoani B.T. and Subrahmanyan V., Fact Magazine, 1947· 
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162, The role of inhibitors in soyabean, by Desikachar H.S.R. & 

De S.S., S~ience, 1947· 
163 .. The vanaspati problem, by Subrahman~an V. & De S. S., Curr. 

· Sci., August 1947• 

166. 

Inhibitatioo of Mycaba~terium .tuberculosis · by g~rlic extract 
by Rao R. Raghunandana, Rao S. Sreenivasa, Nataranjan S. &
VenkataralllanP R., Nature~ 1946; 157,441. ' 

Preliminary note on the utilisation of ground out cake hydrolysate 
· for tb~ produ~tion of StreptomyCin, by Rao R. Rlghun3ndana, 

Rao S. ·sreenivasa & Venkatraman P.R., Nature, _158,23,_1?46-

Synergic action of penicillin and bacteriostatic dyes, by. Mariam 
George & Pandalai K. M.~ Nature, 158, 7o9, 1946. . 

167. Synergism in ch~motherapy, Part I .. by .Mariam George and 
Pandalai K.M .. Jour. Sci. & Ind., Res., 5B, 79, 1946. -

168. Pterygospermin, the antibacte~ial principle of Moringa pteryogos
perma, b~ Rao R. Ragbunandana, Mariam Get>r~~ and Pandafai 

K.M., Nature, 158,- 745·~ 1946. 

169. · Investigations on pl.lnt a~tibiotics, Part I. by Rao R. Raghu
nandana: Rao. S. Sreenivasa & Venk.ataram,an· ·p. R., Jour. 
Sci. and Ind. Res._ 4, 31, 1946. 

170 •• Investigations on phint a~?tibiotics; Part II. ,by Mariam George, 
· . Venkataiama~ P.R. and Pan_dalai K.M., lbi_d •. 68, 42,; 1947· 

174· 

Relationship between nitrogen ·source and _antibiotic· products . 
A. fumigatus Fresenius, · by Rao R. Raghunandaria and . 
Venkataraman P. R, Nature, 153, 241, t946y 

Preparation of a highly active-vegetable rennet from Ficus carica 
Linn; by Krishnamurti C. R., Jagannathan V. and Subrab-
manyan V., Jour. Sci. & Indu~ Res., 1946, 4, 720. . 

Rennetic coagulation of veg~table milks, by Krishnamurti C R., 
& Subrabmanyan V., Curr. Sci., August 1947· 

.Oil seed cakes as supplements _·.to South Indian rice diet, by 
Kupptiswamy S., Giri · K. v. and Subrahmanyan V., Sci. and 
Cult., 1946, 12, 249· 

Oil se~ds and seed cake as articles of human food,-groudnut 
cake hydrolysate as a substitute for. yeast extract, by Giri 
K.. V., Kuppuswamy S. and Subrahmanyan V., Sci. and Cult., 
1947, 12, 339· 



176. Predigested protein foods, by Giri K. V., Kuppuswamy s. and 
Subrabmanyan V., Ind. Med. Gaz., 1947, 82, 63. 

177· Reclamation of spoilt foods, by Subrahmanyan v. and Bhima 
Rao C.N., Mysindia, 1946· · 

178. Adulteration of broken rice and flour with siliceous matter by 
Rao C. N. Bhima and Subrahmanyan V., Sci. & Cult. 1946, 

.11, IOO. 

179· Reclamation of insect infested grains and flour,. by Rao C. N. 
Bhima & Subrahmanyan V., ibid, 1946,11, 136. 

180. Effect of supplements on the nutritive value of groundnut: milk, 
by Desikacbar H.S.R., De S. S. and Subrabmanyan V., Ann. 
Biochem. and Exptl. Mc:d., 1947· 

181 .. Occurrence and stability of ascorbic acid in soya-bean milk 
by Rangnekar Y.B., De S. S. and Subrahmanyan V., Ann. 
Biocbem. and Esptl. Med,, 1947· 

182. Stability and utilisation of carotene present in soyabean milk by 
· ,Rangnekar Y. B., De S. S. and Subrabmanyan V., Ann. 

Biocbem. and Esptl. Med., 1947· 

183. S&ya-bean ascorbicase by Rangekar Y.B., De S.S. and Subrah
manyan V., Ann. Biocb~m. and Explt. Med., 1947· 

184. Effect of yeast and other supplements on the nutritive value of 
soya-bean milk, by Karoani B.T., De S.S. and Subrahman
yan V., Sci. and Cult., 1947. 

185. Calcium fonifiration of soya-bean milk and its utilisation by 
exp~rimental animals by Karnani B.T., De S.S. and Subrab
maoyan V., Ind. of Med. Res., 1947. 

186. Utilisation of calcium in fortified soya milk by human subjects, 
by Karoani B.T., Miss Cartner, De S.S. and Subr;~hmanyan V., 
Ind. of Med. Res., 1947· 

187. Soya-bean milk protein for 'the formation of blood proteins by 
Desikachar H.S.R., De S. S. and Subrabmanyan V., Ind. of 

Med. Res. 1947· 

ta8. Protein nutritive value of soya-bean milk. Human feeding 
experiments by Desikachar H. S. R., De S. S. and Subrah-· 
manyan V., Jour. of Ind. Med. Res., 1947· 

189, . Regeneration of liver protein by soya-milk protein by Desikacbar 
It aJ Cur. Sci., 1947· 
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190. The nitration of pher.ol, by Dey, Govindachari & Govindarajan. 
Jour. Sci. & Ind. _Res., 1944, 2, 39· · 

191. The nitration of chlorobenzene, by .Dey, Govindaraja!l & Govinda- · 
chari, Jour. Sci. Ind. Res., 1944, 3, 95· _ ' 

192. Preparation of ortbo nitro ·anisolt·, by Dey, Govindachari & Raj
gopalan. Jour. Sci~ Ind. Res., i945, 3, 338-339: _ 

193· Conversion of ortho and_para nitrochlorobenzenes to the corres
ponding anisoles and phenetoles, by Dey, · Govindachari · & -
Venkatakrishna Udupa. Jour: Sci." !nd. ~es., 1945-, 3, ~369~374• -

194·- Electrolytic reduction of nitro ~ompQunds, by Dey, Govindadlari 
& Rajagopalan. 

Part. i. The electroly~ic reduction ~f nitrobenze~e. Jour. Sci. 
I~d. Res_, 1946, 4, SS9· - . 

195. · Pm II. The eiectrolytic productioa of _benzidine.- ibid., pp . 
. s69. 

' - -
196. Part III. The electrolytic reduction of nitrobenzene to para-

- amino phenol, ibid., pp. S74· 

· 197· Part IV. The electrolytic reduction of ortho nitro toluene. in 
. alkaline emulsion, ibid., pp. 637. - , 

198. Part V. The electrolytic reductiotl" of ortho nitro . anisole in 
_- alkaline emulsion, ibid., pp. 642. 

199. Part VI. The electrolytic reduction o(- ortho ·nitro chloro
benzene in alkaline emulsion, ibid., pp. 645. · 

2oo. Part VII. The electrolytic reduction of z, S·dich_loro-nitro
benzene in alkaline emulsion, ibid. 1946~ SB, 75. 

201. Part VIII. The electrolytic reduction of 2-nitro, 4-chloro 
anisole in alkaline e-mulsion, ibid., pp. 77· 

202. Electrolytric: reduction of meta-dinitrobenzene to 2,4-diamino- . 
phenol, by Dey, Govindacbarl and Udupa, Curr. Sci., 1:946, 
15, 163. 

203. Elimination of the nitro group in the process of diazotisation of 
2.s-dichloro, · 4-nitro-aniline, by Dey, Govindachari .md 
Rajagopalan, ibid., pp. _ 161. 

204. Electrolytric reduction of meta-nitraniline. to 2,4-diamino
phenol, by Dey, Venkatakrishna Udupa and Pai, ibid., 1947, 
~~~ . ' 
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~os. Electrolytic re!luction of nitro compounds, by Dey, Govinda-. 
chari, Rajagopalan and Venkatakrishna Udupa. 
P.trt IX. Synthesis of 2,5, 2', S'• Tetrachlorobenzidine. (uDder 
publication). 

206. Part X. Elimination of the nitro group io the proces~ of diazoti
: sation of 2,5, dichloro-4-nitro-aniline by Dey, Govindacbari 
· and Rajagopalan. {under publication} 

. 307. · Part XI. Electrolytic reduction of meta-dinitrobenzene to :z, 4-
, diamino-phenol by Dey, Govindacbari and Venkatakrishna 

Udupa. (under publication)-

. ::r.o8 Part XII. Electrolytic reduction of ·meta-nitraniline to 2,4-
diaminophenol by Dey, Veokatakrishna Udupa, Krishna 
Maller and Pai. tunder'publication) 

- 209. Iodine content of thyroid glands of South Indian animals by 

Dey, Krishnan and Giriraj, Curr. Sc. 13, 272, 1943· 

210. The preservation of thyroid glands by Dey, Krishnan and Giriraj, 
I 

Curr. Sc. 13, 9, 1944· 

211. Seasonal variation in total iodine and thyroxine iodine contents 
of thyroid glands of South Indian animals by Dey, Krishnan 

and Giriraj Curr. Sc. 13, 199, 1944-

JU. Chemical assay of desicated thyroid _by Dey, Krishnan and 
Giriraj, Curr. Sc., 13. 94, 1944· 

213. Isolation of thyroxine· and thyroxine concentrates by Dey, 
Krishnan aod Giriraj, J.S.I.R. 1946. 

214. The adrenaline and ascorbic acid contents of the suprarenal 
glands of sl;~ughtered animals by Dey, Krishnan and 
Srinivasan, Curr. Sc., 12, lSI, 1943· 

2.1~. Preservation of adrenal glands by Dey, Krishnan, and Srinivasan, 

Curr. Sc., 12, 244, 1943· 

u6. The endocrine glands of South Indian animals by Oey, Krishnan 

and Giriraj, Curr. Sc. 13, 3Sa 1944-

:117. The manufacture of gland products in India by Dey, Krishnaa 

and Giriraj, J.S.lR. Z. 83, 1944· -
- . ' 

218. . Chemical methods of preservation . of glan~s by Dey, Krishnan 
and Giriraj, Srini\·asan, J S I.R. 4, 70, 1945· 
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lf9; Persulphate colour reaction for adrenaline by Dey, Krishnan 
and Srinivasan, Curr. _ Sc~ 13, 67, 1944·. 

:uo. Chemical· investigation· on adrenal glands Parts I and II by Dey, 
. Krishnan and Srinivasan, J.S.I.R. · 4, ·194~~ ' 

:Zll. · Preaervation of pituitary glands by. Dey • Krishnan and Giriraj, 
Curr. Sc. 12, 319, l94l· -. 

au. Sex linked differences in the endocrine glands by Dey, t{rishnan, • 
Srinivasan and Giri:raj, J.S.I.R, 3, nz, 1944· ' 

u3. Preparation of pituitary powder·by Dey, Krishnan and Giriraj, 
J.S.I.R. 3, t6o, 1944· .. 

:224. The iodine content · of thyroid glands by .. Dey, Krishnan 
an4 Giriraj, J.S.I.R.. 4, '244, 1945~ 

us. The utilisation of bye-:produc:ts of shark· liver. industry by Dey, 
Giriraj, Srinivasan anJ Miss Meera ·oey/ Curr. Sc: 15, rss, . 

. -1946. 

:u6. 

. ~zs. 

On the thermal conductivity o(indigeaous · iasula~ing substances 
by Niyogi K. C.· and ·Basu Mallick].· R:, Indian Journal· 
o_f Physics 16, August, 1942. ·. · 

Working of diffusion pump with different oils by Roy K. and 
Sen Gupta N.D.~ Sci, and Cult,. 10, May, I94S· 

Ultimate vacuum attainable by a diffusion pump by Roy K.1 and · 
Sen Gupta N.D., Nature, 155, June l6, 1945· 

Comparative vacua produced by different oils in a diffusion 
pump by Roy K. and Sen GuptaN. D. Nature, 156, Nov. 2.; 
1945· 

230. On the theory of diffusion pump by· ·aoy ~ and Sen Gupta-
N. D., Ind. Jour. of Phy., 19, August, 1945· · · 

131, Beta radioactivity of 5·3 year Co60 by Das S. and Saba A.K., · 
Proc. Nat. lost. Sc. Ind. 10,. ~946. . 

231. On the nuclear, energetics, and ,a.acrivity by Saba M. N.- and 
Saba A.K., Trans. Nat. lnst; Sc. Ind. 11, 1946. 

lJ3· The investig1tioa of the spectra of the beta radiations of sss, 
Rb81 and RaD with the screen cathode beta-ray spectrometer 
by Saba A. 1{., Proc. Nat. lost. Sc. Ind. 12, 1946. 

1J4· B-r coincidence experiment of 5· 3 year Co1111 by Mukherjee A. 
and Das S. (in press). 
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23.S· A new pulse generator circuit by Banerjee B. M., Ind. Jour. of 
Pbys. 18, 75, 1945· 

. 236. A versatile pulse counting circuit by Banerjc:e B. M., Saba A. K. · 
and Ghosh A. · Proc, Nat. Inst. Sci., India, 12, 173,. 
1946. 

237. A circuit for the control of ionizing current by a saturable 
core transformer by Banerjee B. M. and Ambuj Mukherjee (in 
press) Ind. Jour. Phys. 

238. Behaviour· of the 920 double photo-cells in a current stabilizer 
circuit Banerjee B. M. and S:n. S. K. ~ · 

(in Press) R. S. I. 

239· Propagation of e. m. waves in the upper atmosphere by 

Banerjee B. K., P~ R. S.-July, 1947· 

240. · Propagation of e. m. waves in the ionosphere by Banerjee B. K .• 
Ind. Jour. P~ysics, 1945· 

241.. The age of rocks and minarals- Saba M. N. and Nag Chowdhury 
·n. D., Proc. Nat. lnst. Sc. Ind. 10, 1946-

242. Radioactive content of Indian minerals by Nag Chaudhury B. D. 
and Das S., Proc. Nat. lost. Sc. Ind. 10, 1944. 

243· Effect of solar eclipse on ionisation by Baral S.S. and Mitra S.N., 
Sci. and Cul., 10. 175, 1944-45· 

244. Geomagnetic control of region F-:z of the ionosphere by Mitra 
S. K., Nature, 158, 668, 1945· 

24.S· Abnormalities in the F-region of the ionosphere at Calcutta 
by Baral S. S., Ghosh S. N. and Deb Ray M. (in course of 
publication in Nature). 

246. Survey of production of insulating materials and dielectrics for 
high frequency by Sen Gupta S. N., J.S.I.R., 3, 240, 1944-4.5. 

247· Standardisation of electrical quantities-Modern trend of 
accuracy by Bhar J. N., Sci. and Cul. 9, 462, 1943-44. 

248. Report on the present position regarding the manufacture of 
radiQ sets in India (Prepared by the Secretary, Radio Research 

- Committee in 1943). 

149·. Indian glass industry by Atma Ram. Jour. Sci. and Ind. Res. 

August, 1944-
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Conservation of metal resources and th~ future of glass 
industry with special reference to post-war planning 

' in India by Atma Ram; J. Soc. Glass Technology, 1946. 
. . -

Works control laboratory for glass and ceramics industry _In . 
India by-Atma Ram and Varshney Y,P., Jour. Sci. and Ind. 
Research I 946. · 

252. The development of optical glass indust'ry by· Varshney Y.P. 
· and Atma Ram; SCience and Culture 1947. ·· · 

253· ' Porous glass i~ filt~ation ·processes ~y, Rao B.J. and V~rshney 
Y.P., Science and_ Cult~re 1947. -

254· Dye extracts . and dye shad:s on wool and cotton' from.· the 
barks of_ Te~minalia lfrjuna ·and Butea Frondasa; ]our. Sci. 
and Ind. Res., _1942, 1, 58. - / 

2SS· Dye extracts . and dye shades on wool from tamarind seed 
testa (ibid., 6o): 

259· 

·26o. 

:&61. 

.t6z. 

Extracts of annatto dye for colouring vegetable ghee, inilk, ice
- cream, aerated waters and food products in general ibid.,. 6j. ~ 
Raw materials for an Indian dyestuff ilidustry by Pai M.U. and 

Venkataraman K.,-ibid .. 298. 

Studies in the Naphthol AS series, Part V_III. Constitation- of 
Na!>htol AS-S and Brentbol BA by Moualim R. J. and 

.' · Venkataraman K., ibid., 1945, 3, 447· . 

Synthetic dyes. Some recent-developments by Venkataraman K .. 
' ibid., 1945·46, 4, 389: . 

Some aspects of. synthetic dyes by Venkataraman K., pre:;idential 
address at the 32nd Indian -Science Congress, Nagpur, _ 
Section of Chemistry, 1945· · · 

Anthraquinone series, Part· I. 1-aminoanthraquinone-2-aldazioc 
by Sunthankar S.V. and Venkataraman K., Proc. Indian Acad. 
Sci., 1947, 25, 467. 

A preliminary survey of some Aspergilli for their antibiotic 
tctivity- by Ramachandra Rao T. N. and lyer K. K., lour. Sci. 
Ind. Res. 1945, 3, 510.' 

Bio·chemicat studies in fungi.-Part J. Acid and Antibiotic product
ing capacities of some Aspergilli, by Ramachandra Rao T. N. . 
Ram Mohan R. and Sr~enivasaya M., Jour. Sci. -Ind. Res. 
1945, 4, 37S· 
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264. Bio-chemical studies_ in fungi, Part II. Antibiotic producin~ 
capacity of ~orne penicillin. by Rarnacbandra Rao T. N., Ram 
Mohan R. and Sreenivas~ya M., J. S<:i. Ind. Res. 1945, 4, 377• 

265. Supplemental value of bran extract in penicillin production by 
Ramachandra Rao 'i'. N., Ram Mohan R., and Sreenivasaya M., 
Curr. Sci. 1946. 4, Io8. 

266. 'Cytochemical studies of avita'Tiinosis in toddy yeast by 
· Ramachandra Rao T. N., Sundar Rajan S. S., and Sree
, nivasaya M., Curr. Sci. 1946, 4, 1~>9· 

267r- Influence of carcinegens on yeast by Ramachandra Rao T. N., 
, Sundar Rajaa S. S., and Sreenivasaya M, Curr. Sci. 1946, 

15, 283. 

268.- Nutritional requirements of a Saccharomyce1 specially isolated 
from toddy yeast by Ramachandra Rao T. N., Mistry, S. P. 
and Sreenivasaya M., Curr. Sci., 1947, 16, 145. 

269. Microbiological assay oi niacin with a Saccharomyces specially 
.isolated from cocoanut toddy by Ramachandra Rao T. N., 
Mistry S. P. and Sreenivasaya M., Curr. Sci. 1947, 16, 146 •• 

z;o. On tbe ergosterol content of certain yea'>t and fungi. by 
Ramaswamy S., Sreenivasan ~- and Sreenivasaya M.. J. Sci. 
Ind. Res., 1943, 1, 174· 

271.. Mitosis during budding in · Saccharomyce• cere'Dmce by 
Subramaniam, M. K.., anJ Ranganathan B .. Curr. Sci. 1945, 

14, 78-79· 

272. Chromosome number of Sacharomyces cert'Dilice by Subramaniam, 
M. K •• and Ranganathan B., Curr. Sci. 1945• 14, 131-132. 

273· Induction of polyploidy in Saccharomyces cert'Disice by Subra
maniam M. K., Curr., Sci. 1945, 14, 234· 

174. A new mutant of Saccharomy.:eJ cerevisit8 by Subramaniam; 

M.K.. and Ranganatban B., Nature., 157, so. Jan. u, 1946. 

Z1S· Peculiar. cytological behaviour of a distillery yeast by 
· Subr~maniam M. K. llDd Rangathan B., Nature. 157, 

so. Jan.l2. 1946. 

276- Staining the chromosomes of yeast by the Feulgen technique: 
by Subramaniam, M. K. and Ranganathan B., Nature., 157, 

.. 6S7 Mat 18, 1946. 
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277. Studies on the cytology of ye;;sts. 1 Mistosis . in Saccharo~yca 
ci<retJisitl!. by Subramaniam M.K., Proc. Nat. lnst. Sci. (India). 

12, 3. 143· 1946 •. '. 

278. Centrosomes in yeasts by Ranganathan B and-Subramaniam M.K., 
Sci. and Cult. 12, 478_-481, 1947• · · 

279.: Endopolyplotdy in yeasts. by Subramaniam M.K., Curr. Sci. n, 

83-84, 1947· ' 

28o. Is .the macronucleus of ~iliaties endopolyploid. Curr._ Sci 16. 

1947· 228. 

281. Studies on the. cytology. of yeasts. 11: Induction of· poly
ploidy and eterochromatin · b·y. Subramaniam ¥· K., Proc •. 
Nat. lost. Sci~ (lndia) 1947· 13, 131·. · 

Induction of mutations 
Subramimiam. M. · K, 

13, 3· 1947· 102, 

in ·_yeast by low temperature by 
and ,Ranganathan .B.,, Sci. 'and Cult. 

. . ~ . 

283. Chromosome consritution and giant ~olony characteristics in 
yeast .by Subramaniam M.K. and 'Ranga1;1athan B., ·Proc. 
Nat. lnst. Sci .. (India) (in press). - - · 

284. Studies in Industrial Enzymes Part !-Comparative study of 
the beans, husks and oil cakes as raw meterials for· the 
production of diastase by Bindel A. N. and Sreer;1ivasaya 
M.,J. Sci. Ind. Res., 3, 245,. I944.' ' 

285. Studies in Industrial Enzymes Part 11-Malt residuea as· raw • 
material for the production of fungus diastase and its 
applications in the saccharification of. cereals by Bindel 
A N. and Sreenivasaya M.j J. Sci. Ind. Res. 3, 287, I945· 

286. Studies in Industrial Enzymes. · Part Ill-Factors influencing 
the formation of diastase -,-Nature- of Nitrogen by Bindel 

. A. N. and Sreeniva~aya M., J. Sci'. Ind. Res. 3, 386; 19'45· 

287. Influence of carbohydrate to nitrogen ratio on the formation of 
diastase by Bindel A.N. and Sreenivasaya M., Curr Sci. 14. 

I 

21-22, 1945• 

~88. A new method of growing the fungus Asp. oryzae by Raghavendra 
Rao M. R. and Sreenivasa}a M., Ind .. IS, 72, 1946. 
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2.89 Etiolated seedling extract as sources' of nitrogen io diastase forma
tion by Asp Oryzae by Raghavendra R'ao M. R. and 
Sreenivasaya M., Jour. Sci. IncJ.. Res. 4, 654, 1946. 

290. Carbon sources as determinants in diastase formation by Asp. 
Oryzae. by Raghavendra Rao M R. and ~reenivasaya M .• 
Curr. Sci. 15, 249, 1946. 

191. Studies on industrial microorganisms-Alcohol tolerance of 
yeasts, by Aswathanarayan Rao S. R. and Sreenivasaya M., 
Jour. Sci. and Ind. Res., 1945, 4, 295. 

29:1.. A new strain of yeast for the production of high concentration 
washes. Fourth International Congress for Microbiology, 
Copenhagen, Abstract of Communications, 1947, 20. VII-
26. VII. Section IX, Page 202. 

293· Rubber-lined equipment for chemical industries-Part I by 
Verghese George T. and Ghosh J. C., Jour. Sci. and Ind. 
Res., 1946, 4, 667. 

294- Rubber-lined equipment for chemical industries-· Part 11-
Electro deposition of rubber-by Verghese George T., 
Govinda Rau M. A. and Ghosh J. C., Jour. Sci. and Ind. 
Res~, 1946, 5, ,2. 

29S· Rubber-lined equipment for chemical industries-P~rt III
Ad resistant linings for metallic equipment-by Verghese 
George T., Ghosh J. C. and Govinda Rau M.A.-Jour. 
Sci. and Ind. Res. 1946, 5, 24. 

:a¢. Indian Graphite-Its beneficiation and Probable uses"-by 
Aswathanarayana Rao M.R., Jour. Sci. and Ind. Res. 1947, 

6, 445· 
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29;. Magnetism and ·catalysis Part I. Catalytic decomposition of 
· potassium chlorate bY. manganese dioxide an~ fe.rric oxide by 

Bhatnagar' S S., Brahm Prakash and Jarnall Smgb, J. Ind. 
Chem. Soc. 17, 125, 1940. 

298. Magnetism and Catalysis Part II. Catalysis of persulphate and 
iodine reaction by ferrous ions by Bhatnagar S. S., Brahm 
Prakash and Jarnail Singh, J. Ind. Chem. Soc. 17, 177, 1940. 

299. Ma~netic study of polymerisation of styrein by Bhatnagar S. S., 
Kapur P. L., and Gurbaksh Kaur (Miss), J. Ind. Chem. Soc. 
1940, 17. . . 

300. Adsorptive properties of synthetic resins. part IV. by Bhatnagar 
. S.S., Kapur A. N. and Bhatnagar M.S., J. Ind. Chem. Soc. -17; 

26o, 1940. · · · · 
301. Magnetic evidence regarding the state of metallic ions. in phos

. phate glasses by Bhatnagar S.S., Khosla B.D., and Ram Chand, 
Jour. Ind. Chem. Soc. 17, SIS, 1940. 

302. Mechanism of polymerisation ·of thiocyanogen from magnetic 
stand point by Bhatnagar S. S., Kapur P. L., and Khosla 
B. D., J. Ind. Chem. Soc, 17, 529, 1940. 

303. . Polymerisation of anthracene to dianthracem~ by Bhatnagar S. S., 
· Kapur P. L., and Gurbakh Kaur (Miss) Current Sci. 139; 1940. 

304. Research in India-Co-ordination inside the Commonwealth. by 
Bhatnagar. S. S., Statesman, E. G. Conference' S9pplement, 
October., 1940. . · . . · · · · • . · 

305. War and Indian industry by Bhatnagar s. S., Hindustan Times 
October., 1940. · . 

306. The ordeal throug'b which science is passing by Bhatnagar s; S., 
Hiodustan Times, Annual 1941. · • · - · · 

307. Scientific research and the future of Indian industry by 
Bhatnagar S. S., Sir J. C. Bose memorial lecture, November, 
1940. . . . .. 

308. Importance of alkalis in the economic and industrial life of 
India by Bhatnagar S. S., Indian Finance, December, 1940. 

309. Sulphur position in India by Bhatnagar S. S., Current Sci._ 242, 
1941. . . 

310. Vinyl Resins by Bhatnagar S. S., and Sunawala S.D., Science and 
Culture, 72, 1941. . . 

_3 ~ t. Adsorptive properties of ·synthetic · resins, Part v. by . Bhatnagar : 
S. S.~ and Mahendra Swarup Jour. Ind. Chem. Soc. 18, 9, 1941. 

312. .Magnetism and Catalysis Part Ill. Chlorination of chloroform to 
·carbon · · terachloride in presence of ferric chloride, "by · 
Bhatnagar S. S., Yajnik N. A., Kapur P. L. and Anand Swarup 
Bhatnagar, Jour. Ind. Chem. Soc. 18, No. 7, I94I· ·. --: 

313. Magnetism ·and Catalysis Part IV. Catalysis of tlie reactions 
between ammonium oxalate and mercuric -'=hlotide · by ferric · 



320, 

321. 

. ions by llbatnagar $. S., Iu.pur .P. L~' An~d · S.waru~ 
13batnaga_r and lkabm _rrakash }9JJ.l"· :Ind. CbeUl~ Soc. 18 
·No •. 1~.1941. _ 

Magnetism ~nd Catalysis Part V •. A· magoelic .study of the 
~atalytic decomposition .of potassium chlorate by cobalti< 
o~;ide by )3hat-nagar S. S:, Kapur P. J..., .Anand Swarut-J 
Bhatnagar and Qay\1~ J\1. A . .Jo\lt. I.nd. Ch~m. Soc. 18, No 
8_, 1941. . 

Camouflage. Paints by Bhat11aga.r S •. S ... and Sc.o Gupta N. N. 
Current. Sci. n, 10, 1941. · · . · 

rb~ magnetic .susceptibili[y of metallic o.xides rnd their 
· molecular structure.s with special reference lO those .of co bali 

by Bhatnagar S. S., Brahm Prakash and Qayuum M- A. Jour. 
Ind. Chem. ·soc. 18, No. 10, 1941. 

Organisation of Scientific and .Industrial Res~arcb in lndi~ by 
· Bhatnag;n S. S., C.he!l)istry a11d lod~Jstry, November, 

1942. 
4 brief review of tbe ~ecbnical work of the Board of Scientific 

and Industrial Research by Bb!\tnav-r S . .S.., and l'artbasarathy 
S. Current Science, 1942. · · . 

Possibilities of the Plastic Industry in India by Bhatnagar S. S. 
Presidential Address before the annual meeting of the Indian 
Chemical.Society at Baroda, January, 194Z. 

Scientific research in the service of Indian industry by 
· Bhatnasar S. S. Commerce and Industry, Nove10ber, 1942. 

Synthetic Rubber' by Bbauiagar s. s. ao.d Sen Gupta, S. K. 
Jour. Sci. and Ind. Research 2, No. 1, 1943· 

Post-War R:sc:arch and Pht~;~oing by Bha~nagar S.S., Commerce: 
18-12-1943· I 

Post-War Orgaoisafion of Scientific and Industrial Rejearcb in' 
India by Bhatnagar S. S. Proceedings N. 1. S •. of India 10~ 

37• 1944· 
Some Scientific Factor.s in the Post-war Industrial Development 

oflndia by Bhatnagar S. S. J.S.l.R. 3, No.3_, 1944· 
Give Science a Chance:_ Presidential Address to the Indian 

Science Congress held at Nagpur 1945, J.S.J.R. 3. 325, 1945. 
Scienece and Industry in U.S.A., U.K. an~ Canada, by Bb.atnagar 

S. S., Curent Science, 14, 115, 1945· 
Science and industrial progress in the new India by Bbatnagar 

S. S.,.adJress to· the ~ast India Association, London. 
War, Victory, and Scie.oce by . Bhatnager S. S., Jour. Sci. and 

Ind. R.es.. 4, Suppl 1, J_94S· . . 
Pr~gress of Science in India by Bbauugar S. S., addrtss at the 

Silv.er ]ubilec Celebration.$ of the R9yal Jpstitute d Science, 
:Bombay, .J)th Nov~ 1945-
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Theses submitted utilising the work carried out . under the 
auspices of the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research. 

V. V. Gokhale 

· S. G. Bedekar 

K. 1. NarasitDhao 

. R. J. Moualim 

S. V. Sunthaokar 

M •. Sc. TE~H. 

Anthraquinone vat dy~stuffs .. · 

. ·Some halogenated intermediates ~and dyes .of 
. the ant~ra~uioone series. 

PH:D •. 

Coupling and c;ther experim_ents on · natural · 
. phenolic colou~ing.matters·.. . ._ 

The chemistry f!)f som~ commerciai dyes . 

Aminoanrh.ra:tuinones ·and antbrimides (to be 
submitted)~ 

List of Monographs and Reports publi~hed. by the 
. Council of Scientific and lndu!triaf Research · . · 

· 1. Report of the Dyestuffs ~xploratory Committee •. 

2. Report . of the Dyestuffs Exploratory Committee.-Appendicel · 
. 1946. 

3· Indian Graphite. 

4· Survey of Indian Vetiver (K~us) and its Oil.' 

S· Report of the Essential Oil Advisory Commit~ee-2nd Edition. 

6. Washability of Indian Coal.(in press-will be out shortly) 

1· Report of Coal Blending and Coking Committee. (in press) 

a .. Silk Production and Weaving in India (in press) : 



No. Name of 
Institution 

.r. Aligarb 
Uoivenity 

2. Allabahd 
Univusity 

A~ENDIX VI 

Subticliaed Reaearch at Uaivenitiea aad Reeearcb Institute•· 

Place 

Ali garb 

AllababacS 

Nature of Problem. Names of 
Investigators 

I 

1. Investigations on alkaloids from Dr. R..H. Siddique 
Cbaadni roots. 1940- (under suspension) 

2. Cbemic:al investigations on the Dr. M.O. Farooq· 
active principles of Karaaf seeds. (under suspension) 
1944-45 

3. Isolation of the gelatinizing pdnci. : Dr. M.A. Aziz 
ple of Bemisal Bel 1947-

4· Scheme on 'Saber Farsee' 1947- · Dr. M.O. Farooq 
1. Manufacture of cheap radio sets and Dr. G.R.. Tosbniwal 

volume controls 1941-46 
2. Manufacture and utilization of rosin Dr. N.R.. Dbar · 

1946-
3· Measurement of absorption co-efii· Dr. R.N. Ghcsb 

cient for sound waves in air and 
other polyatomic gases 1947-

. 4· Chemical effects of X-ray emission Dr. G.B. Deodhar 
and absorption spectra 1947-

5· Thermionic functions of metals Sir K.S. Krishnan 
and alloys. 1945-

6. Electrical properties of alloys in 
the liquid state. 1945-

Total 
amount of. 

grant io Rs. 

12,390 ' 

. 2,980 

uo • 3·040 

3,04G 
29.503 

6,180 

s,37s 

'2,778 

3.940 

a,8oo 



No. 

3·. 

. 4· 

S· 

6. 

'Name of 
Institution Place 

Andbra UDiver· Waltair 
aity. 

B. B. C. I. Rly. Ajmer 
Workshop. 

Benares Hindu Bcnares 
University 

Bengal Immu- . cSlcucta 
flity .Research 
Laboratories. 

Nature of Problem · Names of 
Investigaton 

7. Investigations on electrical proper- Sir K. S. Krishnan 
ties of some typical· order7"dis-
order alloys particularly in· the 
neighbourhood of their Curie 
temperatures and on the influence · 
of quenching on those properties. 
1944- ~ 

1. Ceramic glazes and colours.194~- Dr. G. Gopal Rao 

1. Development of copper-silicon . Dr. D. ~· Malhotra 
bronzes. 1944·46 · 

1. Purification of glass sands. 1940-43 Dr. A. Nadel · 
2. Preparation of· .dietbylphthalate .. Dr. S. S. Joshi 

,, 1942-45. . 
3· Manufacture . of potassium per- Dr. s. S. Joshi 

. chlora\e. 1943.;44 
+ Manufacture of carbon disulphide , Dr. N.·N. ·Godbolc 

from sulphur and charcoal 1942:...... 
S · Neem oil as a dellaturant of .alco-· 

hot 1940~ · 
6 .. Production and testing of alumi- Dr.- Daya Swarup 
· . nium titanium allc>ys. 1944-47 Prof. v. G. Iyer 
7.• Manufacture of co:~emical porce- -Prof. H.N. Roy 

lain. 1945- . · · 
8. Manufacture of better-class saggers. · -

. 1945~ . .:. 
9· Manufacture of seger cones. 1945- » 
1. Preparation of 8-amino-quinolines Dr; U. P., Basu 

as possible. anti-malarials. 1947-

Total 
amount of· 

grant in Rs. 

8,357 



No. 

1· 

8. 

10. 

Name of 
Institution Place 

B.engal Tanning Calcutta 
Institute. 

B,iochemical Calcutta. 
Standardisation 
Laboratory. 

Bombay B.omba]!· 
UniversitJ 
(Department .of 
Chemical 
Technology) 
Bombay. 

Bose Research Calcutta· 
Institute:, 

Nature of Problem Names of 
Investigators •. -

1. Scheme on leather research 1946-. 'The Superintendent, 
. . ' Tanning Institute. 

1. Preparation of opticdly active and Dr. B. Mukerjee and 
racemic forms of compounds· Dr. B. B. Roy -
(Pharmacological part) 1946-

2, Compilation of a brochure. on the 
indigenous drug<J of India. 1947-

1. Compilation of a list of organic and 
inorganic materials for dye-stuff 
industry. J941·42 · . 

2. Manufacture of synthetic dyes 
from catechin 1943-

3: Determination of the coustitutioo 
of some commercial dyes 

'~ Preparation of vat dyes 1941-

Dr. B. Mukerjee and 
Mr. N. N. Ghosh 
Dr. K. Venkuaraman 

,. 5· Method of extractiGn of vegetable 
dyes 1940-43 

6. Manufacture of aniline from Dr. G. P. Kane 
chloro-benzene 1941•4S. 

7· Economic utilization of hungay Dr. R.D. Desai and· 
oil & kokum butter. 194a-44 L>r. P.N. Joshi. 

" 8. Manufacture ofsulphur black from 
benzene. 1943-46 

9· Sulphonation of vegetable. oils. Dr. K.G. Naik 
1940-45 

16. Economic utilization of tu.rpentine Dr. R.D. D-esai and 
oil for the manufacture of terpc· Dr. P.N. Joshi 
neol. 1944-

1. Cutting and testing, of quartz Dr. D.M. Rose 
crystals. 1942.-44 

Total 
amount or 

grant in R,, 

1,191 

8,47~ 

3.154 

55,490 
4,100 

6,192. 



No. 

n. 

Name •of 
Institution Place 

B'otallicaf CalcuttB' 
Gardens. 

Calcutta Univer- Calcutta. 
sity (College o£ 
Science} 

'Nature of Problem-

.1.. Setting UP' of a pomrful ultrasonic 
generator, -i940- . 1 '· 

3 Setting up of a medium-voltage 
· positive-ray discharge tube- for 

the investigation of nuclear disin· -· 
. tegration.- 1945-

-4· Invearigations .on traos-uranic 
elements.· 1946-

J, Rose Cultivation.. 1944-

Names of 
· InvestigatoJs 

Dr~ D.M. Bose 

Dr.· K.P'. Bisw:K . 

I, Plastics from. vegetable oils. 1940-42 · P;of. M.N. Goswami · 
2. Splitting of oils .. ·. IQ40-42 . , 
3· Extraction of ionone from lemon • ,, 
. · grass. i940-43 . 
4· Utilization of commercial ;xylene- Mr. P.C. Mitter 

for Pettol type of compounds. 
1940-.p . . 

s- Manufacture of atr_opine,. emetiner 
etc. 1940-43. 

t;; Preparation of Enterovioforai. ' 
. 1942-45 ' ' .. 
1· .Extraction of pt>tash ·salts ·.· from 

molasses. 1940-43. · . 
· . B. Preparation of mono and dialkyl· 

·anilines. 1941-44 . . . 

.. \ 

Mr. P. Ray,ariit' 
Dr. B._ Mukerjee
Mr •. B.C Roy 

. 9· Preparation of alpha-naphthaline . Mr. B. C~ Roy 
·- 1942-44. 

Jo. Radium contents .· of . Indian Pr. B. D. Nag. 
minerals and mineral springs. Cb.owdhry . 
1943-44 ·'' . 

Total 
amount of 
grant in Rs~ 

'-:,us 
9,627 

u,6oo 

. 4.986 

3,65I 
·3,550 
9,6oo ("! -

. 1,713 

1·S1S 

8,888 

JO,I7I 

9,164 

40400 

J,.soo · 



No. Name of 
Institution ·Place Nature of Problem . 

u. Devising a method for testil~g the 
quality of optical glass 1940-43 

12. Survey and production of insulat·· 
ing materials and dielectrics for 
high frequencies. I940·4S 

13. Design of electro-accoustical and · 
high frequency apparatus. 
1940•45 

14. Ionospheric investigations 1943-
15 Manufacture of radio valves in 

India 1942--
16. Development of a new technique of 

investigating the ionosphere. 
1946- . • 

17· Manufacture of vacuum pumps, 
compressor and refrigeration 
machinery. 1941- ' 

18. Measurement of geological time in 
India 1944- · 

19. Theoretical investigation on the 
upper atmosphere. 1943-

:zo. Low temperature carbonization of 
coal 1943-

21. Extraction of rare earths from 
monazite sands. 1941-

:Z-6. Chemical composition of the 
Tipper's collection of rare earth 
minerals in India. 1947-

Names of Total 

Investigators amount of 
grant in Rs. 

Dr; S; C •. Sirkar 2,o6s 

Prof. S. K. Mitra 2,350 

J5 18,957 

" .. 20,475 
,., 41,682 

Prof. s. K. Mitra and 6,278 0\ 
Mr. B. M; Banerjee t-o)· 

Prof. M. N. Saba 81,182 

n 14,461. 

,. 20,668 

Dr. B. N. Ghosh 26,365 

Dr. P. B: Sirkar 42,987 

» u,794 



No. Name of 
Institution Place 

Cotton Techn~ Bombay 
· logical Labon

tory, · Indian 
Central Cotton 
Committee. 

Dacca Univer- - Dacca 
· sity. 

Delhi University Delhi 

Nature of Problem Names of 
· Investigators ·· 

·.23. Fermentative production of butyl ,Dr. B. C. Guha 
alcohol, acetone and of acids 

. generally from molasses. I943-
. 24. Development of air-driven. ultra- Prof. K. Roy 

centrifuge. 1944-
25. Research on cosmic rays .. 1945- . Mr. P: C. Bhattacharya 
26. Raman spectra and Juminiscence Dr. S. C. Sirkar · 

of organic compounds at low 
. temperatures. 1947-
27. Micro-waves emitted from extra- Dr. H. Rakshit 

terrestrial sources. 1947- . 
- 28. Design of moving .iron . ammeters · Prof. P.C. Mahanti 

and voltmeters of commercial ·. 
grades. 1944- . 

x. Survey of cellulose- bearing . mate- Dr. Nazii' Ah~ad and 
rials of India. 1941- .· · ·. Dr. D.L~ Sen 

I; Desulphurising of coal .. 1943~ Dr. J. K. Chowdhry 

2, Investigations on steroids: 1944•47 . Dr M.C. Nath 
3· Chromium-plating on· glass, wood Dr. B.C. Kar 

and other oon-rnetallic•rnaterials .. 
1946- . 

I. Spectroscopic. investigations on Or. ~·M· Vaidya 
fuels and their combustion.· 1944-

2. Preparation and production on· a Mr: Mansaram · 
large scale of pure amino-acids 
from various- natural resources 
acd by synthetic methods. 1947-

. Total 
amount of 

· grant in Rs. 

53.498 

29,723 

. l3,66t 
3·678 

29,277 . 



Name of Nature of Problem Names ef Total 
No. Institution Place · In~estigators amount of 

grant in Rs. 

16. Department of Madras I., Kbus roots. i944·46 Mr. C.T. ltyacban 81583 
Agriculture, 

' . . 
Madr.as. I' 

17. Department of Debra Dun I. Cultintion of· Oscimum plants. Director of Agriculture s,ooo 
Agriculture, U.P. 1947-

t8. Department of Trivendrum t. Agar-agar from sea-weeds. Dr. K. Moudgil soo 
Industries, 1942•43 
Travancore. 

19· Director of Nagpur. 1. Cultivation of patchouli in ~ the Director of Industries, 2,000 
Industries, C.P. Central Provinces.· 1943- c. p, 

20· Drug Research Jammu I. Survey, cultivation and improve- Sir R. N. Chopra 4,300 
Laboratories . ' ment of medicinal plants. 1947-

Jl, Fuel Research Dhanbad I.· Physical and chemical survey of Dr. Lahiri. 9,soo o-
Institute Indian coals. • 

22. Government of Bombay 1. Procelain containers for hydrogen Mr. C.P. Shah .z,soo 
Bombay · peroxide 1944-

Poona 2. Cultivation of palma rosa 1944- .. .z,ooo 
23· Government of Bombay 1. Electrolytic oxidation of potassium Mr. C. C. Mitter 3,400 

India Mint manganate to potassium per· 
manganate 1947- · 

24· Government Silk Bhagalpur r. Standardisation of dye extracts Mr. M. N. De 6,421 
Institute. from the barks of Butea-

Frondosa. 
2~. Indian Associa- Calcutta I. X-ray studies of metals and Mr. K. Banerjee 11,146 

tion for the alloys 1946- . 
Cultivation of 2. Study of formation of vortices botb Dr. s. K. Banerjee 8,900 
Science. theoretical and experimental 

under conditions obtaining in 
solar atmosphere. 1947-

3· X-ray investigations of coal 1947- Mr. K. Banerjee 9,6oo 



No. Name of Place Institution 

26. Indian Forest Debra Dun 
Research 
Institute. 

-
27. Indian Institute 

of Science. 
· Ban&alorc 

. ' Nature ofProblem Names of 
ln\·estigators 

, .. 
1. Survey of aromatic chemicals of Dr. S. Ktishna 

India 1944-45 /. · 
2.. Survey of aromatic-plants of India' · ,, 

. 1946- ' . t 
·1. Manufacture of formaldehyde. . Sir ).c. Ghosh 
' 1940•44 

2. Manufacture of super phosphates. 
1941-45 , . 

3· Manufacture of titanium dioxide. 
. .1942-4; . ' ' 

-4· Manufacture· of potassium chl~ 
rate. . 1941·43 

S· Manufacture- of phosphorus. 1941-

.. 
·• •• 
,. 

.. 
. 44· .· ' · .. 

'6. Manufacture . of graphite electro- Prof. K. Aston 
des. · I94Q 43 · 

7- Manufacture· of condensers and · 
. resistances. ~940-43 · · . . .., , 

8. Manufactu.re of . organo•arscnical Prof. P.C •. Guha 
. compounds. 1940-45 · 

9. Manufacture of sodium cyanide. Sir J.C. Ghosh 
1941•43 .\. . 

to. Manufacture of catborandum and Prof. K., Aston 
its finished products. 1940-43 · 

n. Manufacture of synthetic adrena- Dr. P. C. Guha 
line. 1942·45· · · · , 

12. Pilot plant experiments on aniline, , 
1 nitrobea-zene, etc. 1942-45 

13. Electdc furnace treatment of coal· Sir J. C. Ghosh 
rich in sulphur. 1946- ' · 

Total 
amount of 

.... grant i 1 Rs. 

2,ooo 

s,ooo 

12,318 

40,953 

13,314 

7,653· 

17,734 0\ 
Ul 

25,244 

12,785 

10,433 

1·250 

3·785 

7·678 

52;417 

15,027 
.•. 



No. Name of 
Institution Place Nature of Problem 

14. Manufacture . of hydrogen pero-
xide. 1942- . · · · 

IS· Manufacture Qf polythenes by the 
hydrogenation of rubber latex. 
1943- ' I 

16. Production of synthetic methanol. 
1945- . 

' 17. Production of metallic sodium_ and 
_ magnesium.. 1944- ' 

18. Beneficiation of gypsum and phos
. phates from the .- Trichinopoly 

area. 1941- . · 
19. Manufacture of beryllium _ alloys 

1944-
20. Extraction of sulphur compounds 

from coal. 1942-
21. Manufacture of butadiene 1943-
22. Preparation of formaldehyde from 

power alcohol. 
23. Studies in diel~ctric constants , 

1946-
24· Preparation of pre-digested and 

concentrated food products ftom 
edible seed-cakes 1946-

25. Vegetable milks from oil-seeds and 
related materials. 1945-

26. Chemistry of penicillin and othef 
anti-biotics. 1944-

Names of Total 

I~vestigators amount of 
grant in Rs. 

Sir J. C. Ghosh . 49.760 

n 31,185 

•• 5,263 

. ss 77..0Q3 

,. 34,647 

,. 19,815 
Cfo 

31,263 
Q\ , 

. , 32,;01 
Dr. S. K. K. J atkar 7·714 

,. 8,878 

Prof. V. Subrahmanyao. 9,904 
.... 

\ 

\. ,, 16,613 

II ,.S,83t 



No. Name of 
Institution Place Nature of Problem 

' 27. Treatment ·and utilization · of 
·.industrial wastes ·With special 

reference to the textile mill 
wastes of Ahmedabad. 1942-

'28. Utilization. of essential oils as 
. . disinfectants, 194S-

29, Manufacture of. good quality 
\ · vegetable re11net 1942- . 

30. Cytogenetics of yeast and fungi 
1 

with a, view to ' evolve new and 
·potent species. 1946- . . 

31. National collection of type cultures 
1941- ' . 

· 32. Production of industrial .enzymes. 
. 1943- . . . 

33· Study of .conditions favouring !he', 
increase of. alcohol concentrauon 
in dist,iHery washe~ 1944-

34· Study of industrial wastes . as 
· supplemental sources of ,nitrogen 
and vitamins for the fermcnta• 
tion industries· 1947-

~S· Aromatic chemic~ls 1945 · . . 
36. Manufacture of coumarin 1947-
37· Production of phenol by tbe 1 ben-

zene solphonic', acid . process. 
1946- . ' 

38· Preparation o(novocaine. 1944- · 
39- Fatigue in metals and alloys. 1946-

Names of 
'Investigators 

Mr .. M.· Sreenivasaya 

, 
,, 

., 

Dr. P~ C. Gubs ,' 
'_, , 

, . 

Prof. Frank Adc:o~ 

Total 
amount of 

grant in Rs. 

SS,8SI 

17,198 

13,341 · 

14,907· 
I,jOO 
1,017 



No. 

Z9. 

30. 

31. 

33· 

Name of 
Institution Place 

Indian Museum Calcutta 

Indian School Dhanbad. 
of Mines. 

K G. Medical ' Luc:know 
College. 

Laxmi Narayan Nagpur 
lnstitu~e of 
Technology 

Madras Univer- Madras 
airy ( Bioc:bc:mi-
cal Laborato-
ries) 

Madras Univer- · Madras 
airy (Department 

of Leather 
Technology) 

Nature of Problem 

40. Development of high· purity man
ganese and the study of its effects 
as an alloying element with other 
non-ferrous metals 

41· Preparation of musk xylol, musk 
ambrette ·and musk ketone. 
1947-

42· Ultra-sonic: velocity in gases and 
vapours. 1947- · ' 

43· Preparation of new anti malarials.~ 
I. Jasmines of India. 1945-
2. Crude resin from Pin·11 Excelsa. 
1· Washability of Indian coals 1943-

1. Essential oils from bitter oranges. 
1944- . 

I. Utilization of bauxite deposits of 
C.P. 1945-

z. lnvestigalion on sweet oranges and 
lemon oils. 1945-46 

1. Manufacture of sorbose. I944-
Z.. Carbohydrate Metabalism in orga

. nisms with special reference 10 
oxalic acid and citric acid forma· 
tions. 1945-

3· Stu:iy of proteins apd proteases. 
1945-

l· Leather Research. 19 4~-

Names of 
Investigarors 

Prof. Frank Adcock. 

Dr. P.C. Guha 

Dr. S.S. Jatkar 

Dr: P.C. Guha 
Dr. S.N. Bal 
Mr. J.N. Rakshit 
Dr. C. Forrester 

Dr. B.K. Malaviya 

Dr. S.A. Salatorc 

.. 
; 

Dr. M. Demodaran .. 
' ...,. 

Total 
amour~t of 
grant in Rs. 

19,320 
7:410 

1,os,245 

2,853 

g,678 

2,5oo 

60,00Q 



No. 

34· 

37· 

38· 

39· 

Nam; of 
Institution. 

. Meteorological 
. Department, 
Government of 
India. 

Mysore Iroo 
Works. · 
Osmania Uni-. 
versity, 
Hyc;lcrabad. 
Palaeobotanical 
Laboratory 
Patna. University 

Presidency 
Colleae. 

P"resideocy 
College. 

P'rovincial 
Broadcasting 

. ~epart~ent. 

Place 

Poona 

Delhi 

Bbadravati,. 
My sore 
ltydcrabad 

Lucknow · 

Patna. 

Calcutta 

Madras 

Nature -of Problem Names of 
Investigators 

1. Rad:ation- equilibrium iu 
, . atmosphere 1946-

the Dr. K. R. ; t 
Ramanathan 

z. Infra: red radiation ftora the 
atmosphere and solar radiation.· 
1946-

I. Manufacture of resistance alloys 
1944 - ' ' 

1. Spltning of oils I9.f0·4S 
· 2. Briqueuing of coals 1944-46 

Dr. L. .. Ramdti 

.. 
1. Investigations !of micro-palaeobota- · Prof. B. 8-a!:loi 

nical problems. 1946- · 
.1. Pbatasensitising dyestuffs 1940"'44 Prof. hi. N. Dojll' 

· z. Utilization of waste mica of. Bihar. . Prof. R.. C. Hay 
1942·46' . 

I. Study' of polar· crystals dissolved· . Dt. s; K. Majumdar 
in glass systems. 1944<-, . , . 

· :~. ProductJin . of mesons with the Prof .. R. L. Sen Gupta 
help .of 'Wilson cloud £hamber 
1946- -

l. ·Manufacture of glandular productt Dr. _B. B: Dey 
and utilization of waste products . 
from' sharks· 1942-

2. Manufacoture · ··· of · photographic: 
. developers 1945 ·: 

3· . Manufacture of··· direct cotton 

Jl 

· colours 1943 -
1. Reconditioning of lead acid Mr. V. y. 1.. Raa 

batteries 1945 , 
2. Salvaging of electrolytic ·conden

sers · 194·5- · ' 
I . 

Total 
amount of 

grant in Rs. 

20,170 

x9,s6z 
4.810 

·8,680 

54,14j 

15~959 

16,564 



Name of 
· Nature of Problem. Names of Total · 

No. Institution Place Investigaton amount of 
,, 'grant in R9. 

I ' 
\ 

42· Punjab Univer· Lahore I. Manufacture of high ~rade . re- ,Prof. M.L. Joshi 32,27~ 
lity fractory clay~ 1940-46 -

2. Manufacture 'of graphite crucibles " 23,258 
1942•46 ' 

3· Manufacture of optical glass. 
~· 

32,420 
1940·45 · 

Dr. P.K. Kicblu 4· Manufacture of X-ray tubes and 23s34S 
kenotrons 1942-46 . \ 

S· Manufacture of diamond tools. " 13,296 
1945.:_ 

6. Manufacture of flash lamps 1945- •• 4·140 
1· Photochemistry of ozone 1946- " 

s,s6r 
8. Preparation of optically active and Dr. B.K. Singh 5,62o. 

racemic forms of compound! .. ~ 

suitable as, m~dicinal subs1ances 
0 

(chemical and physical . parts). 
1946-

9· Co-relation of cosmic ray inten- Dr. P1 S. Gill s,ooo 
sity with atmospheric variables 

Mz. \ ~ Bhow.;.k 
1946- \ 

43· "Radon House .. Calcutta I. Manufacture of X-ray transfor- 10,734 
Kalighat mers 1941-43 

2. Manufacture of permanent magnets " 5,620 
suitable for electrical iQ.stru· 
ments. 1945- \ 

44· Ram, S. (Miss) New Delhi 1. Manufacture of correcting fluid. Miss S Ram 
1943-

2• Manufacture of duplicating ink.. .. so 
1943-



No. 

45· 

49· 

Name of 
Institution Place 

Royal Institute Bombay 
of Science. ' 

"Salkia", · Calcutta 
Howrah .. 

St. Xavier's Bombay 
College. 
Tata Institute of Bombay 
Fundamental 
Research 

Tata Iron and Jamshedpur 
Steel Co., Ltd. 

Nature of ~roblem 

I.· Manufacture of photographic mate-· 
rials in India 1941-46 . 

2. Manufacture of high-purity salt. 
1946-· ' . . . 

3· Manufacture of gelatin. 1943~ 
4· Spectroscopy of fuels and their 

combustion. 1946~ 
1. Manufacture of g1aphite CrJicibJes . 

. · 1941-46 · ·.. : 
I. Establishment .of ·. ·anti-biotic 

research.cen~re 1947- .. , 
I. Work on. astro physics, expert

mental physics and cosmic 
radiation. I946-

2.. High ahitude measurement of the . 
' penetrating . . compobent ' of 

cosmic radiation. and ground 
. experiments on mesons 1946 ~ 

· 3· Establishment of a betatron high' 
energy accelerator. 1946-

1. 'Grain-size control of. ferrous and 
.non-ferrous materials, . 1946- . 

z. Manufacture of permanent magnets 
1942-46 ' .• 

3· Coke-blending and coking research 
' 1941-:- . ' 

4· Classifltation and cataloguing of. 
technical literature· relating to 
metals. 1946- · 

Names of 
Investigators 

, " -oy .R. Tawde 

~r. ~L. Mukerj.~e 
Lt. c~ . 
S. S. Bhatnagar 
Pr!)f. H. J.. Bna bha 

, 

,. 

Controller of Inspection 
(Metallu~gical) risco 

" 

, 

Total 
amount of 

grant in Rs. · 

'7r,o6o 

· 2o,or8 
18,656 

75,000, 

20,000 

75,ooo 

""' ·-



No. Name of Place Institution 

so. Technological Baroda 
Laboratory 

51· U. P. Glass Bahjoi 
Works 

P· Departmental 
Schemes, 

Oelbi 

Council of 
Scientific and 
Industrial 
Research 
Laboratories. 

Nature of Problem: 
Names of 

Investigators 

I· Preparation of alkali and water Dr. C. S. Patel 
soluble ethyl cellulose. 1944-

J. Manufacture of optical glass 
1940-43 . 

1. Manufacture of synthetic wool 
1940-46 

:t. Manufacture of ammonium 
" nitrate 1942 43 

Mr. I. D. Varshney · 

Dr. S. S. Bhatnagar 

Dr. S. S. Bbatnagar and 
Mr. Parkash Naraio 
Dr. S. Parthasara!hy 3. Titanium dioxide from baux:it~ 

sludge 1942-45 
4· Manufacture of ammonium Dr. S. S. Bhatnagar 

phosphate from calcium pbos- ' 
phate 1940-43 . 

5· Serper.tina alkaloids, kurchi alka- Dr. S. Siddiqui 
loids, industrial uses of bhilawan 
resins, substitutes of agar-agar 
and mannite' ··1940-

6. Pyrethrum and pyrethrum substi
tutes • 

1· Anti-maladal Drugs 1944-
8. Semi-synthetic tanning material 

1944-
9· Neem oil 1942-

Jo. Manufacture of ebonite substitutes 
and allied products. 1943-

11· Industrial utilization of resins from 
latice; of euphorbiCJccea 1944-

u. Extraction of rubber' · from 
a-yptostegia · 1944-46 

.. .. 
' \:: 
Dr. S. S~hatnagar and 
Dr. Karimullah 

Total 
amount of 

grant in Rs, 

2,457 

s.s:zs 

SI,36S 

1,300 

8,oso 

8,613 

74.618 . ~ 
N 

1$,424 

26,779 
29,890 

42,ll4 
.zo,8oo 

18,74? 

S,IlQ 



No. Name of. 
Institution Place 

I 
Nature of Problem 

13. Preparation ohitamin, Bv b.eem~:i: 
and marmite. 1944- •, 

14· Powder metallurgy ·1946-
15. Carbon electrodes fot arc purposea 

. '1940-' . 
16. Plastics in geoeral 1940-
17· Polyhydric olc!lbols from sugar_s 

1944- . . . ' . 
18, Investigations of kakra siogi, 

brahmi and. brabmi manduki. · 
1946- . ' . ; 

i9. Manufacru~e of ~agn~sium from' 
, magnesite 1942-45 (dropped) .~ 

20. Po.rtable producer gas plant 1942~ 
21. Technical applications · · of ·.ultra~ 

sonics · · · 
22• Testing of samples of earth, alloys, 

broken inachmery brought (rom 
· Hiro~hima 1.946- · · · 

· 23. Manufacture of resistance alloys 
1942-44 . . . . 

24'. Extraction of sulphur· compounds · 
from coal 1940-46 · 

,.. 
' Total 

Na~~s of 
Inve igators amount of 

grant in Rs. 
I 

Dr. Ba ir Ahmad and t8,9t 4 
Mr.~ N. Vohra · Dr .s, Kr ...... 5·703 

' " I 
59,9u 

... 59,803 
Dr. Ka imullah .18,747' 

, 
~· 

10,456 
,t' .. ~ 

Dr. S . .Parthasarathy . 7.381 

D~. K.S. Krishnan 
"-) 

79.721 w 
Dt. S. Parthasarathy 33·546 

•• 150 

I 8,56o " 
' '3·716 " 


